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PREFACE 

This book has come into being as a result ofthe author's lectures on mathematical 
modelling rendered to the students, BS and MS degree holders specializing in 
applied mathematics and computer science and to post-graduate students in exact 
sciences of the Nizhny Novgorod State University after N.!. Lobatchevsky. These 
lectures are adapted and presented as a single whole ab out mathematical models 
and modelling. 

This new course of lectures appeared because the contemporary Russian 
educational system in applied mathematics rested upon a combination of 
fundamental and applied mathematics training; this way of training oriented 
students upon solving only the exactly stated mathematical problems, and thus 
there was created a certain estrangement to the most essential stages and sides of 
real solutions for applied problems, such as thinking over and deeply piercing the 
essence of a specific problem and its mathematical statement. This statement 
embraces simplifications, adopted idealizations and creating a mathematical 
model, its correction and matching the results obtained against a real system. 
There also existed another main objective, namely to orient university graduates in 
their future research not only upon purely mathematical issues but also upon 
comprehending and widely applying mathematics as a universal language of 
contemporary exact science, and mathematical modelling as a powerful me ans for 
studying nature, engineering and human society. 

The author of this book is a pupil of A.A. Andronov's world-known scientific 
school on nonlinear oscillations theory. This very fact has deterrnined the choice 
of the models under consideration. They are evolutionary models, i.e. the models 
for time-varying processes: dynamies, control, training, computational processes, 
recognition and optimization. These models describe systems of various nature, 
viz. mechanical, physical, chemieal, biologieal, technical, ecological, social, etc. A 
unifying basis for this entire collection is a universal all-embracing mathematical 
model, i.e. a dynamical system. 

The book may be interesting and useful for a vast spectrum of readers. To the 
students of various fields of natural science, engineering and other educational 
establishments, to researchers encountering difficulties in modelling or facing the 
situations where modelling may be of use, and also to those being curious and 
willing to find out how mathematics studies the surrounding world making it 
possible for us to understand and explain mysterious phenomena, foresee future 
changes, comprehend properties and foretell the behaviour of not only existing 
systems and processes but also those that can be imagined or invented. 
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VIII Preface 

To its utrnost degree, modelling is an art and so beauty plays in it not a last role, 
the beauty of the model, the beauty of studying it, and, at last, the beauty of 
explaining through it the mysterious and nontrivial phenomena and properties of 
the system under study. Perhaps, creating and studying some models this book 
suggests will bring you some aesthetic pleasure. 

This book could not have appeared had I no patient and thankful students of the 
VMK Faculty of Computational Mathematics and Cybemetics, the NNGU 
Nizhny Novgorod State University after N.I. Lobatchevsky. A priceless 
contribution has been performed by Victor Sh. Berman who helped me very much 
to perfeet the lectures used as a basis of this book. Unfailing support for my 
interest to mathematical models has been exerted by my former post-graduate 
students and at present the First Prorector, NNGU Prof. Roman G. Strongin and 
the Dean of the VMK Faculty Dr. Vladimir P. Savel'ev. In preparing the 
manuscript for publication a great assistance has been given by Dr. Nadezhda K. 
Shavina and Irina S. Gel'fer. The manuscript has been translated into English by 
Dr. Victor I. Gloumov and Prof. Mark M. Kogan. To all of them I am expressing 
my gratitude and appreciation. 
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Introduction 

In this book you will become familiar with various mathematical models for 
mechanical, electrical, physical, astronomical, chemical, biological, ecological, 
cybernetical and other systems and processes. In addition, this book will help you 
to form your own scientific understanding and attitude towards "applied mathe
matics", and other mathematical subjects you are studying. 

Y ou would like to study and comprehend the surrounding world and to this you 
are driven by your heredity. Why are you then trained in abstract and hard under
standable mathematics isolated from the living world, i.e. in numbers, vectors, 
matrices, functions, operations upon them, differentiating, integrating, etc ? 

I guess you know how to answer this question in general- mathematics is a ba
sis for the scientific study ofthe world. However, why is this abstract mathematics 
lying so far from our specific, touchable and beautiful world so essential for world 
study? Why is it not, say, astrology that is capable of foretelling the future on the 
basis of positions of stars? 

What is the method for applying mathematics to studying the world and 
foretelling the future? 

Perhaps, for this last question you also know the answer - we are compre
hending the world through creating and studying its mathematical models. 

So together we shall construct mathematical models and study them, and in this 
way we shall pierce the secrets of the world we are living in. 

What is a model? The word "model" is borrowed from Italian and means "a 
copy", "a template", "a prototype" upon studying which we have the original al
ready studied. Therefore, a mathematical model makes up a prototype of some 
fragment of the world - that of some system, device, machine, process, apparatus, 
and through studying this prototype we are understanding this fragment of the 
world. 

What is then mathematics and what is its role in creating this auxiliary model? 
Why can this model be studied by us? Why then upon studying it are we capable 
of studying the world? Finally, what is, after all, mathematics? I think you are not 
aware of all of the answers to these questions. 

To the answers to these questions we shall be approaching from far away. 
Once long ago, in the last century at one scientific sitting there was noisily dis

cussed the issue as to the role of languages and mathematics in training students. 
The debates lasted long. One side stood up for the role of languages, and another 
for the importance of mathematics. Among disputants was the great scientist 
J. W. Gibbs. This is the very scientist who stated that a whole is simpler than its 
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part; that to study some accumulation of milliards of molecules is simpler than a 
single molecule. He did not only state but proved it by his wonderful scientific 
discoveries. He was respected by everybody and was a great tacitum. However 
here, to everybody's astonishment, he asked to give him the floor and stated: 
"Mathematics is a language". 

What did he imply? What is common between Russian, English, Greek, French 
and other languages, and mathematics? This common lies in the following: any 
natural language describes human actions, feelings, wishes, reminiscences, sug
gestions, opinions, orders, etc., and mathematics is a language for describing na
ture; it is a language of scientific knowledge of the world. If you wish to speak to 
a Frenchman, you need to have the French language studied, to speak to an Eng
lishman the English language, and to nature, the mathematical language. Nature 
discloses its mysteries to us only in terms of the mathematical language, and if 
you wish to comprehend these mysteries you need to have the mathematical lan
guage studied, to have mathematics studied. Speaking to nature and engineering, 
being also a portion of nature but created by man, is performed in the mathemati
callanguage. 

Human languages are specific; each word in them is assigned some specific 
meaning. In contrast to this, the mathematicallanguage is abstract. However, they 
both are languages and this difference is not so essential. Imagine that you have 
seen an inscription on the fence: 

"Nhiseful mitteler rims qoptly" 

At first, you took it as something gibberish, but upon thinking it over you 
realise that there exists a certain "mitteler" which is "nhiseful", and that this 
"mitteler" "rims" and performs this action "qoptly". Right now, match this phrase 
against the following mathematical phrases 

(a+b)2 =a2 +2ab+b2, 

d d 
0< -x(t) < -y(t), 

dt dt 

fUdV = uv - fVdu. 

In the second mathematical phrase it is said that some magnitude x(t) in

creases with t slower than the magnitude y(t) does. What x and y represent is 

not known, nor what a and bare equal to in the first phrase. 
Linguistic descriptions of our life - stories, life-stories, novels - are its lan

guage models. Descriptions of natural phenomena in the mathematical language 
are their mathematical models, i.e. mathematics is a language of exact sciences, 
and mathematical models are adescription of systems and processes of nature or 
engineering in terms of the mathematicallanguage. 

For writing a good school composition you need to know well what you are 
writing about. The same owns for mathematical models - to have a robust mathe
matical model you need to have a clear idea about what you want to describe; to 
distinguish essential from secondary. In addition, you need to understand the es-
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sence and regularities of the running processes, phenomena and their interrela
tions. Finally, you need to be skilful in describing all these things in the mathe
maticallanguage. 

Writing a composition is not simple, but reading and understanding it is usually 
simple. Though at times this simplicity is deceptive. Compiling a model is also 
rather difficult, and understanding it is sometimes not so simple, and at times it 
requires even a lot of effort. To understand the model and what it describes, it is 
necessary to have it studied, and this study may turn out to be very complicated 
and difficult. 

Now I think you understand in general what my book is ab out. 
However, there remains the following question not yet answered: why in 

studying a mathematical model of a real system or process do we also get the pos
sibility to study them themselves? As said above they are so different and seem
ingly have nothing in common. This question is not so simple. One of the well
known mathematicians called this wonderful possibility "incomprehensible". 
Though, this seems not absolute1y so. Something here can be comprehended. 

Everything here rests upon isomorphism. Weshall touch this point later on, but 
for now still note only that differences between a real system and a model are not 
so terrible. How a TV set runs can be understood through its radio circuit looking 
absolutely different from the TV set itself. Streets in the city can be made out 
through its maps. 

Now I am coming to the story about one ofbasic models in natural science and 
engineering, a dynamical system. 
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Mathematics as a language. Mathematical models. Mathematical modelling 
as a method of studying the surrounding world. The Laplace deterrninism. 
A dynamical system as a basic mathematical model in the natural sciences. 
A phase portrait. Examples of dynamical systems and their phase portraits. 
A phase portrait as a means of geometrical representation of our knowledge 
ab out a dynamical system and as a means ofits study. 

Archimedes, having perceived the law of the lever and being excited by the mys
tery of nature unveiled to him, exc1aimed: "Give me a fu1crum and 1 shall turn 
over the world". 

Many centuries ago, in the 18th century, the great mathematician and astrono
mer Pierre S. Laplace, being impressed by a revealed scientific picture of the uni
verse and by causal relationships between all phenomena, expressed his enlight
ment with the words: "I shall predict in all details the entire future, everything that 
will come for all centuries ahead, from the smallest to the biggest things, if you 
tell me or completely describe what state the contemporary world is in". 

It was an apotheosis of deterrninism, a full causative relationship of the future 
with the present. 

Clear it is that nobody could accuse Laplace of lying or being wrong, since who 
is able to describe the universe in full? It would be nice to describe a portion even 
partially. And what then? Isn't a human being capable ofpredicting ? WeIl, some
times prediction is possible. Now let us try to clear it up for ourselves when it is 
possible and when not, and what it depends upon. Meanwhile, let us understand 
why it was stated so by Laplace. 

It was stated in this way thanks to great astronomical achievements. In astron
omy, a full understanding of the causes guiding the movement of planets was 
gained and it became possible to ca1culate planets' orbits for many years ahead. 
Alongside, a mechanistic picture of the universe was established, in which all 
things occurring in the world were explained through a mechanical motion of the 
tiniest material partic1es, molecules. Such are the caprices of the history that the 
greatest enlightrnents came into science "from the heavens", thanks to the astro
nomical achievements. 

The movement of planets, the traveIling stars, attracted the attention of man
kind for a long time. At present, we have nothing to do with them, but in that dis
tant past it was far from so. WeIl known that time was the Ptolemaic system ofthe 
universe. It described sufficiendy weIl visible the movements ofplanets (Mercury, 
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Venus, Mars, Moon, Jupiter, Saturn) and of the Sun. A more simple description 
was given by the Copernicus system, though it was Newton who explained them 
via his laws for the mechanical motion and universal gravity. He revealed that this 
mechanical motion of a material point is described by a second-order differential 
equation and is determined uniquely through its initial position and velocity. From 
this it followed that the movement of all planets and of the Sun can be exactly 
calculated if their masses, initial positions and velocities are known. The calcula
tion itself was carried out by Newton only for two mutually attracting free solids, 
but in principle this is not essential. Very soon people learned how to approxi
mately calculate, but with a magnificent accuracy, the movement of all planets. 
Nowadays this is done easily with use of computers. Thus, there exists some de
scription for planets through which the future can be predicted, i.e. how this de
scription will vary in the future. Such a description was called astate of the me
chanical system. To some extent this notion of astate can be generalized and ap
plied not to mechanical systems only. It is in this way that exact natural sciences 
proceeded to study evolutionary processes and predict the future. 

The idea of deterrninism that so much excited Laplace, the idea of a temporal 
causality and a unique conditionality of events in our world, can be thought as a 
token of relationships existing between the descriptions of the past and the pres
ent. 

Here it is senseless to talk about the relation of the entire past with the entire 
present, since a possibility to actually investigate these relations arises only when 
a certain part of something is chosen both from the description and the medium. 
Choosing a subject for investigation in such a way was described by Newton as 
concentrating attention upon separate attractive beautiful pebbles on a boundless 
pebbly sea-shore. The "pebble" we will choose will be called a system, and what 
in it catches our attention will be called a description of the system. This descrip
tion may be denoted by x. It is time-dependent, and it is not obligatory that the 
principle of determinism should be true for it, i.e. the fact that the past description 

x(tl ) defines the future description x( t2 ), (t 2 > tl ). This is so only when 

we are very lucky both in choosing a pebble and in choosing what is attracting us 
in it. 

Now I am coming to some examples on how to choose the "pebbles" and de
scribe them. Prior to this, I would like to tell you some more about the Laplace 
determinism, to protect hirn, so to say, against natural claims that commonly ob
servable randomness was not supposedly observed and ignored by hirn. No, he 
observed it. Moreover, it was he who introduced into science the well-known ran
dom magnitude distributed by the widely employed normallaw, the Laplace law. 
Though, as well as Albert Einstein, he did not believe that God plays dice. He did 
not know how to explain the observable randomness, but this did not hamper him 
accepting the deterministic picture of the world. That was right, since random pro
cesses admit a deterministic description, but we shall touch on this point later. 
Now we return to our previous talk. 

Here is a small piece of chalk in my hands. I may be interested in knowing how 
it writes on the blackboard and why it does this. It means that I shall be interested 
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in its property and its description from the point of view of its capability for writ
ing on a blackboard. However I can use this chalk for simply throwing it or re
leasing it and see how it is falling down. In this last case I can be lucky and reveal 
a law for heavy solids falling onto earth, thus revealing a triumph of determinism. 

I can also pay attention to a glass of hot tea and ponder over why it has such a 
taste and smell and what it iso I can be curious about when the tea at last gets cold 
and one can drink it. In the last case, I am interested only in the tea temperature 
described by the Centigrade scale. If I am persistent enough, I shall find, perhaps, 
a law of its decrease, thus confirming a general idea of determinism. 

Similar examples can be given endlessly - a burning candle that attracted Mi
chael Faraday's attention; the motion of Earth around the Sun studied by Johannes 
Kepler and Isaac Newton; an electrical circuit of a capacitance and a self
inductance, whose mystery of oscillation was unveiled by Benjamin Thompson; 
an atom whose first model (description of the structure) was suggested by Nils 
Bohr; Earth's atrnosphere that affects weather which we are still not able to fore
cast; a living organism that until now is yet full of secrets for us; and the abso
lutely mysterious human brain. 

Upon these sketchy examples let us now consider so me in more details. Let us 
follow two cyclists on a cyde track. They started at the same time, and he who 
finishes first will be winner. How much time they ride does not matter, and this 
yields the situation that neither rushes forward but is manoeuvring to try to de
ceive his rival and arrive first at the finish . Simply to dash to the finish headlong is 
not good, since his rival can stay at his tai spending substantially less efforts, and 
will easily outrun hirn before the finish. 

To describe this situation, let us take the angles <PI and <P2 to represent the 

first and second cyclists (figure l.l). 

Fig.1.1. A view from above ofthe racing track and a racing event ofthe cyclists land 2. 

The plots of the functions <PI (t) and <P2 (t) provide a good representation of 

how the race was running (figure 1.2). For this case, two curves are drawn. The 
course of the competition can be expressed through a single curve in the plane 

<PI ,<P2 . (Here astart corresponds to the angle <P = 0 and a finish to <P = 2ff). 
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o t 

Fig. 1.2. The time plots of <P 1 (t) and <P 2 (t) for one of the races. 

Upon some time, the point M of the coordinates qJl and qJ2 will describe some 

curve (figurel .3). Its form also demonstrates how the competition was running. 

Fig. 1.3. Depicting a race of the cyclists on the ( <P l ' qJ2) - plane. 

According to figure 1.3, the first to leave the start line was the fust cyc1ist, and 
the second cyc1ist was behind his riyal all the way until the finish, and just before 
the finish he overran the riyal and came first. 

In figure 1.4 another variant of the racing competition is presented, where cy
c1ists overran each other many times and the fust was the winner. 

It is not difficult to see that the above description through the angles qJl and 

qJ2 will not allow, until one of them is equal to 2ff, to uniquely predict an out

come of the cyc1ist racing, though a skilful specialist could express more or less 
likely estimates. 
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2ff ~----------~ 

{jJ] 

Fig. 1.4. Another race of the cyclists on the ( <P I ' rp2 ) - plane. 

Let us consider one more example pertaining to describing a disease through a 
plot of a patient ' s temperature (figure 1.5). An experienced doctor will find in this 
plot a lot of information conceming the flow of the disease, though the initial 
fragment of the plot is insufficient for a trustworthy prediction of the entire curve 
or a final stage ofthe disease only. 

The next example is a free vertical falling of asolid body at height ho above 

the earth and having vertical velocity Vo . Under the gravitationallaw, we get 

gt 2 

h = ho +vot +--
2 

where I is the time of the fall, and h is the position counted down along the ver

tical line. The admissible types of the plots for h(t) are presented in figure 1.6. 

These plots show how the solid is falling when it has been thrown up, simply 

dropped or thrown down from height ho. Therefore, the magnitude h describes 

the fall of the solid weil. Is it possible through a single h to predict a further fall 

of the solid body? Evidently not, since the magnitude h(t) must be known as 

weil. 

Having this in mind, let us take two plots for h(t) and h(t) (figure 1.7) as a 

description. With values of hel) and "h(t) = V known at any instant t , it be

comes possible to predict their values at any subsequent instant 1 > t with use 
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Fig. 1.5. The plot ofmoming and evening temperatures ofthe patient. 

h 

ho 

t 

Fig. 1.6. The plots of the body falling from the same height but at different initial veloci
ties. 

of the below forrnulae 

_ _ 1 _ 2 

h( t ) = h( t ) + v( t )( t - t) + - g( t - t) 
2 

h(t)=h(t)+g(l -t) 

being farniliar to you [rom school physics. 

(1.1) 
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h 

Fig. 1.7. The time plots of the height hand the velocity V for the body thrown vertically 
up. 

Instead of two plots h(t) and h(t) , we can take only a single curve being 

travelled with the time t in the plane h, V by the point M with coordinates h 
and V 

h = h(t) , V = h(t) . 

Equations for this curve may be derived in the following way. 
From the obvious express ions 

v=h , v=g, (1.2) 

implying that a velocity is a time derivative of the displacement and that the accel
eration due to gravity is equal to g , it will follow that 

or 

dh V 
= 

dv g 

v2 
h=-+C 

2g 
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where C is an arbitrary constant. 

Hence, the trajectories circumscribed by the point M (h, v) on the plane h , 

V for various C are of the form shown in figure 1.8. 

v 

Fig. 1.8. The phase portrait ofthe body fall. 

When time increases, the point M will run along these curves in the directions 
indicated by arrows (it follows from the fact that for v> 0 the magnitude h in

creases and for v< 0, decreases) . The description of a falling solid via two mag

nitudes hand v, adopted by US, possesses a wonderful property of self

sufficiency and enables to produce a unique prediction. Indeed, setting any hand 

V will define uniquely a single parabola with the point M(h, v) on it. In this 

way, a further evolution ofmagnitudes hand V is defined uniquely. 

The plane of the variables h, v has a special name, a phase plane. Accord

ingly, the variables hand v are called phase variables, and the trajectories being 

drawn by the points M (h, v) on this phase plane will be called phase trajectories. 

The motion of the phase point along trajectories is remarkable by the fact that 
knowledge of its position at any instant t makes it possible to find its position to 

which it will have moved at any subsequent instant 1 > t , and namely, according 
to (1.1) or (1.2), 

v(i) = v( t) + g. (i - t) , 

hel) = h(t) + v(t)(i - t) + ~ g(i - t) 2 . 
2 
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This property of self-sufficiency of the variables hand v, implying that in order 

to determine their values upon any time interval I1t it is enough to know their 
values at an initial moment, makes them especially important. Due to this, such a 
description was called astate, and the variables describing this state were called 
phase variables. This very property of the state was used as a basis for defming a 
mathematical model being called a dynamical system. This model describes the 
determinative evolutionary processes and is one of the most essential, if not the 
most essential, in contemporary natural sciences and engineering. 

Let us look once more at the description of the cycling competition on the plane 

91 and 92 and that of a freely falling body on the plane h, V. In the first case, 

descriptions of different racing heats are represented by all possible curves within 

the square 0 s: 91 s: 2/7, 0 s: 92 s: 2/7. Naturally we assume only that 

91 and 92 are nondecreasing functions of time. Through each point of this 

square may pass across any number of curves. It is due to this very fact that setting 

the values 91 and 92 at some instant of time will not determine a further run

ning of the curve passing through this point. On the contrary, on the plane h, V 

the curves depicting different cases offalling will not intersect each other. It is due 
to their inability to intersect, and due to each point being intersected by its unique 
curve, that a unique prediction of further changes of magnitudes hand V be
comes possible. 

Thus, description by the variables 91' 92 does not provide a unique predic-

tion and this very fact is reflected in that that each point (91' 92) may be passed 

by some curves. On the other hand, describing a free falling object through the 
variables hand v will produce adeterminism, because each point ( h , v) is in
tersected with a single curve only. The given mathematical description for asolid 
freely falling in a gravity field constitutes an example of a mathematical model 
called a dynamical system, whereas a mathematical description of the competing 

cyclists through the angles 91 and 92 does not. 

Now let us give a general abstract definition of a mathematical model, called a 
dynamical system, with use of geometrical interpretation suggested by the great 
mathematician Jules H. Poincar( 

A dynamical system is defined by the space X and the single-valued operator 
T(l1t), depending upon the parameter I1t;:::: 0 in such a way that to each point 

X EX the operator T puts into correspondence the point X, i.e. X = T(l1t)x . 

Here the operator T(l1t) is supposed to satisfy, for any admissible I1t1 ;:::: 0 and 

I1t 2 ;:::: 0 , the expression 
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The notional matter ofthe space X and the operator T(l'lt) is as folIows. X is 

aspace of all possible states of the system under study. Usually X is a multidi

mentional vector with the components XI' x 2 , ... , x n . The description X is called 

astate or a phase point, and aspace of states X is called a phase space. For the 
given state X at an initial moment, the operator T(l1t) determines the state X at 

the time I1t . Here it is clear that a transference from the state X to X , being exe

cuted fIrst during the time I'lt I ~ 0 and then during the time I'lt 2 ~ 0 , should be 

the same as that performed during the time I'lt I + I'lt 2' This is the meaning of the 

above requirements assigned to the operator T(l'lt) . 
The description X is remarkable in the sense that by knowing it at the present 

time, one can determine such adescription upon any time I'lt ~ 0 . It is because of 
this that it is called astate, and the point X a phase point. 

The above discussed example conceming a freely falling body is completely 
appropriate to the defmition given. The state X here is a two-dimensional vector 

with the components h and v. Aspace of states or a phase space is a two

dimensional plane of variables hand v. The height h and the velocity V vary 

during the time I'lt and, according to the above, their new values will be equal to 

hand V , where 

- 1 
h = h + vl'lt + - g(l'lt) 2 , 

2 
V = V + gl'lt . (1.3) 

These last formulae determine the operator T (!).t). It may be immediately 

checked that this operator T(l'lt) meets the requirement imposed by the defIni

tion of a dynamical system. 
From the relations determining a change of variables hand V for I1t , it fol

lows that 

h -h 1 
--= v+-gl'lt 

I'lt 2 

As I'lt ~ 0 , we fInd that the functions h(t) and v(t) satisfy the differential 

equations 

dh 
-=V 
dt 

dv 
-=g 
dt 
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This conclusion also takes place in a connnon case if the limit 

Zim T(!1t)-T(O) =L 
tlt-+O !1t 

is supposed to exist. Then the state X as a function of the time t satisfies the dif
ferential equation 

dx 
-=Lx. 
dt 

Indeed, let us write the expression 

x = T(!1t)x 

in the form 

x(t + !1t) = T(!1t)x(t) 

and further in the form 

x(t + !1t) - x(t) T(!1t)x(t) - x(t) 
---..:. __ ..:..-_...:...:-=--.-:.-----:--.-:....:....--.:......:.... 

!1t !1t 

or, taking into account 

x(t) = T(O)x(t) 

and passing to the limit as !1t ~ 0 , we conclude that 

dx(t) = lim T(!1t) - T(O) x(t) = Lx(t) , 
dt tlHO !1t 

as had to be proved. 
Thus, a change of the state of a dynamical system will satisfy some system of 

first-order differential equations that, for the components of the vector x, can be 
written as 
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On the contrary, integrating these equations enables us to find the state
transferring operator T(!::.t). Here, these equations are certainly assumed to be 

uniquely solvable, and then their solution XI (t) (i = 1,2, ... , n) at any instant 

t 2 t 0 is defined by the initial conditions, i.e. by the values XI (to) 

(i = 1,2, ... , n ). In this way, the assignment of the differential equations, that are 

satisfied by the state as a function of the time t , deterrnines a dynamical system 
operator. The opposite takes place only in the case of differentiability of the dy
namical system operator, and this may be often not the case. Therefore, the above 
definition for a dynamical system is somewhat more general than in the case when 
changes of a dynamical system state are supposed to be subject to some differen
tial equations. Note also that the operator T(!::.t) can be defined not for all 

!::.t 2 0 , but only for some set of values !::.t 2 0 . 
A central and visual geometrical image of a dynamical system is its phase por

trait depicting all possible motions, i.e. all possible time evolutions of its states 
( descriptions ). 

A knowledge about a phase portrait gives a full representation of the dynami
cals (possible changes) for the dynamical system; it is a portrait of its dynamics. 

We already encountered a phase portrait in the two-dimensional plane h, V 

when describing the fall of a body. Each separate fall was depicted on this plane 
by the parabola 

V2 

h=-+C 
2g 

The set of all possible falls is described by parabolas for various values of C . 
This has led to figure 1.8. Separate curves of this phase portrait are called phase 
trajectories, and an entire set of possible phase trajectories constitutes a phase 
portrait. 

On the basis of this obvious example it is not difficult to give general defini
tions for a phase trajectory and a phase portrait and reveal the most essential prop
erty of phase trajectories, viz. the fact that they cannot bifurcate, i.e. from a phase 
point there can necessarily come out no more than a single phase trajectory. 
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Indeed, let X be an arbitrary point of the phase space X . During the time M 
the point will displace to the point X . With M changing from 0 to 00, the point 
X will circumscribe some "curve" coming out from the point X . This is the very 
phase trajectory coming out from the phase point X . This phase trajectory is sin

gle, because of the uniqueness of the operator T (!1t) . A combination of a11 phase 

trajectories makes up a phase portrait. 
Let us illustrate the notion of a phase portrait on the examples describing a 

sledge riding. Here, where we sha11 observe the two types of profiles, a pit with an 
ever ascending edges and a pit on a horizontal surface. The profiles are given in 
figures 1.9a and 1.9b. The sledges are taken symmetrical and sliding without fric
tion, both forward and backward. 

a b 

Fig. 1.9. The two types of skiing profiles, a and b. 

The description has to be chosen in such a way as to have it as astate. With the 
help of the experience already gained in the example about a free fall , it is now 
natural for us to choose the position sand the velocity V of the sledge as a de
scription. The variable S is chosen along the horizontalline, and the deepest place 
of the pit is taken as the origin of the count. The velocity of the sledge along the 
terrain profile will be chosen as the velocity v. No formulae and equations will be 
written. Without their help, let us think about what form the phase portrait will 
have, i.e. what phase trajectories in the plane s, V will be. In the case of the pit 
with ever ascending edges, any motion of the sledge will be represented either by 
the motionless position of the sledge in the bottom of the pit or by a periodic 
driving from one slope to another. The associated phase portrait is depicted in fig
ure 1.10 a. This portrait includes oval, closed, nested phase trajectories. 
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v v 

B 

s s 

c 

a b 

Fig. 1.10. The phase portraits of skier's movements corresponding to the profile in figure 
1.9a, a (without friction) and b (with friction accounted). 

Inside them, there lies the phase trajectory represented by the single point s = 0 , 
V = 0 corresponding to the equal position of the sledge on the bottom of the pit. 

The points A, B , C and D on the phase trajectory Z respectively indicate the 
subsequent positions held by the sledges, i.e. in the extreme left top position, on 
the bottom of the pit, in the extreme right top position, again on the bottom of the 
pit, and, at last, again in the extreme left top position. Such motion is periodically 
repeated with no limit. 

The second case of the phase portrait depicts a more complicated situation, 
since along the horizontal parts the sledge moves with a constant velocity and 
each of the points in horizontal parts for v = 0 is an equilibrium state. This fact 
results in a phase portrait given in figure 1.11 a. 

Let us ponder over how the phase portraits in figures 1.1 Oa and 1.11 a will 
change, if ever existing friction is also accounted. In this case, the oscillations in
side the pit will dissipate always and will convert to the equilibrium on the bottom 
of the pit. The motion along the horizontal part will dissipate as weIl. If all this 
taken into consideration, then the phase portraits in figures 1.10a and 1.11 a will 
assurne the forms shown in figures 1. lOb and l.11 b. 

Now I think you are already ready to [md a rather complicated phase portrait 
for a plane pendulum. Here aga in, we will not resort to equations and formulae, 
and, instead, will trY to outguess its form. Later on, in the proper place, we shall 
give you the formulae and specify this portrait quantitatively; right now we will 
restrict ourselves to its qualitative shape only. It is, perhaps, most difficult to un
derstand what a phase space of the pendulum iso If the angle of the pendulum de
viation from the horizontalline is rp , then astate will be a collection of this angle 

rp and the angular velocity (j) = ip of the pendulum rotation. A phase space will 
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v v 

s 

a b 

Fig. 1.11. The phase portraits ofskier ' s movements corresponding to the profile in figure 
1.9b , a (without friction) and b (with friction taken into account). 

be the space whose points are all possible points M(rp, m). The angle rp varies 

from - ff to ff, the values ip = - ff and rp = ff describing the same position of 

the pendulum. Therefore, the infinite band - ff :S rp :S ff, - 00 < (j) < 00 will 

serve as a phase space. Besides, the points rp = -ff, (j) and rp = ff , (j) will 

indicate the same pendulum state. Thus, in the phase space they should be repre
sented by a single phase point only, and not by two. Here, it is possible to adopt 
the simple convention - the points (- ff, m) and (ff, (j)) constitute the same 

point. Also, their real merging is possible, by sticking down the band along 

Fig. 1.12. A phase cylinder 

the lines rp = -ff and rp = ff into a cylinder. lt should be certainly done in such 

a way as to have the points of equal m stuck together. This will yield a two
dimensional cylinder as a pendulum phase space. The cylinder is shown in figure 
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1.12. Upon cutting it along the line rp = ±;r we come to the band (Fig. 1.13) with 

identified sides. 

OJ 

-ff 

Fig. 1.13. The deve10pment ofthe cylinder on aplane. 

To draw phase trajectories just upon the cylinder is not comfortable. Therefore, we 
will do it on the band remembering always that this is a cut out cylinder expanded 
on the plane. 

The pendulum has two equilibrium states, a bottom stable equilibrium corre-
sponding to the point rp = 0, OJ = 0 and a top unstable one corresponding to the 

point rp = ±;r, OJ = 0 . Each of these points is a whole phase trajectory, its be

ginning, its end and it itself are entirely held in a single point. 
If a motionlessly hanging pendulum, represented by the equilibrium rp = 0 , 

OJ = 0 , is pushed slightly, then it will start swinging with a small amplitude about 
this equilibrium state. Such a motion will be represented through the small oval 
embracing the point of the bottom equilibrium. With the push increased, the pen
dulum will swing with a larger and larger span (an amplitude), and at last its os
cillations will turn to a rotating motion, either elockwise or counterelockwise. The 

said is depicted in figure 14a. In this phase portrait: ko is a bottom stable equilib-

rium; k", is a top unstable equilibrium; kp k 2 , k3 are periodic oscillating mo

tions about the bottom equilibrium; BI' B2 , B3 are quicker and quicker rotating 

counterelockwise motions; BI' B2 , B3 are quickening elockwise rotations; (the 

pendulum deviation angle rp is counted counterelockwise from the low position 

of the pendulum); ~ and P2 are the motions coming elose to the point k", at 

t ---+ 00 and t ---+ -00 . These two last phase trajectories, ~ and P2 , separate the 

oscillating and rotating motions. 
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In this initial stage, you will be supposed to possess some knowledge about a 
phase portrait, if you feel now capable of drawing, without peeping into figure 
1.14b, how the portrait in figure 1.14a will be changed, if dissipations appear, say, 
caused by air friction. Then, you will have to explain also what motions are 

a b 

Fig.1.14. Phase portraits ofthe pendulum: a with no friction ; b with friction. 

represented by its separate phase trajectories. 
All the mathematical models to further appear in our text and to be studied are 

nothing but the specifications and the particular cases of the same more general 
mathematical model of the dynamical system described above. Also, so much they 
will be unlike each other, so much they will differ both by the nature of processes 
running in them and by their physical nature! Any process, phenomenon or system 
of any nature being described by differential equations is a dynamical system. 
Therefore, the great laws of nature - the laws of mechanical motion of solid bod
ies, fluids , elastic media, the theory of electromagnetic field, the laws of electro
dynamics and quantum physics - are described by mathematical models repre
senting themselves the dynamical systems. Though, our further narration will be 
started not from them. Instead, first we shall consider and study very simple mod
els, and only upon this you will be suggested more complicated models, which 
retain, nevertheless, their specificity and simplicity. In spite of their simphcity, 
sooner, thanks to their simplicity, they are most admissible for training and con
tribute to the most extent to your gaining the general and intuitive comprehension. 
The specific examples to be suggested to you are supposed to ensure your many-
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sided understanding. Sometimes, very simple mathematical models will be sug
gested for simple physical systems, and, sometimes, simple models for very com
plicated systems. Though, even in very complicated cases these models will re
main simple demonstrating their significance and cognitive power. 

As it was noted above, each system or process described by differential equa
tions always represents itself a dynamical system. This follows from the theorem 
of existence and uniqueness of the solution for the differential equations with the 
given initial conditions. Its state is a collection of the initial conditions which 
uniquely determine the solution. Its operator is determined by its solution within 
the time interval f'..t . 

Alongside with it, I would not wish you to think that the above general defini
tion of a dynamical system is nothing but simply another treatment of differential 
equations. In order to eliminate such a thinking, I will give you an example where 
this definition is easily seen to be far from the differential equations. These equa
tions here have nothing to do with it. This example is the game "Life" by 1. 
Conway. 

In this game played on a chess board, astate is defined through the position of 
counters. Aspace of states will be a set of a11 possible positions of counters. A 
state may be set up by the 8 x 8 matrix whose elements are units and zeroes, de
pending upon whether there is or there is no counter on the associated square. A 
phase space consists of a11 possible matrices of the above type. At each time 
f'..t = 1 , the positions of counters are changed by the operator being defined by 
the below three mIes - survival, death and birth. These rules are as folIows: 

1) a counter retains, if nearby there are two or three other counters; 
2) a counter is removed, if nearby there are more than three or less than two 

counters; 
3) a free square is occupied with a new counter, if there are three counters 

nearby. 
There are many possible changes in the positions of counters depending upon 

their initial position. F or example, the below three counters of the configuration 

• 

• rn ---. No counters 

turn, as shown, first, into two counters and then vanish. The square-shaped con
figuration of four counters 
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Three counters aligned 

. I · I · 

m rn 

• 

• 

• 

will oscillate, as shown, with a two-time period. 
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. I · I · 

Five counters, forming a "glider"-Iike configuration, are repeated each four 
times, shifting one square to the right and down . 

• 

• • 

There exist such positions of counters which through oscillating each period 
will generate a "glider". 

Also, there are the positions of counters which will "devour" gliders, and so on. 
This variety of possibilities, imitating in a distant and simplified way the real 

life genera ted via combining chemical molecules, will be represented, as said al
ready before, by the dynamical system whose state x is a matrix of zeroes and 
units. The matrix will hold so many rows and colurnns, so many they are on the 

playing board used for the game. The entry al) of this matrix is equal to 1 or 0, 

depending upon whether there is or there is no counter on the intersection of the 
i -th row and j -th colurnn. A set of all possible such matrices with 1- and 0- en-
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tries will constitute its state space. The operator T(l1t) of this dynamical system 

will be deterrnined only for discrete values of I1t equal to 0, 1, 2, 
If n is an integer, then 

T(n) = T n (1) ; 

T(O) will be the operator which does not change the counter positions. 

Before finishing our narration on a mathematical model of the dynamical sys
tem and its phase portrait, let us find a phase portrait for the physical pendulum 
mounted on a rotating base (figure 1.15). 

Fig. 1.15. The phase pendulum on a rotating base. 

For the case of the pendulum base being fixed, we have already found a phase 
portrait of the pendulum without writing out the equations of its motions, since the 
pendulum is weB familiar for us and the differential equations of its motions are 
not thus needed. As for the case with the pendulum on a rotating base, to treat it in 
the same way is impossible, for the dynamics of this pendulum is a mystery for us 
and one may unvail this mystery only through studying its mathematical model. 
This is the very thing we are doing right now. For this, some information from 
mechanics will be needed for uso Take it on trust. 

The state of the pendulum with a base rotating around a vertical axis at the an
gular velo city n, as weH as that ofthe fixed-base pendulum, will be expressed by 
the angle of its deviation from the vertical line rp and by its angular velocity 

()J = ip. We need to derive the differential equations of its motions. Here, theo

retical mechanics can be of help for uso Its prescription looks like this: find the 
kinetic energy T and the potential energy V of the pendulum and compile the 
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Lagrange funetion L expressing it through the state variables rp and aJ; upon it, 

the motion equations will be written in sueh a beautiful form as 

~ ( oL ) _ oL = 0 . 
dt om orp 

Upon the eomputations, being still not clear for you at present, we find the fune
tion L of the form 

where A and C are inertia moments of the pendulum, and Land Mare its 
length and mass. 

The elementary differentiations will yield the wanted seeond-order differential 
equation 

(1.4) 

Take it on trust how this equation is derived. One needs only to understand this 
equation, i.e. to see that for Q = 0 it is transferred to the equations for the usual 
physieal pendulum on a fixed base. Also, one should have an idea eoneeming the 
physieal sense of the inertia moments A and C . The pendulum looks like asolid 
rotating with respeet to its suspension line (the line eonneeting a suspension point 
with a mass eentre). Its eentre of gravity is at the distanee 1 from the suspension 

axis; the pendulum itself is of the mass M. C is an inertia moment with respeet 

to its suspension line, and A is a moment of its inertia with respeet to its axis 
being perpendieular to the suspension line and eoming through the suspension 
point. For the solid being stretehed along the suspension axis, we have C < A . A 
reverse situation takes plaee for the disk-like pendulum whose radius is suffi
eiently longer than the pendulum length. 

To solve the equation (1.4) with use of elementary funetions is impossible. 
Though, it is possible to integrate it onee. For this, multiply it by ip and perform 

the below ea1culations: 

A ipip + C - A Q 2 sin 2rpip + Mgl sin rpip = 
2 

d A. o C-A 0 

= d/2rp- --4-Q-cos2rp-Mglcosrp)=O, 
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from which we fInd that 

A. 2 C-A 2 h -tp ---0 cos2tp-Mglcostp= 
2 4 

where h is an integration constant. 

From the integral derived we fInd that 

~ ~ C-A V2"q;=± h+-4-02 cos2tp+ Mglcostp (1.5) 

This is the very equation ofphase trajectories in the cylindrical phase space ofthe 
state variable tp and q; = (]). These phase trajectories have to be constructed, for 

each h there should be found its own phase trajectory. Though, for yüu it will be 
not so easy. Therefore, with the help of the equation (1.5) let us, fIrst, create the 
already known phase portrait of the pendulum on a fIxed base (0 = 0). In this 
more simple, case we obtain 

~ ~ q; = ±~ h + Mgl cos tp (1.6) 

Assuming the subradical expression to be the function tp., let us construct a 

plot for the constant hand the plot for the function Mgl cos tp (fIgure 1.16). 

The fIrst plot will be the straight line being parallel to the axis tp, at the dis

tance h from it, and the second will be the single period of the sinusoid of the 

amplitude Mgl . In fIgure 1.16, arrows indicate the values of the subradical func

tion für various tp. With the length of this arrow indicated as p (with its direc

tion considered), the phase trajectory equation (1.16) will be written in a very 
simple form 

(1.7) 

F or the value of h given in fIgure 1.16 , the possible values of tp will lie be

tween tp] and - tp] (outside of them we have p < 0; and q; is imaginary). 

With tp changing from - tp] to tp] ,we easily fInd, from figure 1.16, the form 

of the corresponding phase trajectory. It will be an oval drawn below the plots 
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used by us in the plane rp , ip (to be more exaet, within the band 

- J[ ~ rp ~ J[ , - 00 < rp < (0). Through changing h from - Mg! to 00 , let 

us find all phase trajeetories. This phase portrait is already familiar for us and onee 
more drawn in figure 1.16. 

Fig. 1.16. Constructing the phase portrait of the pendulum on a rotating base at Q = 0 . 

To pendulum oscillations there will correspond - Mg! < h < Mgl , to the low 

stable equilibrium there will eorrespond - h = -Mg!; to the upper unstable 

equilibrium there will eorrespond - h = Mg! ; and to the rotations, - h > Mgl . 
Now, let us similarly eonstruet a more eomplieated phase portrait appropriate to 

the equation (1.5) for Q ::j:. 0 . 
For 

(C - A)Q2 > 4Mgl 

figure 1.16 will be ehanged and take the form of figure 1.17. 
Here , the plot 

C-A 2 - Mg! cos rp - --Q cos 2rp 
4 
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is drawn and the line corresponding to the value h is depicted. As earlier, the 

values of p ( fjJ) are shown with arrows and the phase trajectory is described by 

the equation (1.7). By changing h, we, with some patience, shall find the phase 

Fig. 1.17. Constructing the phase portrait ofthe pendulum on a rotating base at Q::j:. o. 

portrait suggested in figure 1.17. This phase portrait exhibits exceptionally won
derful properties of the pendulum, viz. its ability to stably hang both up and down. 
This wonderful ability has appeared due to the above assumption that 

(c - A)n2 > 4Mgl 

i.e. when C > A and the rotating velocity Q of the pendulum base is suffi

ciently large. It may be similarly revealed that for C < A an increase of the ro

tating velocity Q will retain the instability of the upper position, and will make 
the lower equilibrium position unstable as weH. 
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The Torrichelli law and a simplest model ofthe fluid outflow. Compression 
of the outflowing water jet. Insufficiency of a simplest model and im
provements with the account of the fluid outflow speedup. The phase 
portrait for a fast speedup and a slow outflow. 

Let us consider a very simple phenomenon of a fluid outflow from a cylindrical 
vessel with a small hole in its bottom (Fig. 2.1). 

Fig. 2.1. The cylindrical vessel with a hole in its bottom for a fluid outflow. 

Let S be a sectional area of the vessel ; er a square of the hole; H is a height 

of the fluid level. How will the fluid level height H be changed, if the fluid is 

flowing out and the initial value of the level is equal to H = Ho? In order to 

ans wer this question, it is sufficient to know the velocity V of the outflow 

through the hole. Indeed, the fluid effluence during the time interval dt will be 

equal to ovdt , and, hence, the velocity of the fluid level sinking in the vessel 
will be equal to 
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• (j 

H=--v. 
S 

With V known, the above expression will be a differential equation from which 

H can be found as a function of t, i.e. H (t) . The fIrst who outguessed three 

centuries ago the value of V was Torricelli. He said: "Water will flow out with 

the same velocity as if it would have dropped from the height H". Y ou see that 
from above water is vanishing, and from below it is flowing out, as if it had been 
dropped from the height H. Asolid body dropped from the height H will gain 
the velocity 

v=J2gH. 

This is the Torricelli formula famous in his time. It is impossible not to admit a 
wit of Torricelli's considerations. However, you see that from above one water is 
being dropped and another water is flowing out through the hole. Here, not eve
rything is clear; though, the formula is true as it was proved experimentally. If 
we have trust to this formula, let us then come to the differential equation 

• (j~ 
H =-Sv2gH, (2.1) 

from which it follows that 

dH (j h":: 
Jii = -SV 2gdt , 

and, hence, 

where C is an unknown constant. 
From the initial conditions 

we find that 
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c = -2~Ho 

and, finally, 

(2.2) 

Now, a decrease of H may be shown diagrammatically (Fig. 2.2) and we find 
the time of a complete outflow 

(2 .3) 

t 

tj1 

Fig. 2.2. The time graph for the changes ofthe water level during the outflow . 

From the plot it is seen that, at first , water is flowing out faster, then its velocity 

is slowing down to zero and this occurs during the time t jI being proportional to 

a square root of the initial water height H. 
How much do these conclusions coincide with the experiment? Tbe Torricelli 

formula is confirrned in practice. Indeed, in all cases water flows out with the 
same velocity as if it was dropped freely from the top water level. Though, the 

outflowing time t jI , calculated by the forrnula (2 .3), turns out to be approxi

mately two times less. Accordingly, two times less than the calculated velocity 
will be the velocity of the sinking level H in the vessel. Why does such a large 
discrepancy appear, whereas the velocity V of water outflow through the hole 
was deterrnined correctly? This discrepancy may appear only due to the incor
rectness of the formula 
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. (j 

H=--v 
S ' 

which means that how much water has flowed out and so much of it has become 
lower in the vessel. Why may this formula be incorrect? Let us formulate its exact 

sense - the ratio of velocities V I if is equal to the ratio of the cylinder section 
to the section of the outflowing jet. We assumed, without thinking over, the jet 
section to coincide with the size of the hole; but , to be more exact, this is abso
lutely not so. In reality, the water jet section will be smaller than that of the hole, 
since this the water approaching the hole from different directions will compress 
the jet, and, therefore, the jet section will be less than that of the hole. This 
compression of the water jet may be eliminated, if the hole is supplied with a 
gradually converging furmel. A complicated hydrodynarnic calculation con
firmed experimentally shows that the compression coefficient of the water jet 
flowing out through a hole in a horizontal bottom is approximately equal to 2 . 

The fluid outflow mathematical model constructed by us is a dynamical sys
tem. Its phase space will be the half-line H ;::: O. Its single phase trajectory repre

sents this half-line being travelled from H = 00 to H = 0 (Fig. 2.3). 

H=O H 

Fig. 2.3. Constructing an one-dimensional phase portrait for the fluid outflow. 

Avessei with a water outflow was used in ancients times for time countdown. 
This device is a so-called "water clock", clepsydrae. If you choose S, (T and 

Ho so that t fl is equal to 24 hours, then, upon filling up the vessel with water, 

one can deterrnine time during the subsequent days through the level H. In 
order to mark the levels corresponding to different hours of the day, the section 
of the axis t (Fig. 2.2) must be divided into 24 equal parts and, according to the 

plot, the appropriate H 's may be then found. It is not difficult to see that the 
resulting time sc ale marked through water levels will be non-uniform, i.e. at 
first, one-hour gap of time r will correspond to a large sinking of water, and fur
ther, will correspond to a smaller and smaller sinking. Let us think how the water 
clock must be modified in order to make its scale more handy, i.e. uniform. 
Look at the formula (2.1) again: the scale will be uniform, if, irrespective of H , 
equal dH ' s will be assigned equal dt 's, i.e. it is necessary to do so that 
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() ~2gH = const . 
S 

At first sight this seems impossible, but, upon some thinking, one can realize 
that it is sufficient to have the cylindrical vessel (with S constant and inde

pendent of H) replaced by the vessel with 

S = afi-i. 

What is the fonn of such avessei? Let it have the fonn of a revolving body; 
then its horizontal section at the height H will be a circle of the radius rand of 

the square S = Jlr2 . Consequently, we get 

or 

which corresponds to the form of the vessel shown in figure 2.4, the fonn similar 
to a mess-tin. 

Fig. 2.4. The shape of the vessel from which water is flowing out with the level 
decreasing at a constant velocity. 

Thus, the problem has been solved, the outflow law has been found and can 
be utilized for constructing a water clock with a convenient uniform scale. Al
though, at present nobody needs it. 

The problem of water outflow is solved on the basis of the Torricelli law, 
whose conclusion is somewhat vague. Let us try to make it clear. For this, let us 
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res ort to something that was not known by Torricelli, to the energy conservation 
law. When water is floating out and its level is sinking, the potential energy of its 
thin layer of the mass dm is converted into the kinetic energy of the effluent wa
ter in such a way that 

or 

v2 

dmgH=dm-
2 

v=~2gH . 

This is just exactly the Torricelli formula. So, everything is proved. 
However, let us test in practice the above result (2 .2), i.e. let us see what it 

will yield for 0" = S , when water is not flowing out but is merely falling down 
from a bottomless cylinder. As it is falling freely, then it is obvious that 

This is not consistent with the Torricelli law accepted by uso For comparison, 
both plots for H (t) are given in figure 2.5 . The first of them corresponds to 

the Torricelli law for er = S , the second to a ffee fall of water. They are not co
incident, though in both cases water is flowing out from the vessel during the 

similar time t jI . 

t 

tfl 

Fig. 2.5. The time graphs 1 and 2 show the times of water outflow from a bot
tomless cylinder (equation (2.1)) and the free-falllaw, respectively. 

What is then the matter here? Where is an error? Is the Torricelli law not true? 
To doubt the law for a falling solid is difficult. Let us see where lies the differ-
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ence between the plots 1 and 2 in figure 2.5. According to the plot 1, water, is , at 
first, flowing out rapidly; then its outflowing velocity is slowing down. Ac
cording to the plot 2, it behaves conversely, i.e. at first it is running slowly and 
then faster and faster. With a hole as large as the vessel itself, the second case 
seems more truthful. Where is then an error? Perhaps, the energy conservation 
law is invalid? It is hardly believed. May be the law has been applied incorrectly? 
Yes, it seems applied incorrectly. But in what place? Y ou see that here every
thing is so simple and clear. Let us return to the main assumption: energy is con
served (friction of water can be neglected); therefore, the potential energy of the 
top layer is converted to the kinetic energy of the effluent fluid. But this is really 
true, though, only approximately, for 0"« S only. Indeed, the top layer of the 
fluid is also sinking and gets some kinetic energy. Thus, it would be better to 
write as below 

i!2 v2 
dmgH +dm-=dm-

2 2 

Accordingly, in view of av = -si! , we have 

. ~2gH er 
H=- =--

J(~)2 -1 S 

(2.4) 

For er« S, this new forrnula turns into the Torricelli one. Hence, the 
needed improvement has been found. Though, we should not be in a hurry. 

Again, let us assume that 0" = S; then, the result will be worse, H = 00 . 

There is an error here again. Let us return to our initial consideration and assume 

that we have at once er = S. When water is falling down its potential en

ergy, being actually equal to dmgH, converts into the kinetic energy but not 

only of the effluent fluid (escaping from the vessel), but also of the sinking fluid 
left inside the vessel, more precisely, into the increment of its kinetic energy, be
cause the motion is accelerated. Thus, the error lies in the fact that the increment 
of the kinetic energy of the sinking fluid in the vessel should be additionally ac
counted as weIl. For 0"« S, this increment will be actually small; though, for 

0" being congruent to S , this increment will be absolutely not so. Let us again 
return to the initial consideration and insert necessary improvements. 

Thus, let V be the potential energy of the fluid in the vessel, T be its kinetic 

energy, I, the kinetic energy of the fluid escaped from the vessel during the 

time dt . Then, under the energy conservation law, we have 
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d 
-(T+V)+~ =0. 
dt 

The expression for ~ is already known for uso It is as follows 

v2 • v2 

~ =dm-=-pSHdt-, 
2 2 

where p is a cubic density of the fluid. The potential energy rnay be ca1culated 

as follows 

H SH 2 

V = fgHdm = fpSHgdH = pg 2 
o 

Then, the kinetic energy is equal to 

where integrating is done over all volume of the fluid in the vessel and u is a 

current velocity of the mass element dm of this volume. The velocities u in the 
different points of the vessel are different and ca1culating them means to find how 
the fluid is flowing out from the vessel. This is very difficult to do. What to do 
then? How it should be done is clear for the two extreme cases, i.e. for 0"« S , 
when an magnitude of the order u 2 may be neglected, and for 0" = S , when 

u = H . The last approximation is also applied to the case when H > > r , where 
r is a radius of the cylindrical vessel fi1led with fluid. Let us consider this case; 
then 

if2 
T=pSH-. 

2 

After that, the energy conservation law, according to the above, will be of the 
form 
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or 

iI 3 • •• S 2 iI 3 • 
pS-+pSHHH-pS(-) -+pgSHH=O, 

2 0" 2 

from which 

• 2 
.. 1 S 2 H 

H = - - {gH - [( -) -1 ]-} 
H 0" 2 

(2.5) 

As was expected, the differential equation derived now is of the second order 
and for 0" = S it is checked successfully, since from (2.5) it follows from this 
examination that 

ii =-g 

This is just what was required. 

Now, it remains to be understood how for 0"« S the earlier derived equa
tion, based on the Torricelli law or its improvement, follows the equation (2.5). To 
reveal this is not easy. To make our considerations easier, let us introduce 

u = -Hand write the equation under study in the form 

(2.6) 

and see how u will vary. When f (u) < 0, the velocity of u will decrease and, 

for f (u) > 0, conversely , it will increase, i.e. there will exist some value 

• u = 2gH[(-'~·i -Irl 

0" 

such that for u < u' u will increase and for u > u' it will decrease. As a re

sult, u will turn out to be close to u·. For visibility purposes, let us depict the 

semiaxis u ~ 0 and draw the plot of f (u) as a function in u . In accordance 

with the plot, U varies as shown in figure 2.6. For SI 0"» 1, u will ap

proach u· fast. Note that when U is approaching u', the point u· displaces 

slightly, but its displacement occurs much slower than U approaches u', since 
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. * 
U 

d 

dt 

2gH 1 OU 
I-~--=---

(~r-l 2 S 
0' 

As a result, we have approximately 

u = er ~2gH . 
S 

2g 
(2.7) 

(2.8) 

This will be the more precisely, the smaller er / S is , that completely coincides 
with the above formulae (2.1) and (2.4). 

u 

u 

Fig. 2.6. The phase portrait for the differential equation (2.6) at H = const . 

What are the conc1usions from the fact that the equation 

was replaced by the equation 

. er r::;-::u 
H=--"IJ 2gH 

S 

. 2 
.. 1 S 2 H 

H = --{gH -[(-) -l]-}. 
H er 2 

First of all, at the initial moment t = 0 we have now iI = O. Then, iI is fast 

approaching the value determined by the first equation and further H is vary
ing in accordance with this equation. The said is depicted in figure 2.7, where the 

firm line depicts H fluctuating in accordance with the first equation and the 
dotted line, with the second equation. The part of the plot corresponding to the 

interval from t = 0 to t ae describes the acceleration of the outflowing jet, and 
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the remaining segment, from t (l C to t jI' to the lengthy outflow with a progres

sive slowdown. 

u=-H 

t 

Fig. 2.7. The time graph ofthe water level fall upon opening the hole: without 
firm !ine) and with the of speedup phase taken into account. 

In order to correctly depict the velocity fluctuations , one should determine the 

acceleration time t ac ' whereas the outflowing time is already known to be as 

After the acceleration, the outflowing velocity reaches the value ~2gH ; be

sides , as follows from (2.6), the acceleration velocity v, at least in the begin
ning, will be equal to 

. S 
v=-g. 

(J' 

Therefore, the acceleration time, by the order of values, will be approximately 
equal to 

Hence, we approximately have 
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In particular, if the ratio of the cylindrical vessel radius to the radius of the 

bottom hole is equal to 100, then the acceleration time will be approximately 108 

times less than the outflowing time, i.e. if the outflowing time is about an hour, 
then the acceleration time will be 0.0001 second. Even with the hole being rela
tively large, when the ratio of radii is about 10, the ratio of times will be of the 

order 104 . Thus, for (J"/ S« 1 the acceleration will occur actually instantly 
and the further outflow will meet the Torricelli law. Here, the brief story about 
the water outflow from the vessel with a hole in its bottom could be fmished. 
But I would like also to show you how the notion of a phase portrait can be util
ized by you for studying the motions ofthe improved model (2.5). 

Let us write its differential equations in the variables of the fluid level Hand 
of the outflowing velocity v. A collection of these variables will constitute a 
state, and, according to the above, its changes will satisfy the below differential 
equations 

. (J" 

H=--v 
S ' 

. S 1 (J" 2 v 2 

V = - {g - - [1- (-) ] -} . 
(J" H S 2 

(2.9) 

As (J" / S ~ 0 , these differential equations will assume the form 

00 for v2 <2gH 

il = 0 , v= 0 for v2 =2gH (2.10) 

-00 for v2 >2gH 

according to which the phase portrait consists of the vertical phase trajectories 
along which the phase points are moving, at the infinitely large velocity, to the 
curve of the equilibrium states (Fig. 2.8). For (J" / S « 1, i.e. when it is very 
smalI, the instantaneous motions will turn to the fast ones slowing down as they 

are approaching the curve v2 = 2gH; simultaneously, each of these phase 

points, inc1uding the former equilibrium states, will be moving to the left at a very 
small velocity . As a result of this, the phase portrait will be changed and will 
take the form shown in figure 2.9. 
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u 

Fig. 2.8. The phase portrait for the limiting differential equation (2.10). The 
curve of black points is a manifold of equilibrium states. 

H 

Fig. 2.9. The phase portrait for the differential equation (2.9) at er / S « 1. 

On this portrait (Fig. 2.9), any motion of a phase point, upon a fast change, turns 

to a slow motion nearby and along the phase curve v2 = 2gH , where the Torri

celli law is valid. In particular, if the initial point is H = Ho, V = 0, it, at 

first , will arrive at the curve v 2 = 2gH very fast and then will move along this 

curve to the left remaining nearby. Diagrammatically, the fluctuations of the ve-

er 
locity V (more precisely, H = - v) corresponding to this motion of the phase 

S 
point have been already presented in figure 2.7. In the same place, we have very 
roughly estimated the time of the phase point arrival from the initial state 

H = H o, V = 0 at the small neighbourhood of the curve v2 = 2gH . Now, 

we may improve this estimate. Indeed, let we want to know the time during which 
the above initial phase point arrives at the & -neighbourhood of the curve 

v2 = 2gH represented by the inequalities 
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-2gHE < v2 -2gH < 2gHE, 

where E > 0 is smal1. From the second differential equation (2.9) it follows that 

V2 
,LIdv=[g- 2 ]dt, 

2(1-,LI )H 

where ,LI = 0" / S. is introduced. Through neglecting both the small changes of 

H , being equal to Ho at the initial moment, and ,LI2 , let us write this relation 

in the form 

,LIdv 
----'---2-- = dt . 

V 
g(1---) 

2gHo 

By integrating its left-hand side from V = 0 to the value V = ~2gH(1- E) , 
corresponding to the arrival at the boundary of the E -neighbourhood of the curve 

v 2 = 2gH , and its right-hand side from 0 to T, we shall find that the desired 

time T ofthe phase point travel will be approximately equal to 

~2gH(1-li) 

T=,LI f 
g 0 

dv , ~.1c" pI! In 1 + v'l=& 
1 __ v_ 2 S g l---11-E 

2gH 

This magnitude is of the same order as the earlier roughly estimated value 

T boing 'qu,llo ,,/ S J 2: . 
Thus, when the hole is small (0" / S < < 1), the fluid outflowing process is 

c1early divided into the two phases: a fast acceleration phase, i.e. a speed-up oc-

curs until the velocity is c10se to~2gHo ' and a lengthy outflow phase with the 

velocity decreasing for a finite time up to zero. Moreover, from the estimates de
rived it follows that the acceleration time is unrestrictedly decreasing as the sec
tion 0" is decreasing. This gives rise to doubts, since it corresponds to an un
bounded growth of acceleration. Apparently, this paradox arises as a consequence 
of the approximations assumed for calculating the energy of the fluid in the vessel, 

when the fluid velocity in all the points is assumed to be equal to H. It is c1ear 
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that this is not the case near the hole; the greater S / a- is, the more it is not so. At 
the same time, a capillar surface tension of the fluid makes it impossible for the 

fluid to flow out, if the radius of the hole is less than 2 Jl / pgH 0' where Jl is a 

surface tension coefficient. If the fluid is water and Ho = 50 cm, then this hole 

will be much less than 1 mm. Owing to this effect, the outflow can halt, when the 
level H is decreasing. In general, a small-size hole may not only halt but also stop 
the outflow. However, let us leave these phenomena aside and try to improve the 
ca1culation of the vessel fluid kinetic energy on the basis of the hydrodynamical 
model describing an outflow of ideal fluid. This ca1culating improvement be-

comes most essential near the hole, where the velo city is much more than H . 
Let H be sufficiently small so that for the fluid inside the vessel and not far 

from the hole the field of velocities will vary slowly and it can be considered 
quasi-stationary. In this case, to have a possibility of comparing the expression 
derived for the kinetic energy T let us write it in the form (Fig. 2.10) 

f Hf pu 2 da' 1 2 1 S 2 . 2 
T = da- --dx =- pv aK = - pK a-( -) H 

(T 0 2 da- 2 2 a-

The factor inside the brackets is the previous expression for the kinetic energy. 

The new expression differs from the previous one by the factor KS(a-Hr 1 , 

where 

1 fI da-
K=- f da-f-=dx 

a-(T o da-

da-
is a mean of the integral over the fluid tube. The magnitude is decreasing 

da-

with X from 1 to da-, wherc dS is a value of d a- on the fluid surface. The 
dS 

length of the fluid tube is nearly equal to H. Therefore, K is the magnitude 

da-
being less than H , and the more the magnitude -- decreases along the fluid 

da-
tube with x increasing, the more K varies. Thus, the factor of distinction be-
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tween the initial and improved magnitudes for the kinetic energy is less than 
S / er and its value grows as er decreases. It is obvious that our error in the ini

der 
tial ca1culation can be great, but it is decreasing as H is growing and as -- lS 

da 
decreasing rapidly when x is growing. 

Fig.2.10. The fluid tube. 

Now, let us find how the differential equation (2.5) will change. We have that 

Therefore, 

.. er S il 2 

H=--[g-(-)-] 
SK er 2 

(2.10) 

and, as earlier, we come to the following estimation ofthe acceleration time 

rHO t sp ~K g' (2.11 ) 
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according to which t sp does not converge to zero as er is decreasing. Note that 

~ 2:0 i, th, tim' of • fre, f.ll from th, hcight Ho ",d K < 1 . The tim, of 

the free fall from the height 50 cm is approximately equal to 0.3 sec, i.e. the ace el
eration retains fast. 
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3 Equilibrium and auto-oscillations of fluid level 
in the vessel with simultaneous inflow and outflow 

Dynamics of fluid level when the outflow through a bottom hole or a siphon 
and when a constant inflow are present. 

Let we now have a cylindrical vessel of the cross section Sand with the bottom 
hole of the efficient section (T, and simultaneously with water outflow there oc

curs the water inflow of the intensity Q. For this case, the equation of water bal

ance in the vessel will be of the form 

si! = -(TU + Q , (3.1) 

where U is the velocity of the water outflow through the hole of the cross section 

(T ; and H is , as before, the height of the fluid level in the vessel. Here the fluid 
is considered incompressible. If the fluid viscosity is also neglected, then for 

(TI S« 1 we have U = ~2gH and the differential equation (3.1) may be 

written as 

. (T M::U Q 
H=--v2gH +-

S S 
(3.2) 

This equation is easily integrated, but let us consider its phase portrait through 

depicting the plot ofthe velocity i! as the function of H (figure 3.1). To the left 
ofthe point 

(3.3) 

where H = 0, the phase points move to the right along the phase half-line 

H 2 0 and H increases; and vice versa, to the right from the point H' the 

function H decreases. It me ans that the point H = H* is a stable equilibrium 
state. This equilibrium state will be approached by all the points on the phase half
line H 20. 
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From formula 3.3 it follows that the height of the equilibrium level is directly pro
portional to the squared intensity Q of the fluid inflow and inversely proportional 

to the squared cross section of the effluent jet. 
This is all conceming the entire unpretentious dynamics of this system - the 

system always approaches its stable dynamic equilibrium H = H* for the fluid 
inflow and outflow. 

. 
H 

Q/S 

Fig. 3.t. The phase portrait ofthe system (3.2) for water outflow with a constant water 
inflow available. 

Now let us assurne the fluid outflow to be performed not through the vessel 
bottom hole but through a so-called siphon, i.e. the (T -section tube bent in the 

way shown in figure 3.2. The tube does not reach the bottom at the distance H], 

and above at the height H 2 it is bent, leaves the vessel and goes down till the 

distance H 3 from the bottom ofthe siphon (figure 3.2) . The siphon is a wonder

ful device to empty an incompletely filled barrelover its brims, i.e. when 

H < H 2' Though, this may be only done when the siphon itself is filled with 

water. When it is empty, at the water level H < H 2 no water will flow through 

it. Therefore, this system - the barrel with a siphon; and the water inflow - may be 
described in the following way: the water level Hand the variable ? assuming 

the value equal to 1, if the siphon is filled with water; and the value equal to 0 , if 
the siphon is empty. This description of the system is sufficient for prediction. 
Thus, Hand q are chosen by us as a description pretending to be astate of the 

system. Here, we should apparently distinguish the following cases: H < H] , 

H] < H < H 2 and H > H 2 . For H < H] we get q = 0 and si! = Q . 

For H > H 2 the siphon is being filled (if it was empty) and hence we obtain 

q = 1 and si! = Q- (T~2g(H + HJ. 
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For the intermediate case H j < H < H 2 the values ; = 0 and ; = 1 are 

possible. For ; = 0 we get si! = Q . And for ; = 1 we obtain 

For the case H j < H < H 2 we get ; = 1, if immediately prior to it we 

had ; = 1 or H> H 2 ; and ; = 0 is obtained, ifprior to it we had ; = 0 or 

H<Hj • 

Fig. 3.2. The cylinder with asolid bottom, with fluid inflow and outflow through 
the siphon. 

The above dependence of ; upon the value and the change of H can be dia

grammatically depicted in figure 3.3. In it, there are given the conditions to change 
by ; its values from 0 to 1 and conversely, from 1 to O. Namely, ; changes from 

o to 1, if H, when increasing, turns into H 2; and vice versa, ; is transformed 

from 1 to 0, if H, when decreasing, passes through the value H j • The descrip

ti on just made is a mathematical model for the siphon. Here, ; is not a function 

of H, and it is not a two-value function even. It is nothing but a functional from 
the previous values of H( r) for r:::;; t diagrammatically shown in figure 3.3. 
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{=1 

{=O , 

H 

Fig. 3.3. The graph of dependence of t upon the fluid level H. 

In accordance with the above, the equations for changes of H are written in the 
following way: 

Q for H<H j 

S 
Q forH j ~H~H2 and t = ° 

H= S 

~ -; J2g(H +H3 ) for H j ~H~H2 and t = 1 

~ -; J2g(H +H3 ) for H>H2 

(3.4) 

The phase space of the system under consideration consists of the two parts: the 

segment ° ~ H ~ H 2 and the half-line H j ~ H < r::IJ , with transitions from 

one to another diagrammatically shown in figure 3.3. 
To construct a phase portrait in this phase space, one needs to show by an ar

row the motion direction of each of its points according to the differential equa
tions (3.4). For this, let us combine figure Fig. 3.3 with the plots of the functions 

Q / Sand Q / S - ((J' / S )J2g( H + H 3 ) ; the first of them pertains to the 

segment (0, H j ) , the second to (H j , (0). Here, their three different interposi

tions (figure 3.4) are possible. They are distinguished by the place where the equi
librium state 0 occurs. 

The a case ac counts for the appearance of water level periodic oscillations 

from H] to H 2 and vice versa. The band c cases describe the stable equilibrium 

levels H * between H j and H 2 and higher than H 2 . 
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Let all the parameters of the system under study be fixed and H 3 may be vari

able. What case it will take place will depend upon the value of the root H * in 
the equation 

equal to 

H*=~-H 
2 2 3 ga-

According to figure 3.4, H* > H, will bring a stable equilibrium ofthe 

H* -- I 
oE oE 

j 
oE oE 

· ~ ~ ~ 
a 

H I H] 

H* 

! 
~ • oE 

j 
oE oE 

b 
• )t ~ ~ 

H I H] 

H* 

! 
~ ~ 

f • oE 

c · ~ ~ ~ 

H1 H2 

Fig. 3.4. Possible types of the phase portrait for the system in figure 3.2 described 
by thc differential equation (3.4). 

water level in the vessel, while H* < H, will bring stable periodic oscillations 

of the water level called auto-oscillations. 

The dynamics of the water level will vary in a jerky way at the value of H 3 

determined from the condition 
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or at 

That is, H 3 < H 3 * will bring a stable equilibrium, and it will retain with in

crease of H 3 ; and H 3 > H 3 * will bring auto-oscillations being observed all 

the time. 
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and auto-oscillations 

rossible types of motions - transient processes, stable equilibrium states and 
auto-oscillations. 

In the mathematical models just discussed above we have become acquainted with 
three types of motions of dynamic systems - a transitive process, an equilibrium 
state and an auto-oscillation. 

A transitive process took place when water was flowing out of the vessel, i.e. 
the system makes a transition from its original state corresponding to the initial 
water level to another state corresponding to the vessel being empty. These 
transitive processes also took place in the cases when there have been obtained an 
equilibrium level or a periodically oscillating level in the vessel. The latter case 
occurred when water was flowing out through a siphon. 

The equilibrium was of dynamic nature, as a result of a stable equalization of 
the water inflow and outflow. As for the stability, its appearance was stipulated by 
the water level increase causing the excess of the outflow over the inflow, and by 
the level decrease, conversely, resulting in the excess of the inflow over the 
outflow. 

Here, most sudden and interesting is the case when stable oscillations are 
arising. The matter is that they are arising without any visible impulsive reason, 
absolutely themselves, and that is why they are called auto-oscillations (or self
oscillations). Not so long ago the appearance of such oscillations was thought to 
be attributed to any periodic action. With great difficulty the researchers then 
assumed the periodic oscillations to be able to appear themselves, being not 
stipulated by this periodic action. 

In science and engineering, that the existence of auto-oscillations had been 
acknowledged brought ab out revolutionary changes in consciousness. These 
changes then sequentially happened in electrical engineering, mechanics, 
chemistry, biology and economy. The existence of auto-oscillations seemingly 
contradicted the nature of things, since any kinds of mechanical oscillations - say, 
the oscillations of a pendulum - die down; and also dissipative are the oscillations 
of an electric circuit. Where from can the oscillations arise in the chemical 
re action? Any chemical reaction strives to its termination, to a certain dynamic 
equilibrium. Though, everything turned out to be more complicated. Auto
oscillations were revealed in various physical, chemical and biological systems. 
They could be harrnful and useful; and soon , upon a lot of stubbom and severe 
debates they began to be observed everywhere. At present these things are very 
trivial already. Though, in 1930s - 1950s these things were treated not so. For a 
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long time, various auto-oscillating phenomena were habitually explained through 
the assumptions conceming the existence of some driving force and resonance. 
These assumptions were exploited for explaining such phenomena as the car front 
wheel shimmy, the aircraft wing flutter resulting in a wing damage or a loss of the 
aircraft control; the oscillations of a cutting instrument in the metal-processing 
machine-tool, etc. The above erroneous assumptions exposed the feebleness of the 
theory in its fight against very harrnful and dangerous phenomena. 

Earlier than in mechanics, the auto-oscillations were generally acknowledged in 
radio engineering, since these were namely the oscillations that were laid in the 
foundation of a coming radio-signal transmission, radio engineering and, later on, 
television. 

Especially stubbom and persistent was the confrontation against auto
oscillations in chemistry and biology. Here, conservatism manifested itself more 
fiercely and longer. Even at the time when Belousov had discovered areaction of 
an obviously oscillating nature - this nature was observable through periodic 
changes of solution colours - the chemists were not giving up nevertheless and 
stated the impossibility of the reaction on the basis that it is never possible. 

It is a habitual way of thinking that great discoveries and turns in science 
demand some new complicated methods. In practice, it happens most often that 
simple but substantially new methods are sooner most wanted. 

Such a substantially new approach is a phase portrait of a dynamic system. It 
helps to understand a natural way of appearance of auto-oscillations and this 
approach makes us accept them despite our erroneous intuition. It was namely this 
approach that has easily persuaded us in the siphon's ability to give rise to auto
oscillations. Though, more essential than separate examples seem those general 
considerations that touch the point of how the auto-oscillations can be depicted on 
a phase portrait and how this image can appear on the portrait. This simple 
geometric image, a closed phase trajectory, had been discovered by J. H. Poincare; 
and this scientific mathematical discovery was connected with practice and the 
theory of oscillations by A.A. Andronov. His well-known publication carried the 
same name - "The limit cycles of J. H. Poincare and auto-oscillations". 

How can the phenomenon of appearance of auto-oscillations in dynamic 
systems be explained to-day? How can one explain the natural and usual nature of 
this phenomenon? 

Let a dynamic system be described by differential equations 

x = X(x) , 

where X is a vector; and its phase trajectories are envelopes of the system field 

vectors, i.e. the velocity vector X is tangent in each of their points. If the field of 

velocities, i.e. the vector-function X(x) is such that the phase trajectory is 

closed, then auto-oscillations will arise. For this purpose, the vector-function 

X(x) should be chosen properly, and this thing is done easily. The vector

function should be chosen so as to have the bunch of phase trajectories entered its 
own tail and compressed itself, as shown in figure 4.1. 
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The compression ofphase trajectories ensures not only the existence of a closed 
phase trajectory but its stability as weIl. In life this happens very often: this very 
situation creates the possibility that a fiddle string is singing, an organ is ringing, a 
flute is lifting, a nightingale is singing, we are speaking and singing, our heart is 
running, we are walking and running, your watch is running, radio signals are 
being transmitted, grasshoppers are chirring, a car brake is squeaking 

Fig. 4.1. A behaviour of phase trajectories giving rise to an auto-oscillation in the three
dimensional case. 

disgustingly, and more disgustingly squeaking is the finger-nail when being drawn 
across the glass. 

For a two-dimensional case, i.e. for the case of a two-dimensional phase space, 
it becomes possible to depict more vividly a general behaviour of phase 
trajectories yielding the auto-oscillations (i.e. yielding a stable closed phase 
trajectory, to which the neighbouring trajectories are arriving). Let one phase 

trajectory 71 be winding up, and another phase trajectory 72' lying inside, be 

winding off, as shown in figure 4.2. 
It is seen here that between them there lies the closed phase trajectory 7 onto 

which they are being wound (shown by a broken line). Later on you will be 
suggested some specific examples describing areal object. They will describe 
such a behaviour of phase trajectories. Right now, only an example of a 

differential equation is given. Let 

differential equations 

~=1 

(jJ, r be polar coordinates satisfying 

. 2 
, r=r-r 
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From this equation it is seen that the phase trajectory, starting at (jJ = 0 and 

r = 1/ 2, is winding off, and that, starting at the point (jJ = 0, r = 2, is 

winding up. Both trajectories are separated with the circle r = 1 corresponding to 
astahle periodic rotation, i.e. an auto-oscillation. 

Fig. 4.2. The behaviour of phase trajectories giving rise to an auto-oscillation in the two
dimensional case. 
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5 Dynamics of the water surface level in a reservoired 
hydro power station 

A phase portrait and equilibrium regimes for a hydropower station. Critical 
values. Bifurcation diagram. 

In our previous chapters we were constructing and studying mathematical models 
for a water-filled barrel with water flowing out through a bottom hole or a si
phon;water inflow is also possible. A barrel is the object deserving our attention. 
Except his astrologie al investigations, Johannes Kepler studied the problem of 
measuring a volume of the water-filled barrel without pouring out its water. 
Among his contemporaries, the solution of this problem was one of his most 
popular investigations. Though, it was long aga and since that time the "barrel 
became less urgent". So here, we also jump from a barrel simulation to the 
mathematical models of more significant objects, and namely, to simulating a re
servoired hydropower station and also a priceless fluid pump held in our breast, 
our heart. These objects are of complicated nature, but, nevertheless, their models 
will remain simple, primitively simple. Despite their simplicity, these models are 
able to reveal us something important, deeply veiled and interesting. 

Figure 5.1 schematically shows the water reservoir of the water level Hand 
the dam to sustain this level; the dam is equipped with a hydraulic turbine and an 
electrical generator. From the reservoir, water runs through a tubular corridor to 
the turbine and turns it round. The generator connected to the turbine produces 

electrical current of the needed power W. The reservoir has some water inflow 

whose total inflow intensity is equal to Q. The magnitude Q is time-dependent 

but assumed constant. Water in the reservoir is spent for rotating the turbine. Also, 
there should be taken into consideration both water evaporation and filtration, 
which will increase as soon as the reservoir water level increases. Our target is to 
study the water level variation H. The water discharge required for electrical 
current production will depend upon the intensity of using the water by the turbine 
and also upon the water pressure determined by the water level H. With all these 
things taken into account, it becomes possible to write the following equation 

dH W 
S-=Q-I-F-----

dt kpg(H + h) 
(5.1 ) 

where S(H) is a reservoir surface square; land F are evaporation and filtra

tion intensities, respectively. Here, the last term stands for the water dis charge 
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intensity needed to produee the eleetrieal power W, provided that the power sta

tion effieieney eoeffieient is equal to k . 

Fig. 5.1. The scheme ofthe reservoired power station with adam. 

The last term (the water diseharge intensity) in formula (5 .1) is ealculated in the 
following way. Let the desired total volumetrie water diseharge be equal to P . If 
the water overfall before the hydroturbine is equal to H + h , then the water out

flow from the reservoir to the hydro turbine for the time dt will release the energy 
equal to 

pgP(H + h)dt . 

One portion kpgP( H + h) of this energy will be transformed to eleetrieal en

ergy of the needed amount W. (Here k stands for the effieieney eoeffieient of 
the hydroturbine, with the eleetrieal generator inc1uded). Thus, we obtain 

kpgP(H+h)=W, 

from whieh the needed intensity of the hydroturbine volumetrie diseharge 

P= W 
kpg(H + h) 

may be found. 
Now, we will study the differential equation (5.1) derived. For this purpose, we 

need to depiet the graph of the right-hand side of the equation as the funetion of 
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H . The right-hand side of this equation involves the constant component Q , the 

magnitudes land F increasing with the growth of the level H , and the last 
term which, on the contrary, increases with the decrease of H . For H < 0 the 
last term will vanish, since the water delivery to the turbine will cease. Accord
ingly, the more complete form ofthe equation (5.1) will be as follows 

. {Q-I -F- W for 
SH = kpg(H +h) 

Q-H -F for 

H > O 

H <0 
(5.2) 

The plot for the right-hand side of the equation (5 .1) will be of the form given in 
figure 5.2. 

H 

Fig. 5.2. The phase portrait of the system "reservoir - hydroelectric station with adam" 
described by the differential equation (5.1). 

In this figure , the right-hand side magnitude indicated through arrows is the dif
ference between Q and the rest terms. In accordance with this plot, there are three 

equilibrium states on the phase half-line H 2: - H 1 • The equilibrium state 

02 (H = HJ is a stable one, in which a fully efficient running of the hydroe

lectric station is provided, with the required power W being produced. The equi

librium state 0 , with H = 0 , is also stable but fails to ensure the full power W 
and ensures only a portion of it equal to 

kpg(Q-I -F) < W 
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because for H = 0 we, as seen in figure 5.2, obtain 

W 
Q-I-F---<O 

kgph 

At last, the unstable equilibrium state 0] (H = H] *) . This state is interesting by 

the water level increasing, for H > H] * , up to the magnitude H = H 2 * ; and 

here the needed energy output is provided. On the contrary, at H < H] * the 

level H falls down to zero and this results in the inefficient operation of the hy
droelectric station. Note here that the hydroelectric station fails in its running not 
due to the lack of the water needed but rather because of the incorrect choice of 
the operating regime done. Y ou know that with the same inflow Q, when the 

system lies in the equilibrium °2 , the station is just able to provide the electric 

power W. 
From the above said it follows that no drop of water level lower than 

H = H] * is admitted. It is the level H] * that becomes crucial; if the case is 

below this level, then some emergent measures will be needed. Namely, electrical 
energy consumption and station output have to be tempararily reduced; only upon 

the level H having exceeded H] * we should again return to the normal ex

ploitation of the hydroelectric station. 
Now let us see what emergencies may arise due to the temporary decreases of 

the inflow intensity Q or due to the cases when the temporary increase of the 

power W is needed. As seen from the plots in figure 5.2, the drop of the inflow 

Q below some value Qmarg can result in the decrease of H below the critical 

level H] *. With Q decreasing, the equilibrium states 02 and 0] will ap

proach each other; far Q = Qcr they will merge; far Q < Qcr will vanish. Upon 

this, the level H will approach H = 0 and may become less than H] *. An 

identical result can be also achieved through the temporary increase of W. In 
these both cases, to return to the previous normal regime of the hydroelectric sta
tion it is necessary to temporarily drop the power output and wait until the level 

H has exceeded its critical value H] * . 
Now let us assume that the hydroelectric station cannot vary its output, whereas 

the inflow Q is varied by the humanly-uncontrollable nature. Let us draw the 

diagram showing how the equilibrium operating conditions of the station depend 
upon the inflow Q. At one value of Q (depicted in figure 5.2) we obtain the be-

low equilibrium states 0] (H] *), 02 (H2 *) and ° (H 3 * = 0) (figure 5.3). 
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Here, the circles stand for stable equilibrium states and crosses for unstable. Now 

we shall start to vary Q. With Q decreasing, the equilibrium states 0, 

H 

o Q 

Fig. 5.3. The bifurcation diagram of the balanced levels in the reservoir with a hydroelectric 
station . 

and 02 will approach each other (H 2 * is decreasing and H, * increasing). For 

the equilibrium state 0 , the magnitude H will still retain equal to zero. At some 

critical value Q = Qmarg' the equilibrium states 0, and 0 2 will merge, and 

with Q decreasing further these states will vanish. Upon their having vanished, 

there will retain only the single stable equilibrium 0. In this equilibrium state 

H = 0, the hydroelectric station will not be able to produce the full electric 

power W, since the water expenditure P , determined from the relation 

Q-I-F-P=O , 

W 
will be less than the expenditure -- required to produce the power W . At the 

kgph 

reverse increase of Q, the hydroelectric station will assume the non-complete 

operating regime H = ° until we achieve Q = Q , where 

- W 
Q =I+F+-

kgph 

Upon Q growing above Q , the operating regime 0 will cease to be balanced. 

Therefore, the hydroelectric station will arrive at the favourable operating regime 

Q~ , at which it will be able to supply the needed power W. 
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In figure 5.4, repeating figure 5.3, it is shown how the operating regime of the 

station will vary under, first, the slow decrease of the inflow Q (described above) 

and then its increase. 

H 

Q 

Fig. 5.4. The hysteresis phenomenon for the dependence ofthe reservoir level H upon the 

inflow Q (illustrated graphically). 

These changes are specific in the following: the same inflow Q for 

Qcr < Q < Q yields the two substantially different operating regimes for the 

hydroelectric station, corresponding to the two stable equilibriums, O2 and O. 
From the viewpoint of the hydroelectric station functioning, the first regime will 
be good and the second poor. Which of these operating regimes will occur de
pends upon the history of the variations of Q . It is easily seen here that the na

ture of this dependence looks similar to that we had when were dealing with the 
siphon. 

The diagrams in figures 5.3 and 5.4 help us to easily trace the dependence of 
possible equilibrium operating regimes upon the inflow Q and reveal how these 

regimes replace each other at the slow changes of Q. This diagram is usually 

called a bifurcation diagram for the equilibrium states with respect to the parame
ter Q, i.e. the diagram for changes of equilibrium states, when Q varies. 

From the above said, it follows that it is hardly possible to realize the control 
strategy, under which the constant output W of the station could be obligatorily 

demanded despite the fluctuations in the level Hand the inflow Q. Such strat

egy will be poor as well, because it may entail the situation, in which the station 
will fail to ensure the output W . Though, another control strategy may exist, un
der which this output could be provided absolutely. 

It is clear that the most favourable operating regime for the station is its running 

at the maximally possible H max (being determined by the dam height), since this 
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case will provide the minimal water discharge per a unit of the power produced. 
This very operating regime is the most efficient not only from the viewpoint of 
water discharge but also it produces a rnaximally possible power for the given 
inflow Q. This operating regime is ideal., so to say. Though, with the given 

H max ' this regime is realizable in the case of the absolutely certain inflow Q 
equal to 

1+ F + ___ W __ _ 
kgp(h + H max) 

If Q decreases, then this optimal operating regime will be disturbed and will 

transfer to a less favourable one (with the output W retained), providing the level 

H smaller than H max . Here, it is clearly seen that this situation brings a loss of 

possible total energy. In order to avoid this, the electrical power W can be re

duced so as to retain the water level equal to H max . You see here that we en

counter a problem of the optimal control for the station. To study the similar 
problems theoretically is an objective for the special science that has appeared not 
long ago and is still under development. This science is the theory of optimal con
trol. It is an independent part of the more general science called the operations 
research. 
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Types of crisis states and crucial values. Narrowing the vital capabilities. 

We will construct and study a very simple energetic model of the he art. This very 
complicated organ will be studied via a very simple model. It turns out to be pos
sible. A very simple model turns out to be useful and is able to tell us something 
very important and interesting. 

From the functional point of view, the heart is a four-chamber pump supplying 
blood for the entire organism. One half of the heart pumps blood along the so
called small circ1e, through the lungs enriching them with oxygen. The blue ve
nous blood turns into red, its red corpusc1es, upon absorbing oxygen, change its 
colour. Another half of the heart is responsible for supplying all human organs and 
tissues with arterial blood fi1led with oxygen. This is the so-called big circ1e of the 
blood circulation. The heart cannot cease its work, it must run continuously, day 
and night during the entire life. 

Though, the heart is far not a simple pump. It is the pump controlled by the 
commands from the vegetative and the central nervous systems. Its functioning is 
coordinated with a physical and psychological loads of its owner. The heart 
should sustain the balance between its big and small circles of blood circulation. 
Its rhythm and operational intensity are regulated by commands from the nervous 
system. This nervous regulation is a multistaged one and of great complexity. The 
heart perforrns its mechanical work at the expense of the chemical energy accu
mulated by it. This energy is continuously replenished by the blood incoming as a 
result of heart's functioning. Thus, the heart, so to say, feeds itself and works 
thanks to this very feeding. 

The heart is a complicated controllable pump responsible for pushing the blood 
through the small and big circ1es. Here, the blood is accepted by the heart auric1es 
and pumped further by the heart ventric1es. For this purpose there should exist a 
system of valves (a mitral valve, an aorta valve and others) and also some compli
cated networks of arterial and venous vessels, right down to the thinnest capillary 
vessels transporting the blood to the tissue cells. Converting the chemical energy 
of the adenosindiphoshatic acid to the mechanical work is a very complicated pro
cess. Also very complicated is the control system of the heart being responsible 
for sufficiently supplying the blood to the body without any excession or increase 
in the time of physical, mental and stress loads. The control system of the heart 
perforrns a coordination of the blood pumping across the big and the small circ1es 
causing, thus, no blood overfill in organs and tissues of the body. Elastic contrac-
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tions and relaxations of vessels are of great help to this process. The control sys
tem provides also a synchronous contraction of some heart muscle tissues and a 
possibility of heart 's autonomous activity. All these things are too complicated. 
Mathematical models of the heart are greatly needed for the contemporary medi
cine in order to und erstand how to help the heart, especially in the so-called emer
gency situations - when performing reanimation, surgery on the heart and when 
treating this or that disease. 

Contemporary models are able to simulate only some separate aspects of this 
very complicated activity of the heart. Right now I am willing to describe you a 
very simple model which simulates only the fact that the heart is controlled by the 
nervous system and by some chemical substances transported into the heart, and 
also the fact that the heart lives only because it feeds itself through its functioning . 
Accordingly, the heart will be described by two variables only - by the control 
command U being executed by the heart unconditionally and by its current energy 

stock Q being spent for heart 's running and replenished by the blood circulating 

through the heart. The energetic stock Q is even consumed by the idle heart, i.e . 

when it is not running. This stock is spent for sustaining the life of heart's tissues. 
In accordance with this, we may write the below differential equation 

dQ = -a - J(u ,Q) + g(u,Q) , 
dt 

(6.1) 

where a is an intensity of consuming the energetic stock Q in order to sustain 

the life state of the nonfunctioning heart; J(u, Q) is an intensity of spending the 

energetic stock by the heart for its blood pumping; and g(u, Q) is an intensity of 

replenishing the stock Q by the blood incoming the heart . The magnitudes U 

and Q may vary within some limits 0 ~ U ~ umax ' 0 ~ Q ~ Qmax (figure 6.1). 

U 

Umax 

Q 

Fig. 6.1. The geometrical interpretation of the heart energetic model described by the dif

ferential equation (6.1) on the plane of the heart energetic stock Q and the control U . 
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In order to make the written model specific, one should be aware of the func
tions J(u, Q) and g(u, Q) , at least on a qualitative basis. It is c1ear that both at 

U = 0 and Q = 0 these functions are nullified, i.e. 

J(O,Q) = J(u,O) = g(O,Q) = g(u,O) = 0 

Further, J(u, Q) is a nondecreasing function ofboth arguments. Since Q 

dQ 
cannot exceed Qmax ,then for Q = Qmax we get - S 0 and therefore obtain 

dt 

It is natural to assume that for U = umax ,i.e. at maximum loads, the heart will 

be fast exhausted and here we get dQ < 0 . Therefore, on the sides Q = 0 , 
dt 

u = 0 and U = umax ofthe rectangle (Fig. 6.1) the right-hand side ofthe differ

ential equation (6.1) will be negative. 

On the fourth side Q = Qmax it will be not positive. And meanwhile, we live a 

long life and ,therefore, there should exist some domain inside the rectangle where 
the right-hand side ofthe differential equation (6.1) is positive. It will then lead us 
to the picture (figure 6.1) where arrows show the direction of replacement of the 
point M(u, Q), with U being fixed. An exact boundary of the domain, within 

which the internal energetic stock Q ofthe heart will grow, is certainly not known 

, but for our purpose this knowledge is not needed. Our further conc1usions will 
rest only upon our general ideas concerning the shape of the domain G inside 

which the stock Q will grow until its boundaries. Beyond this domain G ,the 

point M(u, Q), when travelling under the fixed control command u, will ar

rive either at the segment with Q = 0 or at the portion r of the domain bound

ary. 
Observing the possible motions of the point M (u, Q) as U varies, it may be 

noticed that until the point M(u, Q) lies to the left of the line Q = Qcr it may 

arrive at any place and may be brought to any place where Q > Qcr' Conversely, 

for Q < Qcr its fate will be predeterrnined; independently of the variations of U 

the point M(u, Q) will arrive at the boundary Q = O. This will bring death to 

the heart. Death will be inevitable, if no associated reanimating measures are 
adopted. Thus, it is c1ear here that only until the point M (u, Q) lies to the right 

from the line Q = Qcr it may stay beyond the domain G within that its part 
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where it arrives at the segment of Q = O. Besides, these urgent measures to 

eliminate the fatal displacement of the point M (u, Q) must be different for the 

case of this point lying above the domain G and for the case when it lies below 
this domain. In the fIrst case, further high loads upon the heart should be timely 
cancelled, i.e. U should be reduced. In contrast to this, the second case implies a 
necessity to stimulate heart's activity, i.e. U should be increased. It is not diffIcult 
to see here that the fIrst case implies prolonged loads which should be stopped. 
The second case represents an insufficient activity of the heart, insuffIciency of its 
stimulation; this case needs an increase of U , with possible exciting medicines 
administered as well. 

Thus, our model distinguishes only the two absolutely different crucial states of 
the heart: the first state is called a durable load upon the heart and the second im
plies a durable extreme weakening of the heart's activity. Note here that a durable 
intensive activity of the heart may be caused not only by actual physical overloads 
but also by some stress and overexcitation of the nervous system. 

Now, let us see how the domain G will undergo variations in the situations 
when the heart-feeding vessels are constricted and the efficiency coefficient of the 
heart decreases. This is caused, in particular, by a lack of training, intoxication or 
by a general exhaustion of the organism. 

The first case will decrease the value of the feeding function g(u, Q); the 

second will increase the value ofthe function J(u, Q). 

Both cases will produce the same effect - the lessening of the domain G 
which will reduce the vital capabilities of the organism. In particular, here Qcr 
will increase and there will appear a decrease in the loading capabilities and si
multaneously in the heart's relaxational capabilities. However paradoxical it may 
seem but in this situation the heart will have to work more intensively and at the 
narrowed restrictions of overloads. As a result of this, the heart will be deprived of 
any relaxation and will possess a small power stock and a very limited reserve. 
This situation may be partially bettered via artificially widening the coronary ves
sels by medicines and, possibly, by moderate training, in order to increase the 
efficiency coeffIcient ofthe heart's muscle and that ofthe entire heart. 

Such are the conclusions possible to be made on the basis of this primitive en
ergetic model of the heart. This model covers only the fact that the heart's func
tional intensity is govemed by the control U and that the heart supports its life 
through its unceasing work. It may be noted here that any living creature placed 
amidst merciless nature is granted the same specificity - it is forced to constantly 
escape from its enemies, search for food and get it. The intensity of these searches 
and escapes is dictated by it itself and circumstances. The difference between this 
poor creature and our human heart lies only in the rigidity of the external demands 
which humans have successfully managed to soften, more or less. 
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Caspian Sea puzzles 

Polluting a water reservoir with sewage of dissolvable pollutants. The 
Caspian Sea puzzles. Soiling a water reservoir through a bay. Regulating 
a water regime and salinity. 

The next mathematical model to be discussed is soiling or solvable pollution of a 
water reservoir by incoming waters. Besides its ecological aspect, this model 
relates to the mystery of the substantially different salinities of the Black and 
Caspian Seas, having a common origin. The soiling model for the Caspian Sea is 
constructed with use of our previous consideration of the equilibrium water level 
when an inflow and outflow take place. Though, the Caspian Sea equilibrium level 
may carry substantial specificity to be discussed below. When discussing the 
soiling problem of some certain c10sed restricted water reservoir, it is c1ear that its 
incoming waters with dissolvable substances make this reservoir more and more 

soiled and this results in saturation and sedimentation. 

Let Q be an intensity of the incoming stream and V a concentration of the 

polluting substances. Further, let u be a volume of the reservoir and I an 
intensity of evaporation from its surface. The evaporating intensity depends upon 
many aspects, among them are air humidity, air temperature and wind. Though, 
its average value is determined mainly by the size of the evaporating surface being 
dependent upon the volume u. Analogously, the incoming Stream intensity Q 
will vary and depend upon many reasons, though its average value Q will retain 

sufficiently constant. 
Let the equation for the balance of the incoming and evaporating water be of 

the form 

du 
-=Q-I(u) 
dt 

and the equation regulating the accumulation of common pollutants in the 
reservoir have the form 

dM =vQ 
dt 
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Since 1 (V) is an increasing function of V, the first equation will yield the stable 

equilibrium level V * determined by the equation 

Q-1(v)=O 

This is explained by the plot in figure 7.1. 

[(V) 

Q 

V* 

Fig. 7.1. The phase portrait of the water level dynamics in the reservoir with the 
evaporation dependent upon a water volume. 

From the second equation it follows that the size of pollution grows steadily. 
First, this growth causes a growth of polluting concentration equal to M / V , and 
upon it, when saturation has occurred, the concentration ceases to grow. Then, the 
process ofbottom sedimentation is initiated. 

It is seen here that this model is not capable of revealing the reasons for 
existing differences in the salinity of the Black and Caspian Seas. Some other 
circumstances have to be taken into consideration. What are they exactly? The 
Black Sea is not completely closed. Through the narrow Bosporus strait it is 
connected with the Mediterranean Sea. At present, through the Bosporus strait, 
water is chiefly flowing out . It is so at present, but earlier this sea was closed. As 
for the Caspian Sea, it is always isolated from the ocean, though, in spite of it its 
salinity is greatly less than that in the Black Sea. 

Where then does the basic difference lie? This difference at first is not striking 
our eyes. The deference is explained by the presence of the Cara-Bogaz-Gol bay 
of the Caspian Sea. At the first sight, this presence seams of no great weight, for 
the Caspian Sea remains closed so far. But actually it is not absolutely so, because 
the waters of the bay and the Caspian Sea are not being intermixed. The Caspian 
Sea waters flow into the bay always. The strait connecting the Caspian Sea and its 
bay is narrow and long; a water drop in it makes up about 4.5 metres. This 
specificity will be accounted by us in our more complete mathematical model 
which we will construct now. 

Let V and VI be total water volumes in the reservoir and the bay; Q and V 

will be given the previous values; 1 and 11 will be the evaporating intensities of 
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the reservoir and the bay; q will be the intensity of the water outflow from the 

reservoir into the bay (figure 7.2). 
In this notation we immediately obtain 

Besides, we have 

du 
-=Q-J-q 
dt 

dUI =q-J 
dt I 

dM 
Tt=vQ- pq , 

(7.1) 

(7 .2) 

where M and MI are general masses ofthe dissolvable pollutants in the reser

voir and the bay; JI is a pollution concentration in the reservoir. Assuming the 

reservoir pollution having not yet arrived at its saturation, we shall obtain that 

p=M / u. 

Fig. 7.2. The Caspian Sea with its Kara-Bogaz-Gol bay (represented schematically). 
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In contrast to this, the saturation in the bay has been taking place for a long time 
already; gigantic sodium, magnesium and other sediments have been already 
formed on its bottom. 

The system of differential equations (7.1) and (7.2) obtained describes a water 
balance and a balance of the dissolvable pollutants. The first two equations for the 
water balance are independent ofthe remaining two; thus, they may be considered 

separately. However, this consideration is hampered by 1 and 11 being 

dependent upon V and VI ,respectively, and by q being a function of V and 

VI . Besides, to write these specific dependences is extremely difficult. Alongside 

with it , these equations are evident to have the stable equilibrium state V *, VI * 
being found from the equations 

1(v)+q(V,VI ) = Q 
11 (VI) - q(v,vI ) = 0 

(7.3) 

We will deal with this later; and now, assuming a presence of such a stable 
equilibrium, we come to the analysis of the differential equations (7.2) for the 
mathematical model of the water reservoir with the bay. The last equation is 
already well knOWf1 and brings us nothing new: a mass of the pollutants in the bay 
will infmitely increase with time. Thus, the concentration of pollutants will grow 
and then this growth will cease as soon as saturation and sedimentation are 
achieved. 

Conversely, the first differential equation informs us about a drastic change of 
the situation. It informs us about the fact that an infmite growth of pollutants has 
been transferred to the equilibrium concentration ,LI * found from the conditions 

under which the right-hand side ofthe differential equation is nullified. 

,LIq(V, VI) - vQ = 0 

With V ~ V *, VI ~ VI * taken into account, we shall fmd the below 

equilibrium concentration 

It is worthy of mentioning here that the water equilibrium arises more rapidly 
than the equilibrium concentration does. Therefore, the general process of the 
arrival at the equilibrium may be divided into two stages: a relatively rapid arrival 

at the equilibrium volumes V * and VI * and the comparatively slow arrival at 

the equilibrium concentration ,LI * . Upon arriving at the equilibrium volumes V * 
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and VI * , the equilibrium concentration, due to (7.2), will be described by the 

differential equation 

V*d,Li =vQ-q(v*,vl*),Li. 
dt 

This equation is solved easily and its solution with the zero initial condition will 

be of the fonn 

,Li = vQ [1- exp( _ q(v* ,VI *) t)] = 
q(v*,vI *) v* 

(7.4) 

We notice here that, as it follows from the fonnula (7.4), the concentration ,Li 

will constitute the 1 - e -I part of the equilibrium concentration ,Li * at the time 

V * / q * . This time is equal to the time during which the equilibrium volume V * 
will outflow from the Caspian Sea into the Cara-Bogaz-Gol bay. With this time 

doubled, the concentration ,Li will be already equal to (1 - e -2 ),Li * ; hence, as 

an estimate for a transition time of the equilibrium concentration ,Li * one may 

v* 
take the time r- = - . 

q* 
N ow we are return to the equilibrium concentration ,Li * . It is equal to 

and seemingly demands the knowledge of v, Q and q . However, making use of 

the equations (7.3) detennining the volumes v* and VI *, we shall easily find 

that 
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vQ q*+I* ( I*J ( I*J j.i*= =v =v 1+- =v 1+-
q(v*,vl *) q* q* 1I * ' 

(7.5) 

where stars indicate the associated magnitudes being taken at the equilibrium 

values V = V * and VI = VI *. 

The ratio 1 * /11 * in (7.5) is roughly approximately equal to the ratio of the 

reservoir and bay surfaces, i.e. S / SI. For the Caspian Sea and the Cara-Bogaz

GoI bay, this ratio is approximately equal to 37. Therefore, the equilibrium 
concentration in the bay exceeds only as much as about 40 times the average salt 
concentration in the sweet water streams of the rivers and rains mnning into the 
Caspian Sea. 

The Cara-Bogaz-Gol bay, thus, plays for the Caspian Sea a role of some 
sedimentation tank sucking off the dissolvable pollutants from the sea. The same 
role for soiling reservoirs may be played by artificial bays. For this, there should 
be provided an unceasing level drop of the water from the reservoir to the bay. 
Otherwise, areverse stream from the bay to the reservoir will spoil everything. 

Therefore, a smaller salinity in the Caspian Sea as compared against that in the 
Black Sea may be explained via the existence of the Cara-Bogaz-Go1 bay. 
However, our assumption concerning the equilibrium of the volumes V * and 

VI * does not hold entirely. The Caspian Sea level varies in a very surprising way 

- it is fluctuating about one magnitude or the other. The difference between these 
fluctuating levels significantly exceeds the oscillations about each of them. These 
changes are hardly exp1ained by either weather changes or tectonic changes in the 
bed of the Caspian Sea. This is also one of the puzzles of the Caspian Sea. 

The relatively slight fluctuations of the Caspian Sea level do not eliminate the 
above explanation for the small salinity of the sea and the formula (7.5), but these 
fluctuations are significant for the exploitation of the Caspian Sea and interesting 
in themselves. Prior to starting to outguess this wonderful phenomenon, let us 
investigate the seemingly evident supposition concerning an existence of the 

stability of the equilibrium volumes V * and VI * in the Caspian Sea and the bay. 

Let us also find out whether this equilibrium is unique or not and whether there 
exist any auto-oscillations as weIl. 

We return now to the differential equations (7.1) of the water balance in the 
Caspian Sea and the bay. A phase space of this system is the first octant of the 

plane V , VI' for which V ~ 0 and VI ~ 0 . First of all, let us find that all the 

phase trajectories arrive at its finite part of the form 

V+V I = C > 0 . 

It follows from the fact that for sufficiently large V and VI (large C) we obtain 
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d 
- (V + VI) = Q - 1 (V) - 11 (VI) < 0 
dt 

Figure 7.3 shows the cross sections of the Caspian Sea, its bay and the strait 
connecting them, demonstrates the highest level of the strait. 

Caspian sea 

Fig. 7.3. The bottom profile ofthe sea, its bay and the narrow strait connecting them. 

From this figure it follows that the phase space, the first octant V > 0 , VI > 0 

of the plane V, VI is decomposed into the parts where q = 0 , q > 0 and 

q < 0 . It is clear that q = 0 when the Caspian Sea level and the bay level are 

lower than those in figure 7.3. Let it take place for V<!:! and VI <!:!I . The 

case q = 0 takes place also when the level of the Caspian Sea and that of its bay 

are equal to each other but V > ~ and VI >!:!I' The set of the phase plane 

points, satisfying q = 0, consists of the rectangle V::;!:! and VI ::; V and 
-I 

some curve r presented in figure 7.4 . 

121 I-----r-

u 

Fig. 7.4. The graphically illustrated search for the domain at which arrive all the trajectories 

ofthe phase space V ~ 0, VI ~ O. 
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This figure also holds the straight line V + VI = C intersected by phase 

trajectories from outside to inside as shown by arrows. This line together with the 

axes V = 0 and VI = 0 confmes the domain, into which all phase trajectories 

income, i.e. upon some sufficient time any phase point (v, VI) will fall into this 

domain. 
Now, upon our preliminary considerations, let us come to studying the steady

state motions of the system (7.1). It is c1ear that they depend upon the inflow Q, 

the firnetions I (V) and I (VI) , and the fimction q( V, VI) . 

For Q < I(!:!.) all the phase trajectories will enter the quadrangle, where 

q = 0, and will then come c10se to the equilibrium state V = v* < V and 

VI = 0 , where V * is a root of the equation 

Q-I(v) = 0 ; 

the root is unique, provided that 1'( v) > O. As far as only an inflow from the 

Caspian Sea was inc1uded into the second equation (7.1), the bay will dry up. 
Notice that this very event has happened with the Caspian Sea - to the bay strait 
having been temporarily blocked with adam. 

For Q > I(!:!.) , all the phase trajectories enter the triangle confined by the 

straight lines V = !:!.I' VI = 0 and V + VI = C; thus, this triangle holds the 

equilibrium states. In one part of this triangle we have q > 0 and in another 

q < O. They are separated with the curve r, on which q = 0 . Above and on this 

curve we have q ~ 0 and VI < 0 . Therefore, all the phase trajectories, starting 

in the curvilinear triangle confmed by the lines V = !:!., V + VI = C and by the 

curve r, depart from this triangle; so, this triangle can hold no equilibrium state. 

Now we will show this equilibrium to be unique and stable. Further, it will be 
shown that there exist no c10sed phase trajectories and, thus, this unique 
equilibrium state is stable globally. Certainly, this rests upon certain properties of 

the functions I(v) , I(vl ) and q(v,vl ). 

We will accept, except Q > I (!:!.) , that 

dI(v) > 0 
dv ' 

Bq >0 
Bv ' 

(7.6) 

Let us reduce (7.3) to the form 
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I(v) + 1I (VI) = Q 
I(v) - q(V,VI ) = 0 

Differentiating the fIrst equation (7.7) in V we shall get 

dl dll dVI 0 
-+----= . 
dv dVI dv ' 

dVI 
therefore, due to (7.6), we obtain -- < O. 

dv 

Similarly, from the second equation (7.7) it follows that 

dl + Bq + Bq d VI = 0 
dv Bv BVI dv 

dv 
and then __ I > 0; besides, it may turn to infInity. 

dv 

77 

(7.7) 

The fIrst relation (7.7) defmes VI as the decreasing function V; and the second 

relation (7.7) as the increasing function being able to have vertical segments or be 
a verticalline in general. The intersection of these curves is unique and defInes the 

unique equilibrium state V, VI * . 
Thus, under natural assumptions, the equilibriurn state exists; let it take place 

for V = V * and VI = VI * . 
Now we will show the equilibriurn state to be stable. For this purpose, let; 

and '1 be such small deviations from the equilibrium that V = V * +; , 
VI = VI *+ '1. 

The deviations q and '1 meet the differential equations 

d(v*+q) 
dt =Q-/(v*+q)-q(v*+;, VI *+'1) 

d(vi * +'1) (* J= * ) 1 ( * ) dt = q V +,:>, VI +'1 - I VI +'1 
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and, upon linearization, we obtain 

where the derivatives are calculated for V = V * , VI = VI *. 
Whether the equilibrium will be stable or unstable is determined by the roots of 

the characteristic equation, which in OUf case is of the second degree and has the 
form 

A? +AA+B=O. 

The stability will occur, if the roots of this equation lie to the left of the 
imaginary axis. For this, it is necessary and sufficient to have 

A>O, B>O. 

Through calculating the coefficients A and B , due to the above inequalities, 
we immediately [md that 

B = _ dI 8q + 8q dII + dI dII > 0 
dv 8vI 8v dVI dv dVI 

Thus, the equilibrium state is existent, stable and unique. 
It is intuitively clear that this study was unnecessary; though, on the other hand, 

this study makes it impossible to conclude that except the stable equilibrium there 
exist no other steady-state motions that can be only stable periodic motions. 
Nevertheless, no such motions are existent, as it follows from the well known 
Bendixon criterion, under which valid is the below inequality 
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or its reverse (where P and Q are the right-hand sides of the differential equations 

(7.1)), is sufficient for the absence of the limiting cycles within the domain, 
where this inequality holds. In the case under consideration, on the basis of our 
assumptions we get : 

oP + oQ = _ dJ _ oq + oq _ dJI < 0 . 
OV OVI dv OV OVI dV I 

Hence, the equilibrium state (v*, VI *) is globally stable and all the motions wil! 

converge to it, i.e. for any initial conditions we shall obtain 

V(t) ~ v* , vl(t) ~ VI * 

as t ~ 00 . 

Thus, und er our natural assumptions it seems not only intuitively but it has 
been proved that the equilibrium is unique and globally stable. Why then do these 
observable transitions of the Caspian Sea equilibrium level from one level to 
another arise? This is an actual puzzle. The assumptions done look so natural. But 
for us he re there is no way out and we should, nevertheless, find what of the 
assumptions is wrong. 

We recal! you here that the above suggested assumptions were Q > J (!::!) and 

the inequality (7.6). The puzzle, certainly, would have been fully eliminated, ifthe 
water inflow Q, averaged throughout some years, had changed drastically or the 

Caspian Sea bed had changed, and if these changes had been similar, more or less. 
But this was not observed. What are then any other faulty points? Let us now look 
at the inequalities (7.6) adopted by us: here the weakest place is seemingly the 

dJ 
assumption - > 0 . Indeed, we can think out the situation when this assumption 

dv 
may be false. Let the Caspian Sea bottom be ofthe shape shown in figure 7.5. 

Fig. 7.5. The hypothetical profile of the Caspian Sea bottom and different possible levels 
I, 2, 3 and 4 of the sea. 
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The hump in the centre of the figure implies possible shoal banks. Now let us 
see how the evaporation intensity changes in hot weather, during the transition 
from the lowest level (in figure 7.5 denoted through 1) to the top level 4. 

During the transition from 1 to 2, evaporation will grow drastically. In the 
course of the transition from 2 to 4, evaporation, despite a general increase of the 
sea surface, may decrease, because shallow waters have become deeper and 
substantially cooler, and, hence, less vaporizable. In the course of the further 
transition from the level 3 to 4, evaporation will increase again. Thus, the 
existence of shoal banks may lead to the shape of the graph l (u) presented in 

figure 7.6. 

I(u) 

;f\ A.~ 
J/fKJ7! I I I 

I I Imin I u 

Fig. 7.6. The phase portrait of the variations of the Caspian Sea water volumes fOT the 
incoming stream Q, when the intersection takes place in the three points, to which there 

correspond the two stable equilibrium states, °1 , °3 , and the one unstable equilibrium 

stat, °2 . 

Now, as seen from the same figure, the equilibriums here may be already three 

in number. Neglecting the magnitude q« Q for simplicity, let us study the 

behaviour of these equilibriums at time changes of Q . This incoming stream 

sometimes falls beyond the limits l max and l min shown in figure 7.6. 

Here, a phase space is the half-line U ~ 0 and a phase portrait is deterrnined by 
the below equation 

du 
-=Q-l(u) 
dt 

The intersecting points of the plot leu) with the line Q in figure 7.6 

deterrnine the equilibrium states, and the arrows describe the magnitude and the 
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sign ofthe difference Q-I(u) , i.e. du l dt . For the case in figure 7.6, there 

will exist the three equilibrium states, °1 , O2 and °3 , 0 1 and 0 3 being stable 

and °2 unstable. 

How °1 , 02 and 0 3 depend upon Q may be now shown diagrammatically. 

The coordinates of the equilibrium states °1 , °2 , 0 3 will be denoted as U I * , 
u 2 * and u3 * , respectively. Then, we shall arrive at the dependences of u l * 
u 2 * and u3 * upon Q shown in figure 7.7. 

The circles on this plot, being called a bifurcation dia gram, stand for stable and 

crosses for unstable equilibrium states. For Imin < Q < I max ' there will exist the 

two stable equilibrium states, u l * and U 3 * . With the inflow Q decreasing 

below Imin ' the both equilibrium states will turn to U I *; besides, the state U 3 * 
in a leap-like fashion. With a further increase of Q above I max ' the state u l * 
will turn to u3 * , by a leap as weil. With a further increase of Q, the equilibrium 

state u l * will also jump to u 3 * ,if Q increases above I max ' 

v 

Q 

Fig. 7.7. The bifurcation diagram ofthe Caspian Sea equilibrium levels; stable equilibriums 
indicated by circles and unstable by crosses. 

The above said can explain the existing changes of the Caspian Sea water 
levels. These changes occur by leaps from the low to the top level when the inflow 

Q exceeds I max ; conversely, the high sea level drops abruptly to the low level, 

when Q drops lower than Imin' The talk here is about leap-like changes of the 

stable equilibriums caused by the changes in the inflow Q. As for the Caspian 
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Sea level, its changes are far from of a leaping nature and it varies sufficiently 
slowly, in accordance with the rate oftransition to a new equilibrium state. 
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A mathematical model. Half-decay and halving periods. Examples of ex
ponential processes: reproduction and destruction; radioactivity; chain re
actions; capacitor discharge; missile speed-up; retarding; radiation absorp
tion; cooling; spreading of epidemics and rumour; growth of human popu
lation, production and knowledge; arriving at and departing from an equi
librium state, etc. Specifying a model: taking into consideration the satura
tion and the explosive development. Phenomena of sudden crisis, collapse 
and exceptionality. 

From narrating some separate mathematical models, we now jump to describing a 
sufficiently wide class of dynamic processes, the so-called exponential processes 
and some other processes like logistic, explosive, etc. 

The exponential processes can be of two types: exponentially increasing and 
exponentially decreasing. These two types are described by the below very simple 
differential equation: 

dx=Ax 
dt 

(8.1) 

An exponentially increasing process occurs for A > 0 , and for A < 0 an expo
nentially decreasing one. The exponentially increasing or decreasing process may 
occur with respect to both time t and any other physical variable being different 
from t. 

The solution of the differential equation (8.1) , taking the value Xo for t = 0, 
is of the form 

(8.2) 

and possesses the following remarkable characteristic property: upon the time in

terval T = jArl In 2 from any initial instant tone obtains 

x(t + T) = 2 
x(t) , 

(8.3) 

provided that A > 0 , and the process is an increasing one, and 
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xCt + z-) 1 
= 

x(t) 2 
(8.4) 

provided that A < 0, and the process is a decreasing one. This implies that to an 

arithrnetic progression of increasing values t + nz-(n = 0,1,2, ... ) there will cor

respond a geometric progression with the denominator 2 or 1/2. These properties 
of the increasing and decreasing exponential processes are presented in figure 8.1 . 

x 
x Xo 

t 1! Xo l/.4x o t 

Fig. 8.1. The graphical illustration of the exponential increase and decrease and 
,accordingly, ofthe time doubling and the time of double decrease. 

The basic thing that strikes our imagination in the exponential processes is their 
fantastically fast, not yet humanly comprehended, increase or decrease with a 
larger and larger velocity. Here, as a very vivid illustration of this may serve a 
fairy tale about a king and a chess inventor. The king wishing to award the inven
tor said: "You may ask from me anything you like, even a half-country, even my 
daughter". But the chess inventor, being very timid, asked the king to give hirn a 
tiny trifle, and, namely, to fill the first check of the chess board with a single 
wheat grain, the second check with 2 grains, the third with 4, etc. The king was 
astonished: "What trifle things you are asking!", he exclairned. "But let it be as 
you wish". Having approached only the middle of the chess board, the king' s ser
vants suddenly found that the king's granaries were already emptied. To have all 
the 64 checks filled with grains, one would have had the amount of grains much 
more than those existing on the entire planet. 

The same fantastic increasing rate accompanies the limitless free reproduction 
of living cells, microbes and viruses. Cells and microbes are halved every one-two 
hours and,thus, upon 3-6 days and nights their number will be ofthe same order as 
the number of wheat grains on all the checks of the chess board. As for viruses, 
their halving period is much less than a single hour. Hence, a catastrophe will oc
cur in less than 24 hours, if their reproduction is not blocked. The same manner of 
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acceleration and resource exhaustion is also specific for such processes as nuclear 
and chemical reactions, avalanche-like and avalanching processes. Such processes 
possess the halving time measured by the thousandth portions of a second. There
fore, these processes behave like explosive, i.e. fantastic sizes are achieved in the 
course of negligible portions of a second. 

Similarly are spread the epidemics and rumour. In their initial stage, these pro
cesses flow exponentially too. As a vivid example of our poor orientation in the 
rate of growth of the exponential process there may serve our thoughtless answer 
to the question about by how many hand shakes a resident of a small Russian town 
is connected with the US President. Usually, in our hasty ans wer we suppose this 
shaking chain to be too long, whereas in reality this chain contains less than 10 
shakes. We can estimate this, if every person is assumed to shake hands with not 
less than 100 persons in the course of his life. Hence, in a 5-person chain there 

will be (if repeated shakes not considered) 1010 persons, i.e. more than the num
ber of all human beings on this planet. This fact demonstrates, in particular, a 
swift propagation of the epidemie during its short premonitory period and a 
greater rumour spreading rate. 

In the above examples, the rate for the growth of some magnitude will be the 
more, the more will be this magnitude. Until the material, this magnitude is made 
of, has been exhausted and the conditions of the growth of this magnitude retain 
good, this process will retain its exponential nature and will be govemed by the 
below differential equation 

dN =AN 
dt ' 

where N is the number of the reproduced cells or viruses or the number of the 
people fallen ill during the epidemie, or the number of the neutrons or molecules 
reproduced in the nuclear or chemical reaction, or the number of the people, 
whom the rumour or some sensation has approached, or the number of inhabitants 
in our country or that of the entire planet, etc. To somewhat extent, this law covers 
such situations as knowledge acquisition, studying foreign languages, since the 
knowledge already gained makes its further acquisition easier and quicker. This 
pertains both to knowledge acquisition by a single person and by the entire man
kind. This pertains to the development of science, production, growth of pollution 
and nature destruction. 

The fast growth of the exponential process brings a sudden crisis and its disap
pearance, resuIting in fast collapse of the resources. Imagine that once you were 
settling down in a tent on a bank of a beautiful lake where you were going to 
swim. Let this lake be 16384 square metres. It is a big good lake of 200 metres in 
length and 100 metres in width. On that day of your coming here there were some 
green water-plants occupying 1 square metre only. They were not noticed by you 
at all. Let their halving period during their reproduction be equal to 24 hours. In 
the course of the fIrst 13 days they did not disturb you, though during the last 3-4 
days they caught your eye aheady. At last, the 14-th day came and the entire lake 
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was completely fi1led with green water-plants that made it impossible for you to 
swim anywhere. The catastrophe occurred during a single night. Yesterday noth
ing manifested the coming trouble and one half of the lake was free from water
plants. This half makes up 8192 square metres and this square is sufficiently 
enough for swimming. The square of good water was collapsed during 24 hours 
but before this, during a 13-day period, the lake had good swimming square and 
no troubles were expected. 

The exponential growth of knowledge, science, industry, wealth and the like 
reveals one more specificity. Let us explain it on the individual accumulation of 
knowledge, the knowledge of foreign languages in particular. In the period of his 
active life and favourable circumstances, each person accumulates his knowledge 
exponentially, for the knowledge already acquired by hirn helps hirn to gain new 
knowledge, i.e. roughly approximately we obtain 

dZ =AZ . 
dt 

By virtue of this, the knowledge obtained is of a threshold nature, i.e. as soon as 
the knowledge arrives at some threshold Z * its further acquisition will assurne 
an extremely fast nature and a human will be able to gain fantastic resuIts during 
his short life. Though, to have it happened, he should arrive at some threshold 
reachable with great difficuIties. Not everybody manages it to do. Though, those 
who have overcome it, then strive to the top. This brings the situation that only the 
lirnited number of people, a negligible portion of percentage, is distinguished by 
the size and quality of their knowledge. Hence, there occurs a colossal gap be
tween them and the remaining people. This fact can be considered as an explana
tion for the phenomenon of exceptionality. 

The next example touches on a suddenly arising crisis. It may be, perhaps, from 
your own experience. For example, you were infected a week ago. For six days 
you had a so-called premonitory period of the disease; the disease was not yet re
vealing itself. On the seventh day you feIt some cold, had high temperature and 
your state was bad and even hard. Certainly, microbes or viruses in your organism 
are not reproduced without obstacles. Your powerful immune system is fighting 
against them, but it has not yet been fully mobilized and is, perhaps, insufficient to 
suppress the infection. To do this, the organism needs some time. That is why the 
exponential catastrophe is substantially smoothened for the time being; though, 
exposed. The more weakened and unprepared your immune system is and the 
more delayed will be its reaction to the disease, the quicker the number of patho
gens and intoxication will arrive at their marginal quantities. After the first faint 
features of the disease your body will assurne the state threatening to your life. 

In the end of the 18th century T.R. Malthus was the first to tell about the expo
nential growth ofthe world population. He had a predecessor living yet in the 12th 
century. It was famous mathematician L. Fibonacci who put and answered the 
question: "How many pairs of rabbits are born yearly by one pair of rabbits?" 

The exponential reproduction implies an absence of any limitations. Actually, 
these limitations always ex ist (for example, a limit of resources) and may be sim-
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ply taken into account through introducing a negative quadratic term. Thus, the 
corresponding differential equation 

(8.5) 

will have the solution expressed by the so-called logistic curve depicted in figure 
8.2. 

x 

-------------~=.Ak 

t 

Fig. 8.2. The logistic curve. 

Here, an initial increase, near to exponential, is slowed down and constrained by 

A 
the limit approachable magnitude X oo = - (see figure 8.2). 

E: 

Many processes, being of exponential nature in their initial stage, are then 
slowed down and come elose to those represented by a logistical curve. This curve 
determines the growth of world population, animals, industry, science, education 
and many other processes. 

There exist some other processes increasing even faster than the exponential 
processes. For example, reproduction of insects where the size of posterity is de
terrnined by a frequency of copulations which is, within a limited square, propor
tional to the square of the number of its inhabitants, i.e. 

The solution of this equation 

at the initial condition 

dN =aN 2 

dt 

N= 1 
N -1 

o -at 

(8.6) 
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1=0 

1 
unboundedly increases with t approaching the fmal value --; this will corre-

aHo 
spond to an explosive growth of the population, say, a weIl known growth of the 
locusts (grass hoppers) . The frequency of copulations within a limited area is pro-

portional to N 2 , because the probability of copulation of a single insect with an

other will be proportional to N . Therefore, the total probability of copulation of 

N insects will be proportional to N 2 . 

The exponential nature of the growth, at least, at the initial stage, is typical for 
the non-equilibriurn departures from unstable equilibrium states. Let the system be 
described by the below differential equation 

x = fex) (8.7) 

and X = X * be its unstable equilibrium state. Figure 8.3 shows a small mountain 
with the top point standing for an unstable equilibrium. When rolling down the 
mountain, the point is gaining speed faster and faster. 

Fig. 8.3. The unstable equilibrium illustrated in the form of a material point on the top of a 
convex curve. 

Let us introduce the new variable ~ under the assumption that 

X = x*+~ . 

Then, having put this variable into the equation (8.7), we shall fmd that 

t = fex * +~ = f(x*) + f' (x*)~ + ... , f(x*) = 0 , 
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where three dots denote the terms of the second and higher orders of smallness 
with respect to q. On the initial time interval of the departure from the unstable 

equilibrium (when q is still smalI), we may approximately assume that 

where A = f' (x*) > 0 , i.e. q is increasing exponentially, at least, within the 

initial time interval. 
Until now we described the exponentially increasing processes only. Now let us 

turn to the exponentially decreasing ones. They are also numerous and various: for 
example, hot tea cooling, discharging an electrically charged condenser and, in 
particular, that of a TV electronic tube after a switch off; a decreasing of the emit
ting intensity when ernitting is done through a partially transparent medium; a 
decreasing of the mass of a speed-gaining missile; a retarding of the descent upon 
deploying a parachute; a perishment of the population under unfavourable condi
tions, say, because of the sharp shortage of food; arriving at an equilibrium, and 
many other things. 

The exponential decrease implies a continuously decelerating decrease and it is 
exercised so fast that the entire decelerating process will be always limited. It is 
the very finiteness of time that was the very reason of why quick-Iegged Achill 
failed to overtake a turtle, because he was running first a meter, then a half meter, 
then a quarter meter, and so on, and not more than two meters in all. Achill was 
not overtaking the turtle but, nevertheless, was coming closer to it very quickly, in 
the sense that the distance to the turtle was shortened two times at first, then again 
two times, and in total as much as four times, and then again two times, and in 
total as much as eight times, etc. From the said it follows that the exponential de
crease may be interpreted as a continuous arrival at the final value. 

We are passing now to specific examples. Figure 8.4 shows a circuit for 

R 

Fig. 8.4. The electric circuit with a resistor and a capacitor. 

the condenser of capacitance C discharged by the resistance R . In accordance 
with the Kirchhoff law, the differential equation for the condenser discharge is 
written in the form 
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or 

R · q q=--
C 

Therefore, it is described by the exponentially decreasing process of the time be
ing twice less and equal to 

r= RCln2 . 

The time r is proportional to the capacitance C and the resistance R . With the 

initial charge q = q 0 ' we have 

The next example pertains to a parachute deceleration. Let us imagine that upon 

arriving at the descending velo city va the parachute was deployed and its descent 

is retarded proportionally to its velocity. In accordance with the Newton law, we 
obtain 

mv =-mg-hv 

The solution of this equation is as follows 

-h mg mg-I 

v=-+(v -_)e m 
h a h 

Therefore, the initial velocity v 0 (v 0 > 0) is exponentially slowed down to the 

constant descending velocity equal to mg . This process is demonstrated in figure 
h 

8.5. 
Up to now, all the exponential processes discussed were oftime nature, i.e. they 

varied exponentially in time. Now we will look at the processes which are also 
exponential but not variable in time. 

At present, only few are fond of reading Jules Veme's science-fiction novels. 
Though, there was time when his readers were absorbed in his books. In his fan
tastic novels he foresaw a lot, though at times was mistaken. One of his vivid er
rors was the described flight to the Moon on a cannon-ball. The flight was pre
dicted by hirn, but on a cannon-ball - and it was an error. For Jules Veme it 
seemed that the bigger the cannon, the faster it will eject a cannon-ball. But it is 
not absolutely so. There exists a limiting velocity of ejection and it cannot be ex
ceeded. 
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Let powder (as was at Jules Veme) or some other explosive be used. Imagine 

that its mass m, when exploded, will dis charge the energy E ehern per a unit of 

mass. This energy can transfer to this mass m the velocity V (without a nuc1eus 
mass taken into consideration). In the best case we shall obtain 

mv 2 

-2- = mE ehern ' 

i.e. the velocity of the ejected ball cannot exceed 

This is an absolute theoreticallimit for the velocity obtained when firing a can
non. This limit is greatly less than the first cosmic velocity (8 km/sec). 

v 

Vo 

~---
mgAt 

t 

Fig. 8.5. The time plot ofthe falling body when viscous resistance is available. 

K. E. Tsiolkovsky was the first to understand that the same chemical substance 
should be used in some other way and that this way may provide theoretically any 
arbitrary large velocity. This way is the application of a missile jet engine. The jet 
engine gathers traction by ejecting a gas jet in the direction being reverse to that of 
the missile movement. Let the missile of the mass m have the velocity V and the 

ejected mass move with the velocity c (figure 8.6). The mass being ejected (dm) 
gathers the velocity c at the expense of the chemical energy produced by the 
bumt propellant of the missile. Here, the entire chemical energy is assumed to be 
converted to the kinetic energy. Generally speaking, this is not true. Though, for 
OUf final conc1usion, the fact that a portion of the energy is transferred to heat does 
not weigh much. Thus, we obtain 

dmc 2 

--2- = dE ehern ' (8 .8) 
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where d E ehern is the loss of the chemical energy reserved in the missile and is 

converted into the kinetic energy of the gas outflow. That the missile, while 
ejecting from itself in the reverse direction the mass dm , gathers a forward accel
eration may be revealed and the value ofthis velo city gain may be calculated. This 
calculation may be done with use of the law of energy conservation, i.e. through 
equalizing the energies prior to and after the mass ejection. 

v+dv 

-c+v 

Fig. 8.6. The scheme explaining how to derive a missile speed-up equation when 
gas is escaping from the missile nozzle. 

Prior to the mass ejection, the missile possessed the energy equal to 

mv 2 

Eehern +--
2 

This energy included the chemical energy E ehern of the missile propellant and 

kinetic energy of the missile movement. Upon the mass ejection, the general en
ergy will include the reduced chemical energy, the changed kinetic energy of the 
missile and the kinetic energy of the ejected gas mass dm. In accordance with 
this, this energy will be equal to 

E dE (m + dm)(v + dV)2 dm(v-c)2 
ehern + ehern + 2 - 2 

Equalizing the pre-ejected and post-ejected general energies, we will find that 

E dE (m + dm)(v + dV)2 
ehern + ehern + 2 

mv 2 

= Eehern +-2-

dm(v-c)2 

2 
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From this, taking into ac count (8.8) and naturally omirting the terms with dmdv, 

(dv) 2 of the higher order of smallness, we shall come to the below simple rela

tion 

mvdv + cvdm = 0 

or 

dm I 
-=--m 
dv c 

(8.9) 

The mass m of the missile will, thus, decrease in the way similar to the expo
nential function of the velocity V 

(8.10) 

As we want to find out how the velocity will increase with a decrease of the 
mass, since it is ejected backward, it is natural to write the last ratio with use of 
the Tsiolkovsky formula 

m 
V = cln-o 

m 
(8.11 ) 

With the velocity V expressed as the ratio of the initial mass mo to the mass 

m , we obtain that the missile, via ejecting a greater and a greater portion of its 
mass, will get a possibility to gain higher and higher velocities. Besides, with each 
lessening of the mass two times the missile's velocity will be increased by the 
magnitude eIn 2 . In principle, this regularity enables to gain any arbitrary large 

velocities, but, since the remaining mass cannot be very smalI, the initial mass mo 

accordingly should be increased significantly. Hence, for travelling to the Moon, 
no big cannon is needed (as to Jules Veme), but a big missile. Not simply big, but 

an enormous one. From the ratio (8.10), it follows that the initial mass mo is the 

exponentially increasing function of the velocity V 

vi c mo =me 

Here, the initial mass (with the final rnass given) will be doubled at each increase 
of the velocity by the magnitude eIn 2 . Hence, in order to decrease the initial 
weight of the missile, its fmal weight has to be decreased maximally. The final 
weight is substantially decreased, if a multistage design of the missile is used. 
During the flight, the utilized stages will be dropped down to have only the rnini
mally needed stage remained. 
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Another example. The dynamics of the amount of the population N, i.e. the 

value of the derivative N, is determined by the correlation of the birth rate B 
and the death rate D. Thus, we have 

N=B-D 

where Band D are functions of the quantity N and the extemal medium. With 
the external conditions remaining unchanged and with natural simplest depend
ence upon N (B = aN , D = bN), we shall come to the processes of the ex
ponential reproduction or destruction, due to the sign of the magnitude 
A=a-b. 

Analogous to the population destruction is the radioactive decay resulting in an 
exponential decrease ofthe indecomposable substance. The rate ofthe radioactive 
decay is deterrnined by the time of the half-decay. The less this time, the more 
quickly vanishes the radioactive radiation being dangerous far humans. 

How a partially transparent medium absorbs a radiation may be represented as 
a destructive process only. Here, it is convenient to simulate the radiation as a 
stream of the large number N of photons; the medium may be assumed to possess 
some independent absorbing probabilities for each photon of the stream per a unit 
of the covered distance. Using this interpretation for very large N , we obtain 

dN =-AN . 
dt 

This will bring us to the exponentially decreasing process, where a two-fold de

crease of the radiation intensity will occur for the time A- J In 2 . 
It is through the exponential decrease of the radiation intensity that the pitch

darkness in the oceanic depths is explained, in spite of the upper layers of the 
ocean being illuminated sufficiently. Indeed, let the illumination drop as much as 
two times per each 20 meters. On a fair and sunny day such a drop is not noticed 
absolutely. Though at the depth of one kilometre, there will be darkness, since the 

d··· . ·11 b 250 1012 . 1 ra latlOn mtenslty Wl e ~ tlmes ess. 
Such a model of the stream of particles can lead us to the exponentially in

creasing avalanching process, if a single high-velocity particle runs into agas 
molecule and this collision gives birth to more than one particles of the same ve
locities. Sirnilar avalanching processes are observed, when cosmic particles are 
coming into our atrnosphere at the velocities being close to the light velocity. 
These particles carry enormous energy. 

Cooling a not so much heated body, say, a glass of tea or coffee, also makes up 
the exponentially decreasing process. Indeed, if the temperature of the environ
mental medium is taken as an origin, then the temperature T of the heated body 
will be described by the differential equation 
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dT =-AT 
dt ' 

because the heated body will return its heat into the medium approximately pro
portionally to the difference ofthe temperatures in the body and the medium. 

At last, let us note that all the processes of arriving at the equilibrium state (and 
it is only in this manner that one must interpret a discharging of the charged con
denser, a retarding of the moving body, death of the population, and cooling the 
heated body) will possess the exponentially decreasing nature. This happens so, 
because the movement equation, being linearized within the neighbourhood of the 
equilibrium state, will, in the general case, coincide with the differential equation 
for the exponentially decreasing process. 

Therefore, for the one-dimensional process 

: = fex) , 

with the equilibrium state X * , the deviation q from x * will be described by the 

equation 

~; ~ f'(x*)q , 

where, due to the stability, f' (x*) < 0 . 
For the multi dimensional case, the pieture will be more complicated. The de

creasing process will be of the fonn 

where As and Jik are positive, i.e. this process is a superposition of the expo

nentially decreasing and the exponentially decreasing oscillating components. It is 
clear that a final arrival at the equilibrium will be described by the tenn of the 

smallest value As or Jik . In this sense, it may be also interpreted as the expo

nentially decreasing or the oscillating exponentially decreasing process. 
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The mathematical models for the coexistences of the types "predator -
prey", competition (opposition) and symbiosis. The phase and bifurcation 
portraits. 

The above cases touched on a limitless reproduction of the population. The repro
duction was performed exponentially. Though, in reality, the population has vari
ous re1ationships with other populations and inside itself. These relationships may 
be of different types: "predator - prey" (antagonism), mutual assistance (symbio
sis) and internal competition. In the simplest case, there exist only the interaction 
of two populations. This type of interaction is the most decisive and essential, 
whereas all the remaining types ofinteraction are secondary. 

The fIrst ecological model for interacting populations is the predator-prey 
model constructed by Volterra and Lotck. This antagonistic model assumes that 
the population of preys can exist independently and the population of predators 
cannot; the latter exists only through eating the preys. Thus, with the predator not 
available, the prey will be exponentially reproduced under the equation 

x=ax, 

whereas with the prey not available, the predator will die out. Thus, we have 

y= -cy . 

The predator eats the more preys, the bigger it is and the more numerous the 
predators are. Hence, with the predator available, we obtain 

x = ax-bxy . (9.1) 

The quantity of the preys eaten will favour a reproduction of the predator, and, 
therefore, we obtain 

y = -cy + dxy . (9.2) 
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The differential equations (9.1) and (9.2) are the very famous and widely 
known differential equations by Volterra and Lotck. These are the very equations 
that have given birth to the theory of interacting populations. 

As the state of the dynamic system described by the equations (9.1) and (9.2) 
there will serve the quantities X (preys) and y (predators). As the phase space 

there will be assumed the octant X 2:: 0, Y 2:: 0 . For y = 0, the quantity X will 

exponentially increase, whereas for X = 0 the quantity y will exponentially de

crease. The point X = Y = 0 will be the unstable equilibrium state of the saddle 

type. This follows from the fact that in the neighborhood of the equilibrium point 
X = Y = 0 the terms, containing the product of small magnitudes X and y , may 

be neglected. Hence, we approximately obtain 

x=ax 

j; = -cy 

Except the equilibrium X = Y = 0, there is also possible the equilibrium 

X = X * , y = y * , where X * and y * is a non-zero solution for the equations 

ax-bxy = 0 , -cy+dxy=O, 

i.e. 

x* = cl d , y* = al b . 

The type of equilibrium (x * ,y *) may be found, as usually, through con

structing its characteristic equation 

or 

a-by*-').., 

dy* 

-bx* 
=0 

-c+dx*-').., 
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The roots of this characteristic equation are purely imaginary, ± i~ ;; . 
In the linear approximation, they will correspond to the center-type equilibrium. 
This equilibrium, if the terms dropped in the linearization are now considered, can 
become both a stable and unstable focus. In the given case, a complete analysis 
reveals that the nonlinear terms will save the type of the equilibrium, i.e. the equi
librium will retain to be a center-type equilibrium. A more specific analysis be
comes possible, because the Volterra-Lotck differential equations can be inte
grated. The Volterra-Lotck equation may be written as 

dx dy 

ax-bxy -cy+dxy 

From here, separating the variables X and y , we obtain 

(-c + dx)dx (a - by)dy 

X Y 

upon integration we have 

- a In y - c In X + dx + by = h , 

where h is an arbitrary constant. The last equation is the equation of the phase 
trajectories. Each trajectory will be assigned its own value of the integrating con
stant h . To qualitatively construct the phase trajectories on the plane x, y will 

be possible, if each phase trajectory is assumed to be constructed by projecting 
onto the plane x, y the line 

z = dx+by-clnx-a Iny == fex, y) 

of intersecting the surface by the plane z = h (Fig. 9.1). 
The shape of this surface shown in figure 9.1 may be represented through the 

following conclusion. On the axes X and y, we get f(x,y) = 00 and 

fex, y) -) Cf) , with at least one of the variables, X or y, being increased. To 

the minimum point of this surface z = f (x, y) there will correspond the equilib

rium state (x*, y * ). All the rest phase trajectories will be the oval curves con

tained in each other and encircling the equilibrium state (x*, y *). Hence, the 

phase portrait obtained will be ofthe shape depicted in figure 9.2. 
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z 

z=f(x,y) 

x 

Fig. 9.1. The geometrically interpreted construction of the phase trajectories in the Vol
terra-Lotck model. 

In spite of its simplicity, the Volterra-Lotck model reflects in a qualitatively 
correct way the oscillating nature of the quantities X and y in the predator-prey 

coexistence. This oscillating nature was exposed, for example, during the long
time observations ofhares and bobcats in Canada and in many other cases. 

y 

x 

Fig. 9.2. The phase portrait ofthe Volterra-Lotck model. 

According to the phase portrait, the fluctuations of population quantities will be 
periodic, but they may occur with various swings - from the zero swings to the 
infinite ones. Though, as was noticed by 1. Volterra, the time-average values of 
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the quantities X and y usually retain fixed, equal to the coordinates X * and 

y * of the equilibrium state. 

This immediately follows from averaging over the period of the ratios 

x 
-= a-by , 
X 

y 
- =-c+dx 
y 

since average values oftheir left-hand parts are equal to zero. 
According to this model, neither the variations of the parameters a, b, c and 

d nor the disturbances, causing a variation in initial conditions, can damage the 
unlucky fate of the preys - to become a food for the predators - until y turns to 

zero. The most favourable thing for the preys is seemingly to remain in the neigh
borhood ofthe equilibrium state, because at large swings the prey population (and, 
by the way, the predator population as weIl) will arrive at the periods of very small 
quantities. 

When applied to an existence ofhumans (a prey) with a microbe or a virus (a 
predator) (this application adrnissible with large qualifications only), this model 
makes it possible to adopt some curious conc1usions on how the predator-killing 
medicines must be administered and how must not. First of aIl, a predator, if pos
sible, has to be killed fuIly, i.e. if left even in srnall quantities it will be shortly 
reproduced again, and possibly, in greater quantities. And so we shall fail to 
achieve out target. If a full destruction of a predator is impossible, it is expedient 
then to reduce its quantity to some extent in the top position of the phase point 
(above the equilibrium) only, i.e. near its maximum quantity. A partial destruction 
in the time of a small-size population will only lead us to a further great worsening 
ofthe decease. 

These are the conc1usions possible to be adopted from the very simple Volterra
Lotck "predator-prey" model. The model was further specified and made more 
complicated. From the mathernatical point ofview the Volterra-Lotck model is not 
satisfactory because a phase portrait may undergo substantial qualitative changes 
in response to indefinitely small changes in the right-hand sides of its differential 
equations. It means that even insignificant factors can result in significant changes 
of the portrait. Thus there exists no basis to consider this model correct since ig
noring secondary factors is inevitable. 

Such an undesirable property of the Volterra-Lotck model is accounted for the 
fact that its equilibrium is a centre-type equilibrium to which there correspond 
purely imaginary roots of the characteristic equation; at the very insignificant ad
ditions 6(x,y) and c(x,y) to the right-hand sides ofthe equations (9.1), (9.2) 

the equilibrium may be replaced by a stable or unstable focus, and around it there 
may arise c10sed stable periodic motions, which will essentially change the phase 
portrait and accordingly the behaviour of the coexisting predator-prey population 
following from it. 
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With this drawback eliminated and if a predator's satiation and prey's struggle for 
living sources taken into account, the model will then assume the form 

x = ax- bxy -Bx2 

l+Ax 

. dxy 
y=-cy+--

l+Ax 

(9.4) 

For A=O and B = 0 the model is reduced to the Volterra-Lotck model. The pa
rameter A takes into ac count a predator's satiation, i.e. that even at very large 
quantity x of preys a predator cannot eat its preys more than some certain number 

of them; whereas for A = 0 it is able to eat up infmitely many for X ~ 00. The 

parameter B > 0 takes into ac count a limited nature of living resources for prey 
reproduction. 

In contrast to the Volterra-Lotck model, to investigate the differential equations 
(9.4) is already not an easy job. This investigation is better to be started from 
eliminating some parameters. Now, they are six. It turns out so that they may be 

Z" c a 
reduced to two. Replacing the variables t = - , X = -u , y = -v will lead 

a d b 
the differential equations (9.4) to the form 

. UV 2 
U =U-----BU 

l+au 

v = -J'V(l--U-) . 
l+au 

(9.5) 

A study has revealed a qualitative shape of the model phase portrait to be depend
ent only upon the positive parameters a and 8; the parameter y produces no 

c cB 
effects upon the portrait ( a = A - , 8 = - ) . 

d ad 
The search for a two-dimensional phase portrait (the variables U ;:::: 0, v;:::: 0) 

ofthese equations and for a bifurcation portrait includes some stages. First, subject 
to search and investigation are equilibrium states. This stage prompts a possibility 
of auto-oscillations. Further, there should be found the parameter domains 
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1 

a 

1 
Fig. 9.3. The parametrie portrait for the improved "predator-prey" model. 

corresponding to various qualitative structures of the phase portrait. As a result of 
this stage, we arrive at the bifurcation portrait given in figure 9.3. 

It consists of three domains, 1,2 and 3. For each of them there is its shape of 
the phase portrait shown in figure 9.4 ; here, the number stands for the number of 
the domain of the bifurcation portrait. 

At the parameters taken from the domain 1, the predator will perish; the prey 

1 
will re ta in only in the quantity u* = - corresponding to a stable equilibrium 

5 

state ofthe phase portrait 1 (Fig. 9.4). 
With the parameters lying within the domain 2, the prey 's isolated existence 

will become unstable and there will appear some equilibrium interaction between 
the predator and the prey. 

Upon coming into the domain 3 the predator-prey balanced coexistence is bro
ken and it obtains an auto-oscillating nature. 

Now, upon OUT brief description, we are coming to describing our investigation. 
The equilibrium states are found from the equations 

uv 
u- -5U 2 =O , 

l+au 

Here, there are 3 solutions: 

u 
,w(l---)=0 

l+au 
(9.6) 

1 l-a-5 
I) u = v = O' 2) u = 1/5 V = O' and 3) U = -- v = ---

, " l-a ' (l-a)2 

The first two equilibrium states occur for any positive a and 5 , and the last one 

only in the domain 2 and 3, where 1 - a - 5 > 0 . On the boundary of the do
mains 1 and 2 the third and the second equilibrium states are merged. 

In order to study the stability of the revealed equilibrium states let us write 
down the characteristic equation 
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v auv 
1-2qu---+ -A 

l+au (1+aul 
X(A) = [au 1 1 

-JV (1+aul-l+au 

u 

=0, 
l+au 

u 
-y(1---)-A 

l+au 

in which u and V will be replaced with coordinates of the equilibriums being 

v 

u u 

1/& 1/& 
v 

© 
(0 

u 

1/& 

Fig. 9.4. Phase portraits of the improved "predator -prey" model for the parameters from 
different domains I, 2 and 3 of the parametrie portrait (Fig. 9.3). 

checked for the type and stability. For the equilibrium states 1, 2 and 3 we se
quentially find the following roots of this characteristic equation: 
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1. ~ = 1, ,,1,2 = -y . 

2. ~ = -I , ,,1,2 = - y( a + .5' - I) 
a+.5' 

3 ) -- +. . /'1.2 - (Y - IOJ . 

a(l-a) 
where (Y turns to zero on the boundary curve .5' = of the domains 2 

I+a 
and 3 (in the domain 2 it is negative, and in the domain 3 positive). By virtue of 
the bifurcation theory, during the transition from the domain 2 into the domain 3 
there should be born from the third equilibrium state a stable periodic motion or 
the unstable periodic motion should vanish by getting stuck at it. To distinguish 
which of the cases occurs is possible through calculating a sign of the so-called 
Lyapunov magnitude. This process gives birth to a stable periodic motion (i.e. an 
auto-oscillation) and accordingly there occurs the phase portrait 3 in figure 9.4 . 

Justice demands to say that a strict realization of this approach needs also a de
termination of whether there exists a possibility for complicated limit cycles to 
appear. One can easily make sure of it by looking at them on a computer display; 
all the above given pictures of the phase portraits were taken from the display. 

We have thus analysed the mathematical models of interacting predator-prey 
populations. Similarly, there can be constructed the models for two competing 
populations and two cooperating populations. The two competing populations, 
with internal competition within each of them also accounted, may be described 
by the following form of differential equations 

2 
XI = alxl - all XI - a J2 x l x 2 

T a l 
or, upon replacing the variables t = - , XI = -ul ' x 2 

al all 

the below equivalent form 

(9.7) 
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1~ ____ ~ ______ _ 

L-______ ~ ________ ~q 

1 

Fig. 9.5. The parametrie portrait for the model ofthe competing species. 

Here, as weH as in the previous model reduced to the same form, the depend 
ence upon r is not substantial, not affecting the quality of a phase portrait. 

1 1 
-- o 1 

o 
1 

1 CD 
1 

1 

Fig. 9.6. Phase portraits for the model ofthe competing species corresponding to the do
mains in the parametrie portrait (Fig. 9.5). 
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If the substantial parameters cl and C 2 are used, then the bifurcation diagram 

will contain 4 domains (1, 2, 3 and 4 in Fig. 9.5), to each ofwhich there will cor
respond its own shape of the phase portrait. These phase portraits are shown in 
figure 9.6 under the same numbers which carry the associated domains of the bi
furcation portrait. The general idea here is that among the competing populations 
there will survive only such a population that produces greater pressing effects 

upon other populations, which is counted in the parameters Cl and C2 (Fig. 9.6). 

This situation occurs in the domains 1 and 2, where one ofparameters Cl and c2 
is more than unity and the other less. In the domain 3 there occurs an equilibrium 
coexistence. In the domain 4 there survives one of the populations, depending 
upon the initial conditions. 

In order to think these conclusions over, it will be not bad to have some knowl-

edge concerning the relationships between the initial parameters of the model a l ' 

a2 ' all' a l2 ' a 2l ' a22 and the reduced Cl and c2 

The following two models describe the cooperation between populations 
known in biology as symbiosis. The first model covers the case when mutual as
sistance constitutes a necessary condition of existence since when living inde
pendently each population will perish. This model also describes an internal com
petition within each population. With its initial parameters, this model has the 
form 

(9.8) 

As earlier all the parameters here are not negative. Here, only two shapes of phase 
portraits are possible: the one when for any initial conditions the quantities ofboth 

populations Xl and X will tend to zero, and, thus, the populations will die out; 

and the other shape of a phase portrait is represented by figure 9.7. In the shaded 
part of the phase space, all the phase trajectories will tend to the coordinate origin 

and this will mean death for both populations. At large quantities Xl and X 2 of 
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the populations, relating to the non-shaded part, there will be established a bal
anced mutually beneficial coexistence. This equilibrium state is denoted in the 

Xl 

Fig. 9.7. The phase portrait for the model (9.8) ofthe two-species symbiosis. 

phase portrait by the letter O. A substantial variety of dynamics of symbiosis of 
the two populations is observed in the model, where each population can exist 
independently, though its quantity must overcome a certain threshold - since a 
small-size population will die out. Such specificity in the biological behaviour of 
the isolated population may be represented by the model of the form 

(Fig. 8). Figure 8 shows the plot ofthe right-hand side ofthis equation and the 

X 

Fig. 9.8. The one-dimensional phase portrait for the one-species existence (the equation 

(9.9) for b) = 0 ) . 

associated phase portrait. 
In accordance with this, the mathematical model for the two-population sym

biosis will be written as follows 
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(9.9) 

..J 

Here, one of possible phase portraits (it, as weIl as others, may be displayed on 
a computer) is depicted in figure 9.9. 

Fig. 9.9. The two-species symbiosis phase portraits for the model (9.9). 

In the symbiosis described, in accordance with the behaviour of the phase tra
jectories, both populations can die out, or any ofthe populations can survive and 
the other can perish; or, at last, both can enjoy coexistence at the quantities larger 
than each separately. 

Another possible case is represented in figure 9.10. In it, as weIl as in the pre
vious cooperative model, possible only is the coexistence of both populations or 
their mutual destruction. 

Wehave thus considered several specific mathematical models simulating a 
coexistence of two populations. The ideas laid in their foundations are natural and 
simple but the conclusions made are sudden and instructive. 

Could we expect that the predator - prey coexistence will lead to the birth of 
auto-oscillations? Could we imagine that a competition between the preys will 
favour the preys to save thernselves from the predators? Could we think that in the 
case of the coexisting competing populations the same internal competition (that 
makes life more difficult) will favour a survival? 

Less sudden, though also interesting is our conclusion on the fact that in the 
case of the symbiosis the populations will survive only at sufficiently large quan
tities. 
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Fig. 9.10. The phase portraits ofthe two-species symbiosis for the model (9.9). 
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The simplest model of a biological reactor (a chemostat); a phase portrait; 
optimization. 

A flow biological re ac tor, a chemostat, represents itself avessei filled with some 
nutrient medium where microbes are reproduced. Its specificity lies in the fact that 
its medium where this unceasing reproduction occurs is continuously replenished 
with a fresh nutrient solution and simultaneously at the same rate some fluid with 
microorganisms and sub strata is discharged from the chemostat. A chemostat 
medium is intensively stirred up so as to make similar the concentration of the 
nutrient substrata and microbes in the vessel. Replenishing and picking up is 
performed at similar volume velocities. The chemostat has constant temperature 
sustained. 

Our objective is constructing a mathematical model for the dynamics of this 
chemostat, then studying this model and optimizing the chemostat operation with 
respect to its controllable parameters. 

Reproducing microbes in some nutrient medium of the chemostat looks like a 
reproduction of a predator with due account of its satiation. In accordance with it, 
the reproduction rate will be assumed to be proportional to the mass of microbes 
X with the proportion coefficient of the below form 

(10.1) 

where S is a concentration of sub strata in the chemostat, and Pm and Kare 

parameters. Let the nutrient sub strata supplied into the chemostat be of the 

concentration So and the incoming volume rate be equal to D. It is clear that the 

subsidence of the nutrient substance is proportional to the velocity of microbe 
reproduction. The nutrient substance is delivered and the chemostat is discharged 
at the constant rate D. According to the above said and making use of (10.1), we 
find that 

. ,llmS D x=---x--x 
K+S V 
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VS=D(S _S)_l,umS x 
° K+S' 

where V is a fluid volume in the chemostat. Now, let us introduce new 

parameters - D instead of D / V and I instead of I/V, write the above 
equations as 

and start studying them. 

x= ,umS x-Dx 
K+S 

(10.2) 

The phase space ofthe chemostat, more exactly, that ofits mathematical model 
(10.2) is the fIrst octant X 2:: 0, S 2:: 0 of the plane x, s. Besides the trivial 

equilibrium X = 0, S = So' there exists one more equilibrium determined from 

the equations 

,umS -D=O 
K+S ' 

It is directly found that its coordinates X * and S* are equal to 

KD 
S*=---

,um -D 
(10.3) 

To these va1ues S* and X * there will correspond an equilibrium, if they are not 
negative, i.e. ifthe below inequality holds 

D 5: ....:.,u.-:.m::....S-"O,- < ,um 
K+So 

(10.4) 

or, in other words, if the point (So' D) is located in the domain depicted in 

figure 1O.l. 
The stability of equilibriums is determined by the roots of the characteristic 

equation 
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Jl-D-A 

A( A)= = 0 , (10.5) 

-IJl 

where the notation of (10.1) is used, Sand X are the values of the coordinates of 

the equilibrium under study. For the equilibrium X = 0, S = So 

D 

x*, S*>O 

Fig. 10.1. The domain for the existence of the chemostat equilibrium ( x* , S * ) in 

the parameters So and D. 

the roots are real and of different signs; for the equilibrium X = X *, S = S * , 
determined by (10.3), the coefficients ofthe quadratic equation with respect to A 
(10.5) are positive; hence, it is stable. The associated phase portrait is given in 
figure 10.2. 

It is very simple: any phase point x, S (x > 0) asymptotically arrives at 

the equilibrium of the coordinates S *, X * . According to (10.2), the chemostat 

parameters are Jl m ' K, D, So,l ; besides, the values of the parameters D and 

So may be changed, they are regulared. It is better to vary them so as not to 

disrupt the stable functioning of the chemostat, i.e. to obey the conditions (10.4) 
and naturally they should be changed so as to maximize Dx * . From (10.3) it 
follows that 
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(10.6) 

DSo KD 2 

=-------
l l(Pm -D) 

x 

S 

Fig. 10.2. The phase portrait of the chemostat for the parameter values of So and 

D from the equilibrium existence domain depicted in figure 1O.l. 

DS* 

D 

Fig. 10.3. The dependence of chemostat productivity upon the discharging 
rate D. 

For So chosen, a maXImum over D is attained at some D( So) < Pm' 

D( SO) being an increasing function of So. That is, So is better to be chosen as 

large as possible; at So chosen there exists the optimal discharging rate D. 
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This very fact is explained in figure 10.3, where there is shown the plot for 
microbe reproduction rate DS * as a ftmction of the discharging rate D. The 
point where this plot intersects the abscissa axis has the coordinate 

JlmSo ( K + So r l ; therefore, after this point the plot becomes physically 

senseless, since the inequality (10.4) for the chemostat functioning is not obeyed. 
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11 Mathematical model for the immune response 
of a living organism to an infectious invasion 

The simplified phenomenological model in the form of the fourth-order 
differential equation system for the immune response of the organism to an 
infection. Basic variants of the disease progress, its dependence upon 
parameters; the extent ofthe infection and the treating counteractions. 

The animal and human immune systems are very complicated. Complicated and 
diverse is their structure, also complicated and multi-variant are their responses to 
the attack by infection. Their counteracting facilities are complicated and 
multisided as well. A contemporary description of the immune system occupies a 
pair of volumes, and a lot still remains untouched and unknoWll. Alongside with 
this, the immune system, whatever complicated it is, is responsible for 
counteracting and destructing a foreign infection intruded into the organism and 
hannful to it. In general notions, these counteractions against the infection and its 
hannful effect become possible to be described, with omitting details of how this 
actually occurs. 

Thus, there exists some infection tending to be reproduced and it is attacking an 
organism suppressing its living viability. There exists an organism trying to 
destruct this infection, exerting initially its counteractions and arranging some 
supplementary counteraction as soon as this infection is spotted. A high-speed 
response of the organism and its efficiency are dependent upon its inherited 
features, the "life experience" acquired and also upon the state of the organism 
and its reserves for the moment. 

So, despite all the complexity of the immune response to an infectious att~ck 
there arise the following three fundamental factors: the infection; its reproduction 
and its infecting of the organism; and the counteraction of the organism and its 
potential counteracting capabilities dependent upon its state. Quantitatively, these 
factors may be represented by three magnitudes - X (a quantity of the infection), 
y (an extent of the organism counteraction) and z (a potential of the organism). 

Besides its quantity x, any infection is characterized by the rate of its 
reproduction within the organism environment and by its suppressive action upon 
the organism. As for the counteraction, it is characterized by its extent y and its 

counteracting efficiency, fastness and the replenishing rate, which depend upon 
the organism and its potential z . 

All the above said makes it possible to describe the dynamics of the immune 
response - the variation of the magnitudes x, y and z - by the following four 

differential equations 
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i = Ax _ axy _ tx 2 

l+ax 

bxy for X< Xo ----
l+ax 

bxy 
for x:2: Xo (11.1) y= ---+w=K 

l+xy 

0 
for y=O and K<O 

- -2 
zvi;+ W = Bz(2z - zo)(x + ßX ) 

{
C(Z - Zo) d - F - y-e-

z= l+JX 

o 

for z > 0 or z = 0 and F > 0 

for z = 0 and F ~ 0 

In the equations (11.1), Xo is the threshold of the organism sensitivity against the 

infection; r is the time delay of the supplementary immune response. The extent 
of this response will depend upon the infection quantity X and the organism 

potential z . For 7J = 0 , this dependence upon X will be linear; for 7J > 0 , it 

will be a forced one; for ß < 0, it will be, on the contrary, a reduced one. The 

last equation in the system (11.1) describes the variation of the potential z ; here, 

we have 0 ~ z ~ z o. The first term in the last equation (11.1) will be the rate of 

replenishing the potential z till its extreme value z 0 ; the second and third terms 

will be the potential expenditures for the immune response y and for the needs of 

the organism itself. Converting z to zero is here understood as the complete 
organism exhaustion bringing about its destruction. 

The fOUf equations (11.1) involve 13 parameters. The parameter A may have 

any sign: A < 0 will indicate that the infection introduced into the body is 

perishing; A > 0 will imply that the infection is being , nevertheless, reproduced, 
though this reproduction is hampered by the organism counteraction y . Though, 

this counteraction may be not available. Further, the case A > 0 is possible. All 

the other parameters, except ß, are positive. The process of the growth and the 
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dynamics of the counteraction y against the infection X are described by the last 

three equations. 
The model (11.1) is rather complicated for studying; though, it rnay be 

sufficiently simplified by making use of the variables X and y only. It is the 

more so as the role of the rest equations is rather evident and may be mentally 
accounted and understood. This simplified model will be of the form 

. 1.. axy - 2 
X=/WI,----liX 

l+ax 

bxy for X< Xo 
l+ax 

y= 
bxy - -

---+B(x+ jJx2) =K 
l+ax 

tor (11.2) 

o 
for y = 0 and K < 0 

The equations (11.2) differ from (11.1) in that that the magnitude B now 
becomes constant, while in the equations (11.1) it varies in accordance with the 
last two equations. A formal jump from the system (11.1) to (11.2) is possible by 
setting T = 0 and assuming z to be constant. The magnitude T > 0 describes 
the rate of the increase of w from zero to the extreme value 

Bz(2z - zo)(x + ßx2); B in the equations (11.2) is equal to B z (2z - zo), 
with z assumed constant. Thus, the role of the last two equations in (11.1) may 
be accounted as the variability of B in the equations (11.2). 

In the simplified equations (11.2), the number of the parameters may be 
reduced by sca1ing the time t and the variables X and y. Upon this, these 

equations will assurne the form 

. xy 2 
X=X----lX 

y= 

l+x 

bxy 

l+x 
bxy 

--+Bx(1+ fJx) = K 
l+x 

o 

tor x< Xo 

for . (1l.3) 

tor y = 0 and K < 0 
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Let us understand here what will be obtained from the simplified model (11.3), if 
at first we assume & = ß = O. In this case, there will remain only the three 

parameters, X 0' band B. Here, the two significantly different cases b > B 

and b < Bare possib1e. The second case (b < B), in its turn, will be splitted 

into other two cases, b < 1 and b > 1. As a result ofthis, we shall obtain the four 
different phase portraits depicted in figure 11.1. 

y 

y* 

L-______ ~ ____ ~ ________ ~~X 

Xo 
x 

a b 

y* 

Xo 
XO 

c d 

Fig. 11.1. The phase portraits of the simplified model (11.3) for ß = & = 0 and for 

ab> B , b b < B and b > 1 , c, d b < B and b < 1. A is the domain of the initial 
conditions, in which a recovery takes place. In the cases c and d , beyond the A-domain the 

infection will retain at the sensitivity threshold Xo and a bacilli-carrying will take place. 
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As seen from figure 11.1, in the case of b > B the organism will escape from the 
destruction only at the initial conditions in the domain A, i.e. at its sufficiently 
high initial counteraction y. With the initial insufficient counteraction y ,the 

organism will perish (i.e. X will increase infinitely and this, due to the equation 
(11.1), will yield the nullification of the potential z). This even will occur when 
the initial quantity of the infection is very insignificant. On the contrary, for 
b < B, the organism will never perish. Though, the counteraction may either 

fully destroy the infection (the domain A and the arrival ofthe phase point at one 
of the equilibriurns X = 0, y > y *) or may retain the infection at the sensitivity 

threshold (the entire positive octant , except the domain A), because of the phase 
point having arrived at the stable equilibrium O. With the initial conditions lying 

in the domain A , a complete recovery of the organism will be accompanied with 
a single or , perhaps, some aggravations (Figs. 11.1 b and c). How vividly these 
aggravations are expressed will depend upon the infection quantity X and upon 
the initial value of the immune counteraction y . A bacilli-carrying in the organism 

and an equilibrium coexistence with the infection occurs via an oscillatory arrival 
at the stable equilibrium 0 (Fig. 11.1 c). 

Figure 11.1 makes it possible to observe the consequences of the decrease of 
the infection quantity X (for example, with the help of antibiotics or other 
medicines), if it is supposed that this will exert no sufficient effect upon the extent 
of the immune response, i.e. upon the magnitudes b and ß in the equations 

(11.3) and the value of y. In the case of b > ß and y > y *, a sufficient 

decrease of X will result in a faster recovery or will even save the organism. 

For y < y * , the above recovery will be also possible but only upon complete 

destruction of the infection (x = 0). Here, this recovery is of an unstable nature -
the smallest infection may cause a repeated disease. It should be also noted that in 
the case of y > Y * the infection should be completely destructed, otherwise, the 

disease, upon some temporal amelioration, can revive and become even more 
threatening than earlier (Fig. lUb). For the case b < B, the effect of such 
medical therapy will be small and always not obligatorily positive, since the 
therapy may lead to a cohabitation with the infection. Though, it will make a flow 
of the disease easier. Alongside with it, it should be remembered that a 
considerable and prolonged exacerbation (through which, due to figures 11.1 band 
c, a recovery may come) may not actually occur, due to the neglected decrease of 
the potential z that will cause a decrease of the magnitude B in the equations 
(11.3). We should also mind one more thing: in accordance with the complete 
model (11.1), we initially (i.e. at the instant ofthe infection) have B = 0; then the 

magnitude B reaches the value we consider. Besides, B will increase during the 

time interval ofthe T -order, onlyafter X having exceeded xo' 
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The above given figures of the phase portraits, as a rule, demonstrate a need in 
the extemally introduced increase of y, i.e. a need in the immune system 

stimulation. In general, this usually quickens the recovery and allows to eliminate 
a transition to the chronic infectiousness. It will be also seen from below when the 
role of ß>O is exposed. Nevertheless, the most important conc1usion (except the 

most need of providing b < B ) is the expediency of sustaining the initial value of 

y greater than the value of y * (see Figs. 11.1). 

Indeed, if at the initial moment, prior to the infection, the immune system is in 
the equilibrium X = 0, y ~ 0, then for y < y *, due to the instability of the 

equilibrium, even insignificant increase of X will result in a disease, whereas for 

y > y * the infection will be destroyed and a new similar equilibrium state will 

appear. The counteraction y may decrease because of the absence of the 

asymptotically stahle equilibriums X = 0, y > y *. Conversely, an existing 

cohabitation with the infection will make the equilibrium state 0 asymptotically 
stable, and in this sense this will protect the organism against the second infection. 
Certainly, it happens so only for the parameters band B being invariant; ifthese 
parameters vary, then this infection , conversely, may initiate the second disease. 

Fig. 11.2. The shape ofthe phase portrait for the simplified model (11.3) far X o = 1.0, 

b = 1.0, B = 0.9 , ß = 0.05 and & = 0.01 . The initial conditions lying in the 

domain A bring a recovery; if beyond this domain, then a chronic disease (the stable 

equilibrium state 0 1 ). 

Now, let us see what new may be brought by the parameters ß and &, earlier not 

taken into account (& = ß = 0). Here, we restrict ourselves to illustrating only 
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some phase portraits taken from the computer display . The phase portraits III 

figures 11.2, 11.3 and 11.4 demonstrate an importance of the forced immune 

response ( ß > 0 ) for the very unfavourable case, b > B . 

y* 

Xo 

Fig. 11.3. The shape of the phase portrait for the simplified model (11.3) for Xo = 1.0 , 

b = 0.8 , B = 0.5, ß = 0.2 and c = O. The equilibrium state 0 1 is unstable and 

for any initial conditions this brings a recovery. 

Xo 

Fig. 11.4. The shape ofthe phase portrait for the simplified model (11.3) for Xo = 1.0 , 

b = 0.9, B = 0.9 , ß = 0.5 and c = O. 1. The initial conditions when Iying in the 

domain A bring a recovery; ifbeyond this domain, a bacilli-carrying. 

Here, everything will end up with a chronic disease, a bacilli-carrying or a 
recovery. Of course, a long chronic disease can substantially decrease the potential 
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z and a resultant decrease of the magnitude B . All this may lead to fatal 
consequences. In figure 11.5 there is given another variant of the 

Xo 

Fig. 11.5. The shape of the phase portrait for the simplified model (11.3) for Xo = 1.0 , 

b = 0.96, B = 0.9, ß = 0.05 and & = 0.01. The initial conditions when lying in 

the domain A bring a recovery; and when beyond this domain, a periodic progress of the 

disease (the auto-oscillation r). 

y 

y* 

Xo Xo 

Fig. 11.6. The shape ofthe phase portrait for the simplified model (11.3) for Xo = 1.0 , 

b = 0.5, B = 2.0, ß = -0.1 and & = O. Being within the A - domain implies 

a recovery; beyond it death. 
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immune response speed-up (ß > 0), for which the disease can flow with the 

periodically repeated relapses (the auto-oscillation r). What a weakening of the 
immune response (ß < 0) can bring is shown in figures 11. 6 and 11. 7; here, 

despite B > b alethal outcome is possible. 

Xo 

Fig. 11.7. The shape of the phase portrait for the simplified model (11.3) for X o = 1.0, 

b = 0.8, B = 1.0 , ß = -0.2 and C = 0). Being within the A - domain implies 

a recovery;beyond it death. 

The immune response may be weakened not only by ß < 0 but also by a drop of 

the potential Z , due to the last equation of the system (11.1), which was left out 
of account in the simplified system (11.3). 
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"Producers - Products - Managers" 

Possible kinds of phase portraits. Evolution of the community with the 
growth oftechnologies and its dependence upon other parameters. 

The human society is extremely complicated, each person in it is an entire world, 
his behaviour is many-sided and unpredictable. The relations between people are 
of the very complicated nature. Besides, in the human society there exist numer
ous systems, such as a govemmental system (a state system), a system of man
agement, a distributing system, finance, industry, consumptive establishments, 
transport, communications, educational and medical establishments, etc. To de
scribe all this mathematically seems impossible. This is just really so. However, 
one can try to describe, at least, some aspects of this unspeakably complicated 
human community, i.e. some of its peculiarities. For example, for his living man 
needs to get food; and to obtain it efficiently he needs management. Also, man 
shall not live by bread alone. He needs a shelter, a family, production tools, enter
tainments and pleasures. When getting his necessities of life, he starts to clash 
against other members of his community (society) demanding their own necessi
ties. Nevertheless, the members of the community have to unite their efforts in 
order to more efficiently achieve what they want to achieve. In such a community, 
let us distinguish its three basic components - producers, products and managers. 
The producers are the immediate manufacturers of the products; the managers 
produce no products, though promote their production; the products imply the 
things needed for humans' living, i.e. what man eats and utilizes. 

Let us specify these chosen aspects and denote them as the magnitudes x, y 
and Z , i.e. as a quantity of the producers, the managers and an entire quantity of 
the products the community has available for use. The producers and the managers 
compete between themselves, and also within their own groups. Nevertheless, the 
producers produce their products together; and this production can be promoted by 
the managers. The producers are immediate feeders for the managers and them
se1ves. Thus, there exist competitive interrelations, natural reproduction and a 
joint production. The efficiency of this production is determined by the level of 
the technologies available in the community. 

Figure 12.1 shows the links and the cooperation existent between the producers 
x , the managers y and the products Z . Here, each arrow indicates the action of 

the variable, from which the arrow is outcoming, upon the variable at which the 
arrow is arriving. For example, the arrow running from the variable X to the vari
able Z implies that the fluctuation rate of the amount of the products Z will de-
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pend upon x, i.e. upon the amount of the producers. Such arrows will be only 
two: one will imply that the variable X produces the products z; the another 
similar arrow will indicate that the producers utilize these products. The arrow 
running from z to X will imply that the fluctuation rate of X is dependent upon 
the products z available. All the arrows from x, y, z to z will indicate that 

the fluctuation rate of the accumulated 

I 

Fig. 12.1. The scheme of influences in the "producers-products-managers" model. 

products z will depend upon x, y and z . The scheme discloses no specific 

dependences and mutual links; it exhibits only their presence and our wish to ac
count them in our model. It is clear that to account them in some precise fashion is 
very difficult. With the variables x , y and z aggregated it is impossible. Here, 

we res train ourselves to their rough qualitative consideration described by the 
following system of three differential equations 

x = (a - bx -ly + cz)x 

y = (-d - ey + fz) Y (12.1) 

{F = g l+&,y x -hx-ky for z>O 

z= o 1+E2 yl+.5z or z=O and F>O 

for z=O and F s;, 0 

The above system is the mathematical model suggested by us for simulating the 
community "producers - products - managers" (the PPM-community). In this 
model, very many things are left beyond our consideration. Now, let us see what 
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dynamics of the model this fact will lead us to. Let us describe again and in more 
details our general ideas making a basis of this model. The fluctuation rate of x is 
assumed to be generally proportional to x, with the proportionality coefficient 

a - bx -ly + cz taken as decreasing with the growth of x and y and as in

creasing with the growth of z . Such assumptions are supposed to reflect the in
terna1 competition among the producers x, the pressure exerted upon them from 
the side of the managers y and the managers' promotion for the production of the 

accumu1ated products Z . Without accounting these influences of the variables x, 
y and z upon the fluctuations of x, the fIrst equation of the system (12.1) 

wou1d have assumed the form 

x=ax 

that wou1d express an unlimited reproduction of the producers. 
The similar considerations were 1aid into the second equation of the system 

(12.1); though here, the producers' pressure upon the managers is assumed to be 
absent or neg1igib1e. Possib1y, it is usually not so but, if needed, it will not be dif
fIcu1t to take this aspect into account. Whi1e the producers for z = 0 are ab1e to 
some extent for an independent existence, the independent existence of the man
agers is excluded. Therefore, the sign before the coeffIcient d is given negative; 
according1y, the "isolated" managers will be described by the differential equation 

y=-dy 

that imp1ies their destruction. 
The third equation simu1ates the accumu1ation of the products in the course of 

their production and consumption. The products are utilized by the producers and 
managers. The products are subject to depreciation; they are broken down them
se1ves and produced by the joint efforts ofthe producers and managers. 

The extent of promoting the products production by the producers and manag
ers is different: the producers produce the products immediate1y, whi1e the manag
ers promote (or hamper) this production. According1y, the right-hand side of the 
differential equation for z invo1ves three terms: the fIrst term describes the prod
uct production rate with due account of such aspects as the increasing difficulties 
of the production, a growth of the vo1umes of the products, an amortization of the 
products (their becoming outdated); the second and the third terms represent a 
consumption by the producers and managers, respective1y. The products con
sumption by the producers and managers is assumed to be proportional to x and 
y . As for the production, here the problem is more complicated. The production 

rate is assumed proportional to the number of the producers x with its propor
tionality coeffIcient. This coeffIcient includes, as multipliers, the comrnunity's 

techno10gica1 level g, the magnitude (1 + E) y) describing the influence of the 
(1 + E2Y) 

managers y upon the production, the multiplier (1 + 52) -1 that decreases with 
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the increase of Z . This multiplier is incorporated to simulate an amortization (de
preciation) of the accumulated products and the difficulties brought about by the 

&1 
increase of the volumes of products. For - > 1 , the managers are thought to 

&2 

& & 
promote the production within the interval from 1 to _I ; conversely, for _I < 1 

&2 &2 

they will hamper it within the same limits. 
In our model, the concepts of the producers, the products and the managers are 

aggregated, i.e. these components do not ac count their possible complicated and 
multisided differentiation. For the ancient community, under the products there 
were implied the fIrst consumer products, and, possibly, a shelter. In a more de
veloped society, these things were also augmented with the hunting tools, cattle
breeding and land-cultivating tools covering the cattle itself and the land. In the 
contemporary society, the products cover an entire aggregation of the material and 
intellectual wealth of the society. In our case, the variables x, y and Z are in-

terpreted by us in an averaged and generalized manner and are associated with the 
productive and public activities reflected in the productive and competitive inter
relations. 

Such generalized, averaged and fuzzy defInitions of the variables x, y and Z 

will naturally bring some dissatisfaction. Much is left out not specifIed, not differ
entiated but the numerous specifIcations, if injected by us, may kill the model's 
simplicity and generality. That is why let us not be so strict. Perhaps, this model 
still describes something; possibly, the most significant. Let us fIrst see what it 
will bring us and later on formulate our opinion upon it. 

Any model is defIned by a large number· of parameters; in nature these pa
rameters vary, and not slowly; at times they fluctuate very fast. Their behaviour 
depends in a complicated fashion upon the current and the past states of the soci
ety. This is their life in reality. Though, in the model they are assumed constant. 
The analysis of the model may reveal the events occurring at this or that fIxed 
values of the parameters. It mayaiso show how the model's behaviour varies in 
response to the parameter variations. 

How the current values of the variables x, y and Z affect the model parame~ 

ters will depend upon whether the contemporaries of this model understand the 
laws of the dynamic development of the society they live in, what their actual 
thinking about this society is, what management system is used in the society, 
what morals, ethic, beliefs and breeding of the members of this society are. It is 
also clear that the nature of the dependence of the parameters may be strongly 
affected by the news about the community obtained as a result of the study of the 
mathematical model of this community. All these things are very diffIcult to be 
accounted; therefore, we restrain ourselves to a study of the model at different 
constant values of its parameters. All the rest will be left to our intellect. 

In spite of its simplicity, to study this model is far not so easy, since it is three
dimensional and involves a lot of parameters. In our case, studying its dynamics 
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on a qualitative basis is reduced to creating the phase and the bifurcation portraits. 
The phase portrait is three-dimensional and can be drawn. As for the bifurcation 
portrait, things here are more difficult with it. Only common representations of 
this portrait can be obtained. Even a large reduction of the parameters will still 
leave not less than nine. Thus, we think it more comfortable to retain 13 initial 
parameters. 

The possible types of the phase portraits and their dependence upon the number 
of the parameters have been mainly revealed thanks to the old-fashioned labour
consuming analytical research. Visualizing the phase trajectories on a pe display 
was also of some help. 

We have managed to reveal the following. One of the basic parameters respon
sible for describing the structure of the PPM-community is its technological level 
g . In accordance with this level of technologies, all the communities may be di-

vided into the three types - a low-technology community, an middle-technology 
community and a high-technology community. The technological level will be 

d d 
low, if g < h ; middle, if h < g < h(1 + 6' -) ; and high, if g > h(1 + 6' -) . 

f f 
The phase portraits for the low- and middle-technology communities will also 

depend upon the magnitudes &1 and &2 describing the managers' impact upon 

the productive efficiency. F or &1 < K ( &2)' where K ( &2) depends also upon 

the rest parameters, it will become possible to create the phase portraits presented 
in figures 12.2 and 12.3. The first of them represents a low-technology commu
nity, where only the producers without any accumulated products and without 

z 

y 

Fig. 12.2. The phase portrait of the PPM-müdel für g < h , when the globally stable 

equiJibrium 0 I hülds no prüducts and managers. 

managers have remained - all the produced has been eaten. The second portrait 
shows a middle-technology community where only the producers with accumu-
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lated products are living. The states, at which the managers exist, vary in such a 
way that the managers vanish with time. As for the low-technology community, 
the accumulated products vanish as weIl. 

z 

x 

Fig. 12.3. The phase portrait ofthe PPM-model for h < g < h(1 + t5 d / f), when 

the globally stable equilibrium O2 holds no managers. 

If the managers are able to substantially increase the productive efficiency so 

that &1 > K (&2 ) , then the phase portraits will assume the form shown in figures 

12.4 and 12.5. In this case, alongside with the preservation of the previous stable 
communities of the types "producers" or "producers - products", there mayaiso 
arise a community with the accumulated products and managers, i.e . the 
PPM - community. 

The PPM-communities can be stable and unstable. All this will lead us to four 
types of the phase portraits depicted in figures 12.4, 12.4a, 12.5 and 12.5a. Here, 

stability takes place for 11 > 0 and instability for 11 < 0 . 
An unstable community may be thought to be arising from a corresponding sta

ble community, as a result of the equilibrium 0 (related to the PPM-community) 
having lost its stability, because of the stable periodic motion r born from this 
equilibrium O. The periodic motion r may lie entirely above the plane z = 0 
of the complete exhaustion of the accommodated products and also may contain 
the part lying on the plane z = 0 . 

The model for the high-technology community with the technological level g 

always assumes two equilibrium states, 02 and 0 4 , The earlier stable equilib

rium state 02 corresponding to the "producers - products" community becomes 

unstable. There appears a new equilibrium state, °4 , 
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a b 

Fig. 12.4. The PPM-model phase portraits: a the two stable equilibrium states, 0 land 

0 4 whose attracting domains <l> land <l> 2 are separated by the separatrix surface S of 

the saddle equilibrium 0 3 ; b one equilibrium, 0 I ' is stable and the other, 0 4 , having 

become unstable, has given a birth to the stable periodic motion, r ; their (of 0 land r) 
attracting domains <l> land <l> 2 are separated by the separatrix surface S of the saddle 

equilibrium 0 3 . 

a b 

Fig. 12.5. Here, the phase portraits are similar to those shown in figure 12.4 but the stable 

equilibrium state 0 1 , holding only producers, has been replaced with the stable 

equilibrium state O2 , where only managers are absent. 
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Depending upon the sign of the magnitude ~, this state will be stable or unstable 
- the first occurs for L1 > 0 and the second for L1 < 0 . Being locally stable, this 
equilibrium state will be stable also globally and will describe the PPM
community. With the magnitude L1 changing its sign and with the equilibrium 
state having lost its stability, this equilibrium state will give birth to the stable pe
riodie motion r . Its stability will also be global and this motion will correspond 
to the PPM-community. As earlier, this periodic motion, pertaining to the unstable 
auto-oscillating PPM-community, will lie above the plane z = 0, but also can 

hold some components lying on the plane z = o. 
The phase portraits, constructed according to the above descriptions, are shown 

in figures 12.6 and 12.7. 

z 

Fig. 12.6. The phase portrait ofthe globally stable equilibrium PPM-community. 

x 

Fig. 12.7. The same as in figure 12.6 but the globally stable equilibrium community 
is replaced hefe with the auto-oscillation community. 
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Besides these qualitative differences, it may be noticed that a stable or an un
stable equilibrium community, or rather the equilibrium x* -:t:- 0, y -:t:- 0, z* -:t:- 0 
relative to it, may behave itself in a different way for an unlimited growth of the 
parameter g. The magnitudes X * Y *, z * either grow infmitely or remain re-

strained. The first takes place for ce -lf > 0, the second for the reverse ine

quality. 
The above described equilibrium states and periodic motions entirely lie within 

the parallelepiped defined by the inequalities 

O::S;z::S;C 

where finite A, Band C are determined by the inequalities 

g max(1, 8 1 / 8 2 ) - (1 + c5C)h < 0 

-d-eB+ JC < 0 

a-bA+cC <0 , 

because through its sides X = A , y = Band Z = C the phase trajectories are 

coming inside it. 
Of some interest for us are the quantitative values of the coordinates x *, y * 

and z * respondent to the stable equilibriums for the stable communities. These 
values are easily calculated for the "producers" and "producers - products" com
munities as below 

a 
x* = - y* = z* = 0 

b' 
(12.2) 

Accordingly , 

a c(g -h) 
x=-+----"~--

b c5bh 
y* = 0, 

g-h 
z*=--

&z 
(12.3) 

For the PPM-community, to find the coordinates x*, y*, Z * is more compli

cated. These coordinates are found in the following way: first we find the maximal 
positive root y * of the equation 
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where 

Then, x*, y * are deterrnined through the forrnulas: 

For 

z* = b +b y* 1 2 

&i 
g < h(l+-) 

f 

(12.4 ) 

(12.5) 

(12.6) 

the equation (12.4) will have either two positive roots or no one. The roots will 
merge at 

( 12.7) 

for Cl < K(c2 ), they will not exist. 

For the condition 

&1 
g > h (1+-) , 

f 
(12.8) 

the equation (12.4) will have one and only one positive root. 
Stability of the equilibrium (x*, y* , z*) where all coordinates are different 

from zero and y * is a maximal root ofthe equation (12.4) will occur ifthe below 

inequality holds 

where 

~ = (ey * +bx*)( bBx * - Ilj): * +eBy * +bex * y*) -

-(bkfx* y*+lkfx* y*2 -cekx*2 y*2) > 0 (12.9) 
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c5(hx * +ky*) B = ---'---~"':'" 
1+&* 

With L1 decreasing at the instant L1 = 0, the equilibrium state (x*, y*, z*) 
will give birth to the stable limit cyde r . 

Now, let us sum up the results discussed. They are diagrammatically presented 
in figure 12.8. 

The diagram also holds the numbers of the pictures of the related phase por
traits. Let us comment on the diagram. 

/ 
Cl <k 

~ 
cl>k 

~ 
g <h 

/ 
g <h 

Fig.12.2 

~ 
Fig. 12.4a, L1 >0; Fig. 12.4h, L1 <0 

~ 
h <g <h (1 +c5d /j) h <g <h (l +c5d /j) 

Fig.12.3 Fig. 12.4c, L1 > 0; Fig. 12.4h, L1 <0 

~ / 
g>h(l +c5d/f) 

~ \ 
L1 >0 

Hg.12.S 

/ ~ 

L1 <0 
Fig.12.6 

ce-lf<O 
oflimited 

development 

ce-lf>O 
of unlimited 
development 

Fig. 12.8. The changes in the community structure in accordance with the parameters. 

When we have g < h , the phase portrait, depending upon other parameters, 

may be of three types shown in figures 12.2, 12.4 and 12.4a. The first case stands 

for the globally stable equilibrium 01 (x* > 0, y* = 0, z* = 0) correspond

ing to the "producers" community. In the second case, the entire phase space is 
divided in two parts: 

• the part <PI is an attraction domain of the stable equilibrium 01 
(x* > 0, y* = z* = 0); and 
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• the part cD 2 is an attraction domain of either the stable equilibrium 

0 4 (x* > 0, y* > 0, z* > 0) (Fig. 12.4) or the stable periodic motion 

(auto-oscillation) r (Fig. 12.4 a). 

A birth of the second domain (cD 2 ) and its attracting steady-state motion at 

small g is explained by its actual increase due to the managers who may appear 

because of their positive effect upon the community productivity. When this posi
tive role of the managers ceases, they also vanish and the accumulated products 
vanish as well. 

&1 
At the middle-technology level (when h < g < h(1 + -) ) and also depend-

f 
ing upon c1 , there will be possible three different types of the phase portraits de

picted in figures 12.3, 12.5 and 12.5a. The case represented in figure 12.3 de
scribes an existence of the "producers - products" community. In this community, 

the managers are expelled. This happens when c1 < K ; on the contrary, with 

c1 > K there will arise the community holding the managers as well, in addition 

to the producers and the accumulated products. Depending upon the sign of the 
magnitude Ll, this community may be stable or unstable; its steady-state regime 
may be either an equilibrium state or an auto-oscillation. In the third case (high
level technologies), the managers will appear independently of their positive or 
negative impact upon the society. They arise since the society's productivity al
lows them to appear. 

The arising variants of the phase portrait will depend upon the sign of the mag
nitude Ll and will cover a stable equilibrium community and an unstable auto
oscillatory community. In these both cases, the entire phase space will be the do
main of attraction of an equilibrium state or auto-oscillation, i.e. they will be glob
ally stable. 

Note here that except the communities with the steady-state motion depending 
upon values of the parameters, there will be also possible the cases in which the 
steady-state motion will depend upon initial conditions as well. 

Dividing the stable societies into unlimitedly developing and limitedly devel
oping societies is not of a qualitative nature. This division is rather determined by 
a nature of variations of coordinates in the globally stable equilibrium x*, y* ,z * 
as g ~ 00 . Note here that the same effect is exerted by the sign of the magnitude 

ce -lf upon the nature of the variations undergone by the average values of the 

periodic functions X * (t), y * (t), Z * (t) that describe auto-oscillations. This 

effect follows from the ratios for average values of these functions obtainable 
from the differential equations of the model 

a - bx * (t) -ly * (t) + cz * (t) = ° 
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- d - ey * (t) + fz * (t) = 0 , 

since from these equations we obtain 

~* a cd 1 ( lf)~ * X =-+-+- ce- y 
b bf bf 

In conclusion, we want you to look at figure 12.8 again. It holds the conditions 
assigned for different types of phase portraits and shows how one type transfers to 

another when the parameters are changed. The parameter g and partly &1 deter

mine a general structure of the community. Here, it is worthy of mentioning that, 
while at the high technological level the managers arise independently of their 
utility or harmfulness for the community , at the lower technological level their 
appearance is stipulated by their sufficiently high utility only. The sign of the pa
rameter ~ determines astability of the community, i.e. whether its limited 
steady-state motion is a stable equilibrium or a stable auto-oscillation. At last, 
important is also the parameter ce -lf which determines a quantitative nature of 

the community development with increase of the technologies. 
The diagram and the phase pietures may be imagined as a play of mathematical 

intelligence and imagination. Also, one may ponder here ab out how they pertain to 
many-century history of mankind and our fate. 
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A mathematieal model for the linear oseillator. Possihle kinds of motions. 
Phase and bifureation portraits. The motions deseribed by a linear 
oseillator: equilibrium states, harmonie, dissipative and divergent 
oseiHations. 

A linear oseillator is a very simple mathematieal model wonderful by both its 
variety and width of speeifie interpretations and by the multiplicity of the 
phenomena it deseribes. In mechanies, an oseillator is anywhere where interaeting 
mass and elastieity are available, as weH, in those sectors of eleetrodynamies 
where there are eapaeitanee and self-induetion. SehematieaHy they are given in 
figures 13.1 and 13.2. 

A linear oseillator deseribes periodie harmonie oseillations, dissipative and 
divergent oseillations of various frequeneies, various equilibriums, namely, stahle 
and unstable, and those like anode, a foeus and a saddle. A rnathematieal model 
for a linear oseillator is a linear differential seeond-order equation of the form 

(13.1) 

This equation is of two parameters only, t5 and oi; its phase spaee is two
dimensional. 

The simplest physieal plants deseribed hy the equation (13.1) are a spring
attaehed mass and an eleetrieal eireuit of the self-induetor and a eapaeitor shown 
in figures 13.1 and 13.2. 

The mass m ean move only along the axis x, and the elastieity force of the 

spring (when extended at X from its nonextended state X = 0) is equal to - kx . 
Here, "minus" stands for the force being opposite to the displacement of the mass 
m . Aeeording to the Newton equation, 

mx =-kx 

or 

.. k 0 
X+-X= 

m 
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k 
which for t5 = 0 and - = a/ will coincide with (13 .1). In a c1osed-Ioop circuit 

m 
inc1uding the capacitance C and the self-inductance L (Fig. 13.2), q will be a 

capacitor charge; and hence, I = q will be a current force. On the capacitor 

plates, there will be induced the voltage !L and in the self-inductor 
C 

k L 
m 

Fig. 13.1. The weight suspended to aspring. 

L 

Fig. 13.2. The electrical circuit with a capacitor and a self-inductor. 

dI 
the electromotive force (emf) equal to - L - . Again, here "minus" stands for 

dt 
the self-inductor emf being opposite to the current growth. Since the capacitor 

dI 
- L - will be equal to each 

dt 
c10ses on the self-inductor, the voltages q and 

C 
other, i.e. 
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dI q 
-L-=-

dt C 
or, in view of I = q , we obtain 

.. q 0 q+-= 
LC 

1 
This equation will coincide with (13.1), when 5 = 0 and ai = -- . In any 

LC 
real electrical circuit, there is an ohmic resistor (only, if we have no extraordinary 
case of superconductivity). The scheme of the corresponding circuit with such a 

resistor is represented in figure 13.3. In this case, the capacitor emf !L is opposite 
C 

dI 
to emf - L - of the self-inductor and the emf - RI of the resistor being 

dt 
sequentially connected. 

R 

L 

Fig. 13.3. The electrical circuit with a condenser, a self-inductor and a resistor. 

Thus, we obtain 

-L dI -RI q 
dt C 

or 

.. R. 1 0 q +-q+-q= 
L LC 
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R 1 
which coincides with (13.1) when 26 = - and a/ = -- . Similarly, in the 

L LC 
case of a spring-attached mass there may appear some move-hampering resistance 
proportional with the coefficient h to the velocity X . Then, we get 

mX =-kx-hx, 

or 

" h. k 0 
X+-X+-X= 

m m 

h 
which again brings us to the linear oscillator equation (13.1) with 26 = - and 

2 k 
(j) =-

m 

m 

The differential equation (13.1) has particular solutions of the form X = eÄl 

where A is any of the raots of the so-called characteristic equation 

This equation is derived through immediately placing these presupposed solutions 
into (13.1). In general, such roots are two; the general solution obtained under the 
superposition principle for linear dynarnical systems will be as 

(13.2) 

We remind here that the superposition principle when applied to the oscillator 

(13.1) implies that if Xl (t) and X 2 (t) are the arbitrary solutions to the 

differential equation (13.1), then any of their linear combination 

Cl Xl (t) + C2 X 2 (t) will be a solution as weIl. 

The general solution to the equation (13.1) at A, = A2 , i. e. at 6 2 = (j}2 , can 

be found with the help of this principle as weIl. Indeed, let A, be elose to A2 and 

two independent solutions be e At1 and eA.,l. However, as A2 ~ A, they get 

identical and only a single solution remains. Though, it is possible to consider the 
solution 
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which, as A2 ~ ~ , does not disappear and does not coincide with e Alt - this 

solution becomes equal to t e Alt. Therefore, if ~ = A2 = A, the general 

solution may be written as 

(13.3) 

This simple consideration speaks about the fact that when solving this equation 

we may assurne ~ *- A2 . In the opposite case, as A2 ~ Al ,one should then 

pass to the limit 

The roots ~ and A2 of the characteristic equation can be real or complex. In 

any case, the general solution (13.3) with appropriate Cl and C2 can satisfy any 

initial conditions of the form 

Xlt=o= Xo ' (13.4) 

Indeed, these conditions, if specified, will bring us the next two linear equations 

regarding Cl and C 2 : 

From this, one can easily derive the below: 

Therefore, the corresponding will be as 

x = (A2 - Al r l {cA2Xo - Xl )e Alt - (A1Xo - Xl )e A2t }.. (13.5) 

For complex roots, when 

from (13.5) we find that 

X = -~iO«( -5 - iO)xo - Xl }-a (cosOt + isin Ot)-
2 

- [(-5 + iO)xo - Xl }-a (cosOt - isinOt) } 

= e-& (Xo cos Ot + 0-1 (&0 + Xl )sinOt). 

(13.6) 

(13.7) 
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This very result (13.7) and a general form for the real solution of the 
eharaeteristie equation with eomplex roots may be obtained in another way. 
Again, due to the superposition prineiple, 

and 

will be the solutions as well as e Ält and e ),2 t ; but they are real already. The 
superposition of these real solutions gives us a general solution. 

What are then the derived general solutions 

(13.8) 

with real ~ and A2 and 

e-a (Cl cosnt + C2 sin nt) (13.9) 

with eomplex ~ and A2 ? 

We are interested both in the plots of x(t) as funetions of time t and the phase 

portraits eorresponding to the eases (13.8) and (13.9). Both this and that are 

dependent upon the parameters 5 and ai. First, whieh of these eases, (13.8) or 
(13.9), oeeurs will depend upon these parameters. 

For the sake ofvisibility, let us introduee a plane ofthe parameters ai and 5 
(Fig. 13.4). We emphasise that both parameters here ,5 and ai , ean have any 
sign. To the marginal ease separating (13.8) and (13.9) there will eorrespond the 

equality 82 = ai. On the plane in figure 13.4, to this equality there will 

eorrespond the parabola s. It is inside this parabola that 52 < ai oeeurs; it is 

beyond this parabola, 52> ai , there oeeurs the ease (13.8). 
Let us , first, eonsider the oseillators eorresponding to the points lying within 

the parabola. To the points on the axis 5 = 0 within the parabola (indieated by 1 
in figure 13.4), there will eorrespond the harmonie oseillators 

(13.10) 

whose motions are the well-known harmonie oseillations 

x = Cl cosax + C2 sinax = Acos(ax + 9), (13.11) 
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where A is an oscillation amplitude, 0) is an oscillation frequency, and (jJ is a 

phase. The amplitude A and the phase (jJ are related to the constants CI and C 2 

as 

Asin rp=CI ' 

from which it follows that 

C 
tgrp=_1 

C2 

Fig. 13.4. Decomposing the plane ofparameters 0)2 , 6 ofthe linear oscil1ator into the 

domains of different roots AI and ,,1,2 of the characteristic equation: 1 both roots are 

purely imaginary; 2 complex with negative real parts; 3 complex with positive real parts; 
4 real negative; 5 real positive; and 6 real of different signs. 

x 

A 

Fig. 13.5. The time graph ofharmonic oscillations. 
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The plot of harmonie oseillations is given in figure 13.5. In it, also shown are 

2:rr 
the amplitude A, the phase rp and the period T = -

OJ 

From (13.11), we derive the below parametrie equations of phase trajeetories 

x = A cos(ax + rp) 
X = -aJAsin(ax + rp) 

The point (x, x) , being a funetion of t, runs eloekwise along the ellipse 

To different A there will eorrespond different ellipses, and this will result in 
the phase portrait given in figure 13.6. 

x 

x 

Fig. 13.6. The phase portrait of the harmonie oseillator (domain 1 in Fig. 1.4). 

Note that the phase trajeetories eould be also found through immediately 
integrating the differential equation (13 .10) of the harmonie oseillator. Namely, 
through multiplying (13.10) by X and integrating the result we find that 

where the integrating eonstant h, eorresponding to the sealed oseillator energy, 
will be related to the oseillation amplitude of the oseillator as follows 
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Let us pass now to the domain above the abseissa in the plane of parameters 

{j)2 , 6, yet remaining within the parabola. Then, due to (13.9), we obtain 

(13.12) 

This will eorrespond to the dissipative harmonie oseillations shown in figure 13.7. 

Fig. 13.7. The exponentially dissipative harmonie oseillation (domain 2 in Fig. 13.4). 

21l' 
Their oseillation period - is a 1ittle 1arger than that of the assoeiated harmonie 

Q 

oseillator being equal to 21l' (Q = J (j)2 - 6 2 ). For 6(0, i.e . when displaeing 
(j) 

down from the abseissa axis in the plane of parameters {j)2, 6 (Fig. 13.4), we 
shall get the same solution (13.12). Though, this time the assoeiated oseillations 
will be the inereasing ones, as shown in figure 13.8. 

" 

t 

Fig. 13.8. The exponentially divergent harmonie oseillations (domain 3 in Fig. 13.4). 
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In the cases discussed, the phase portraits consist of the twisting (5 > 0) or 

untwisting (5< 0) spirals represented in figures 13.9a and 13.9b. 

Thus, we have constructed the plots of x(t) and the phase portraits within the 

domain 1 (5 = 0, a.? > 0), 2 (5) 0,52 «(1)2) and 3 (5< 0,52 (cv 2 ) (Fig. 

13.4). 

Now let us draw the plots of x(t) and the phase portraits for the oscillators 

from the domains 4 (5) 0, 52 > cv 2 > 0) , 5 (5< 0 , 52 > cv 2 > 0 ), 6 ( 

(1)2 < 0 ) of the same figure 13.4. In contrast to previous cases corresponding to 
complex roots of the characteristic equation, now these roots are real and the 
general solution will be represented by the formula (13.8). This solution is a 

superposition of the two solutions, X = e AJ1 and X = e~1 . The plots of these 

solutions are increasing or falling exponents depending upon the signs of ~ and 

A2 • This makes it possible for us to imagine the shapes of the plots for their 

superpositions with any coefficients CI and C2 . To construct the phase portraits 

, let us first draw the phase trajectories for specific solutions X = eA11 and 

x=e~l . 

x x 

x 

a b 

Fig. 13.9. The phase portraits for a the domain 2 in Fig. 13.4 and b the domain 3 in the 
same figure. 
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Let ,1" be either ,1,,] or ,1,,2' then in both cases the parametrie equation of the phase 

trajectory is written as 

, x = k Al (-00< t< (0) . ( 13.13) 

The phase trajectories are represented as rays 

(x> 0 or x< 0) 

running by the phase point, according to (13 .13), from the origin to infinity, when 
,1" > 0, or vice versa, from infinity to zero, when ,1" < O. It is not difficult to 
understand that the below vector equality 

(13.14) 

imrnediately follows (13.13). The geometrical interpretation appropriated is 
represented in figure 13.10. 

Fig. 13.10. The subsidiary construction made to create the phase portrait for a nodal 
equilibrium state. 

x 

x 

Fig. 13.11. The phase portrait of a stable node (corresponds to the domain 4 in Fig. 13.4). 
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Through changing signs and values of Cl and C2 , we obtain a possibility to 

construct a phase portrait. In the domain 4 (Fig. 13.4), ~ and A2 are negative and 

the corresponding phase portrait is given in figure 13.11. In the domain 5, ~ and 

A2 are positive; the associated phase portrait will be of the shape shown in figure 

13.12. 

x 

Fig. 13.12. The phase portrait of an unstable node (corresponds to the domain 5 in 
Fig. 13.4). 

In the domain 6, ~ and A2 are of different signs and the phase portrait is of the 

form shown in figure 13.13. Thus, we have found all possible forms of the phase 
portraits for a linear oscillator. In each of them, there will be available a special 
phase trajectory converging to a unique point, viz. to the equilibrium state 

X = X = O. The remaining trajectories will lie, as it were, around it; therefore, 
one may speak about various kinds of equilibrium states. 

x 

Fig. 13.13. The phase portrait of a saddle (corresponds to the domain 6 in Fig. 13.4). 
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They eorrespond to the domains 1,2,3,4,5 and 6 in figure 13.4 and are ealled, 
respeetive1y, a eentre, a stable and unstable foei, a stable and unstable nodes and a 
saddle. In this listing, the boundary 1 between the domains 2 and 3 is 
distinguished and the rest boundaries were left without our attention. This was 
done due to its essential role. This is the boundary between exponential stability 
and instability, the dissipative and divergent oseillations. The ease of the erueial 
boundary is a general one for eonservative and, in partieular, Hamiltonian 
systems. 

The phase portraits of the harmonie oseillators eovered by this boundary ease 
earry some speeifieity that is extremely essential for statistieal meehanies. This 
speeifieity is revealed when, instead of a single oseillator, there is taken an 
ensemble of identieal oseillators, eaeh of whieh being represented by its running 
phase point. Here, a phase portrait may be interpreted as a stream of partic1es 
representing oseillators or as a stream of phase fluid. Phase particles move in time 

and are deformed in some way. Ifthere is assigned the domain Go in phase spaee 

, then, upon the time t, this domain will be transformed to the domain GI' in 

aeeordanee with the transformation 

x ~ e ~a {-(O+ ~ )sinOtx, + (- ~ sinnt + cosnt )x,} 
This transformation is reeeived from the formula (13.7) for the solution x(t) with 

the initial eonditions Xo and Xl' The jaeobian of this transformation 

GX GX' 

J= Oxo Xo 
Gi Gi 
Oxo Gio 

is eomputed in a simple way and turns out to be equal to e -2a . This result implies 

that the phase fluid, while floating, is eompressed when 5 > 0 , and when 5 < 0 
it will expand; when 5 = 0 it will behave as ineompressed. To be more exaet, 

for the time t any element ofthe phase volume dO"o will be transformed into the 

element d O"t and 

d -2ad O"t = e 0"0' 
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Therefore, e -2& is a compression coefficient ( tS > 0 ) or an extension coefficient 

(tS < 0) of the floating phase liquid. For tS = 0, this extension coefficient is 
equal to unity; this corresponds to the incompressed fluid flow. 

The above listed kinds of the linear oscillator phase portrait - a centre, a focus, 
anode and a saddle - are available not only for linear oscillator equilibriums but 

also for the equilibriums O( x' ,y') of any two-dimensional dynamical systems 

represented by two second-order differential equations 

x = X(x,y) , y = Y(x,y) (13.15) 

We already encountered this when dealing with the phase portraits of the 
interacting populations. In that case, these phase portraits occurred not in the 
entire plane but within some neighbourhood of the equilibriums only. As well as 
for the oscillator, the type of the phase portrait within the equilibriurn neibourhood 

of X * ,y * will be determined by the roots ~ and A2 of the characteristic 

equation. As well known, this equation for the equation (13.15) takes the form: 

X(A) = 

Here, the stars stand for the derivatives being computed in the equilibrium point 

x' ,y' . 
In the neibourhood of the equilibrium state, the linearized equations (13.15) are 

ofthe form 

. _(8Y)* ß (8YJ* '7- a; <:>+ ay '7, 

where ; and '7 are deviations from the equilibriums x', y' , i.e. ; = X - x' 

and '7 = Y - y*. 
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Exeluding q or 1J from these differential equations leads to the linear 

oseillator equation for q 

or to exaet1y the same equation for 1J. 
Below, we shall give you some speeifie examples ofthe linear oseillators for all 

domains 1-6 of the bifureation portrait held in figure 13.4. Here, the linear 
oseillator model (13.1) is, as a rule, this or that approximation of the real system. 
Very often, this system is admissible only for small or not very large deviations 
from an equilibrium. Say, in the linear approximation, the lower state of the 
pendulum equilibrium is deseribed through the linear harmonie oseillator with the 
eentre-type equilibrium. The movement elose to the upper equilibrium is 
deseribed through the oseillator with the unstable saddle-type equilibrium. Indeed, 
the eirele pendulum 

~+ g sin~= 0 
I 

(13.16) 

will have two equilibriurns: the lower ~. = 0 and the upper ~. = ff. Supposing 

that ~ =~. + X , we obtain 

or 

x + g sin( ~. + x) = 0 , 
I 

(13.17) 

where the dots stand for the magnitudes of the third and greater order of 

smallness with respeet to the supposedly small X . From (13 .17), for ~. = 0 it 

will follow that 

and for ~. = ff , 

as was stated. 

x+aix=O, ai = g 
I 

x-aix=O, 
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The pendulum determined by the mathematical model (13 .16) will be 
represented by us as asolid suspended in the gravitational field. Though, this 
pendulum may be also represented as a dipole in the electrical field. If I is an 
inertia moment with respect to the mass centre of the 2! - length dipole, e and 
- e are the charges on its terminals, E is an electrostatic intensity, then the angle 
(jJ of the dipole deviation from the electrical field direction will satisfy the 

equation 

1 ijJ = -2!esin (jJ . 

Here agam we obtain the classical equation of the pendulum. In the linear 
approximation at small deviations from the equilibrium values (jJ = 0 and 

(jJ = ff, it will be a linear oscillator. 

With a good approximation, the linear oscillator describes small oscillations of 
a boat or some other body swimming in water. A boat or a ship have board and 
keel oscillations, each of which possessing its own frequency. Through a linear 
oscillator it is possible to approximately describe the oscillations of a string or a 
building. Here, for the building we mean the vertical oscillations of its base and its 
transversal oscillations. A 100-storey skyscraper oscillates so that transversal 
displacements of its top make up about 1 meter. Through the oscillator it is 
possible to describe also the elastic oscillations of gas contained inside the 
Helmholtz resonator-like vessel, the oscillations of molecules in a crystal, the 
oscillations of electromagnetic waves within a transmitting cavity. This case also 
covers many other oscillations, such as those of a car, a train, an air bubble in 
water, and the oscillations of the various electrical circuits in a radio-circuit board; 
the oscillations of water in the communicating vessels, the oscillations of fluid in 
water ions, the oscillations in a vestibular system, the twisting oscillations of the 
flywheel mounted on a stiff shaft. 

In all the examples of the oscillators listed above, the energy dissipation will 
take place and the oscillations will dissipate. Here, we shall obtain t5 > 0 or 

t5 = 0 if this dissipation may be neglected. Below, you will be given some 

examples with t5 < 0 , with the so-called negative friction when, in contrast, there 
occurs some energy pump-up from some source. Besides, we shall also discuss 
some nonlinear oscillators for which a linear description will be not sufficient; 
their behaviour is different essentially. 

In conclusion, you are invited to look at the below common figure 13.14 as a 
general result of all the above said. It shows the evolution of x(t) and the types 

of the phase portraits for the parameters oi and t5 taken from the different 
domains of the bifurcation dia gram. 
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Fig. 13.14. The final parametrie portrait of a linear oscillator. Each of its domains contains 
both time graphs and phase portraits. 
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Mechanical and electrical oscillators. Electromechanical analogies. The 
Lagrange-Maxwell equations. Invariance of the Lagrange equations. The 
least-action principle as a variation form ofmathematical models. 

Let us return to the simplest examples of mechanical and electrical linear 
oscillators. The first physical model is described by the differential equation 

mx+hx+kx=O (14.1 ) 

and the second by the differential equation 

Lq + Rq + (1/ C)q = 0 (14.2) 

The models (14.1) and (14.2) turn into each other via replacing the variable X 

by q (x by q, X by q) and the parameters m by L, h by R , and k by 

1/ C . Therefore, if m = L, h = R, k = 1/ C and if, at some initial point of 

time, X = q and X = q, then the latter equalities will take place for all 

subsequent time. The variable X is a coordinate of mass position and q is a 

coordinate of capacitor electric charge, and under the above conditions these 
variables will vary similarly. Analogously, all the time the value of the mass 
displacement velocity X will coincide with one of the electrical current q in 

the circuit. Thus, one may speak about the analogy between the spring - attached 
mass with viscous friction and an electric circuit of a self-inductor, a capacitor and 
a resistor. The analogy here is implied in the sense that the absolutely different 

physical magnitudes X and q vary identically, provided m = L, h = R, 

k = 1 / C. And analogous are mechanical displacement and electrical charge, 
velocity and current, mass and self-induction, viscous friction coefficient and 
ohmic resistance, spring stiffness coefficient and the magnitude inverse to the 
capacitance. 

Let us proceed with this analogy. The mass kinetic energy is equal to mx 2 /2 . 

Its analogue will be the magnitude Lq 2 /2 . It is known to be the energy of a 

self-inductor magnetic field. The potential energy of the spring is kx 2 /2, its 
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analogy is q 2 1 2C ,and it is, as we saw before, the energy of capacitor electric 

field. The product kx is aspring compressing force and its corresponding 

magnitude is the capacitor electrical voltage q 1 C . 
Thus, we have revealed the analogy between the magnitudes of displacement, 

velo city, force, kinetic and potential energies and, respectively, charge, current, 
voltage, self-inductor magnetic field energy and capacitor electric field energy. At 
the same time, the mass m, the viscous resistance h, and the elasticity k are 

sirnilar to the self-induction L, the ohrnic resistance R, and the value 11 C 
being inverse to capacitance. 

This analogy does not only relate to the spring-attached mass and electric 
circuit. It is much wider. To make sure of that, let us imagine a mechanical and an 
electrical system of the elements: masses, "elasticities", "viscous resistors" and, 
respectively, self-inductors, capacitors and electric resistors. Each of these 
simplest elements is represented by its mathematical model. They are as follows. 
The mass m "ties together" the acceleration X and the force F by mX = F. 
And similarly, the self-inductor L ties together the current change rate ij and the 

voltage E so that Lij = E. The same are the analogies between stiffness and 

capacitance, mechanical viscous and electrical resistances. Let us write down all 
ofthem: 

mX=F~Lij=E 

hX=F~Rq=E 

kx=F~qIC=E. 

(14.3) 

Here, in each of the analogies (14.3), the force Fand the voltage E have their 
own sense and value. 

After that, it is clear that, if one has two systems, mechanical and electrical, 
composed of the above elements in the way that there appear the same links 
between the analogous elements, then the systems as a whole will be analogous 
too. This makes up the basis of an analogous modelling that creates a possibility 
for studying a purely mechanical system through its electrical analogue, and vice 
versa. 

Let us ornit this subject for a while and restrict ourselves with the above said. 
Only think it over what relates to what in this remarkable analogy. Let us write it 
once more 

x~q 

v=x~I=q 

F~E 

mv2 12~LI2 12 

kx 2 12~q2 12C 

m~L 

m~lIC (14.4) 

h~R. 
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And now let us pass to a difficult question of constructing mathematical models 
for mechanical and electromechanical systems. 

For mechanical systems, Lagrange invented a general simple and convenient 
universal way of creating their dynamical mathematical models in the shape of the 
famous Lagrange differential equations. In general, this is a great and beautiful 
theory. You will become familiar with it from appropriate lecturing courses. Right 
now, without going into details, I will try to describe you an algorithm of how to 
construct these differential equations for an arbitrary mechanical system in which 
the positions of all its material points are determined by a fmite collection of 

scalars q\, q2 , ... , qn named as generalized coordinates. 

Let, at fIrst, all forces acting in the system be potential, i.e., there exists some 

potential energy V (q l' q 2 ••• , q n , t) for them, depending on the generalized 

coordinates and, possibly, on the time t. It implies that the work of these forces 

along any virtual displacement &j l' &j 2 , ••• , &j n will be equal to reduction of 

potential energy, i.e., 

8V 
6A = -bV = --&ja' 

8qa 

Further, it is c1ear then that at any moment of time the kinetic energy T of the 

system can be expressed via the generalized coordinates q l' q 2 , ••• , q n and the 

generalized speeds QI'Q2, ... ,qn' Because the kinetic energy, as you know, is a 

sum of the kinetic energies of all system material points whose positions uniquely 

depend upon q \ , q 2 , ••. , q n and t. 

According to Lagrange, it is necessary to write the below function 

L=T-V, (14.5) 

and with the help of it, the motion equations desired are then written as 

d 8L 8L 
------=0, (a=1,2, ... ,m. 
dt 8Qa 8qa 

(14.6) 

The analogy explained above makes it possible to transfer this very beautiful 
general technique of writing motion equations to electrical systems. In his time, 
this was done by Maxwell. This can be done not only for electrical systems but for 
electromechanical systems as weIl. As the above analogy demands, you are only 
requested to do a single thing, and this thing is understanding that the kinetic 
energy T now is a sum of the mechanical kinetic energy and the energy of 
magnetic fIelds of inductors; and under the potential energy V you have to 
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understand a sum of the mechanical potential energy and the energies of electric 

fields of capacitors. Here, the generalized coordinates q p q 2 , ••• , q n are thought 

to be any scalars that define not only a mechanical position but also all the charges 
whose derivatives determine all electrical currents. We emphasize that this time 
the system contains neither mechanical nor electrical resistors. 

Now through a very simple example of the mathematical model for motion, let 
us explain how the notation of the differential equations in the form of the 
Lagrange equation (14.6) comes into being. 

Let us take the Newton equation describing motions of the linear mechanical 
oscillator 

mi+kx=O 

and carry out the following transformations 

.. d a mi2 

mx=----
dt ai 2 ' 

and, hence, we obtain 

a kx 2 

kx=---ax 2 

(14.7) 

which coincides in its form with the Lagrange equation (14.6). Here, X is a 

generalized coordinate, mi2 /2 is a kinetic energy, and kx 2 /2 is a potential 
energy. 

Similarly, to the Lagrange form there is reduced the following equation of the 
electrical oscillator 

.. q d a Li/ q2 a Li/ q2 
Lq+-=--(---)--(---)=O 

C dt Bq 2 2C Bq 2 2C ' 
(14.9) 

where the generalized coordinate is the charge q of capacitor, Lq / 2 is the 

magnetic energy of the self-inductor, and q / 2C is the electric energy of the 

capacitor. 
These computations look artificial and proving nothing. It is so indeed. In order 

to give them some sense, it is necessary to penetrate into the secret of the 
Lagrange notation for the motion equations. Its secret is in the fact that these 
equations correspond to some variation problem on minimum of a functional. As 
known, the necessary condition for the minimum is that the first variation of the 
functional must be equal to zero. These conditions under which the first variation 
is reduced to zero turn out to be the Lagrange equations. This makes up the secret 
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ofthe surprising form and universality ofthe Lagrange equations. However, let us 
not to be in a hurry and, at first, get acquainted with the surprising property of 
invariance in the Lagrange notation for motion equations, the independence of 
their form upon the generalized coordinates chosen. In particular, it takes place 
for the equations (14.8) or (14.9). It turns out that, with any change ofvariables of 
the kind X = f (y) (q = f (p), the form of these equations still retains, in 

contrast to the Newton or Kirchhoff equations. 
Indeed, replacing the variables in the Newton differential equation (14.7) 

reduces it to the form 

( 82f ' 2 8f ") kF( )-0 m 8y 2 y + cy y + y - , (14.10) 

which is different from the initial writing (14.7). Now, let us perform the same 
change ofvariables in the Lagrange notation (14.8). We need to make sure that 

d 8 mi 2 kx 2 8 mi 2 kx 2 

--(---)--(---) = 0 
dt 8i 2 2 8x 2 2 

( 14.11) 

implies 

and vice versa, i.e., a change of variables in the Lagrange equation is reduced to a 
change of variables in the Lagrange function (the Lagrange function must be a 
function of the generalized coordinates and speeds we accepted). For this, it is 
sufficient to show that (14.12) coincides with (14.10), since (14.10) coincides 
with (14.7) and the latter coincides with (14.11). Indeed, 

d 8 mf'2Y f2 8 mf'2Y f2 
--( --)--( --)= 
dt 8y 2 2 8y 2 2 

and, as 8f / 8y -::j:. 0, we come to the equation (14.10). 

Thus, the Lagrange notation possesses a surprising property of invariance for 
the writing form with respect to a change of variables. This notation does not 
depend on the variables chosen; it is invariant with respect to a change of 
variables. It is interesting where this invariance comes from. To outguess it is not 
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so easy. However, in research it is often very important to reveal a certain toe-hold 
and then you have to pierce until you have caught the idea. And what should be 
pierced is, perhaps, clear - evidently there exists a certain coordinate-free 
approach to separating the actual system motions from all imaginably possible. 
You lmow that it is this, after all, that differential equations do. 

From a historic point of view, the variation formulation of the mechanical 
motion laws, independent of coordinates, was in the air for a long time, and it 
rested upon theological conceptions about the expedience of Providence. Much 
has been written about it. Most likely, even nowadays it is difficult to come to this 
purely logically . Therefore, without playing curming, we will tell point-blank 
what the matter iso 

Let us take a time integral ofthe Lagrange function from to to t l 

and call this magnitude an action. Let us denote it by W and write in detail what 

the action W depends upon 

t1 

W = fL(ql(t), ... ,qn(t);tll(t), ... ,tln;t)dt. 
to 

It is determined by the time-dependent functions q a (t) (a = 1,2, ... , n) 

within the time interval from to to t l , i.e., this is a functional. Let us consider 

how this functional will vary at little variations of the functions q a (t) . For this 

purpose, let us slightly change these functions by substituting q a (t) with 

q a (t) + &ja (t) and fmd the variation of the action W up to magnitudes of the 

fIrst-order smallness with respect to the little variations &ja (t) and Iij a . 
Weshall then have the following 

t1 t1 8L 8L 
bW = 5 fLdt = f(L-&ja +-.-lija)dt = 

to to 8qa 8qa 
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The last operation in these calculations is a partial integration. As a result, we 
reveal to our great surprise that integrands here are the below expressions 

8L d8L 

8qa dt8qa 
(14.13) 

and getting them equal to zero will be just exactly the Lagrange equations. What 
then should be required to have them tumed to zero? What must then be the 
assumption conceming the action W that would bring such a conclusion? To 
outguess it is not difficult. Let us require that 

5W=ü, 

provided that there are no changes of the functions q a (t) on the terminals, and, 

hence, 5q a = Ü for t = to and t = t l . Indeed, from these assumptions it follows 

that 

(14.14) 

forthearbitrary 8qa (a=l, ... ,n) reducingtozerofor t=to and t=tl.1t 
is not difficult to understand that this will result in all the expressions (14.13) 

being equal to zero. This will be so just due to the arbitrariness of 5q a which , by 

virtue ofthis, may be, in particular, chosen equal to 

where 8 2 (t) reduces to zero at terminals of the closed interval [ta, tl ] only. For 

such variations of the functions q a (t) , from (14.14) it follows that 

[ ( ]2] I, 8L d 8L 2 f I ----.- 8 (t)dt=ü, 
t a 8qa dt 8qa 
o 

(14.15) 

and, if one ofthe expressions (14.13) had been nonzero at any value t inside the 

interval [ta, t l ], then the integral (14.13) would be also positive and nonzero. 

Thus, the Lagrange equations are equivalent to the requirement 
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&=0 (14.16) 

for any variations of the functions q a (t), for which their values at t = to and 

t = t, do not vary. 

This is a very desired variation statement for the principle to choose the actual 
motion among all imaginary possible. The actual motion from the irlitial point 

q a = q ~ to the terminal point q a = q ~ during the interval ~ 0 ,t,] is 

distinguished among all imaginary by the action variation for it being equal to 
zero. 

It can also be shown that for the actual motion not only the ftrst variation is to 
be zero, but the action reaches aminimum. However, what we have learned is 
sufficient for us; namely, we came to the motion law formulation irldependent of 
the variables chosen and to the fact how we describe the law. The invariance of 
the Lagrange notation for motion equations just follows from this irldependence. 

Meanwhile, we have found out that as a mathernatical model there may be 
utilized not only differential equations for motion but also, perhaps, more general 
variation principles. These principles are more general, sirlce they do not depend 
upon a coordinate description. They are as if above it. Now we are repeatirlg what 
this variation mathematical model iso 

Astate space does not constitute its basis, but the basis now is aspace of 

positions, conftgurations, aspace of variables q" ... , q n' For a mechanical 

system, they will be the positions of all its material points. For electrical systems, 
considered above, they will be electric charges whose time derivatives are electric 
currents. 

A motion under the variation prirlciple is defmed not through its irlitial state, 
but through its initial and fmal positions. In any case, they are supposed to be, as it 
were, given or fIXed. And the variation principle itself is that an actual motion 
from a given initial point to a fmal one is distinguished by its action variation 
being equal to zero. 

We may look at it as some rnathernatical technique for a new notation for the 
differential equations of motions, or as a new principle. This very principle is 
called the least action principle a discovery of which belongs to Helmholtz . This 
is a principle of some expediency, and in its idea it is different from the prirlciple 
of determinism. Generally speaking, the deterrninism principle does not follow 
from the expediency prirlciple, but speciftcally, when applied to laws of nature, 
this retains so always. It is this very fact that makes both poirlts of view 
consistent, complementary to each other. 

Now I wish to give you some examples of how to use the Lagrange-Maxwell 
equations. They will convince you in their efficiency and also even in the cases 
when you do not know how to approach to constructing a mathematical model. 

As a ftrst example, let us take a usual circular pendulum. Its kinetic energy is 

equal to J ip2 /2 and the potential energy is - mgl cos rp , where rp is an angle 

of deviation from a vertical line, J and m are an inertia moment and a mass, 
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respectively, and I is a distance between the point of suspension and the mass 
centre. Thus, the Lagrange function is equal to 

J' 2 

L =~+mglcosrp. 
2 

It is then easy to find that 

d 8L 8L J" I . 0 -----= rp+mg smrp= . 
dt 8rp 8rp 

Now let a pendulum be not circular but parabolic, i.e., the mass m can move 

along the parabola z = ax 2 placed in the vertical plane (Fig. 14.1). 

x 

mg 

Fig. 14.1. A parabolic mathematical pendulum. 

In this case, 

v = mgz = mgax 2 
x 

and 

d 8L 8L (1 4 2 2 ) .. 2 0 ----=m + a X x+ mgax= . 
dt 8i 8x 
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Finally, let a material point of mass m be moving in the vertieal plane Oxz 
(Fig. 14.2) along an arbitrary eurve whose equation in a parametrie form will look 
like 

x=x(s), z=z(s) , 

where the parameter S is a eurve are length being eounted from some point O. 
We fmd immediately that 

and, therefore, 

· 2 ms 
L=-+mgz(s) , 

2 

d 8L 8L .. '() 0 -----=ms+mgz s = . 
dt 8s 8s 

x 

Fig. 14.2. An illustration of a material point motion along an arbitrary smooth plane curve 
in the gravity field. 

Let us take an eleetrie eireuit eonsisting of the self-induetanee Land the 
eapaeitanee C . At this, 

Lq2 q2 

L=---
2 2C 

and, henee, 

~ 8L _ 8L = Lij +!L = 0 
dt 8q 8q C' 
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that is well known for uso 
Now, let us complicate the task by supposing that there is a ferrous stick of 

mass m suspended by means of a spring inside a self-inductor. Since the stick 

can swing, the self-inductance L will depend upon the stick displacement X 

from its equilibrium position x = 0 (Fig.14.3). 

q 
L(x) 

c 

Fig. 14.3. The interacting mechanical and electrical oscillators. 

This system is rather complicated. It has two oscillators (a closed loop of the 
self-inductor and the capacitor, and a spring-attached mass) which interact. A 
motion of the stick causes changes in the self-inductor magnetic field inducing in 
it the electromotive force (emf) , and a varying magnetic field of the self-inductor 
coil acts upon the ferrous core. In order to write the motion equations for these 
oscillators one needs to fmd both the emf inducted in the coil by the moving stick 
and the varying force with which the magnetic field of the self-inductor coil acts 
upon the ferrous core placed in it. This is not so simple for a mathematician. 
Whereas to write the Lagrange-Maxwell function is very easy. 

Besides the coordinate x, let us introduce also the capacitor charge q. Then 

we obtain 

L = L(x)i/ + mx2 _ q2 _ kx;2 

2 2 2C 2 

and come to the two equations for the coordinates X and q as functions of time 
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d 8L 8L _ .. 1 L'( ). 2 kx - 0 ------mx-- x q + -
dt 8x 8x 2 ' 

d 8L 8L L() .. L'()·· q 0 ---. --= x q- x xq+-= . 
dt 8q 8q C 

As it had to be expected, from these equations there is obtained the energy 
conservation law of the form 

L(x)i/ mi; 2 q2 kx 2 

---=~~ + --+ - + - = h = const . 
2 2 2C 2 

This expression is obtained through multiplying the first equation by x, the 

second equation by i] , and, then, by adding them and integrating. 

Let us rewrite the above Lagrange-Maxwell equations in the form 

.. kx 1 L'· 2 mx+ =- q , 
2 

L ·· q L'·· q+C=- xq. 

When L' = 0, these are decomposed into two independent oscillators, 

mechanical and electrical. Their interaction is the stronger, the greater L' iso For 
L' * 0, the electrical oscillator will act upon the mass of the mechanical 

oscillator with the force ~ L 'i] 2 , and the mechanical oscillator will induce in the 
2 

electrical circuit the ernf equal to - L' xi] . 
Perhaps, you have already noticed that in all above-mentioned examples 

mechanical and electrical resistors are absent. This is so, because the Lagrange 
equations presuppose the acting forces to be potential. With the potential function 
being independent of time, the energy conservation law, as was discussed in the 
above example, follows from this presupposition. 

If forces are not potential and, in particular, there are viscous frictions and 
ohmic resistors available, then the energy does not retain and the Lagrange 
equations become not applicable. However, they can be generalized. This is not 
difficult to do. One will need only to proceed not from the potential energy of the 
acting forces and the energy of electric field, but from the expression for the 
elementary work t5A. With V being a potential energy, the elementary work 

t5A will be equal to 

8V 
t5A = -t5V = - I-&Ja. 

8qa 
(14.17) 
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In a general case or, more exactly, in a more general case, we have 

(14.18) 

av 
i.e. the derivatives are replaced by the so-called generalized forces Qu. 

aqu 
The generalized Lagrange equation turns out to be reduced to this formal 
replacement. Let us write the Lagrange equations in the form 

d aT aT 

and now their generalization will be as follows 

d aT aT _ Q 
------- u· 

dt aqa aqa 
(14.19) 

Note also that by separating potential and nonpotential forces , the Lagrange 
equation can be written as 

or 

d aL aL _ Q 
dt aq a - aq a - a ' (14.20) 

where, as before, L = T - V , but V relates to the potential forces only and 

nonpotential forces are represented by the generalized forces Qa. 
Let us illustrate, at first, the equations (14.19) and (14.20) with a very simple 

example of a spring-attached mass in the presence of viscous friction. In this case 

the kinetic energy T is equal to mx 2 /2. At the virtual displacement of X there 

exist two forces performing work, the elasticity force - kx and the friction force 

- hx . Their work for the displacement & is equal to 

5A = -kx&-hx&, 

so the generalized force corresponding to the coordinate x (simply, the force in 
our case) is equal to 

Q = -kx-hx. 

The Lagrange equation (14.19) takes the form 
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mx = -kx-hi. 

When constructing motion equations in the fonn (14.20), the potential elasticity 
force should be referred to the Lagrange function L equal to 

mi 2 kx 2 

L=---
22' 

and the viscous friction generalized force Q 
the equation (14.20) will be ofthe fonn 

will be - hi . By virtue of this, 

or 

d G mi 2 kx 2 G mi2 kx 2 • --(---)--(---) = -hx 
dt Gi 2 2 GX 2 2 

mx+kx = -hi. 

For an electric circuit with a self-inductor, a capacitor and an ohmic resistor, all 
will be similar, since the work of dissipative forces of the ohmic resistor in 
transferring the charge &j is equal to - Rq &j . 
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How and why did the Galileo-Huygens clock appear? What is 
fundamentally new in it? What characterizes its accuracy? Analysis of 
errors and ways to elirninate them. A simplest mathematical model of the 
Galileo-Huygens clock. A phase portrait. The Poincare mapping and the 
Keniks-Lamerey point mapping diagram. A clock as an auto-oscillating 
system and as a feedback system. 

Computing time is the most ancient problem of humanity. Millions of years, 
centuries, years, months, days, hours, minutes, a second and its shortest portions, 
nanoseconds are those various scales, in which a man has leamed to measure time 
for his different purposes. InitiaIly, time measurements were based on the Earth's 
revolutions about the Sun and on its own revolutions. The signs of the zodiac 
were used for indicating year seasons, and the Sun in the daytime and stars at 
night for indicating time. 

A need of locating ships, caused by sea navigation, required exact time 
measurements. A latitude used to be deterrnined through astronomie observations 
only. For measuring a longitude, the exact knowledge of time was required as 
weIl. To determine a longitude for a position with up to a one-kilometer accuracy 
is equivalent to a three-angle second error. But people had to saiI without being 
able to correct ship's clock indications for months and even longer. 

In the XVII-th century, the UK Admiralty announced a competition for 
inventing a high-precision clock. Such a clock was designed and manufactured by 
X. Huygens. It was a ftrst pendulum clock where there were used pendulum 
oscillations for countdown. Pendulum oscillations were studied by G. Galileo 
who revealed an invariability of their period (Galileo was not able to observe 
frequency variations, since pendulum deviations were smalI). It is on this basis 
that Huygens created his clock. Therefore, this new clock of his may be called the 
Galileo-Huygens clock. Before Galileo and Huygens, there existed a clock with a 
balance-wheel, however the balance did not possess its own oscillating frequency; 
its oscillating frequency was made dependent upon and determined by the actions 
of the clock mechanism upon the balance. 

A use of the device with its own oscillating frequency tumed out to be 
exceptionally fruitful for clocks and resulted in aseries of more and more precise 
clocks ofvarious constructions. On the basis ofthis principle, there were produced 
the following types of clocks: a spring-attached balance clock with cylindrical, 
anchor, and chronometer movements; a quartz-crystal clock using own elastic 
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vibrations of a quartz plate; a clock employing an electrical oscillatory circuit 
with its own frequency; and finally, a phenomenally accurate molecular and 
atomic clock enabling to reveal and measure the irregularity of the Earth's 
rotation. 

In order to turn an oscillating pendulum into a clock, one needs to count its 
oscillations and indicate their number, for example, with the help of a hand on a 
clock-face in a corresponding scale. Besides, its oscillations have to be sustained, 
for they are damping themselves. Thus, there arises a necessity in converting 
damping oscillations to undamping auto-oscillations. 

Fig. 15.1. A schematic representation of a trave1ling gear in a clock. 

These both problems are successfully solved with a use of a so-called clock 
movement, whose simplest variant is diagrammatically shown in figure 15.l. 
After each pendulum oscillation there and back, a ratchet moves one tooth ahead 
under the action of a wound-up spring or of a falling weight; simultaneously it 
imparts to the pendulum a pushing impulse. In this way, a rotating velocity of the 
ratchet wheel is determined by the pendulum oscillating frequency, and at the 
moment, when the wheel is performing a turn, its teeth are pushing the pendulum, 
thus sustaining its oscillations. 

A running accuracy of the clock equipped with such a device is determined by 
astability of pendulum oscillations. An oscillation period of the pendulum 
depends upon many reasons, and each of them can entail its changes. The crucial 
factors determinative to the oscillation period are its length, mass, inertia 
moment, medium resistance and friction in the suspension point, acceleration of 
gravity, impacts of the ratchet-wheel ,and also the amplitude of pendulum 
oscillations. 

Consider at first a dependence of the pendulum oscillation period upon its 
amplitude. Let us write the equations ofpendulum oscillations in the form 

J ijJ + mgl sin rp = 0, (15 .1) 
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where J is its moment of inertia, m and I are a mass and a length (the distance 

from the suspension axis to the centre of gravity). By denoting oi = mgl/ J 
and multiplying the equation (15.1) by rp and integrating, we find that 

·2 
rp 2 h --0) eosin = 2 'r' 

(15.2) 

where h is a constant of integration. Assuming an angular amplitude of the 

pendulum to be equal to a, we obtain rp = 0 when rp = a . Let us express, in 

accordance with (15.2), the integration constant through a and write (15.2) as 

or 

• 2 

~ - oi eos rp = -oi eos a 
2 

rp = 0)~2(eosrp-eosa). 

From the equation (15.3) it follows that 

drp = dt 
0)~2( eos rp - eos a) . 

(15.3) 

(15.4) 

Let the oscillation period be T at the amplitude a. Then, with the pendulum 

deviation angle T varying from zero to a , the c10ck will run a quarter-period, 
and according to (15.4), we shall get 

T a drp 

"4 = f 0)~2(eosrp-eosa) . 

This integral is not computed in elementary functions. It can be expressed 
numerically. For small a, being suitable for us, we may take the Taylor-series 

expansion in the parameter a. With accuracy up to a 2 , this representation will 
be as follows 

[2(eosrp-eosa)rI/ 2 = 

2 4 2 4 
rp rp a a -112 = {2[(1--+-- ... )-(1--+-- ... )]} = 
2 24 2 24 
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and, hence, 

or, after the substitution of (jJ = asin (J , 

2;r a 2 

=-(1+-+ ... ). 
OJ 16 

( 15.5) 

As for the accuracy of this formula, it can be seen from the plot in figure 15.2, 
where the continuous curve represents the values calculated by the formula placed 
in brackets in the right-hand side of (15 .5), i.e. OJT / 2;r, and the broken curve 

represents the plot of the first two terms in these brackets, i.e. 1 + a 2 / 16. From 

this figure it is seen that these plots are indistinguishable for a<;r / 2 . 

I 4 To 

3 

2 3 

1 

a 
0 

tr/2 tr 

Fig.15.2. A dependence ofthe pendulum oscillating period T upon its amplitude. 
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From the formula (15.5) itself, it is seen that for small amplitudes a , the 
period of the pendulum oscillations is changing a little. For example, for 
a:S; 0.1 , it changes not more than 0.7%. Meanwhile, with the amplitude a 
changing by f..a, the period T will change as below 

dT af..a 
-~--

T 8 

For a = 0.1 and for the desired accuracy dT / T = 10-5 , f..a should not 

exceed 4 xl 0-4 , i.e. a large invariance of amplitude is needed. In this 
connection, people used to ponder upon the problem of whether it is possible to 
design a pendulum of the period being independent upon its amplitude. Such a 
pendulum was devised. Hs idea lay in the fact that the pendulum was made 
swinging not along a circle but along some curve, and this can be attained in the 
way as shown in figure 15.3, where TI is a flexible plate, and H are the guides 
restricting its motions. Here, the line L directed along the pendulum suspension 
touches all the time the guide H . 

H 

Fig. 15.3. The guide restriction H allowing to change a trajectory of pendulum 
oscillations. 

Let the desired curve, along which the pendulum (a material point of the mass 
m ) is to swing, be described by the equation 

x = x(s) , y = y(s), (15 .6) 

where s is an arch length being counted from the bottom point of the curve 
(Fig.15.4). 

Let us write the motion equation of the mass m . The Lagrange function is 
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Henee, we have 

L= m 82 -mgy(s). 
2 

ms + mgy'(s) = O. 

y 

m 

s=o 
mg 

(15 .7) 

x 

Fig. 15.4. An illustration of a search for a curve along which the pendulum must oscillate 
so as to have its oscillation period not dependent upon its amplitude. 

The solution to this equation will be periodie, with aperiod being independent 
upon initial eonditions, and, therefore, independent upon its amplitude, if this 
equation eoineides with the linear harmonie oseillator equation, i.e. when 

gy'(s) = ais (15.8) 

with any OJ. Solving this equation, we fmd 

(15.9) 

where any eonstant is absent, sinee aeeording to figure 15.3, we have y = 0 for 

s =0 . 
It remains to find the funetion x(s). This is easy to make starting from the 

expression 

or 

(dx) 2 + (dy ) 2 = 1. 
ds ds 

(15.10) 

From (15.9) and (15.10) it follows that 
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= (15.11) 
dx 

ds 

or 

(15.12) 

By using the substitution s = a - 1 sin 9 ,we take the integral (15.12), and then, 

taking into account (15 .9), come to the following parametric equations of the 
curve desired 

g g. 2 
X =--2 9+--2 sm 9 , 

2m 4m 

2g . 2 
Y=-2 sm 9 · 

m 
(15 .13) 

This is a weIl-known cyc1oid, and its form is shown in figure 15.5. The cyc10id 
differs from a circ1e in that that it is ascending from the point X = Y = 0 faster 

and faster than the circ1e, and hereby rolling the pendulum down it is accelerated 
as its deviation is increasing. For small 9 , this distinction is, naturally, small, as 

small also is the difference between the circle pendulum oscillation equation and 
that of a linear harmonic oscillator, i.e. similar to the small distinction between 

sin9 and 9 · 

y 

x 

Fig. 15.5. A comparison of motion trajectorie.; for circular and cyc\oidal (broken curve) 
pendu!ums. 

Thus, we have considered a dependence of the oscillation period of the 
pendulum upon its oscillation amplitude and have also estimated the intluence of 
amplitude variations upon running accuracy of the clock. It was revealed that this 
dependence can be escaped and the possible reason of lessening the clock running 
accuracy can be eliminated, if a circle pendulum is replaced by a cycloid one. 
However, a change of the amplitude is far from being a unique reason affecting 
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the running accuracy ofthe dock. The pendulum length can vary, and substantial 
displacements of the dock can result in a change of gravity acceleration. In our 
considerations, we have omitted the inevitable presence of viscous and dry 
frictions. The instability of the period can be also caused by a pushing mechanism 
responsible for sustaining pendulum oscillations. 

Thus, instability and a loss of accuracy can be brought about by many reasons. 
If we are wishing to design a high-precision dock, we need to have all these 
instability factors investigated, estimate their rnagnitudes and fmd the ways to 
eliminate them. 

By virtue of their smallness, all these instability factors can be investigated 
separately and independently upon each other, taking into account not all of them 
together, but each individually. This large simplification assumed can be 
substantiated as follows. Since the oscillation period T is a function of many 

parameters U I , U 2 , ••• , um of a dock mechanism, we obtain 

• • 
Let u1 ' u2 , ••• , um be the nominal values of the parameters and 

~1' ~2 , ••• , ~m be their possible variations. Then, with accuracy of up to these 

smallest changes, the below 

will be true. Here, the derivatives of the function T are calculated for the nominal 

8T 
values of the parameters, i.e. the derivative -- is calculated by assurning it 

aus 
independent upon the rest parameters U I , U 2 , ••• , um except U s . 

In view of this, the dependence upon a length, a viscous friction and a gravity 
acceleration can be calculated within the assumed accuracy through making use 
of the simplified pendulum oscillation model, which does not consider the 
dependence of pendulum period upon the amplitude, i.e. from the linear oscillator 
equation 

(15.14) 

with the oscillation period being equal to 

(15.l5) 
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For the sake of simplicity, a basic mass of the pendulum is assumed to be 

concentrated in a single place. Then, J = ml 2 and (15.15) will be ofthe fonn 

2ff H 1 /c5 2 

T=F'=2ff -(1+--+ ... ), 
g _c52 g 2 g 
I 

from which the following estimate can be found 

dT =~ dl -~dg+ I&M. 
T 2 I 2 g 

(15.16) 

These estimates demonstrate a strong dependence of the movement accuracy 
upon changes in length, gravity and in viscous friction as weIl, if the latter is not 
very smalI. 

In general, the pendulum length is affected by temperature changes. Therefore, 
this movement accuracy loss can be elirninated through sustaining the 
surrounding temperature constant. However, there exists another way of 
sustaining I constant in spite of temperature changes. This way, as shown in 
figure 15.6, lies in a special design of the pendulum. With the temperature being 

increased, the lengths I1 and /2 are increasing by c5/1 and c5/2 , and meanwhile 

the pendulum length is increasing by c5~ - c5/2 . The rods of lengths I1 and /2 

are made of different materials of the thermal expansion coefficients a l and 

a 2 , and these coefficients are chosen so as to nullify the extension magnitude 

equal to 

with öl' being a temperature change, i.e. to choose these coefficients so that to 

obtain al/l - a 2 / 2 = 0 . 

Fig. 15.6. The structural scheme of a suspension for a pendulum of the length independent 
upon temperature. 
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For the dock with a fast change of its position, i.e. when, say, being mounted 
on a fast sailing ship, it seems impossible to kill this dependence upon the gravity 
acceleration. One can only compensate this dependence through introducing 
associated computational corrections, or replace the clock pendulum with a 
spring-attached balance. This very technique came soon into being, the Huygens 
dock was replaced with a ship chronometer. 

Also we should estimate the influence imposed by dry friction. According to 
the above, it is enough to consider the model 

ijJ + 0) 2 rp = - f signip , (15.17) 

where f is a parameter informing about the availability of Coulomb fiiction. As 

we see below, dry friction leads to decreasing oscillations, but their period is not 
changing. Indeed, at each half-cycle of oscillations, the magnitude ip does not 

change its sign and hence, for example, for ip > 0, the equation (15.17) is written 

as 

or, upon replacing rp by rp - f / 0)2, as follows 

where the dependence upon friction f vanished, i.e. it is not there. 

Let us now turn to considering a technique of how to sustain pendulum 
oscillations and how this technique affects the stability of clock running. 

Clock drivings are very different in construction (cylindrical, anchor, 
chronometer and others) and their exact description is rather difficult. Let us 
assurne an idealized scheme of a clock driving by thinking that this drive gives a 
jog at the angle rp = a (ip> 0) supplying the impulse p, and beyond this 

pushing impulse a motion of pendulum will follow the equation 

ijJ + 2tSip + 0)2 rp = 0 . (15.18) 

The jog occurs at rp = a and ip > 0, and it entails an instant increase of 

pendulum velocity ip by the quantity p ,and, therefore, we get 

(15.19) 

where ip _ is a prejog angle velocity ,and ip + is a postjog velocity. During the 

impact, the angle rp has no time to vary. Let us draw a phase trajectory 

representing a single oscillation from the point rp = a to the same point rp = a 
again. Let Mo be an initial point and MI be the reiterated point, where rp = a , 
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provided that the motion is described by the differential equation (15.18). At the 

instant when the pendulum arrives to the point MI there occurs a transfer of the 

impact p, and the point MI will displace along the axis ip at the distance p 

(Fig.15.7) to the point M 2 . 

• Mo 
rp 

Fig.15. 7. A phase trajectory of the clock and a technique to study it with the help of a 

point mapping of the point Mo to the point M 2 . 

After this, the entire cycle described will be repeated (except the case when 

the phase trajectory outcoming from the point M 2 will not cross the line 

(jJ = a any more). 

Let us analytically express the dependence of the described motion first from 

the phase point Mo to MI and then to M 2' Suppose that the points 

Mo ,M"M 2 have the coordinates {jJo = a and ipo ' {jJI = a and ipl' 

(jJ2 = a and ip2 ' According to the equation (15.7), the points Mo and MI are 

mutually dependent as 

(15 .20) 
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where -r is a time of motion from the point Mo to the point MI' and 

o = ~ vi - 52 . According to (15.19), for the points MI and M 2 ' we have 

(15.21) 

Besides, we should remember that 

{jJo = {jJI = {jJ2 = a. (15.22) 

Denoting (Po = u and (P2 = U, from (15.20)-(15.22) it follows that 

-5 U + 5a . a=e r(acosO-r+ smO-r) 
o 

(15.23) 

_ -5r ( (\ U + 5a - 0 2 a . (\ ) u = p+e UCOSI:.~-r+ sml:.~-r . 
o 

The first equation in (15.23) determines the time -r as a function of u and the 

second one allows to find u. 
Analysis of these equations is rather complicated, but for a = 0 it is 

substantially simplified, since in this case the formulas (15.23) will be ofthe form 

sinO-r = 0 (U;;f. 0), u = e-5rucosO-r+ p, 

from which it follows that -r = 2Jr /0 (the positive root of second value to the 

first equation was taken, because for the another root we have (PI < 0 , which 

also is seen from figure (15.7)) and that 

- -2Jr5/Q u=e u+p. (15.24). 

Prior to analysing this surprisingly simple result, let us show that it is this very 
result that is worthy of our attention first of all. The matter is that it is at a = 0 
that the dependence of the oscillation period -r upon the velo city U vanishes. 

The period is constant and equal to 2Jr /0. On the contrary, for a;;f. 0 such a 
dependence exists and follows from the equation (15.23). Indeed, differentiating 
the first equation (15.23) in U , we find that 

-5 d-r u + 5a . 
0= -e r -(acosO-r+ smO-r) + 

du 0 

+ e-5r [-dlsinO-r d-r + ~sinO-r+ (u + 5a)cosO-r dT ]. 
du 0 du 
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Consequently, we have 

d1" sinQ1" 
=-----------------------------------------

du u + t5a . 
Q[(a-u - t5a)cosQ1"+ ( +aQ)smQ1"] 

Q 

and, hence, d 1" / du does not vanish, since 1" is different from 2ff / Q . 
This very fact can be revealed immediately from the form of the phase 

trajectory in figure 15.7. From this figure it is seen that 1" > 2ff / Q, since we 

have there a > O. On the contrary, for a < 0 it is seen that 1" < 2ff / Q. The 
said becomes obvious, if one observes that any phase trajectory crosses any ray 
ip = arp repeatedly after one and the same tirne 2ff / Q . 

Let us return to the earlier found relation (15.24) that determines a connection 
between sequential angle velocities at which the pendulum passes upon jogs the 
vertical equilibrium position. This relation, i.e. this connection between u and u, 
can be supplied with a very simple geometrie al interpretation that will be useful 
in many cases. Let us take the Cartesian co ordinate system, by placing u and U 
on its axes, and draw the plot of the mapping (15.24) (Fig.15.8). Now, let us 
supplement it with abisector and determine U for the given U . Then transfer it 
to the axis u again, as shown in figure 15.8. Repeating this way of construction, 

we will consecutively fmd U, U , etc. From this figure it is seen that the 

sequential points u, u, U ,. .. are approaching the point u * , corresponding to the 

* intersection of the curve (15.24) with the bisection. The value u itself passes into 
-* * itself since u = u and, hence, according to (15.24), we obtain 

and 

(15.25) 

Thus, with the pushing impacts supplying the equilibrium-passing pendulum 
with a constant impulse, its oscillations will asymptotically approach the periodic 

oscillations of the period 2ff / Q and of the velocity amplitude equal to U * . 
Thereby, the damping pendulum oscillations are converted into auto-oscillations. 
Such a conversion is achieved through regulating the pendulum motions by a 
feedback, i.e., more precisely, through a c10ck movement that implements the 
feedback. A general idea of a control and a feedback is of fundamental importance 
in science and engineering. We shall encounter it many tirnes, and right now, let 
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us restrict ourselves to the explanation of what control itself is and why it is 
implemented via a feedback. 

--~~--~~~--~u 

ii ii u* u . 
Fig. 15.8. The Keniks-Lamerey diagram for the Galileo-Huygens cIock ; U is a stable 

fixed point corresponding to the auto-oscillations in the cIock; u, U ,u , ... are successive . 
approximations to the point U . 

In our case, regulating a pendulum implies the fact that the pendulum is 
acted upon by impacts coming from some exterior source of energy. These 
impacts are imposed upon the pendulum when it is passing through its 
equilibrium position, i.e . an influence upon the pendulum is exerted depending 
upon the motion of the pendulum itself. The pendulum is acting , as it were, upon 
itself implementing a feedback and exploiting at this instant an exterior energy 
of the main spring or a falling bob. 

Generally speaking, control exists in nature and is used by a human being in 
order to implement somewhat purposes. In many cases it is applied to correct the 
things that are happening with our object under control, i.e. control is executed 
with the help of feedback and some energy source needed for this feedback. 
Though there exist the cases when control implements a preassigned plan or 
obeys to somewhat commands from the outside. 

In conclusion, some words touching the relationship between the mapping 
(15 .24) and the diagram in figure 15.8. 

The technique through which we have come to the relation (15.24) is of a 
general character. It was invented by J. H. Poincare; and it is widely used in the 
oscillations theory and the theory of dynamical systems. In its general 
formulation, it implies that a description and an investigation of dynamic system 
motions are reduced to a derivation and a study of some point mapping. From this 
general point of view, the relation (15.24) will be a point mapping of a line into 
itself that transforms any its point with a coordinate u into another point of the 
co ordinate u. This very point mapping is constructed with a use of the 
technique shown in figure 15.8. The diagram offigure 15.8 was first employed by 
Lamerey, and a line-to-line point mapping was studied by Keniks. In this 
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connection, this diagram was called the Keniks-Lamerey diagram. This name was 
given by A.A. Andronov who improved and widely used it in solving a wide range 
ofurgent problems in the oscillations theory and the control theory. 

It is enough, perhaps, for a first talk about the Poincare method and point 
mappings. Further knowledge ab out it you will get from the appropriate courses 
on the control theory and the theory of dynamical systems. 
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A generator of electric oscillations as an electric analogue for the Galileo
Huygens clock. The Van der Pol equation and its phase portrait. An 
approximate investigation of the Van der Pol equation and reducing it to a 
point mapping. A soft excitation of auto-oscillations. 

As an electric analogue for a pendulum there serves an oscillating circuit 
composed of a capacitor and a self-inductor. Similar to the way when pendulum 
oscillations in the Galileo-Huygens clock are sustained through pushing impacts 
of the clockwork, the oscillations in an electric circuit can be sustained by means 
of special devices, an electronic tube or a transistor. These devices should be 
responsible for pumping up energy in order to compensate its dissipation for 
unavoidable ohrnic resistance. A pushing impact upon a clock pendulum has to 
be agreed with its phase, and, in this sense, serves as some control. Analogously, 
sustaining electric circuit oscillations, i.e. a generator of electric oscillations, 
through an electronic tube or a transistor also carries a regulating nature. An 
electric scheme for one of such a controllable energy pump-up is shown in figure 
16.1. 

L 

Fig. 16.1. A scheme of a vacuum-tube generator. 

Here, an electronic tube, as a component of the scheme, has a cathode, an 
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anode and a grid. Through a grid voltage, the resistance of the tube between the 
cathode and the anode can be changed practically without any energy supply. 
Thus, if some voltage is applied between the cathode and the anode, then the 

current I a , running from the cathode to the anode, will be determined by the grid 

voltage E g . This dependence is of the form shown in figure 16.2. You probably 

remember from the secondary school why the plot of the dependence I a (E g ) has 

this very shape. This is so because a heated cathode emits electrons, and the 

voltage E g on the grid, placed between the cathode and the anode, supports or 

resists their arrivals at the anode, thus increasing or decreasing the anode current. 
Let us write now a mathematical model for the electric scheme presented in 

figure 16.1. Let labe an anode current, E g be a grid voltage (relative to the 

cathode), and q be acharge of the capacitor. Also let C, R and L be 

capacitance, resistance and se1f-induction, respectively, and M be a coefficient 
of mutual induction between coils in the anode and grid circuits. For the 
oscillating circuit consisting of the se1f-induction L, the capacitance C and the 

resistance R , we shall have 

(16.1) 

In order to go further, the form of the dependence I a (E g) should be specified. 

For this purpose, assume that 

(16.2) 

In doing so we neglect the capacitance in the anode circuit and assume the anode 
current to be determined by the formula (16.2) approximating the dependence of 
figure 16.2. Now we get 

Lq + Rq +!L = M(ß _ 3y q2)q 
C C C 3 

or 

.. (R Mß). 3.,1,. 2 q 0 q+ ---q+--qq +-= . 
L CL LC3 CL 

(16.3) 
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Fig. 16.2. Dependence of the anode current upon the grid voltage in the triode electronic 
tube. 

The equation (16.3) is reduced to the well-known Van der Pol equation 

ü - 25(1- au 2 )ü + aiu = 0, 

where 

1 

LC 

(16.4) 

It is assumed here that 5> 0, a > 0 and a/ > 0 . For a = 0 and very small 

u , the Van der Pol equation will turn into a linear oscillator with the negative 

friction 5> 0 . For u 2 > 1/ a , the coefficient in front of übecomes positive, 
and we can rightfully suppose that in this case the oscillations are damping. Thus, 
the equilibrium state of the Van der Poloscillator is unstable and small 
oscillations are growing, while very large oscillations are damping, and, 
therefore, between them there should exist a stable periodic motion r (Fig. 16.3). 
One may be persuaded by this truth-like assertion, if he looks at the phase portrait 
ofthe equation (16.3) on a computer display . Analytically this fact can be easily 
proved for a sufficiently small 5, and in doing so we are proving not only an 

auto-oscillatory nature of this system at 5> 0 (i.e. for a sufficiently large M) 
but also shall reveal an approximate value ofthe auto-oscillation amplitude. 

Let us write the Van der Pol equation (16.3) in the form 

ü + aiu = -a?ü + 2ai , ( 16.5) 

where the magnitude 
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is assumed to be small, as wen as 5. This anows us to write the solution to the 
equation (16.5) as 

U = A cos( aJt + ~) , (16.6) 

where, due to smallness of 5 and 5, A and ~ are slowly changing functions 

of time. That such a representation is possible does not give rise to any special 
doubts, but, nevertheless, arequest for its specific form will entail some 
difficulties. These difficulties, first of all, will be caused by the fact that such a 
representation is defined not uniquely. Though, due to this very lack of 
uniqueness, we may to the condition (16.6) add another one, for example, 

U = -aJAsin(aJt +~) , (16.7) 

whereupon A and ~ will be expressed through U and u. Further, one may be 

convinced immediately of the derivatives A and ip along the solutions of the 

equation (16.5) being small in view ofsmallness of 5 and 5. 

u 

u 

Fig. 16.3. A phase portrait for the Van der Pol equation; r is an auto-oscillation, a stable 
periodic motion. 

Consider now how energy of the oscillator relating to the equation (16.5) with 
5 = 5 = 0 varies with time. Its energy is equal to 

E 1(.2 22) =-U+aJU, 
2 

(16.8) 

and its derivative, according to (16.5), is of the form 
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dE . .. 2· (2 ~ 2) . 2' - = UU + (j) UU = u - 8U U , 
dt 

from which, in view of(16.6), (16,7), we get 

dE = [26 _ &2 A2 COS 2 ((j}t + qJ)]A 2 (j}2 sin 2 ((j}t + qJ)). (16.9) 
dt 

By integrating the equation (16.9) under the same assumptions Ä = ip = 0 , we 

will determine that the change of the energy for the period 21[ / (j) is equal to 

M = 41[6 A 2 _ 1[& A 4 . (16.10) 
(j) (j) 

On the other hand, according to (16.8) and (16.6), one has E = (j}2 A 2 /2. 
Therefore, 

or 

M2 = 41[6 A 2 _ 1[& A 4 . (16.11) 
(j) (j) 

By denoting through An and An+! the A- amplitude successive values, lying in 

the interval 21[ / (j) distant from each other , we come, with accordance to 
(16.11), to the relation 

A 2 = (1 + 41[6)A 2 _ 1[& A 4 
n+! (j) n (j) n ' (16.12) 

which can be investigated by means of the already known Keniks-Lamerey 
diagram. From the form ofthese diagrams (Fig. 16.4) for 6< 0 and 6> 0 and 
with & > 0 being constant, it follows that for 6< 0 (Fig. 16.4a) the amplitude 
A of the motion is decreasing down to zero, that is, the equilibrium state is 
globally stab1e. On the contrary, in the case of our interest ( 6> 0 ) (Fig. 16.4b), 
the form of the corresponding diagram betrays an instability of the equilibrium 
and an availability of a globally stable auto-oscillation (a periodic motion). The 

amplitude A* of this periodic motion is deterrnined from the condition 

An+! = An and equal to 
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(16.13 ) 

a b 

Fig. 16.4. The Keniks-Lamerey diagrams for soft excitation of auto-oscillations as the 

parameter 0 is growing up a for 0 < 0 and b for 0 > 0 . For 0 = 0 , from the 

equilibrium losing its stability, there is born a stable fixed point A* corresponding to an 
auto-oscillation. 

Under the assumptions done regarding the smallness of 0 and &, aperiod of 

the corresponding auto-oscillation is approximately equal to 2ff / 0). For the sake 
of visualization, let us also construct a bifurcation diagram for the equilibrium 
and the auto-oscillation born from it when 0 changes its sign (see figure 16.5). 
Here, the points on the abscissa axis correspond to the equilibrium states which 
are stable for 0 < 0 and unstable for 0 > O. A loss of stability occurs at 

o = 0 and together with it, when 0 is increasing, there appears an auto
oscillation whose amplitude is increasing from zero, i.e. it is being born, so to 
say, by the equilibrium changing its stability. 

All the above conclusions have been derived by us from an approximate form 
of the point mapping (16.12), assumed to be accurate. Couldn't it lead us to an 

error? In general this is possible, but only with ip or A being sufficiently large. 

For ip or A being small, the point mappings in figure 16.4 vary a little and the 

general conclusions remain, as previously, valid. These conclusions remain valid 

for sufficiently small ip or Ä ,i.e. when 0 and & are sufficiently small. On the 
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contrary, a change in the form of the anode-grid characteristic I a = I a (E g) can 

result in considerable consequences. We will consider them, because it will allow 
us to reveal how auto-oscillations appear, if a equilibrium state is losing its 
stability, and to mathematically describe, first, the phenomena of a soft and a hard 
excitations of auto-oscillations and, second, the so-called hysteresis phenomenon. 

Fig. 16.5. A bifurcation diagram for soft excitation of auto-oscillations. As the parameter 

5 / c is growing up and passing through zero, the equilibrium loses its stability and 
becomes unstable. Simultaneously, there is born an auto-oscillation whose amplitude will 

grow under a further increase of the magnitude 5/ c. 

A soft excitation of auto-oscillations implies a smooth (from zero) appearance 
of auto-oscillations being born by the equilibrium state losing its stability because 
of changes in system parameters - this exciting way was described above. This 
excitation is soft, for it appears smoothly from zero. It is worth to emphasize here 
that auto-oscillations are born as a result of a change of system parameters. 

If system parameters are changed in the inverse direction, the entire picture of 
auto-oscillation birth is repeated in the inverse order. As an adequate 
mathematical model for the soft excitation there may be used the sequences of 
phase portraits or of point mappings corresponding to the bifurcation diagram 
shown in figure 16.5. 

A sequence of point mappings and phase portraits is shown in aseries of three 
figures (Fig. 16.6). The first plot relates to a stable equilibrium; the second 
corresponds to the situation arising immediately after an instability appears; and 
the third takes place when further change of the parameter causes a growth of 
auto-oscillation amplitude. Such a soft excitation of oscillations caused by a 
change of parameters is observed in real systems, but along with it there exists a 
quite different way of exciting the auto-oscillations, called a hard excitation. In 
this case, the picture is changed drastically: auto-oscillations appear by jump and 
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immediately take a fmite and possibly large value. If changed inversely, the 
pieture is not repeated in a reverse fashion. It becomes quite another. 

u u u 

Fig. 16.6. Successive shapes of the Keniks-Lamerey diagrams and the corresponding phase 

portraits under soft excitation of auto-oscillations with c5 / Ei growing up. 
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Constructing phase and bifurcation portraits for soft and hard excitations of 
auto-oscillations on the basis of a point mapping study. 

We have already become acquainted with the phenomenon of softly exciting auto
oscillations with the help of the example of a tube generator (this example has 
played a historical role at the beginning of the previous century) and with the 
Van der Pol differential equation describing its dynamics. This phenomenon is of 
a general nature and relates to the bifurcation of hearing a stable periodic motion 
(i.e. an auto-oscillation) arising from a stability-Iosing equilibrium state. This 
bifurcation was named after A.A. Andronov who was the first to have revealed it. 
Y ou were shown an associated figure containing successive stages (picture 
fragments on a film) of the softly excited auto-oscillations in the two
dimensional phase space. These pictures are suggested to be considered a 
geometrical mathematical model for this phenomenon, while the Van der Pol 
equation may be considered to be its simplest specific analytic model. 

However, auto-oscillations can be excited by parametric variations not only in 
a soft but also in a so-called hard way. This process can be observed on the same 

tube generator, whose anode characteristic I a = I a (E g) is of another form, for 

example, like 

(17.1) 

where the absence of even degrees is inessential because they do not reveal 
themselves at all in our approximate investigations. 

Wehave to repeat the preceding computations for this more general case, when 
one more term is inserted into the characteristic (17.1). Then we come to a point 
mapping of the form 

A 2 4ff6 2 4 6 
n+1 = (1 + ---;;;-)An + CI An + c2 An . (17.2) 

Here, the first two terms coincide with those from the previous case and the third 

is new. The coefficients CI and C 2 are proportional to y and )i, and, by the 

assumption, they and 6 are small. Besides, sirnulating the anode characteristic 
via the polynomial (17.1) is acceptable only within some fmite domain of 
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changing E g , and this constraint yields a boundedness of the amplitude An in 

(17.2). 
Here, we shall have to investigate the point mapping (17.2), with the above 

constraints taken into account. If all possible cases must be distinguished by 

signs of parameters 6, &, and &2 ,then this will lead us to eight different 

variants. For each of them there is given in figure 17.1 a respective plot ofpoint 
mapping, the Keniks-Lamerey diagram. These diagrams are divided into four 

couples, a, b, C, d, each of which corresponding to 6 < 0 and 6 > 0 when 

8, and &2 are identical. 

The case d eonforms to the a1ready known soft exeitation of auto-oscillations 
during a continuous passage from 6 < 0 to 6 > 0 ; the case c represents a new 
hard excitation we are interested in. The cases a and bare rather of a theoretiea1 
nature, since they do not correspond to any actua1 performances of an e1ectronic 
tube. 

Let us focus our attention upon the case C representing it explieit1y in the form 
of five sequent plots of the point mapping (17.2) for the increasing va1ues of the 
magnitude 6 (Fig. 17.2). 

From these plots it is seen that initially there is the stab1e equilibrium 0, and 

then there appears the semi-stab1e periodic motion M'2 (more precise1y, the 

semi-stab1e periodic motion corresponding to the fixed point M'2) being 

decomposed into the stab1e periodic motionM 2 and the unstab1e periodic 

motionM, . With 6 increasing further, the amplitude ofthe unstable periodic 

motion M, will be deereasing and that of the stab1e motion M 2 increasing; 

and this will produced a confluence of M, with the equi1ibrium state 0 which 

will, because ofthis, turn unstab1e. 
The phase portraits depicting these transformations are presented in figure 

17.3. On the basis of these pictures, let us now construet a bifurcation diagram. It 
is depieted in figure 17.4. As you see, it differs from the bifurcation diagram 
constructed for the soft excitation (Fig. 16.5). What follows from this difference? 
First of all, if earlier, with 6 growing across zero, the equilibrium state was 
10sing its stability and was giving birth to a stab1e periodic motion, then now an 
unstab1e periodie motion is merging with this unstab1e equi1ibrium; as a result, the 
system, being earlier in the stab1e equilibrium, will1eave it and pass at onee into 

the periodic motion M 2 of a fmite amplitude. Here lies the idea of a hard mode 

for exciting oscillations. In this mode, auto-oscillations of a finite amplitude arise 
immediate1y, on a stepwise basis. Of course, they are established in a steady way, 
not instantly, but upon some period of time, and during this period, the 
oscillation amplitude is growing eontinuous1y and, as a parameter is varying, a 
steady-state (or stationary) motion will arrive by jump. 
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Fig. 17.1. Possible shapes of the Keniks-Lamerey diagrams for the polynomial anode 
characteristic (17. I) as consistent with the shape of the point mapping (17.2). 
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o 

o o 

Fig. 17.2. A sequence of the Keniks-Larnerey diagrams for hard excitation of oscillations: 

at first, the equilibrium 0 is globally stable; then the semi-stable fixed point M 12 is 

born, and then it is decomposed into two points MI and M 2 ; then the point MI merges 

with the equilibrium 0 and makes it unstable; and, as a result, the fixed point M 2 turns 

out to be globally stable. 

Thus, the first specificity of the hard excitation of auto-oscillations as a 
physical phenomenon consists in a jump-like change of the nature of the motion, 
but not smoothly, with a parameter being varied. Mathematically, this specificity 
is reflected by the fact that an equilibrium state does not give birth to a stable 
periodic motion; instead, an unstable periodic motion merges with the equilibrium 
state, and the points, lying elose to the now becoming unstable equilibrium state, 
are now tending to the earlier existing stable periodic motion. 

The second essential specificity lies in an irreversible nature of a hard transition 
from an equilibrium to a steady-state motion, viz. when cS is increasing across 

cS = 0 there appear hard auto-oscillations, but at the inverse decrease of 

cS across zero, the auto-oscillations do not vanish and remain varying their 
amplitude continuously. In order to pass from hard arising auto-oscillations to a 
stable equilibrium state, the parameter should be decreased until some negative 

value cS = cS' (Fig. 17.4), whereupon the auto-oscillations will vanish by jumps 
and a transition to a stable equilibrium will occur. The disappearance of a stable 
auto-oscillation is accompanied by its merge with the unstable periodic motion 

and by their joint disappearance (for cS = cS' the stable periodic motion M 2 will 
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merge with the unstable motion MI and at 6< 6* they disappear) . Thus, as it is 

shown in figure 17.4, in the course of the hard excitation, auto-oscillations appear 
and disappear at different values of the parameter 6. This phenomenon looks like 
a hysteresis of ferromagnetic bodies. 

u 
u u 

a b 

u 
u 

u 

d e 

Fig. 17.3. The changes ofthe phase portraits corresponding to the changes in the Keniks
Lamerey diagrams in figure 17.2. 

u 
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Fig. 17.4. A bifurcation diagram of hard excitation of oscillations. The circles and daggers 
correspond to stable and unstable equilibrium states and periodic oscillations. 

I would like to finish my narration on soft and hard excitations of auto
oscillations with some mental experiment. Suppose you are sitting at a computer 
and, with some rolling knob, you can regulate (i.e. increase or decrease) a 
parameter of a dynamical system. Simultaneously, you can observe on a computer 
monitor how astate of the system (one of its components) is changing. Then, in 
case of the soft excitation regime, your rolling the knob slowly will, at first, bring 
you no oscillations. Then, they will be arising and their amplitude will be 
growing slowly; the slower you are rolling your knob, the slower they are 
growing (Fig. 17.5). If you roll the knob in areverse direction, all you saw 
previously will be repeated in a reverse order. 

Fig. 17.5. An oscillogram of soft excitation of oscillations with smoothly changing the 
parameter. 
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For the hard excitation regime, at first, there will be no oscillations either; but 
then they will be arising at once, and a fastness of this transition will not decrease, 
if you are even slowing down your knob rotation (Fig. 17. 6). 

\ 
\ 

-~_ . 

",-"'i 

IJ_,-/ ~_ . 

t 

Fig. 17.6. An oscillogram of hard excitation of oscillations with smoothly changing the 
parameter. 

With areverse rolling of the knob, the picture will not be changed in reverse. 
The auto-oscillations will vanish and by a leap as well, if you roll the knob 
inversely for a longer time. 
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An oscillator of an unpredictable behaviour. A mathematical model, a 
phase portrait and a point mapping. Unpredictability and randomness. Two 
kinds of behaviour of dynamical systems. Stability and instability, 
predictability and unpredictability. An oscillator (a dynamical system) as a 
generator of stochastic oscillations. 

In the previous chapters we have analysed the Galileo-Huygens c1ock. The basis 
of this c10ck is a pendulum or any another oscillator with oscillations of a 
sufficiently stable period being sustained by any energy source. Astability of the 
period of oscillations means an accuracy of the c1ock. Wehave studied the 
possible reasons for instability and the ways to reduce it. A very important point 
for stability was a smallness of damping, which implies both a small dependence 
of the period upon this damping and a sufficiency of very small impacts and a 
small instability being caused by the impacts. 

However, an oscillator can be both a high-precision time measurer with a rather 
stable period and can possess chaotic oscillations of sufficiently variable periods 
which may become so much greatly different that speaking about an oscillating 
period becomes senseless. Moreover, these oscillations obtain a property of 
randomnicity; they become unpredictable and may have a probabilistic 
description. This surprising opportunity has become a scientific sensation in the 
last years. It has changed conventional ideas conceming randomness. It tumed 
out so that randomness can be generated by a dynamical system being described 
by differential equations. This takes place in spite of the fact that the uniqueness 
theorem retains still valid and a solution of these equations is still determined 
uniquely by their initial conditions (by the initial state). How can it be? It seems 
obvious that it is impossible, but nevertheless it can be so and is implemented 
around us not less frequently than the determinate processes being described by 
differential equations. It tums out that real solutions of the differential equations 
can be deterministic and predictable, but they can also be stochastic and 
unpredictable. 

The purpose of my further narration is to explain how it can be by means of a 
very simple example ofa stochastic oscillator or the "contrary c1ock". 

A c10ck is a damping oscillator being pushed from time to time. The "contrary 
dock" is a self-swinging oscillator whose oscillations are restrained from time to 
time. 

The mathematical model of the dock was of the form 
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i + 2& + 0/ x = 0 for x :t 0 or X = 0, and i < 0, 
(18 .1) 

for x = 0 and i > 0 . 

The mathematical model ofthe "contrary c1ock" (p:OS; a) is as follows 

for X :t 0 , or X = 0 and i < a , 
(18 .2) 

for X = 0 and i ~ a . 

The equations (18.2) are obtained from (18.1) by substituting - 0 for 0 and 

- p for p . Besides, it is also zero that is replaced by the number a > 0 . 
We need to investigate the model (18.2). First of all, let us imagine the form of 

its phase trajectory (Fig. 18.1). 

x 

x 

Fig. 18.1. A phase portrait ofthe "contrary c\ock" (a stochastic oscillator). 

Then, the investigation of the dynamics of the model (18 .2) will be reduced to a 
point mapping, to the Keniks-Lamerey diagram. To this end, let us consider the 
subsequent departures ofthe phase point from the semi-axis X = 0 , i > O. 

Suppose that upon the first intersection we have i = U , and upon the second 

i = fit . Let us determine the connection between U and it . Let the trajectory 
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be departing from the point M (0, u). It will arrive at the half-line 

X = O,x > ° again at some point MI (O,u l ), where 

U = ue 2m510. 
I 

It is not restrained , if u l < a (Fig. 18.2a) and then ii = u l ' or is restrained , if 

u l ~ a and then U = U - P (Fig. 18.2b). 

x x 

a 

x x 

a 

Fig. 18.2. Possible shapes of phase trajectories for the "contrary clock": a for U 1 < a and 

b for UI > a. For an oscillation cycle the point M (0, u) passes to the point 

MI (0, U I ), at UI > a this passage being performed with ajump from UI to U . 

Therefore, we obtain 

U-_ { qu 
qu- p 

for u < al q 

for u ~ al q 

where, for shortening the notation, 

q = e2mY/ 0. > 1 

(18.3) 
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was introduced. 
Let us depict the Keniks-Lamerey diagram for the point mapping obtained. For 

this, we shall construct a plot of dependence (Fig. 18.3) and shall draw a 
bisecting line. 

ii 

a a a 

a /q u a/q p/q-l u u 

Fig. 18.3. Possible shapes ofthe Keniks-Lamerey diagrams for the "contrary clock". 

In spite of its simplicity, studying the plot is sufficiently complicated. However, it 
is worth to spend efforts. Even upon spending a lot of effort, we shall not be able 
to prove everything, and so you will have to take something on trust. 

The point mapping diagrams constructed in this way can be of three different 
forms. These are shown in figure 18.3 a, b, c. 

The first case: both points A and B lie above the bisecting line. For this case, 
a - p > a / q or p / a < 1 -1 / q . The second case: the point B is below the 

bisecting line and the point C is above the point A. Here, a - p < a / q and 

a < p /(q -1), or p / a > 1-1/ q and p / a > q -1. The third case: the point 

B is below the bisecting line and the point C is below than the point A . For 

this case, a-p<q-l and a>p /(q-l) , or p / a>l- 1/ q and 

p / a < q - 1. As seen above, what from these cases will take place depends 

upon the magnitudes of q and p / a , provided that q < 1, 0 < p / a ~ 1 are 

taken into account. 
To each of the above listed cases there corresponds its own domain on the 

plane of magnitudes of q and p / a . These domains indicated as 1,2 and 3, 

respectively, are shown in figure 18.4. 
In the cases 1 and 3, almost all the subsequent transformations extend at 

infinity. This corresponds to an unbounded swing of oscillations. The case 2 
covers the two possible different behaviours being dependent upon the initial 
value of u . For u < p /(q -1) , the subsequent transformations of u will be 
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bounded for all the time. For u > p /(q -1), they, on the contrary, will increase 

unboundedly. 

p/a 

lt----~~~-,'----

q 

Fig. 18.4. The parametrie portrait corresponding to the different shapes of the Keniks
Lamerey diagrams shown in figure 18.3. 

Of the most interest for us is the case 2, when values of transformations retain 

bounded all the time. For any initial Uo E (0, P /(q -1)), the subsequent 

transformations U O ,ul'u2 ,oo. from some number fall onto the 

segment [a - p, a] and remain on it. Any such phase trajectory u o' u J , u 2 ,oo. is 

unstable, and the trajectories elose to it are running away. They may come elose 
to each other, in view of the discontinuity in the mapping (18.3), but further they 
are again dispersing, etc. 

Let us track how this is occurring through comparing the two trajectories 

UO,ul'u2 ,oo. and vO,vl'v2 ,.oothat have the elose initial points Uo and va . If 

the discontinuity point a / q of the mapping (18.3) is not located between the 

points Uo and vo' then in accordance with (18.3), one has 

(18.4) 

and, therefore, the distance between them will be increasing q > 1 times. If the 

point a / q is located between the points ua and va' then 

(18.5) 

The same alternative takes place in a11 subsequent transformations as weil. 
Therefore, in any case after some number of transformations, however elose could 
be the initial points, they will diverge at a fmite distance being not less than 
p / 2q . Besides, this definitely occurs during the nurnber of steps not more than 

n ,for which 
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(18.6) 

Therefore, however accurate1y though with some eITor we wou1d have 
calcu1ated the subsequent transformations (18.3), their eITors upon some of their 
number will exceed the magnitude p / 2q . An exception here will be on1y the 

case when the ca1cu1ation is abso1ute1y precise, but this is not real at all. Since 
these small eITors, as well as small disturbances, are unpredictab1e in their 
physica1 application and are not subject to any account, then we shall actually 
encounter the challenge of unpredictability of a phase trajectory for the motions 
ofthe "contrary c1ock". The motions ofthe "contrary c1ock" are unpredictab1e, and 
this unpredictability revea1s itse1f very soon. Indeed, for q = 1.76, P = 4 and 

for the very small eITor of 10-8 order in the initial conditions, the inequalities 

(18.6) will hold, since n ~ 32. For the eITor of the atom size order, they will 

hold for n ~ 48 . 
The running of the "contrary c1ock" is also unpredictab1e because of the fact 

that we cannot assign or know of their initial conditions abso1ute1y precise1y. 
Therefore, any eITor in an initial va1ue will, upon some time, lead to 1arge 
differences, i.e. will bring unpredictability. 

The idea that stochasticity can be generated by the vanishing neg1ected 
unknown uncertainties with their further exponentia1 amplification produced by 
the instability -this idea had been yet expressed by 1. H. Poincare and 1ater on, in a 
more detai1ed form, by N.S. Kry10v and M. Born. With reference to a 10ng-range 
weather fore cast, the effect of the surprisingly sensitive dependence upan small 
disturbances was yet noted by E. Lorenz as the "butterfly effect". A butterfly by 
its flight can change the atrnosphere state and the future weather in the way simi1ar 
to that through which it has influenced the events unfo1ding in one of Ray D. 
Bradbury's science fiction stories. 

Through comprehending the above said we are naturally coming to the 
understanding of the fact that instability gives birth to unpredictability, though 
this does not imp1y stochasticity. For stochasticity to appear, it is also required to 
have a prob ability description . Where can this description be taken from? As I 
think, to-day it is still difficult to give an exhaustive unique answer. This 
question needs a further deep studying. But, neverthe1ess, something can be said 
rightnow. 

The dynamical system described by the mapping (18.3) turns out to possess 
some surprising properties which allow its unpredictability to be assigned with 
the prob ability being determined by the system's dynamics only and not by the 
stochastic disturbances that are causing this unpredictability. What is needed for 
this is only the availability of these negligibly small randomnesses. It is sufficient 
to have those randomnesses which are generated by a thermal motion of 
molecules or even by a quantum probabi1istic nature of the microworld. 

Let us make it c1earer in the example with the "contrary c1ock" with the 
parameters from the domain 2 (Fig. 18.4). Here, we take the point with p = a 
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and q = 2 . The diagram ofthe point rnapping (I8.3), that we shall denote by T, 
will assurne the form shown in figure 18.5, and this rnapping itselfwill be written 
as 

_ { 2u u-
2u-a 

for u < a / 2 

for u? a / 2 
(18.7) 

The rnapping inverse to (18 .7) is two-valued. Let 1;-1 and T2 -I be its unique 

branches. In accordance with (18 .7), we have 

-I 1; : u = 
u+a 

2 
(18 .8) u= 

ii 

a I----r---,. 

u 

a/q 2a/q 

Fig. 18.5. The Keniks-Lamerey diagram for the "contrary clock" at P = a and q = 2 . 

Let us assign the initial point U o by supposing it to be randorn with sorne 

probability density Po(u). A small uncertainty in choosing U o irnplies the 

probability density Po(u) to be sirnilar to the eS -function and to be ofthe form 

shown in figure 18.6. The narrower and higher the peak ofthis function, the more 

precise the initial value Uo is assigned. 

Now let us perform the transformation Tunder which every Uo passes into 

the new u l . If U o is randorn, then u l will be randorn as weIl. Through the 

probability density Po (u) of the randorn point Uo ' one rnay find the probability 

density for the transformed point ul . Let it be PI (u). Proceeding the 
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transfonnations T further, one may find P2 (u), P3 (u) and so on. In order to 

calculate them actually, let us [md the relation between Ps (u) and P s+1 (u) . 

u 

Fig. 18.6. Probability density of the initial value U . 

The point us+1E(u,u+du) , if usE(~-I(u),~-I(u+du)) or 

U s E (T2 -\u),T2 -I (u + du)). Therefore, 

P(uS+1 E (u,u + du)) = 
1 1 1 1 (18 .9) 

= P(us E (~- (u),~- (u + du))) + P(us E (T2 - (u),T2 - (u + du))) 

where P() denotes the prob ability of the corresponding event. Thus, the relation 

(18.9) means that the prob ability ofthe fact that the point us+1 being an image of 

the point U s belongs to the interval (u,u + du) is equal to the sum of the 

probabilities of the fact that Us belongs to (~-I(u),~-I(u+du)) or 

(T2 -1 (u), T2 -1 (u + du)), respectively. 

In view of(18.8), let us rewrite (18.9) as 
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P(US+ I E (U,U + du)) = 

=P(U E(u,u+du))+p(Us E(u+a,u+a+du)) 
s 2 2 2 2 

or 

or, cancelling du, 

(18.10) 

The desired relation (18.10) allows us, starting with the known probability 

density Po (u ), to successively calculate the probability densities PI (u ), P 2 (u ) , 
etc. Here a natural question then arises: is there any limiting probability density 
and what is it? One may establish a convergence and fmd a limit as follows. 

Let the initial probability density Po (u) have a derivative. Then, according to 

(18.10), all the subsequent Ps (u) are differentiable as weIl. Differentiating 

(18.10), we fmd that 

P;+I (u) = : {p; (;) + P; (u; a)}. (18.11) 

It is evident from (18.11) that 

lim P; (u) = 0, 
s-+oo 

and, therefore, the limiting function P 00 (u ) is constant. Taking into account the 

normalization, we come immediately to 

1 
Poo(u) =-. 

a 

Thus, upon some time , the magnitudes of the post-impact velocities u s at 

the instants of passing by the pendulum of the "contrary elock" through the 
equilibrium will be the uniformly distributed random variables with the interval of 
values being equal to (0, a). These random variables are not independent. On the 

contrary, the magnitudes elose by number are connected with each other more 
elosely, but when departing from each other , this connection is attenuating, and 
the very distant values will be practically independent. 
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Wehave substantiated the availability of probability only with use of some 
special example, and at this making use of the particular case p = a and q = 2 . 
However, this proof can be also done for a wider case. In the above said the 
consideration adopted conceming the relations between the prob ability densities 

Ps (u) and P s+1 (u) carries a general nature. The difficulties here arise only in 

proving the existence of the limit of Ps (u) as S ~ 00. That is why we restrict 

ourselves by a study of the particular case p = a and q = 2 , though the present 

investigations make it possible to formulate far more general statements. They 
allow us to state that the existence of the limit is not something extraordinary, but, 
on the contrary, is one of general possibilities. 

Thus, the situation revealed in the very simple example with the "contrary 
elock" is of a general nature. It takes place in a wide range of turbulence 
phenomena in fluids and gases. It is because of it that a long-range weather 
forecast becomes very difficult. Stochasticity is also observed in various electrical 
and mechanical systems, and in motions of gas molecules. One may say that to 
stability and instability there correspond the two fundamentally different basic 
types of behaviour of dynarnical systems. The first case pertains to predictability 
and deterrninism, and the second to unpredictability and stochasticity. 

The simplest typical example of the first type of dynamical systems is the 
Galileo-Huygens elock, while the "contrary elock" or the simplest stochastic 
oscillator constitutes a typical example for the second case. 

A elock serves for measuring time and its merit lies in the regularity and 
stability of its running, whereas a stochastic oscillator produces macro
randornness from rnicro-randornness. The Galileo-Huygens clock generates a 
uniform series of time instants, while the "contrary elock" generates a random 
sequence. 

Phase trajectories in the first-type dynamical systems are coming elose, tending 
to equilibrium states or periodic motions; in the second-type systems, phase 
trajectories are diverging all the time, forrning thus a complex intricate ball. 

Earlier, when discussing auto-oscillations, there has been revealed some 
naturalness of their appearance in dynarnical systems and has been suggested a 
geometrical image of auto-oscillations, i.e. a elosed phase curve, which all the 
neighbouring trajectories are converging to. With unpredictable chaotic motions, 
this can be done with greater difficulties, since these motions are more many
sided. Their general specificity lies in their irregularity and unpredictability that 
can be born by very negligible disturbances. Nevertheless, for such motions, one 
may distinguish some attractive set of unstable phase trajectories. This is when 
each separate phase trajectory is unstable and its neighbouring trajectories are 
running away from it, but, taken as a whole, all the trajectories are attractive. This 
is schematically shown in figure 18.7. 

The presence of such a property is enough for unpredictability. As for 
stochasticity, it, at least, additionally demands the existence of the lirniting 
probability density discussed above. Generally speaking, this subject is still 
waiting for its researchers and further investigations still ahead, and these 
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investigations will be able to modify and enrich our phenomenological and 
postulationally constructed theory of probability. 

Fig. 18.7. A schematic representation of the attractive set for an unstable unpredictable 
motion. 

Here, I could have finished, but still I would like to acquaint you with the 
following remarkable system of differential equations by Lorenz: 

i = -ox+0' 

y = -rx- y-xz 

z = -bz+xy. 

It describes, in an approximate way, the thermal convection between a heated 
lower and a colder upper horizontal plates. For b = 0 , these equations describe 
a convective fluid circulation in a closed cireular tube being heated from below. If 
the tube is not heated from below, this system has a stable equilibrium. With 
heating being inereased, this equilibrium becomes unstable and the two stable 
fluid eirculations, clockwise and eountercloekwise, are being born. With heating 
being inereased further, these circulations beeome unstable and chaos is 
appearing, i.e. the equilibrium is broken and a cireulation is appearing, then it, in 
its turn, is broken and another cireulation is arising, and then the last, in its turn, is 
broken and the former is appearing again, ete; therefore, these events proeeed 
without any regularity, without any hints about periodicity and only with a 
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uniquely regular replacement of directions of the circulation; the replacement of 
one-side circulation by another-side circulation is unpredictable and is performed 
after different random time intervals. However, the most remarkable thing here is 
that the sequence of these circulation replacements turns out to be able to be 
described through the point mapping similar to one considered by us in the 
example with the "contrary c1ock". And now right here we are ready to put a 
point. 
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A c1assical Coulomb model of dry friction and a necessity to improve it. 
Oscillation excitation by friction and an appearance of auto-oscillations. 

The below narrative is about a mechanism and simplest mathematical models 
describing a birth of instability and auto-oscillations due to friction. 

In the fact that friction brings instability and auto-oscillations there is hidden 
something paradoxical, since we got accustomed to friction as retarding and 
stopping a motion. However, this turns out sometimes not so, and the paradox 
ceases as friction plays a role of a distributor of energy of some other energy 
source, not related to friction. As for friction itself, it actually can only retard a 
motion. 

A schematic simplified model, from which we start our study of the systems 
with a paradoxical role of the Coulomb friction, consists of a mass being pulled 
by aspring along a horizontal plane. Here, a massive body is moving under action 
of the force of a stretchable spring (Fig. 19.1a). In this model, it may be 
considered that a plane is moving with some constant velocity and the spring 
terminal attached to the body is motionless. 

Let us consider this last variant of the model (Fig. 19.1 b). This model can also 
represents the so-called Froude pendulum (Fig. 19.1 c), which is a usual 
pendulum mounted through a muff on an axis rotating at a constant velocity. 
The axis is rotating in the muff with some, not very large, friction so that the 
pendulum might swing on it, but not rotate together with the axis. As real 
prototypes of this schematically described model there may serve brake blocks in 
cars, trams, railroad wagons and in other various mechanically braking devices as 
weIl. With some portion of reserve, to this area of applications there may be 
brought a violin string along which a bow is sliding with some friction. 

Let us now return to the schematic model adopted. Denoting a magnitude of 
the displacement of the mass m from its position (under this displacement the 
spring is not extended) through X and the force of friction between the mass 

and the moving plane through F , we may write the Newton equation as 

mx = -kx+F (19.1) 
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v 

a 

H x 
m ~ 

t) ~ f) v 

b 

c 

Figs. 19.1. Different specific realizations ofthe mathematical model (19.3). 

The nature of the dry friction force is very complicated. The fIrst 
mathematical model of the dry friction force was suggested yet in the 18-th 
century by Ch. Coulomb. This force was called after hirn. You were told about it 
at the school as about the Coulomb friction laws, according to which the friction 
force does not depend upon the mutual velocity of the rubbing surfaces; it is 
directed against the velocity and in its value is proportional to the normal pressure 
so that 
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F = Fosign(v - X), (19.2) 

where signq is a sign of the value q. This formula is valid for X =1= v. For 

X = V , i.e. when the mass is moving together with the plane ( and the mass seems 
fastened to the plane) , the friction force, i.e. a static friction force, may be of any 

value within the limits (-Fo , Fo)' The last implies that any force being less in 

value than Fo cannot displace the mass being at rest with respect to the moving 

plane. The movement will start when an acting force in its value is more than Fo . 

These last statements about a static friction force can be included into the 
formula (19.2) by adopting that signO will indicate any value between -1 and 

1. Upon that, the relation (19.2) will be a mathematical model for the Coulomb 
friction, and the motion equation will be written as 

mx + kx = Fosign(v - x). (19.3) 

The differential equation (19.3) is a mathematical model for the system under 
study. Revealing its dynamics is reduced to a study of the phase portrait for the 
dynamical system (19.3). 

The phase space of the dynamical system defined by the equation (19.3) is a 
plane of the phase variables X and X = y . In the half-planes y < V and y > V 

, motions ofthe phase points are subjected, according to (19.3), to the equations 

mx+kx = +Fo ' (19.4) 

each of which represents a harmonie oscillator with an equilibrium state at 

X = -Fa / k, X = Y = 0 or at X = Fa / k, X = y = 0, respectively. This 

allows us to immediately depict the phase trajectories separately in each of the 
half-planes y < V and y > v, as shown in figure 19.2. 

The motion of the phase point in this figure is defmed everywhere except the 
points of the line X = y = v. This line is divided into three parts: the half-line 

( -00,0] ) , with respect to which the phase trajectories come from below and go 

away from above; the closed interval [0],°2 ], on which the phase trajectories 

come from below and above; and the half-line (°2,00), where they come from 

above and go away from below. 
It is natural to expect, due to the continuity of the variation of the velocity 

y = X and that of the coordinate X (a phase point cannot perform jumps), that 

in its travelling the phase point will transverse the half-lines (-00, 0]) and 

(0 2,00) from below to above and from above to below, respectively; falling into 

the interval [0],°2 ] from below or from above, the phase point will remain on 
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it, moving along it in accordance with y = X = V lying on the half-line; and 

then, having arrived to the point °2 , the phase point will leave it passing on to 

the below half-plane. 

x 

Fig. 19.2. The phase portrait of the Iinearized Froude-pendulum-Iike system under the 
Coulomb idealization for friction . 

The description done completely defmes the motion of phase points within the 
entire phase plane. However, it may seem not proved completely or, at any case, 
may seem to need a more detailed description. 

The mass m can move along the supporting plane with some slipping or 
without it, i.e. together with the plane. Within the half-planes y < v and y > v , 

the motion will be everywhere with a slipping. On the half-lines (-00,0\) and 

(°2 ,00) , there will be instantaneous halts with respect to the plane caused by 

the replacements of the slipping directions being perforrned at the velocity 

V - x. Within the interval [0\, °2 ] , no slipping will occur and here the mass 

will move together with the plane at the velocity V, i.e. here x = y = V. In the 

interval [0i' °2 ], the friction force is a static friction force, and here, during 

some finite time, we shall have y = V and y = 0, and hence, in view of the 

equation (19.3), we shall get 

(19.5) 
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Since on the interval [01 , °2 ] we obtain - Fa / k < X < Fa / k, then the 

tighting force kx of the spring will not exceed the value Fo of the static friction 

and, therefore, no slipping will appear. On the contrary, on the half-lines 

(-00,°1) and (°2,00), there will occur instantaneous halts, because here the 

tighting force kx will exceed the limit Fo of the static friction force. 

Now, we are tuming to a general description for the phase portrait shown in 
figure 19.2 and for admissible motions of the mass m . 

There is an equilibrium 0 (X = Fo / k,y = 0). It is stable , a centre-type 

equilibrium. Around it, there may be an infmite set ofharmonic oscillations, up to 
some limiting amplitude corresponding to the curve ['. These harmonie 
oscillations do not damp, though friction is available. All the other motions, upon 
some oscillations with a degressive swinging amplitude, lead to a temporary 
movement of the mass m together with the moving plane, i.e. to a movement of 

the phase point along the interval [01 , O2 ], whereupon there arise harmonie 

oscillations described by the elosed phase curve [' . 
We have done a theoretical research of the motions of the spring-attached 

mass, lying on a moving plane, on the basis of the Coulomb friction model and 
have revealed not only a stable equilibrium (that looks rather natural), but also, to 
our astonishment, some set of different periodic oscillations. However, these 
theoretical results are not confirmed experimentally: during some small finite time 
intervals the theoretic and experimental data come elose to each other, but with 
time the divergence between them is growing. This drastic growth of differences 
takes place only within the phase space domain confined by the curve [' and 
implies that the equilibrium may be unstable and instead of an infinite number of 
periodic motions there may be either no one motion or one, that is most often. At 
the same time, the Coulomb laws are observed very precisely. Here for us there is 
no way out, and so even negligible divergences from the Coulomb law may 
seemingly yield such significant differences . This is really so; and you have 
already encountered this challenge when you were studying the Volterra-Lotka 
"predator-prey" model. There the reason was hidden in the incorrectness of the 
mathematical model and that incorrectness was brought about by the presence of 
the centre-type equilibrium. In our case, a centre is available as weIl. Therefore, 
everything possibly depends upon it; and, hence, the mathematical model for the 
Coulomb friction should be improved in such a way as to make the mathematical 
model of the system under question correct. It is desirable to be done so that the 
differences between real and ideal Coulomb friction characteristics be accounted 
and simultaneously the advanced mathematical model should not complicate OUf 

investigation. We note here that to the Coulomb law there corresponds the plot in 
figure 19.3, showing a dependence of the friction force F upon the mutual 
velocity U ofthe rubbing surfaces. 
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F 

Fo 

u 

-----1-Fo 

Fig. 19.3. The Coulomb idealization for dry friction. 

An experiment suggests somewhat other plots. In general, they are of the 
following three types: the friction force is increasing as velocity increases; the 
friction force is decreasing as velocity decreases; at first, is decreasing and then 
increasing. Possible also are some other variants, but we shall leave them 
beyond our attention. The three listed types are shown in figure 19.4. 

F F 

u 

a b c 

Fig. 19.4. Possible deviations from the Coulomb characteristic offrietion. 

For the first two types, the following piecewise-linear approximation is natural, 
under which the friction force will be equal to: 

F = Fosign u +hu, (19.6) 

where u IS a mutual velocity of the rubbing surfaces; in our case it will be 

u = V - X . In the third case, the friction force is approximated by the third-order 
polynomial 

F = Fosign u + jJu + fU 3 . (19.7) 

Naturally, these approximations can be good only for bounded values of u . 
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In the case (19.6), a mathematical model ofthe system under consideration will 
be as follows 

mx + hi + kx = Fosign(v - i) + hv, (19.8) 

and in the case (19.7), as follows 

mx + hi + kx = Fosign(v - i) + ßu + JU3 , (19.9) 

where h,ß,y are small. 

As for the general case, the equation for improved mathematical model can be 
written as 

mx+kx=F(u), u=v-i, (19.10) 

where F (u) is a piecewise smooth function having a discontinuity point at 

u = o. It is clear that the mathematical model (19.10) involves the models (19.8) 
and (19.9) as particular cases. 

Westart our investigation from the very general model, but we will only deal 

with the equilibrium state x = F(v) / k, i = 0, when the friction force and the 

spring tighting force are balanced. Of interest for us will be only astability of this 
equilibrium. 

For stability analysis, we need to consider the motions occuning dose to the 
equilibrium X = F (v) / k . Let us introduce a new variable 

~=x- F(v) 
k 

and write the equation (19.10) as follows 

.. 8F . 
m~+k~=F(u)-F(v)=-- ~+ .... 

8u x=O 

(19.11) 

Neglecting the terms of the second and subsequent orders of smallness with 
respect to the small amount of ~, denoted above by dots, we will consider the 

linearized equation 
.. 8F . 

m~+- ~+k~=O. 
8u x=O 

This is a well-known oscillator. Its equilibrium is stable if 

~: I u=v > 0 

and unstable under the otherwise inequality. 

(19.12) 

(19.13) 
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Thus, if the velocity V is on an ascending branch of the fiiction characteristic, 
then the equilibriurn will be stable, and, if it lies on a descending branch, then the 
equilibrium will be unstable. This general statement derived fiom the general 
model will retain also true, of course, for the models (19.6) and (19.7). A 
qualitative shape of the fiiction characteristic for the model (19.6) is given in 
figure 19.4. Here, 

8F
1 

=h. au u=v 
(19.14) 

For the model (19.7), we have 

(19.15) 

Therefore, the equilibriurn state X = F (V) / k, X = 0 of these models is stable 

for the positive h and ß + 3 J'V2 , and unstable for negative. 

Without specifying the shape of the friction characteristic, to say something 
else conceming the model (19.10) is hardly possible; therefore, let us address to 
the more specific models (19.8) and (19.9). 

Let us rewrite the equation (19.8) 

mX + hX + kx = Fosign( V - x) + hv . 

In the half-planes X > V and X < V of its phase plane x, X = y, the equation 

will take the form 

mX+hX+kx=+Fo +hv, (19.16) 

i.e. in each of them, it will be a linear oscillator with the equilibriurn state 

h _Fo . 0 
removed to the point X = - V + -, X = (with respect to the common case 

k k 
when the equilibrium is placed in the point X = X = 0). The quantity h is 
assumed to be smalI, and therefore, their phase portraits will be a stable focus for 
h > 0 and an unstable focus for h < O. Here, a twisting and untwisting of the 

phase trajectories occurs slowly because of smallness of h ; therefore, a drastic 
change of the phase trajectories for the equation (19.16) with respect to those for 
the earlier considered equation (19.4) will happen only with the c10sed phase 

trajectories covering the point (Fo / k, 0) (Fig. 19.2). For h > 0 and h < 0 
these changes will be different; they are represented in figure 19.5 a and b. The 
case considered earlier refers to h = O. In the first case, for h > 0, any motion 
terminates with the stable equilibrium state 0 with the coordinates 
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F 
x = _0 , X = O. In the second case, when h < 0, this equilibrium is unstable, 

k 
and any motions will tenninate with a stable periodic motion, i.e. with an auto
oscillation depicted in figure 19.5b by the closed curve r (a thick line). 

These qualitative vanatIons occur for the indefinitely small h, and it 
confinns and proves the above made statement about incorrectness of the 
mathematical model (19.8), being coincident with the model at hand for h = O. 
For h*,O, the mathematical model (19.8) is correct. This follows from the 
general theory of robustness, i.e. from structural stability, for second-order 
dynamical systems. Therefore, it may be expected that the derived result is of 
general nature, i.e. it takes place for any monotonous - not very steep - friction 
characteristics, increasing and decreasing. Of course, before making such a 
supposition it is not bad to look at the computer display. Besides, one should keep 
in mind that the above approximations for the friction force presuppose X and V 

to be not very 1arge. 
Let us turn to the model (19.9). Hs friction characteristic consists of a 

descending and a subsequent ascending parts (Fig. 19.4c). Let us take as a sample 
the investigation made earlier for dynamics of a lamp tube described by the Van 
der Pol equation. 

Let v> 0 and x be small. Then we shall write the equation (19.9) as follows 

After replacing the variables ~ = X - ao / k , we reduce this differential equation 

to 

(19.17) 

where 26 = al / m, a = a2 / mal' b = a3 / mal' and Ol2 = k / m. For 

a = 0 , it is very similar to the Van der Pol equation. As it will be apparent in the 

sequel, the tenn at is inessential. The equation (19.17) with a = 0 and the Van 

der Pol equation are the simplest mathematical models for auto-oscillation 
systems. 
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x 

a v-x > 0 

x 

x 

b 

Fig. 19.5. The phase portraits of the Froude-pendu1um-like systems for the friction 
characteristic of the form shown in the cases a and b of figure 19.4. 
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Let us start with an investigation of the equation (19.17). As earlier, we assume 
that 

q = Acos(mt + 97) (19.18) 

dd . h· d fh E __ (ß2+/"i)2;:2)/2 an etermme t e tlme erivative 0 t e energy ':> U/ ':> for the 

corresponding linear oscillator as 

= [26(1- aq - bt )~]~ = (19.19) 

= 26[1 + amAsin(mt + 97) - bm2 A 2 sin 2 (mt + 97)]m 2 A 2 sin 2 (mt + 97). 

Recall here that these last calculations are carried out with the terms with A and 

rjJ being neglected, i.e. when A = rjJ = 0 . 

or 

By integrating (19.19) over the period 2;r / m , we find that 

M 2 = 4;r6A 2 -2;r6bm A 4 

m 
(19.20) 

From (19.20), there follows the recurrent relation for the subsequent amplitudes 

An and An+1 

2 4;r6 2 4 
An+1 = (1 + -)A n - 2;r6bmAn ' (19.21 ) 

m 
which can be regarded as a point mapping of a half-plane into itself. To its fixed 
point A = 0 there will correspond an equilibrium state that for 6 < 0 will be 

stable and for 6> 0 unstable. For b > 0, there will be also another fixed point 

(19.22) 

which for 6 > 0 will be stable, i.e. when the equilibrium is unstable. 
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For the friction characteristic of the form in figure 19Ac, which is 
approxirnated by the polynomial (19.7), if the velocity v lies on its descending 
part, then 5 > 0 and b > 0 and, therefore, an equilibrium state will be unstable, 
and there will be born the auto-oscillations of the amplitude being approximately 
determined by the formula (19.22) (Fig. 19.6). 

x 

v>x 

Fig. 19.6. A phase portrait ofthe Froude-pendulum-Iike systems when adescending part is 
available for the friction characteristic shown in figure 19.4c. 

One may expect, with some portion of optimism, that the similar situation will 
occur for any characteristic of the form shown in figure 19 Ac (but for small 5). 
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An amplitude-phase frequency characteristic. Phenomena of a resonance 
and a phase shift. Examples of a ship pitching and a dynamical oscillations 
damper. A spectral approach and the superposition principle. The 
generalized eS -function and the superposition principle. 

We have got acquainted with such simplest physical implementations of a linear 
oscillator as a spring-attached mass (ifthere is a viscous friction available) and an 
electric circuit represented by a self-induction, a capacitance and a resistance . 
Now, we are going to study how these objects are affected by the harmonic force 
and by voltage, respectively (Fig. 20.1). 

o 
E cosvt 

FCOSK 

Fig. 20.1. Mechanical and electrical oscillators under external harmonic forces . 

In both cases, a mathematical model will be one and the same and of the form 

x + 2& + 0/ x = a cos 11 . (20.1 ) 

For the sake of simplicity in this and similar situations, we shall use a complex 
form of notations, through replacing the equation (20.1) by the equation 
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x + 26 X + ai x = aeil-f . (20.2) 

This equation should be understood in the following way: its real part is the 

equation under our study (20.1); accordingly, aeil-f is a complex notation for the 
real action a cos vt and x in (20.1) is a real part of x in (20.2). 

A solution of the non-homogeneous equation (20.2) inc1udes a general solution 
of a homogeneous equation (well-known for us) and any solution of the non
homogeneous equation we are trying to find. Weshall search for the solution in 

the form X = Aeil-f, i.e. as oscillations of the same frequency as the external 

force aeil-f has. A direct substitution will give 

(_v2 + 26M + ai)A = a, 

from which 

A= a 
ai - v2 + 26M 

(20.3) 

If the general solution to the homogeneous equation is presupposed to be 

disappearing as t ~ 00 (this is the case for 6 > 0 and ai > 0), then the 
oscillation, remaining with the unbounded increase of time, will coincide with 
the particular solution derived ofthe non-homogeneous equation 

(20.4) 

Let us c1arify what this solution iso Weshall start with a general consideration. 
Let 

x = K(i v)eil-f , (20.5) 

where K(i v) is a complex function of the frequency v. Only the real part of 

(20.5) has an actual sense. Let us determine it, by preserving its denotation X , 

x = Re(K(iv)eil-f) = Re[1 K(iv) 1 ei(l-f+argK(iV»] = 

=1 K(iv) 1 cos(vt +~), 

where ~ = argK(iv). 
Thus, the derived particular solution of (20.4), which will be set with t being 

increased for the asymptotically stable oscillator, is a harmonie oscillation with 
the frequency of the external force v, the amplitude 1 K(i v) 1 and the phase 

~ = arg K (i v) . Therefore, this oscillation is called a forced oscillation. 
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We invite your attention to the fact that the characteristics of a harmonie 
oscillator, i.e. its amplitude and phase, are determined as functions of the external 
force frequency V by one and the same complex number K(i v). Due to this 

fact, KU v) was called a gain-phase (amplitude-phase) frequency characteristic, 

i.e. the characteristic which simultaneously unifies the frequency dependencies for 
amplitude and phase. 

The amplitude-phase frequency characteristic may be made geometrically 
visual. For this purpose, let us draw a locus , i.e. a curve being TUn on the 
complex plane W by the complex point w = KU v) as V is varying from 0 to 

00 (Fig. 20.2). 

w =K(iJ,j 

Fig. 20.2. An amplitude-phase frequency characteristic. 

The length of the radius-vector for the point W of this curve, corresponding to the 
frequency v, and the angle inc1uded between this vector and the real axis will be, 
respectively, the amplitude and the phase for the respective forced oscillation. 

The locus relevant to the formula (20.4) can be easily depicted by its three 
specific points for which V = 0, V = ()) and V = 00 (Fig. 20.3).For a small 5, 
the locus will be strongly elongated along the negative direction of the imaginary 
axis and for V = 0) will take the value - ia /250) . The locus begins in the point 

W = a / {))2 and terminates in the point w = O. 
With the amplitude-phase frequency characteristic (Fig. 20.3) being known, 

one can easily plot an amplitude dependence, i.e. a resonance curve, and a phase 
dependence upon the external disturbance frequency v. These dependencies for 

different 5 > 0 are qualitatively presented in figure 20.4. From them there 
follows a well-known phenomenon of the amplitude resonance, i.e. a large 
growth of the amplitude near V = 0) for 5 < < 1 , and a less known, but not less 
remarkable, phenomenon of the antiphase for forced oscillations with respect to 
the external disturbance for v> 0). For 5 = 0 , the oscillation phase depends 
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discontinuously upon the frequency V : for V < OJ, it is equal to zero, and for 

V > OJ, it is equal to - ff. For not large t5 > 0 , this dependence is already 

continuous, but with a fast change ofphase rp elose to V = OJ (Fig. 20.5). 

v= !Xi v=O 

Fig. 20.3. An amplitude-phase frequency characteristic for the linear oscillator. 

A 

v 

Fig. 20. 4. Amplitude frequency characteristics (resonance curves) for three decreasing 

values ofthe damping coefficient t5 (viscous friction or ohmic resistance). 

The resonance is distinguished the more vividly, the less damping t5 iso For 

small t5 , the maximal amplitude is attained at V = OJ approximately, and, more 
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precisely, at V = .J 0/ - 262 , because it is at this very value of the external 

disturbance frequency that the maximum of the module of A, defined by the 
formula (20.3), is attained (Fig. 20.4). 

v 

Fig. 20.5. Phase frequency characteristics for three decreasing values ofthe damping 

coefficient 6 (viscous friction or ohmic resistance) . 

These both phenomena can be brightly illustrated by ship's rolling and pitching 
when meeting the waves. In both cases, as a approximate model for ship's rolling 
or pitching there serves an oscillator subject to the action of some external 
harmonie force ; A.N. Krylov was the first to pay attention to this fact. Of a special 
interest here is ship's pitching , when for a sufficiently large amplitude of 
disturbing waves, the frequency of pitching oscillations depends upon the velocity 
and the course of the ship. If the course and the velocity are unsuccessful, then the 
onrunning waves can be of the frequency somewhat exceeding the proper 
frequency of the pitching oscillations; then the resonance phenomenon will be 
accompanied with the fact that the ship will be not climbing upon the onrunning 
waves , but will be falling down and burying itself into them. 

Let us find the conditions under which there occurs a birth of such an 
undesirable and dangerous pitching. Let 8 be an angle formed between directions 
of a wave motion of the velocity u and the ship moving at the velocity u 
against the wave. Here, the velocity of the onrunning waves is equal to 
u + U cos 8 (Fig. 20.6), and the frequency of their run-ons is equal to 

V = 2JDr l (u + ucos 8) , where A is a length ofthe onrunning waves. 
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Let OJ be a proper frequency of free ship oscillations. Then especially 
dangerous will be the situation when v and OJ are elose to each other and 
v > OJ, since it is the very case that can bring the resonance, and the oscillations 
of the bow will be in antiphase with respect to the onrunning waves. 

Fig. 20. 6. A course of a ship moving at the velocity U at the angle f} to the wave 
onrunning at the velocity u . 

The following example of forced oscillations of a system is somewhat more 
complicated than an oscillator. Its main part constitutes a mechanism mounted on 
some elastic base and subject to a harmonic force arising during its work. The 
mathematical modelofthis system coincides with (20.1). The periodic disturbance 
in this system can be caused by, say, eccentrically revolving components or parts 
moving to and fro at some frequency v. Under the action of this force, the 
mechanism begins to perform very undesirable vibrations. 

How to suppress or at least decrease these vibrations. One of the effective 
means for suppressing them is a dynamic damper that represents a mass with a 
spring attached to a basic large mass ofthe vibrating mechanism (Fig. 20.7). 

Let X and y be displacements of the mechanism and the damper mass, 

respectively, from their equilibrium positions, and M and m be masses of the 

mechanism and the damper, K and k be a stiffness of the mechanism base 
(fastening) and adamper spring stiffness. A mathematical model for the 
mechanism on an elastic base and with a dynamic damper (Fig. 20.7) can be 
written in the form 
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Mx = -Kx- k(x - y) + Feil<, 

my = k(x - y). (20.6) 

Fig. 20.7. A scheme for a mechanical resonance damper of forced oscillations. 

F or the sake of simplicity, frictions are not taken into ac count by this model. Of 
course, for areal calculation, the frictions should be considered, though for our 
demonstrative purposes they are not essential and will just make our analysis 
more complicated. 

The equation (20.6) can be written on the basis of either Newton laws 
imrnediately or the Lagrange function that, in the given case, is equal to 

Mi 2 mj/ Kx 2 k(x _ y)2 
L=--+------------'---'---'---

2 2 2 2 

and, besides, there are the forces 

Q =Feil< 
x ' 

Let us find the forced oscillations of the model (20.6). In accordance with the 
preceding, assume that 

'1< x= Ae' , 

and insert them into (20.6). Thus, we ob ta in 

(20.7) 
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_My 2 A = -KA-k(A-B)+F, 

- m y2 B = k( A - B) , (20.8) 

from which it follows that 

A = F(k- my2) 
(K +k-My 2)(k- my2)-e ' 

(20.9) 

From these formulae it follows that the forced oscillations of a base-mounted 
mechanism will have the amplitude A, being nullified for 

k- my2 =0. (20.10) 

Under this condition, the rnass of the damper 05cillates with the amplitude 
B = - F / k, 50 that the springs of the damper act upon the mechanism mass 

with the force kBeilt = _Feilt, compensating exactly the effect Feilt. Since, 

according to (20.10), k = m y2 and the mass m is small, the amplitude of the 
damper oscillations can be large and sufficient to neutralize the influence of the 
harmonie force upon the mechanism. 

This is a remarkable and surprising result: the damper is oscillating, but the 
mechanism is still not vibrating. However, how did the damper begin vibrating? 
Apparently, there can be a unique answer here: the mechanism was vibrating in 
the beginning and caused oscillations of the damper; then the damper oscillations 
suppressed the mechanism oscillations and, as a result, they disappeared; upon it 
only damper oscillations remained. This looks truthfully, but it is not the case, 
since one may speak about forced oscillations as steady-state oscillations only 
upon the proper oscillations having damped, i.e. when friction is available. 
Therefore, this can happen only if vanishingly small frictions are present. They 
exists always, of course, and all the above is true ultima analysi. However, if the 
frictions are very smalI, the mechanism vibrations are not fully absent, but retain 
very small. 

We have thus considered the action exerted by a harmonie force upon a linear 
oscillator, determined the forced oscillations caused by it and have revealed the 
phenomena of synchronism, resonance and a phase shift. 

Synchronism becomes apparent because of the fact that a harmonie action of 
the frequency y induces harmonie forced oscillations of the same frequency. The 
phenomena of resonance manifest themselves the more heavily, the smaller the 
friction parameter t5 > 0 is, and, therefore, the amplitude of the forced 
oscillations is growing unboundedly as t5 ~ 0 . 
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The phenomenon of a phase shift is its dependence upon the action frequency 
v. This dependence is such that, for small frequencies, the phase shift is near to 
zero, and for large frequencies, it is near to -!T, i.e. to the antiphase. For 

eS ~ 0, this dependence assurnes a jump-like nature: for v< {}}, the phase 

shift is equal to zero, and for V > {}}, it is equal to -!T. 

We have also introduced a notion of the amplitude-phase frequency 
characteristic K(i v) in such a way as to have the relationship between the 

harmonie disturbance ae iJ4 and the forced oscillations AeiJ4 written in a very 
simple fashion 

A = K(iv)a , (20.11 ) 

that reminds the lever law. Of course, from this notation the phenomena of 
synchronism, resonance and a phase shift follow. Such is the success of a good 
theory: the complicated becomes simple. 

Now I would like to do one important addition to this brief story of our 
research. The formula (20.8) relates to a harmonie disturbance, and would not it 
be possible to generalize it to an arbitrary periodic force? This turns out to be 
possible. This becomes possible thanks to the superposition principle and the 
representability of any periodic disturbance as a sum of harmonie disturbanees. 
You know this representability from the mathematical analysis, where it is called 
the Fourier series. 

According to the theory of Fourier series, the periodic ftmction J(t) of the 

period T = 2!T / v, under some non-limiting for us assumptions, can be 
represented as follows 

J(t) = Ias cos svt+bs sinsvt, (20.12) 

where 

T T 

ao = ~ fJ(t)dt, 
2!T 0 

a s = ~ fJ(t)cos s vt dt, 
!Ta 

T 

bs =~ fJ(t)sinsvtdt, 
!T o 

(s = 1,2, ... ) , 

or as follows 

00 

J(t) = Re I(as _ib.)e iSJ4 . (20.13) 
s=o 
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The last formula (20.13) implies that a periodie disturbanee is a surn of harmonie 
disturbanees (in the eomplex notation) 

00 

J(t) = Re ~>seiS>t, Cs = as - ibs . (20.14) 
s~o 

Sueh a representation ofthe funetion J(t) is ealled speetral, and the frequeneies 

of its harmonie eomponents eonstitute its speetrum. The eonstant disturbanee 

Co = ao is ofthe zero frequeney. The harmonie eomponent ofthe frequeney V is 

ealled fundamental, and the rest disturbanees, named as harmonies, have the 
frequeneies 2v,3v, .... The amplitudes of these harmonie eomponents, the 

fundamental and the harmonies, will be equal to 1 Cl 1,1 c2 I, ... , respeetively. 

Now, in order to find the foreed oseillations eorresponding to an arbitrary 
periodie disturbanee J(t) , it is suffieient to apply the superposition prineiple. To 

a separate harmonie disturbanee involved in (20.14) there will eorrespond the 
below foreed oseillation 

csK(is v)eis>t , (20.15) 

and, therefore, to the sum of disturbanees (20.14), i.e. to the disturbanee J(t) , 
there will eorrespond a sum of the foreed harmonie oseillations (20.15), i.e. 

00 I csK(is v)eiS>t . (20.16) 
s~o 

Corresponding to (20.16) are the harmonie oseillations with frequeneies sv, 
amplitudes 1 csK(is V) 1 and phases arg[csK(is v)]. Here, the phenomenon of 

eynehronism remains in the sense that the oseillator response is of the same 
period as the disturbanee has; and the phenomenon of a phase shift under the 
periodie disturbanee (20.14) beeornes senseless; whereas the phenomenon of 
resonanee retains. However, a resonanee beeomes now possible not only at 

V = .J (j}2 - 262 , but also at sv = .J (j}2 - 262 for any integer s, i.e. not 
only at the fundamental frequeney, but at its harmonies as weIl. However, sinee 

Cs ~ 0 as S ~ 00, the phenornenon of resonanee ean arise only at not very 

distant harmonies in the ease 6 > 0 . For 6 = 0 , it is possible at any harmonie. 
The above said eoneerning an external periodie disturbanee of the oseillator 

ean be generalized to an arbitrary disturbanee J(t). This further generalization is 

also based on the superposition prineiple, but follows from the more general 
teehniques of representing the disturbances J(t) as a superposition of simpler 

disturbanees. Here, under simpler disturbanees there are implied those for whieh 
a response of the oseillator ean be easily found. In the above ease, such a simple 
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disturbance was the harmonie signal eir-t. The response to this disturbance was 

also harmonie and equal to K(i v)eir-t, where K(i v) is the amplitude-phase 

frequeney eharacteristie of the oseillator. We used then the fact that the periodie 
disturbanee J(t) ofthe period T ean be represented as a Fourier series, i.e. as a 

superposition of the harmonie oseillations of the frequencies 2mz / T , 
n = 1,2,3, ... and some constant disturbanee. But exeept the Fourier series, there 

also exists the Fourier integral that allows to represent any funetion J(t) , 
decreasing suffieiently fast as t -1- ±oo , in the form 

00 

f(t)= Jg(v)eir-tdv, (20.17) 
-00 

i.e. also as a superposition of the harmonie disturbanees g( v)eir-t d v, having 

frequency v, amplitude I g( v)d V I and phase arg[g( v)d v]. Here, the 

function g( V) , ealled the Fourier transformation for the funetion J(t) , is known 

to be determined by the formula 

1 00
. 

g(v) = - JJ(t)e-lr-t dt . 
2ff 

-00 

(20.18) 

The response of the oseillator to each harmonie component g(v)eir-t d V of 

the integral sum (20.17) will be K(iv)g(iv)eir-tdv, and the response to the 

entire disturbance J(t) will be 

00 

x(t) = fK(iv)g(v)eir-tdv. (20.19) 
-00 

Alongside with the speetral representation of the external disturbance f (t) , 
there mayaiso exist an impulse representation, i.e. representing the disturbanee 
f(t) as a sequenee of instantaneous impulse disturbanees. At the instant t, for 

the time interval dt , the magnitude ofthis impulse is equal to J(t)dt, where the 

duration dt is vanishingly small. It is impossible to assign such an impulse 
through common funetions, and this is attained with use of a generalized function 
that was called the delta function. An instantaneous unit impulse at the instant T 

is written as 6(t - T) . To conceive this deseription, i.e. this mathematieal model 

for an instantaneous unit impulse, is possible, if we imagine it as a limit of a 
piek-like funetion rp(t - T, c), shown in figure 20.8, as C -1- O. It is also 
assumed here that, in spite of the faet that the domain of the width C near the 
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point T, in which the function rp(t - T', 6') differs from zero, is narrowing 

unboundedly, the integral 

<Xl H el 2 

frp(t - T',6')dt = frp(t - T',6')dt (20.20) 
-<Xl r - c / 2 

will remain all the time equal to unity. It is clear that such a requirement leads to 
an unbounded growth of the function as 6' ~ 0 and to the absence of a limiting 
function as an ordinary notion. Let us bypass this difficulty by having called the 

lirniting function a generalized function and by writing it in the form c5(t - T') . 
With the help ofthis generalized function, any disturbance f(t) can be then written 
as follows 

<Xl 

J(t) = f J( T')c5(t - T')d T'. (20.21) 
-<Xl 

rp (t-r; &) 

T-&/2 T T+& / 2 

Fig. 20.8. A pike-like disturbance by a unit impulse transferring, as 5 ~ 0 , to the 

generalized c5 -function c5(t - T') . 

Indeed, according to the mean value theorem, one has 
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00 r+liI2 

fJ(T)5(t-T)dT= lim fJ(T)9(t-T,c)dT= 
-00 c ~ 0 r-liI2 

r+liI2 

= limJ(?) fK(t - T)dT = J(t). 
&->0 r-c/2 

Recall that T is a value lying within the narrowrng interval 

(t - c / 2, t + c / 2) . 
Through the forrnula (20.21) an external disturbance is represented as a 

superposition of impulse disturbances being described by the generalized function 

5(t - T). Let us denote a response of the oscillator to a unit impulse through 

Ij/(t - T). Then, by the superposition principle, the response x(t) of the 

oscillator to any disturbance J(t) can be written as 

00 

x(t) = fJ(T)Ij/(t-T)dT. (20.22) 
-00 

N ow, we need only to find the response Ij/(t - T) of the oscillator to the unit 

impulse 5(t - T), i.e. to the disturbance J(t) = 5(t - T) . Before starting a 

search for this response, let us specify the conditions for its action and also what is 
understood under a response ofthe oscillator to the disturbance J(t). 

The matter is that a motion of the oscillator is deterrnined by its initial state and 
by a subsequent extern al disturbance. Hence, under a response to an external 
disturbance it is natural to understand only its component which corresponds to 
this very extern al disturbance, but not to the initial disturbance of the oscillator 
born by the nonzero initial conditions. Thus, under Ij/(t - T) we understand the 

result of the action exerted by the impulse 5(t - T) under the zero initial 

conditions, i.e. we want to solve the following problem: to find a solution of the 
differential equation 

(20.23) 

such that 

X(T-4)=O, i(T-4)=O, (;>0). (20.24) 

Let us find this solution inforrnally and then its correctness may be checked 
by me ans of a direct substitution. 
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An instantaneous impulse yields a jump of the velocity X- , but the coordinate 

X is not changed, since an impulse duration is infmitely small and the velocity X
is finite. Therefore, by integrating (20.23) from -r - & /2 to -r + Ei /2 and by 

letting Ei ~ 0, we have 

Ai = x-(-r+ 0) - x-(-r- 0) = 1, 

from which, in view of x-( -r - 0) = 0 , it follows that x-( -r + 0) = 1 . In addition, 

we have x(-r+ 0) = x(-r- 0) = O. 

Thus, as a response to the disturbance 5(t - -r) there will be a solution of the 

equation 

which is equal to zero for t < -r and, for t;::: -r, is determined by the initial 
conditions 

x(-r)=O, x-(-r)=1. 

According to (13.7), this solution for ai - 52 > 0 is written as 

x(t) = Ij/(t - -r) = { -,,{I-r) 1 ~ r\( ) e -sm::'01 t--r 
n 

for t::;; Z" 

for t;:::-r 
(20.25) 

In conclusion, I would like to note that the response formula (20.22) derived 
(with (20.25) accounted) is a direct consequence ofthe employment ofthe new, 
unusual for you, generalized function 5(t) possessing the following properties 

S(t) = {~ 
00 

for 

for 

f5(t)dt = 1 . 
-00 

(20.26) 

In spite of uncomrnonness of the function 5(t) , it is nothing, but a natural 

mathematical model for an instantaneous impulse disturbance. Simultaneously, it 
is also a rnathematical model for density of a unit point mass on a line or that of a 
unit point charge. For the first time this function was introduced by Heavyside , 
in connection with the operational calculus constructed by hirn, and later on this 
function was introduced by physicist Dirac into the quantum physics developed by 
hirn. Physicists called it the Dirac function and mathematicians the generalized 
5 - function or simply the 5 - function. 
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Phenomena of a parametrie excitation and aresonance. Peculiarities of the 
parametrie resonance distinguishing it from a usual resonance. 

In the previous chapters we have considered a linear oscillator under some 
external harmonie force. It was described by the below differential equation 

x + 2& + 0/ x = aces lt . (21.1) 

However, a time-dependent disturbance can also yield other changes of the linear 
oscillator equation. For instance, these changes may cover the harmonie variations 

of the frequency 0/ in time, and then the equation of the oscillator will be as 

x + 2& + (0/ + &ces lt)x = O. (21.2) 

As an immediate physical model for the equation (21.2) there serves a spring
attached mass where aspring has a harmonically changing stiffness and a viscous 
friction. Besides, the equation (2l.2) describes, with some reasonable 
approximation, small oscillations of a pendulum where a point of suspension is 
vibrating vertically under the harmonie law. If the suspending point is vibrating 
horizontally, then we come to the equation (21.1) with a similar approximation. 
Let us now consider these both cases by supposing the pendulum suspending 
point to be displaced in the horizontal and vertical directions under the laws 
u(t) and v(t). The pendulum motion equations are constructed with use of the 

Lagrange equation. Let us express the coordinates x and y of the pendulum 

mass m through the displacements u(t), v(t), and the angle fjJ of the 

pendulum deviation from the vertical direction (Fig. 21.1): 

x = u + I sin fjJ , y = V + I ces fjJ 

and write the Lagrange function 
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After not so complicated computations we shall find the desired Lagrange 
equation in the form 

.. g. 1 .. 1 .. . 
rp+ -sm rp = --u cosrp+ -usmrp 

I I I 

or, taking into account the viscous friction as weH and replacing sin rp by rp and 

cos rp by 1, in the form 

.. 2~. 2 1 .. 1 . . 
rp + urp + OJ rp = - - u + - urp 

I I 
(21.3) 

The equation (21.3) is reduced to (2l.l) and (21.2), respectively, for the harmonie 

horizontal (u = al v-2 cos M,U = 0 )and vertical (u = 0, U = BI v-2 cos M) 

oscillations of the suspending point. 

x u 
u 

m 

y 

Fig. 21.1. A pendulum with a displaceable suspending point. 

Thus, if the pendulum suspending point is harmonically moved in the 
horizontal direction, then this will be an equivalent to the action exerted upon the 
pendulum by a harmonie force . And if the suspending point is harmonically 
displaced in the vertical direction, then this will be equivalent to a harmonie 
variation ofthe pendulum frequency. This will make it possible for us to visually 
observe what is happening to the pendulum in either cases described by the 
differential equations (2l.l) and (21.2). Let us take this occasion in order to 
demonstrate once more the phenomena of synchronism, phase shift and resonance 
(they were described in the previous chapter), and then, in the end of this chapter, 
we will derive and study the differential equation (21.2). For demonstrating I 
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would like to use one of your handbags. I am holding the bag by my hand and 
now start replacing my hand periodically to the right and to the left. The handbag 
begins to oscillate in time with the hand exhibiting the phenomenon of resonance. 
Resonance appears at the time when the handbag is swinging very much whereas 
the displacements of the hand are practically not distinguished. When the 
frequency of a hand motion is larger than the proper frequency of handbag 
oscillations, the handbag is oscillating to the left, whereas the hand is displaced to 
the right; and with the hand motions being made at greater frequency the hand 
and the bag will be oscillating simultaneously to the right and to the left. 

Let us return to the equation (21.2). By changing the variables X = e -IX y , one 

may cancel the term of the viscous friction and so reduce this equation to the form 

y+(Q2 +ccosu)y=O, 

where Q2 = 0)2 - t52 . In its turn, areplacement of the time scale r = u , 
allows to retain only two parameters in this equation, by reducing it to the well
known Mathieu equation 

which we write in the initial variables as follows 

X+(m 2 +Bcost)X=Ü. (21.4) 

To study the Mathieu equation (21.4) is not very simple, and it may serve as an 
example to show how a good idea generates a technique of research; the research 
itself results in calculations and the calculations bring us to c1ear-cut and 
surprising results . 

This idea is coming yet from great mathematician J.H. Poincare and consists 
in reducing a study of the Mathieu equation to a point mapping. The technique and 
the calculations consist in constructing, studying and numerically computing this 

point mapping. Let x and X = y be the initial conditions for t = 0, x and y 
be the values of the same variables upon the time 2ff. The values X and y are 

uniquely determined by x and y so that 

(x,y) = T(x,y), (21.5) 

where T is some unknown unique operator transferring x and y into X and 

y . The relation (21.5) can be also interpreted as a mapping ofthe point (x,y) 

into the point (x, y). We have already encountered such an interpretation while 

discussing the dynamics of the Galileo-Huygens c10ck and the "contrary c1ock" 
(a stochastic oscillator). These were the Keniks-Lamerey diagrarns, which 
geometrically represented one-dimensional point mappings. Now, we are having a 
two-dimensional point mapping. Unfortunately, the geometrical representation 
being also so much convenient is not familiar for this two-dimensional mapping. 
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But even without it, the application of the point mapping turns out to be very 
useful. Its usefulness consists in the fact that the continuation of the solution to 
the Mathieu equation (21.2) with the initial conditions x, y up to the times 

2ff,4ff.6ff, ... will be reduced to a single-, double-, three-time transformations 

(21.5), i.e. for any positive integer n and for any solution x(t), y(t) = x(t) of 

the Mathieu equation (21.2), the following will take place: 

(x(2nff),y(2nff)) = T n (x(O),y(O)). (21.6) 

This trivial fact helps us to reduce a study of behaviour of solutions of the 
Mathieu equation (21.2) for unboundedly increasing time to a study of iterations 
(successive transformations) for the point (x, y) . 

Thus, the idea consists in studying the point mapping T of the variable plane 
x, y into itself, instead of studying the Mathieu equation (21.2) and its three-

dimensional phase space. Let us find the rnapping T. For this purpose, one needs 
to integrate the Mathieu differential equation (21.4). Suppose we have done it for 
the initial conditions X = 1 and y = 0 , and for x = 0 and y = 1; these 

solutions being denoted by qJI (t) and qJ2 (t). Then, due to linearity of the 

Mathieu equation, its solution for arbitrary initial conditions x, y is written as 

x(t) = XqJI (t) + yqJ2 (t) 

and 

y(t) = x(t) = X{PI (t) + y{P2 (t) . 

Hence, 

(21.7) 

i.e. we have found the mapping T and it turned out to be linear. For it, we have 

used only two particular solutions, qJI (t) and qJ2 (t) , or, more precisely, only 

their values and values of their derivatives at t = 2ff . 
How to research a linear mapping is familiar· for us and we know about its 

structure too. Let us apply this knowledge. Most important in this study are 
eigenvalues of the matrix of the linear mapping T, i.e. roots of the quadratic 
equation 

= (21.8) 
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This equation is not of a general form, since its free term is equal to unity. Indeed, 
let 

qJI (t)~2 (t) - ~I (t)qJ2 (t) = W(t) . 

For t = 0, we obtain W(t) = 1. Further, it is easy to check that W(t) = 0 and, 

hence, W(2/'l) = 1, i.e. the free term is equal to unity. Thus, the characteristic 

equation (21.8) is ofthe form 

A? - 2AA + 1 = 0 , (21.9) 

where 

The roots AI and A2 of this equation equal to 

are real and different for lAI> 1 , one of them being larger and another less than 

unity (since its product is equal to unity); forlAI < 1, these roots are complex 

conjugate and in absolute value equal to unity. The transition from the former case 

to the last one occurs for lAI = 1 : for A = 1, through the double root equal to 

unity, and for A = -1, through the double root equal to minus unity. 

As known, the linear mapping T ,in case of different roots, i.e. for lAI ;t:. 1, 

may be represented, after an uniform (possibly, complex) linear change of 
variables, in a diagonal form 

(21.10) 

For lAI> 1, the roots A, and A2 are real, and the change ofvariables is also real, 

and, according to (21.10), the mapping T will be a contracting one in one 
direction and an expanding one in another direction. For A < -1 , the expansion 
and compression are accompanied with asymmetrie mapping with respect to the 
fixed point X = Y = 0, coinciding with the point u = V = 0 . It is clear that, in 

this case, almost all the points X, y under subsequent transformations will be 

receding to infmity. The only exception will constitute the points of the line 

U = 0 and V = 0 , along which a compression occurs (corresponding to lAI< 1 ). 
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Therefore, for lAI> 1, the equilibrium state x = y = 0 of the Mathieu 

equation is unstable, and almost all its solutions are increasing unboundedly in 
time. This is a so-called parametric excitation of oscillations under which 
oscillations are increasing unboundedly. 

For lAI< 1, the situation is quite another. In this case, Al and A2 , as well as 

the variables U and v, are complex conjugate. In order to pass to real variables, 
one should change the variables: 

ß'=U+V 
':> 2' 

Since and, hence, A, = cos 9 - i sin 9 and 

A2 = cos 9 + i sin 9 for some (jJ, the mapping (21.10) and the initial mapping 

(21.7) will be of the following form in the new variables: 

i.e. this is a rotation around the point X = Y = 0 at the angle 9. It means that, 

with time being unboundedly increasing, any solution x(t), y(t) = x(t) of the 

Mathieu equation remains bounded and its equilibrium X = Y = 0 is stable. 

Thus, for lAI> 1 there occurs instability of exponential increase, and for 

lAI< 1 astability without approaching the equilibrium. Here we allowed 

ourselves to leave the boundary case lAI = 1 beyond our attention. 

The value of A is determined by the parameters ai and c of the Mathieu 

equation. To fmd this dependence analytically is difficult, but for any aJ2 and c 
one may compute a corresponding value of A. This can be easily done on a 
computer. Imagine that we have made it and found the domains in the plane of 

parameters aJ2 and c where lAI> 1 and where lAI< 1. They are shown in 

figure 21.2. There are some details here that cannot be revealed in a computational 
way, and namely, this is a behaviour ofbounding curves in the vicinity ofthe c
axis. Do they arrive to it or terminate very dose to it? And how exact1y do 
they behave near it? These are the very questions that can be studied 
analytically, since in this study it is possible to restrict ourselves to small c. 
This analytical investigation has been done, and figure 21.2 shows its result: the 

"noses " of the instability domains set their sharpened ends against the aJ 2 -axis in 

the points for which aJ2 = n /4 (n = 1,2, ... ). 
What follows from it conceming the motions of the oscillator described by the 

Mathieu equation? From here there follows not only a surprising phenomenon of 
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the parametric excitation arising under the influence of a harmonically varying 
parameter but also an ability of this excitation at indefinitely small amplitudes to 
change the parameter, provided that the frequency OJ of the initial reduced 

unperturbed oscillator is sufficiently elose to one of the values n / 2 (this IS 

certainly true for OJ2 > 0 ). 

2 4 

Fig. 21.2. Domains in parameters OJ2 and & for the parametric resonance (shaded) and 
stability ofthe parametrically excitable oscillator described by the Mathieu equation (21.4). 

The parametric excitation is a surprising phenomenon, because it can occur also 
at the time when the oscillator is stable for each fixed value of the varying 
parameter. Here, a more surprising thing is that an excitation can occur for 
indefinitely small changes ofthe parameter. However, it occurs only under sharply 
defined conditions for the oscillator frequency, and more precisely, for the relation 
between the frequency OJ of the initial oscillator (21.9) and the frequency V of 
varying the parameter &. This last phenomenon is of the same type as a 
phenomenon of resonance under forced oscillations, and that is why it was called 

a parametrie resonance. But, whereas a usual resonance (for eS = 0) occurs with 
the oscillating frequencies and an extemal disturbance being equal, the 
parametric resonance, instead, occurs under countable series of relations between 
frequencies: 
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n 
(j) = - V , (n = 1,2, ... ). 

2 
(21.11) 

Most expressive1y the parametric resonance is exposed when n = 1 , i.e. when 
the ratio between the frequencies (j) of the oscillator and V of the parametric 

action is equa1 to 1 / 2 . It is due to this very resonance that we are swaying to and 
fro on a swing, by squatting and standing up two tirnes more frequently than 
oscillations of the swing. These squats and standups bring changes to a pendulum 
length, which is approximately described by the Mathieu equation as weH. "To 
apprehend" this basic parametric resonance is possible from the energy point of 
view, since a periodic change of stiffness or a variation of the pendulum length 
needs some consumption of work which will transfer to an oscillating energy 
of the pendulum. To perform this energy "pump-up", you will need to stand up 
for a moment when you are mostly pressed down and to squat when this 
pressure becomes less, i.e. in the bottom to stand up and in your upper position to 
squat. It is c1ear here that, in doing so, we are performing a work and, therefore, 
swinging the pendulum. 

The parametric excitation for a main resonance can be treated as a 
transformation of the oscillations of the frequency V into the oscillations of the 

frequency V / 2 . The scaling of frequency does not happen for a usual resonance, 
where the forced oscillations have the same frequency as an external disturbance. 
This frequency transformation is widely used in engineering, in the so-caHed 
parametrie transformations of frequency. Sometirnes, the parametrie resonance, as 
weH as a usual one, leads to the extreme1y undesirable and even dangerous 
oscillations, for example, when the oscillations of dual wheels in electric 
locomotives are excited, because a stiffness of their connection depends upon the 
rotating angle of the whee1s. 

While discussing the results of the study of the Mathieu equation, it was 
supposed that the dissipation is absent and eS = O. If a usual resonance takes 
place and dissipation is present, the amplitude of oscillations becomes fmite 
irrespective of the amount of disturbance. As for the parametrie resonance, this 
happens not so. Here, the oscillating amplitude can be growing unboundedly even 
with the dissipation being available. For this, the amplitude of varying Ei should 

only exceed some limit. This limit for some eS > 0 is shown in figure 21.2 by a 
dotted line. The parametrie excitation takes place over this dotted line. NaturaHy, 
with eS being increased, this dotted line is displacing higher and higher. 

Let us look at figure 21.2 carefuHy. Here, the dornains of stability and 

instability are depicted for both {j)2 >0 and {j)2 <0 . A shaded one is the domain 

of stability. The absence of shading for {j)2 > 0 means that the parametric 

resonance is available there. For {j)2 < 0, the oscillator becomes unstable at 

Ei = 0 as weH and, hence, the instability domain becomes contiguous with the 
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abscissa axis. For m2 > 0, the "noses" of the instability domains indicate the 
phenomenon of the parametric resonance, while the presence of stability domains 

for m2 < 0 , on the contrary, exhibits a phenomenon of the parametric 
stabilization of a statically unstable oscillator, the inverted pendulum. The 
presence of these stability domains demonstrates that the inverted pendulurn can 
be made stable, if its point of support is oscillated at suitable frequency and 
amplitude. 

In this place, our narrative about the oscillator with a parametric harmonic 
disturbance could be finished. However, why does even small dissipation make 
the amplitude of the forced oscillations to be finite under a usual resonance, while, 
under the parametric resonance, it is unboundedly growing? 

Let us consider the process of growth of amplitude under a usual resonance in 
the absence of dissipation. This case is represented by the differential equation 

x + 0/ X = a cos mt (2l.12) 

with zero initial conditions X = X = 0 at t = 0 . Its solution is easily found and 
is of the form 

X = At sin mt , (2l.13) 

where after the direct substitution, it becomes clear that A = a / 2m . 
Thus, a rise of the amplitude under a usual resonance is proportional to time, 

while a fall of the amplitude caused by t5 > 0 will be exponential. Thus, a rise of 
the amplitude will be obligatorily halted . With the parametric resonance present, 
the entire picture will be quite different. Under instability (A > 1) , the amplitude 

will grow exponentially, and its exponent can be more than the magnitude - t5 
of exponential dissipation. Therefore, a usual resonance can be suppressed by 
dissipation only partially, by decreasing the amplitude. For the case of parametric 
resonance, this suppression will be absolute, since it will trans form an unstable 
equilibrium into a stable one. However, if this suppression is insufficient, the 
amplitude will keep on growing up exponentially. 

In the conclusion, I am demonstrating, as promised, the parametric excitation, 
but only for the main resonance, when V = 2m, with the help of the same 
handbag with a small-length strap, being familiar to you from the earlier case. As 
you see, I am raising the bag now and by letting it down two times more 
frequently than it can swing, it will start swaying to and fro. Upon some time, 
this oscillating will grow, but, of course, not to infinity, since with oscillations 
being increased, our model will cease to be admissible. 
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A mathematical model of two interacting oscillators. Normal oscillations 
and an energy pump-up causing a beating phenomenon. 

We have earlier got acquainted with the famous mathematical model, a linear 
oscillator. Its generalizations are systems of interactively connected oscillators. In 
the subsequent narrative you will find some new phenomena and cases relating to 
these generalizations of the linear oscillator. Their presentations will not be of a 
general character. They will be restricted by a simple example, upon 
understanding which you will have some idea of what new things may be in the 
multidimensional dynamical systems. 

In the example below there are described the two masses whose displacements 
along a straight line are constrained by three springs (Fig. 22.1). 

k k 

x .. 
Fig. 22.1. Two harmonie oseillators interaeting through an elastie linkage ofthe stiffness 
p . 

The masses are identical and equal to m , the extreme springs are of equal 

stiffnesses k . In between these masses there is aspring of the stiffness p . If XI 

and X 2 are displacements ofthe masses from their equilibrium positions, then the 

Newton differential equations are immediately written in the form 
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or 

(22.1) 

Setting Ji = 0 in the right-hand sides of these equations, we come to the two not 

mutually interconnected linear oscillators. That both oscillators are of the identical 

frequency (j) = ~(k + Ji) / m is inessential but it simplifies the subsequent 

calculations. The equation for each of these oscillators will be derived, if the 

position of another is fixed by accepting xJ or x 2 ' respectively, to be equal to 

zero. This, naturally, encourages one to consider the system (22.1) as two 

interactive oscillators, the first is acting upon the second with the force Jixi and 

the second upon the first by the force JiJS. . What is a result of this interaction? 

To answer this question one needs to solve the system (22.1). This can be done in 
the same way as far one linear oscillator, i.e. by searching for a solution of the 
form 

(22.2) 

where the both variables XI and x 2 are varying proportionally to eAl . Such a 

solution, and more precisely, such real solutions associated with it, are called 
normal oscillations, i.e. the oscillations under which all parts of the system are 
oscillating with the same frequency, but, possibly, at different amplitudes. After 
the substitution of (22.2) into (22.1), we come to the two equations 

(22.3) 

- Jia J + (mA? + k + Ji)a z = o. 

These are the two equations with respect to the three unknowns a l , az and /{,. It 

is clear that we cannot fmd them uniquely. It was clear yet earlier, for together 
with (22.2) there also exists any other solution derived through multiplying 

(22.2) by one and the same factor. Via excluding the variables a l and az or via 

employing the general theorem from linear algebra conceming a nonzero 
solution for a linear uniform system of equations, we come to the characteristic 
equation for all possible values of /{, 

xe/{,) = m/{,z + k + Ji - Ji = 0 . 
- Ji m/{,z + k + Ji 

(22.4) 
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This equation is easily solved (the example has been chosen for this purpose), and 
it turns out that 

)k+2P . A34 = ±z = ±ZlV2 . , m (22.5) 

Now, by sequentially inserting the values (22.5) into (22.3), we find the constants 

al and a2 with accuracy of up to a factor. In doing so, one should insert the 

obtained values of A only into one ofthe equations (22.3), since they are linearly 
dependent. 

ForA = ~,2' we have pa l - j.ta 2 = 0 or 

For A = ,,1,3,4' we have 

or 

Thus, we have found the particular solutions of the form 

x =aeif»Jt 
I ' 

and of the form 

The corresponding solutions to them are the following real solutions 

and 

COS 
XI = a . lVlt, 

sm 

COS 
XI = a . lV2t, 

sm 

COS 
x2 = -a . lV2t. 

sm 

(22.6) 

(22.7) 

These solutions, as noted above, are called normal oscillations. Their 

frequencies are different (tVI and OJ2 ' respectively); and, besides, tV2 > lVI • 
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For the first normal oscillation, the amplitudes of both masses are identical, and 
they are oscillating in phase. For the second one, the amplitudes are equal as well, 
but the oscillations are performed in anti-phase. This means that, for the first 
normal oscillation, both masses are oscillating together to the right and to the left. 
For the second one, on the contrary, they are oscillating towards each other at 
larger frequency. Any other motion of the system of two masses or of mutually 
connected oscillators under consideration will be a superposition of the normal 
oscillations (22.6) and (22.7). Through combining the oscillations (22.6) and 
(22.7), it becomes possible to construct various plots, but seemingly, the most 

interesting appears for {()l elose to 012 ' since, in this case, we can observe an 

unexpected phenomenon of a successive energy pump-over from one oscillator to 

another; in this situation the plots of Xl and X 2 are of the form given in figure 

22.2. 

/ / / 

t 

\. / \. / \. / 

\ I \ / \ / 

t 

/ \ / \ / \ 

Fig. 22.2. A beating phenomenon in oscillations ofthe two connected oscillators. 

According to (22.5), the frequencies {()l and 012 are elose to each other, if j.i 

is small; and this case will be assumed in what follows . Here, by making use of 
the complex notation of oscillations, we obtain 
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or, after some manipulations made in supposing ICII Z IC2 1 ' 

(22.8) 

Each of these oscillations, in view of the notation (22.8) and lÜI ~ lÜ2 ' can be 

considered as an oscillation of the frequency lÜI and of the amplitudes equal to 

which are varying slowly in the range from I-IC2 / CI I to 1 + IC2 / CI I· 
The frequency of amplitude variations is small and equal to lÜ2 - lÜI . We 

have supposed that ICII Z IC2 1 ; had we supposed that ICII::;; IC2 1 ' we would 

have analogously come to the oscillations of the frequency lÜ2 and of the 

amplitude varying slowly within the range from I-ICI / C2 1 to 1 + ICI / C2 1. 

It is confirmed by the plot in figure 22.2. The completeness of the energy pump

over from one oscillator to another depends upon the relation IC2 / Cl I· For 

ICI I = IC2 1 ' the pump-over is executed fully, while for C2 = 0 or CI = 0 it is 

absent, but this occurs only for the normal oscillation of the frequency lÜI or lÜ2 ' 

i.e. in the cases when the masses are oscillating together or towards each other. 
This simple example should be thought to be some kind of introduction to a 

world of various oscillations of connected oscillators and linear systems; this 
world is govemed by the superposition principle. In particular, this world 
embraces the processes of forming the chains, the crystal lattices or separate 
moleeules having an intricate spectrum of normal oscillations and a variety of 
forms and superpositions. The qualitatively new, probably, will be the normal 
oscillations in the shape of standing and travelling waves that brightly manifest 
themselves at a great number of oscillators. These wave phenomena build a 
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bridge from an unpretentious linear oscillator to the oscillations of distributed 
mediums corresponding to their unboundedly large quantity. 

Let us now pass to a visual description of the revealed phenomenon of beatings 
and energy pump-over from one oscillator to another and conversely. Note that 
this takes place in spite of smallness of oscillator connections, when the stiffness 
J1 is small, but the frequencies of oscillators are equal for J1 = O. In other 

words, a pump-over from one oscillator to another and conversely occurs when 
their frequencies are equal in resonance. This creates a possibility to understand 
why a small connection brings ab out great consequences, i.e. a complete energy 
pump-over from one oscillator to another. 

This energy pump-over can be observed visually by means of two identical 
pendulums mounted on a single axis and connected by a weak spring or by an 
elastic thread (Fig.22.3). 

/ 
/ 

./ 

Fig. 22.3. Elastically connected oscillators as pendulums. 

If one of the pendulums has been pushed, then it starts to sway the other until it 
itself stops; and upon this it will be in its turn swayed by another, etc. This mutual 
swaying is caused by their small force, but resonance, interaction. A similar 
phenomenon of a resonance pump-over of the energy can be observed when one 
of the connections between oscillators is a force connection and another is 
parametric. Imagine some weight suspended by a long spring. It can swing up and 
down and can also oscillate as a pendulum (Fig. 22.4). 

The frequencies of these oscillations are different, and let everything be chosen 
in such a way that the oscillating frequency is two times more than the swinging 
frequency. Then, when the weight is swaying, the length ofthis pendulum will be 
periodically varying, and its sways become parametrically excited, naturally, at 
the expense of its oscillations. Further, these sways of the pendulum excite the 
oscillations of the weight, because the inertia force has the frequency being 
doubled with respect to the frequency of pendulum sways. All this brings us to a 
very interesting and beautiful sequence of passages from oscillations to sways, 
and, vice versa, from sways to oscillations. 
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swingings 

oscillations 

Fig. 22.4. The elastically-suspended pendulum as two connected oscillators; the 

connection from Xl to X 2 is parametrie and from X 2 to Xl a force one. 

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize that a formal mathematical aspect of 
this narration is mainly familiar to you from the course of differential equations. 
Y ou were taught there how systems of linear differential equations with constant 
coefficients are solved. In this aspect, you have not heard here anything new. 
However, we have tried to bring here some picturesqueness to what we were 
doing by introducing a concept of anormal oscillation, its frequencies and forms 
and by representing any motion as a superposition of normal oscillations. In order 
to fee) a usefulness of these general visual representations you are invited to try 
to reveal what possible oscillations of three equal masses will be if these masses 
mounted in a friction-free fashion on a ring, provided that the attractive force of 
each pair of masses, due to the connecting spring, is proportional to the angle 
between them. By general mies this problem will be solved very long and in a 
boring way. And instead, with a use of descriptive representation for the normal 
oscillation, this solution will need not more than a single line. 
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Control as a powerful facility for changing behaviour and properties of 
dynamical objects and systems. A juggling by a stick vertically standing 
on a support and by two sticks standing on each other. The mathematical 
models. A control strategy, conditions for stabilization, a role of delay. 

Now I would like to tell you about a universal method allowing to fundamentally 
change properties of various objects. This method is demonstrated on a simple 
example of transforming some unstable vertically standing and always falling 
stick into a stable independently standing one. This universal method widely 
used by wild nature and humans is called a control. A vertically installed stick 
cannot keep standing and it will fall necessarily. To make it not falling can be 
done only in circus. This is performed by jugglers with the help of hardly visible 
displacements of its supporting point. They change a position of its supporting 
point so that a stick or some other thing keeps standing vertically and does not 
fall. How are they doing it? Let us try to understand it by having constructed a 
mathematical model for stabilizing a vertical pendulum. 

WeIl, imagine that we have a plane pendulum with a displaceable point of 
support (Fig. 23.1). Let an angle ofpendulum deviation from a verticalline be (jJ 

and a horizontal displacement of its point of support within a swinging plane be 
U . Let the length of the pendulum be land its mass be m. Let us find the 
Lagrange function and with its help construct the motion equations. 

At first, we immediately determine the coordinates x, y of the pendulum mass 

m 

x = u -I sin (jJ, y = I cos (jJ . 

Next, we find the kinetic and potential energies 

v = mgy = mgl cos (jJ 
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and the Lagrange function 

L = T - V = m (u 2 - 21u ip + 12 i/ ) - mgl cos rp . 
2 

y 

I 

I 
I 
I Y;-I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

u x 

(23 .1 ) 

Fig. 23.1. An inverted pendulum with the angle rp of deviation from the upper unstable 

position. 

We construct the Lagrange equation 

~ 8L _ 8L =0. 
dt 8ip 8rp 

Since in the case under consideration we have 

8L 1 . {2 ' 8L I" { . 8ip =-mucosrp+m rp , 8rp =murpSlllfjJ+mg SlllfjJ , 

then (23 .2) will be as follows 

(23 .2) 

- mlü cos fjJ + mlu ip sill fjJ + ml 2 ijJ - mlu ip sill rp - mgl sill fjJ = 0 

or 

.. g. U 
fjJ - -Slll rp = -cosfjJ. 

{ 1 
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Let us restrict ourselves by considering only small angles rp and then simplify 
this equation by writing it in the form 

.. g 1 .. 
rp--rp=-u. 

I / 
(23.3) 

For u = 0, i.e. when the supporting point is fixed, the equation (23.3) turns 
into the well-known pendulum equation linearized ab out the upper unstable 
equilibrium position. This unstable equilibrium is of the saddle type. However, we 
want it to become a stable equilibrium of the node or focus type. How can it be 
reached? Let us use a possibility of choosing the displacement u for the point of 
support by controlling its position. How it should be done we do not know, but 
we want the equation (23.3) to turn into the equation 

(23.4) 

for the oscillator with the stable equilibrium position rp = 0, i.e. we want the 

pendulum to be standing vertically up and to behave in the way as if it was 
hanging downward and its oscillations would be damping (6 > 0) . 

Comparing (23.3) and (23.4), we find that to reach the above aim, it is 
necessary to have the following 

ü = -(g + 10/ )rp - 2/ t5ip . (23.5) 

Such u may be implemented through observing the pendulum and measuring 

its deviation rp and the deviating velocity tjJ, and by providing the point of 

support with the acceleration ü ,according to the formula (23.5). 
The controlling technique given by the formula (23.5) is called a control 

strategy. As was already said, to implement this strategy it is necessary to measure 
rp and tjJ, and, naturally, to apply to the supporting point the force that could 

impart to it the required acce1eration Ü . Thus, for implementing the control it is 
necessary to have a measuring and an executive systems. In the circus, these both 
functions are successfully executed by a juggler. 

The described process of control may be depicted by the scheme shown in 
figure 23.2. The scheme involves an object under control; an inverted pendulum 
to be acted upon by displacing its support; a measuring system to measure the 
angle rp and the angle velocity tjJ; a contro! system implementing some control 

strategy; and a force impact displacing a base of the inverted pendulum and 
providing it with the acceleration Ü required in accordance with the control 
strategy. What does the control strategy (23.5) represent itself? It is linear in rp 

and tjJ, so that 

ü = -arp-btjJ, 
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where a > g and b> 0, as required for stability. For b = 0 the inverted 

pendulum is stable as weIl, but its oscillations about the equilibrium are not 
damping, since they are described by the oscillator (23.4), where t5 = 0 . 

An object rp A measuring 

~ ~ 
system 

ü· 

A control 
system 

~ rp. 

Fig. 23.2. A schematic diagram for stabilizing a verticaliy standing pendulum, which 
represents a basic principle of control, feedback. 

The first term a rp of the control strategy is a control by the pendulum 

deviation rp . According to this term, the pendulum support should be moved in 

an accelerated way to the same direction as the pendulum derivation is, i.e. for 
rp > 0 , one has ü < 0 and for rp < 0 , one has ü > 0 . 

The next term is responsible for correcting a value of the acceleration ü by 
accounting an angle velocity of the pendulum rotation. If the pendulum is moving 
to the same side as its deviation, then this results in increasing the required 
acceleration ü as compared with the term a rp; and on the contrary, if it is 

moving to the inverse side with respect to its deviation, then this acceleration is 
decreasing, so becoming less than a rp . 

Let us now pass from an jugglery with a stick to a control of a ship. The target 
of this control is keeping a certain course of its movement by means of a rudder. 
If a rudder is not controlled, then a ship may move into any direction or will be 
changing its course all the time. 

Let us construct a mathematical model of a ship moving at the velocity V and 
that of its control, i.e. a model for the ship under control. 

Suppose that a ship is moving with the constant velocity v, so that a resistance 
force to its movement is compensated by a driving force of oars or a marine 
propeller. If an onrunning flow is exactly directed along the ship hull, then no 
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moment of force appears there. The moment of force (let it be with respect to its 
centre of gravity) will arise only if an onrunning stream deviates from a 
longitudinal axis of the ship, i.e. from the direction of its keel. In the rough 
approximation, a divergence angle between the velocity of the gravity centre and 
the longitudinal axis is determined approximately by the velocity ip of the ship 

rotation and is equal to - hip, where the coefficient h can be positive or 

negative, depending upon a ship construction. Here, a variation of the angle rp 
of the ship tuming with respect to its gravity centre, if an influence of a mdder 
not considered, will be described by the equation 

JijJ=-hip , (23.6) 

where J is a moment of inertia of the ship. As we see, a ship as an object to be 
controlled represents itself an oscillator of a zero stiffness. 

Integrating the equation (23.6), we determine that 

Jip+ hrp = const. (23.7) 

That the first integral (23.7) is available allows to create immediately phase 
portraits for the ship moving without a mdder; figure 23.3a describes the case 

h > 0 and figure 23.3b the case h < O. 

a b 

Fig. 23.3. Phase portraits for an uncontrolled a stable and b unstable ship. 

In both cases, the ship possesses a set of equilibriums corresponding to the 
phase points of the axis ip = 0 , under which the ship is moving with constant 

velocity at some constant angle rp. For h > 0, these equilibriums are stable and 

any movement of the ship turns to a movement in some constant direction. On the 
contrary, for h < 0, the equilibrium states are unstable and the ship tends to 
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rotate faster and faster (Fig. 23.3b). As our linearized simplified equation (23.6) is 
valid only for not very large ip, the said should be understood in the way that the 

ship cannot maintain a certain course and it will necessarily rotate. For h > 0, the 
equilibrium states are stable, but this stability is not asymptotic; a smallest 
disturbance will produce an unremovable change in the direction of the ship 
motion. 

Assurne that rp = 0 corresponds to a desired course of the ship. From the 

above it follows that neither for h > 0 nor for h < 0 especially the ship cannot 

stably maintain the given course rp = 0 . 
To have this course maintained, the ship should be controllable, say, through a 

rudder. Let Ij/ be an angle of rudder deviation (Fig. 23.4). 

Fig. 23.4. A ship deviating from the desired course at the angle rp and with the rudder 

angle Ij/. 

For Ij/ '* 0, the pressure of the water running upon the rudder will create a 

turning moment and the equation (23.6) will be replaced by the equation 

JijJ+hip=-klj/ . (23.8) 

Such an equation is reasonable, of course, only for not very large Ij/. The 

equation (23 .8) presupposes ip and Ij/ to be small and rp can be arbitrary. To 

provide the ship with a new property of asymptotically stable movement along 
the desired course rp = 0, let us apply here the same control strategy as that for 
juggling a stick, and namely, assurne that 
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lj/ = arp + bip. (23.9) 

Inserting (23.9) into (23.8), we [md that 

JijJ+ (h + b)ip+ karp = O. (23.10) 

The equilibrium state rp = 0 of this differential equation, a linear oscillator, 

will be stable, if all the coefficients of its characteristic equation 

J)} +(h+b)A+ka=O (23.11) 

are positive, i.e. when h + b > 0, ka > 0, which are easy to be satisfied by 

choosing the appropriate a and b so that 

a > 0, b > -ho (23.12) 

Thus, the ship under the control strategy (23.9), if the conditions (23.12) are 
met, will be asymptotically stable along its course. The idea of this strategy is very 
simple. It is the same as that used for juggling a stick, but, if earlier it was required 
to have a sufficiently large value of the parameter a, then now, for h < 0, this 

requirement is imposed upon the parameter b . From this fact it follows that to 

control the ship for h > 0 is comparatively easy. On the contrary, for h < 0 it 
becomes a sufficiently complicated problem, because there will be needed a 
sufficiently large and correct response to the rotating velocity of the ship . 

For this correct reaction there exists even its own name - in the proper time you 
should energetically "restrain" your ship leaving its course. If in itself the ship is 
stable (h > 0) , then the control of it looks like the following: the ship is to the 

left, the rudder is to the right, the ship is to the right, the rudder is to the left. For 
h < 0 , the controlling strategy will be more complicated and the main idea in it 

will be in "restraining" the ship, i.e. this restraining is done even for rp = 0 , if 

ip:;t: O. 
Now, let us return again to juggling a stick. Before proceeding our discussion, 

we notice here that a circus juggling has much in conunon with a stabilization of 
the vertical take-off and speed-up of a rocket. Just like a stick, a rocket is 
unstably sticking up and is supported from below by its jet engines. Of course, a 
rocket needs more precise and complete models, but, in principle, everything is 
the same as for a stick. More precise models are needed , at least, to take into 
account such things as an elasticity of the rocket body, an influence of its 
oscillations upon readings of the measuring systems and upon the stabilizing 
process, delays in implementing the observational results and the control 
actions, and, possibly, many other things. 

Yet let us return to stabilizing an inverted pendulum. The strategy (23.5) 
sustains a verticality of the inverted pendulum, but, in this process, its supporting 
point may be displaced considerably having no tendency to come back. Here 
there arises a question as whether it can be possible to stabilize an upper 
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position of the pendulum through simultaneously making an initial position of its 
supporting point asymptotically stable. 

Let us try to apply the above strategy to this more complicated problem, i.e. a 
linear strategy in phase variables of the object. Thus, we want to stabilize a 
pendulum not only in rp but in the coordinate U of the supporting point as well. 

Now the phase variables of the pendulum with a displacing point of support will 
be the variables rp, tjJ and u, U , for which 

(23.13) 

ü = a rp + b tjJ + cu + du , 

where the control strategy, as before, will be a linear fimction of all phase 
variables. 

The problem has now become more complicated. The characteristic equation 
whose roots define astability is now not ofthe second, but ofthe fourth order. Let 
us find it. From (23.13) immediately follows the characteristic equation in the 
form of the determinant 

)}-g/l 

a+b/l, 

or, by uncovering the determinant, 

4 b 3 ga 2 g g 
/I, -Cd +-)/1, -(c+-+-)/I, +d-/I,+ c- = o. 

I I I I I 
(23.14) 

Through choosing the parameters a, b, c, d , the roots of this equation can be 

done arbitrary. Indeed, a free term can be made arbitrary due to c, the 

coefficient before /I, will be made arbitrary due to d, the coefficient before /1,2 

due to a , and, finally, the coefficient before /1,3 due to b . 
Thus, an appropriate strategy of the form 

u = arp + btjJ + cu + du, 

under which all the roots of the equation (23.14) are from the left of the imaginary 
axis, will provide the desired stabilization of the inverted pendulum. We 
emphasize here that for C = d = 0, i.e. under the control strategy 

ü = -a rp - b tjJ, the characteristic equation will have two zero roots and the 

equilibrium rp = 0, u = 0 will be unstable, which will yie1d adeviation of U 

from zero. 
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Let us also touch the point concerning a so-called levitation, i.e. a non-contact 
stable "suspension" of a body in some place. According to a legend, the coffm of 
Mohammed is hanging in the air in some grotto. At once, there comes an idea to 
do it with the help of magnets , i.e. to magnetically suspend an iron thing or a 
body involving a ferrous. However, there exists a general theorem that forbids it. 
At the same time, a ferromagnetic small-size ball can be stably suspended by the 
same control strategy as before. To do it is very tempting , since a contact-free 
magnetic suspension allows to create many new high-precision measuring 
instruments and other devices now free from inaccuracies and dissipation caused 
by friction, not speaking about the absence of undesirable contacts with other 
bodies. 

During your childhood, you probably tried fruitlessly to "suspend" a school 
pen (or some small iron thing) with the help of a magnet: as a result, this pen 
habitually used to fall down or got stuck to the magnet. A position of a magnet 
may be controlled, but it is much simpler to replace a magnet by an electromagnet 
and to control its current I. As earlier, we will need here some system for 
measuring a position and a velocity of a suspended body; as for a control 
strategy, it may consist in varying the electrical current as a linear function of 
these measurements. With the parameters chosen properly, the body is hanging 
freely and asymptotically stably. This hanging body may be touched with a 
finger and one may feel that the body is hanging frrrnly not willing to change its 
position. One mayaiso start turning it and it will be rotating for a long time, since 
friction against air is insignificant. Friction can be decreased by pumping the air 
out and then the body will be rotating longer. 

Wehave thus considered a juggling (stabilizing) of a single inverted pendulum, 
but here comes a question as whether it is possible in a sirnilar way to juggle some 
pendulurns placed upon each other and to control the supporting point of the most 
lower pendulurn. To do it seems impossible, because the upper pendulums will 
fall down. However, let us see what will follow from our mathematical model. Let 
us take only two pendulums of equal lengths and masses, which we assume, 
without loss of generality, unitary. By adopting the notations of figure 23.5, we 
immediately find that the Lagrange function L, in view of the subsequent 

linearization, i.e. retaining only linear terms regarding 911,912' (PI' (P2 in the 

Lagrange differential equations, will be equal to 

L I (2 . 2 4·· 2·· 2 . 2 . 2 = 2 U - u911 - u912 + 911 + 912 

Therefore, we obtain the following equations: 

i;öl + i;ö2 -ü - g912 = 0 
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or 

(23.15) 

As before, we assume a linear function of all the phase variables to be a 
controlling strategy, i.e. 

(23.16) 

Let us write the characteristic equation of the system (23.15), (23.16) in the form 

or 

-2g 

)}-a-bA 
I I 

_A2 +2g 
=0 

A2 -g-a -b A 2 2 

From the form of the characteristic equation (23 .17) it follows that the coefficients 

in front of A3 ,A2 ,A and A? may be arbitrary for the appropriate choice of the 

parameters bl , al , b2 and a2 in the control strategy. 

y 
m 

Fig. 23.5. A double pendulum with the angle deviations 91 and 92 from the vertical. 

Thus, stabilization of two sticks placed upon each other is possible, and for it 
it is sufficient to properly displace the lower supporting point in accordance 
with the contro! strategy (23.16). 
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At the same time, one should remember that this and the preceding models 
were constructed under the assumption that both a measuring and an executive 
components of the controlling system are ideal, i.e. a measuring system 
determines values of the phase variables sufficiently accurately and fast, and the 
executive system implements a desired control accurately and quickly 
(accelerating a supporting point and regulating a tuming angle of the rudder). 
Besides, from the mathematical models considered by us it is not clear to what 
extent one may deviate from these ideal requirements and in what way one may 
implement them. 

It is hardly advisable to consider these questions, important in themselves, in 
detail here; this should be better done in special courses. Therefore we restrict 
ourselves here by the above said and by an example on how to consider 
unavoidable delays (delays in measuring rp and ip, and in implementing the 

controlling acceleration ü) while stabilizing a vertical position of the pendulum. 
If these delays were absent, the equation of the closed-loop system was of the 
form (the equations (23.3), (23.5)) 

.. g b' rp - - rp = -a - rp . 
I 

Taking into account the delay r in both the measurements of rp, ip and a 

control implementation, we shall replace this equation by the following 

ijJ(t) - g rp(t) = -arp(t - r) - bip(t - r). 
I 

(23.18) 

Its characteristic equation, derived in a usual way by assigning rp = eh, will be 

as follows 

(23.19) 

In order to have the control system, described by the linear differential equation 
with delays (23.18), stable, i.e. to have its equilibrium state rp = 0 asymptotically 

stable, it is necessary, as in the case of an ordinary differential equation, to have 
the roots of its characteristic equation (23.19) lying to the left from the imaginary 
axis, i.e. to have them satisfying the condition Re A < O. A disposition of the 

roots of the characteristic equation (23.19) depends upon the parameters a and b 
of the controlling strategy. If no delay occurs, i.e. when r = 0, then the stability 
takes place for 

a > g b 0 , >. 
I 

(23.20) 
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As it has been revealed in the appropriate study whose technique will be 
explained to you during your academic course on the control theory, for small 

7 os, less than J 21 / g , the stability domain in the parameter plane a and b will 

exist and will have the form shown in figure 23 .6. As 7 ~ 0 , this stability 

domain will tend to the domain Do' determined by the inequalities (23.20). With 

7 being increased, the stability domain in the parameters a and b of figure 

23 .6 is decreasing, and for 7 = 7* = ~21 / g it will vanish. For 7> / , it is 

entirely absent. 

b 

Do 

o a 
• • 

g/l 

Fig. 23.6. The stability domain ofthe inverted pendulum and its dependence upon the delay 

7 of the control strategy implementation. The boundary curves 0,1,2,3 correspond to a 

delay increase. F or 7 = 0 , the stability domain will be a > g / I, b > 0; for 7 

corresponding to the boundary curve 3, the stability domain will disappear. 

From the said it follows that, in order to juggle successfully, one needs not only 

to choose the parameters a and b ofthe controlling strategy in a correct way, but 
also to implement measurements and controls sufficiently fast. This fastness must 
be the more, the less a length of the stick iso When juggling with a very short 
stick, you will inevitably fail . And the least length of the stick in your successful 
juggling speaks about how quickly you manage to implement a desired control 
and, of course, speaks simultaneously about your skills in choosing a required 
controlling strategy. 

With a stick (a ball-point pen) of 16 cm in length, I failed to juggle always. To 
do juggling seemed hopeless to me. The stick used to fall down before I 
managed to do something against. For the stick of this length, a crucial value of 

the delay makes up 7::::; 0.17 sec . For 7* = 0.3, the appropriate length is equal 

to I = 45 cm. With such a stick we may manage to juggle. I mean myself, and 
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what about you? If you wish, you may compare the ,. 's, obtained for you from 
the juggling experiments, with direct measurements of the time of your reactions; 
this may be exercised by your friends with a help of some ruler. It is interesting 
that the last value is calculated by the same formula 

where I is aleast length of the ruler that is falling down between your thumb and 
fore finger and which you, upon letting it go, manage to c1utch and prevent from 
dropping. In my experiment, I obtained the length of about 20 cm that 

corresponds to ,;:::; 0.2 sec. 
Through some simple examples we have thus become acquainted with a 

greatest invention of nature and of human beings, and this invention is a contro!. 
Without it, life would be impossible. Man performs a control of his behaviour; 
via controlling through enzymes he performs biochemie al processes in his 
organism; by switching on light in a dark room he is regulating electric current 
by pressing a button; by tuming his steering wheel he is controlling his bicyc1e 
and, pedalling, he makes it go; through controlling by his hands and foots he is 
driving a car; through pronouncing commands and through other people he is 
performing a management of industrial processes; via his nervous system he is 
controlling the contractions and the enfeeblements of his muscles and, through it, 
any motions of his body, the heart beating, breathing, the contractions and the 
peristaisis of his bowels, the stream of substances moving into a stornach and 
duodenum. Just look how beautifully a horse is running or galloping, how 
gracefully a cat is displacing and moving - all these things are happening thanks 
to a controlling. And a mimicry of our face reflecting our intrinsic psychologie al 
processes and emiching our intercourse; and our speech itself is possibly existing 
only thanks to a control of vocal cords, a throat and articulation. 

Man has created and developed a new science, the control theory, and it 
prompted hirn how to construct an auto-pilot and an automatie steering unit, and 
how to control a nuclear reactor, an aircraft flight, a running of machine-tools and 
mechanisms, and how to establish a communication system and information 
transmission systems, and how to control a missile and his own life on the Earth. 
To control the latter is most difficult and still far from perfeetion. And our life 
itself is possible only due to ferments, goveming biochemical reactions in our 
organism, and nervous system that is controlling our heart, organs, motions and 
actions. 

We shall speak about the control theory later on and what has been told is 
merely an introduction to it. 
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An inverted controlled pendulum as a mathematical model far a two-Iegged 
pacing. 

In the previous chapters I have told you about a control and used the examples of 
juggling, stabilizing a single stick and two vertically standing sticks, and also 
controlling a course of a ship. You usually meet with these phenomena, though, 
perhaps, comparatively seldom. And now I will tell you about a controlling phe
nomenon that is also specific and you encountered it all the time and employ it 
every day. With juggling you also deal every day when maintaining a vertical 
position of your body, but the models of this kind of juggling are different from 
those we have considered earlier. A simplest kind of juggling with your body is 
your standing by resting upon your both legs. Y ou are standing steady though 
slightly swinging, but this is hardly visible. If you try to listen to yourself, you 
may notice how the efforts of the supporting legs are being varied. This prompts 
an idea of simulating your juggling through an inverted pendulum at the fixed 
supporting point of which there is some controlling moment M . In each of two 
perpendicular planes there take place linearized equations of the form 

.. g 1 M rp--rp=- . 
I ml2 

Accarding to the preceding, a strategy for changing the moment M, providing 
stabilization of the vertical position, can be in the form 

M = arp+bip. 

However, standing vertically is possible not only by resting upon the soles of 
your both feet, but also through standing on one foot or even on a toe of one foot, 
i.e. by resting upon such a small area that it becomes impossible to create the 
controlling moment M . Meantime, you keep standing and this is attained by you 
at the expense of motions by your arms, body and a free leg. It turns out to be 
sufficient to change only the positions of the body, with the help of the moment 
between the body and the supporting leg. As a simplified model for such a jug
gling let us take the double pendulum considered earlier, but, this time, subject to 
regulation will be not a position of its supporting point, but the moment M in 
their coupling. Its mathematical model will be written with use of the linearized 
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equations of the double pendulum, which immediately precede the equations 
(23.15), assuming there u = 0 and adding on the right-hand sides the moments 

M and - M ,respectively. Then, we obtain 

Let us choose a control strategy for the moment M , as before, in the form of 
a linear function of all phase variables 

This will lead us to the characteristic equation 

whose form shows that its four coefficients may be chosen arbitrarily thanks to an 

appropriate choice ofthe controlling strategy parameters a l , bl , a2 , b2 . 

Thus, a stabilization of two inverted pendulums, placed one upon another, with 
a fixed supporting point is possible through a suitable control of the moment M 
in their coupling. Such strategies have been also found by nature that develops 
them partly during a training period after your birth, on the basis of some genetic 
heredity. 

Well, we are able to be standing. However, we are also capable of pacing. A 
two-legged pacing of a human is a very complicated process: many dozens of our 
muscles are consistently participating in the implementation of this pacing. At the 
same time, a pacing phenomenon in its simplest form is nothing, but some peri
odically repeated process, to be more exact, an auto-oscillation, if no human 
bones, but a man as a whole is chosen to be an object of contro!. To generate 
oscillations is possible with use of a control and a feedback. In the above exam
pIes, it was shown how to use a control and a feedback to implement it. In these 
examples, a control and a feedback were interpreted as some general technique 
for changing the properties and behaviour of various objects. Perhaps, a control 
and a feedback should be estimated at their true worth and be promoted to a prin
ciple of feedback. It is in this very way that N. Wiener did when proclaiming cy
bemetics as a new science. Now, we return to a two-legged pacing. My story 
about this phenomenon will be from afar. 

We have considered the case and got an idea of how a juggler forces a verti
cally standing stick not to fall down: he is controlling it . He is doing it by dis
placing its supporting point in accordance with its motion. It is clear that this is 
not a unique technique of controlling an inverted pendulum. A pendulum may be 
also controlled in another way. For example, YOl.i may connect to the end of the 
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pendulum one more seetion and maintain its direction constant. Do not ponder 
over why it is needed; instead, let us better see what will follow from it. 

Thus, we have a double pendulum (Fig. 24.1). Its sections have lengths 11 

and 12 ; the masses ml and m2 that, for simplicity, are supposed to be concen

trated on the terminals of the sticks; ~I and ~2 are angles of seetions with a 

verticalline. In the coupling of the sections there has been mounted a controlling 
device, which with the he1p of the moment M between the adjoined seetion and 

the pendulum is responsible for maintaining the angle ~2 that should be always 

constant and equal to a . The moment M is unknown for us, but we know that 

the control system is coping with its task and, hence, the angle ~2 is constantly 

equal to a. Let us construct a mathematical model for this inverted pendulum 
heing controlled in such a fanciful way. 

y 

x 

Fig. 24.1. A double pendulum. 

The pendulum with a section attached is a double pendulum. Y ou have already 
met it when we were discussing a juggling by two vertical sticks standing on each 
other. Now we are interested in some other thing, and namely, how the pendulum 
will be moving under the control described. 

Let xI' Y I and x 2 ' Y 2 be the coordinates of the point masses m l and m2 · 

From figure 24.1 it is apparent that 

XI = -lI sin~l' YI = 11 COS~I' 

Further, we fmd the kinetic energy T and the potential function V for grav
ity: 
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The generalized forces Ql and Q2 corresponding to the moment M ofthe con

trolling mechanism are equa1 to Ql = M , Q2 = -M . 
Now we know the Lagrange function and the additional generalized forces and 

may write the Lagrange equations: 

(24.1 ) 

or, taking into account that (jJ2 = a (92 = ifJ2 = 0), 

(24.2) 

This system of equations describes the variations of the pendulum angle (jJl 

with respect to the vertical line and the controlling moment M . Excluding the 
unknown moment M from these equations, we come to the equation for the an

gle (jJl. Eliminating an index from the angle (jJl' let us write the obtained sec

ond-order differential equation as follows 
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To find the moment M for any solution of the equation (24.3), one may use each 
of the equations (24.2). 

Let us begin studying the solutions of the equation (24.3), i.e. its phase portrait. 
First of all, reduce it to the form 

[1 + KCOS(qJ - a)]9 - Kili sin(qJ - a) - 0/ sin qJ - KO/ sina = 0 (24.4) 

involving only two parameters, K and (J) 

For K = 0 the equation (24.4) is converted into the equation for the pendulum, 

which is standing up vertically for qJ = O. It turns out that the equation (24.4) 

can be integrated. For this purpose, we multiply it by [1 + Kcos(9 - a)]9: 

[1 + KCOS(qJ - a)]2 9ifJ - K[1 + KCOS(qJ - a)]93 sin(qJ - a)-

and transfer it to the form 

1 d 2 .2 
--([1+KCOS(qJ-a)] qJ }-
2 dt 

Integrating this equation, we find that 

(24.5) 

where h is an integrating constant and 
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F(rp) = -2m2 f[l + KCOS(rp - a)](sin rp + Ksin a)drp = 

= 2m2 [cos rp - 3K rpsin a + K cos(2rp - a) - K2 sin asin(rp - a)] . 
2 4 

Solving (24.5) regarding ip, we get 

ip= 1 ~h-F(rp). 
1 + KCOS(rp - a) 

(24.6) 

As you already know, constructing a phase portrait according to (24.6) is re
duced to finding a graph of the function F(rp) . However, for K 2:: 1, when the 

angle rp is approaching the value under which 

l+Kcos(rp-a) = 0, (24.7) 

there may be an unbounded increase of the angular velocity. 
This sudden phenomenon arises from the fact that, in order to implement a de

sired control, the controlling moment M will unboundedly grow, since, after 
excepting;P from the equations (24.2), it will follow that 

(24.8) 

X [ip2 sin(rp - a) + m2 sina- m2 sinrpcos(rp - a)], 

where rpl was replaced by rp. 
An implementation of the unbounded moment is impossible and, therefore, 

there is no possibility to satisfy the condition rp2 =a , and we have to put some 

corrections into the mathematical model under consideration, if we want to study 
this case. These improvements can consist, for example, in assigning 

M = M* signM , when IMI has reached some limiting value, and in retain-

ing this value as long as IMI, being deterrnined from (24.8), turns out to be less 

than M*. Here, the angles rpl and rp2 are defmed by the equations (24.1) as 

before. However, we restrain ourselves by the case when the described phenome
non does not occur. Only notice here that this phenomenon is similar to an impact 

and results in very fast changes ofthe velocities ipl and ip2 . 
As it has been noted above, for constructing a phase portrait it is sufficient to 

have a graph of the function F(rp) defined by the forrnula (24.5). The shape of 
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the graph for this function will depend upon two parameters, K and a. Its shape 

is sufficiently apparent for small K and a; it is shown in figure 24.2 for a > 0 . 

b 

Fig. 24.2. The phase portrait in the cylinder development for the controlled double

seetion pendulum, obtained with the help of the graph of the function F (rp) . 
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According to this graph of the function F (9') , there have been constructed the 

phase trajectories determined by the equation (24.6) for different h . A totality of 
these trajectories constitutes a phase portrait in a cylindrical phase space (Fig. 

24.2). There are two equilibrium states 0 and 0 1 on this phase portrait. 

The equilibrium O( 9' = 9'.) , where 
. 

9' satisfies the condition .. . 
sm 9' = - K sm a, is unstable and corresponds to the pendulum position 

shown in figure 24.3, i.e . to an inverted pendulum. 

y 

x 

Fig. 24.3. A position ofthe double-link pendulum corresponding to the unstable equilib

rium (0 on the phase portrait in figure 24.2). 

The equilibrium °1 , corresponding to the same condition, is associated with 

the pendulum suspended downward. This equilibrium is stable. Near this stable 
equilibrium, oscillations are possible. They relate to the closed phase trajectories 

in a region in figure 24.3 holding the equilibrium 01 . 

All the rest phase trajectories, except the boundary trajectories and the separa
trices of the saddle 0, correspond to the motions with an unboundedly increas

ing velocity of the pendulum rotation ( 4J ~ (0). This is a sudden effect of con

trolling the second section of the pendulum, i.e. the tendency to maintaining the 
angle between the second section and the vertical line equal to the same a leads 
to a rotation of the main pendulum section. 
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We have got used to the fact that one may start rotating a pendulum by pushing 
it to one and the same side, or turn it strongly by hand immediately or with the 
help of belt and gear transmissions. In these cases, the force is of an extemal na
ture. However, it turns out so that the same effect can be obtained in some other 
way, with the help of attaching to this main pendulum some supplementary con
trolled pendulum. As a result, the main pendulum begins rotating in a faster way. 
Of course, such an unbounded untwisting presupposes an absence of dissipation 
( viscous and dry frictions) . If dissipation, caused, for example, by a small viscous 
friction, is taken into account, then there appears a stable rotation r with some 
velocity, as it is apparent from figure 24.4. 

" "

r 

...... --T---__ ~ 
1 

...... 1 
...... -..1 

--.. 
......................... __ . 

Fig. 24.4. A phase portrait of the inverted controlled double-section pendulum with 
dissipation taken into account. 

In the domain, surrounded by the curve composed of the separatrices of the sad

dIe 0, all the phase trajectories converge to the stable equilibrium 0 1 . The equi

librium 0, as before, is an unstable saddle. With the friction coefficient being 

further increased, all the motions will converge to the stable equilibrium 0 1 . 
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Of most interest for us will be the case when there arises the stable rotation r 
that relates to a phase portrait in figure 24.4. 

Thus, if real energy losses are available, then the described control will yield a 
rotation of the pendulum. We have already noted previously an uncommonness of 
this way for generating and maintaining a rotation. In addition to this, we notice 
that this effect is unexpectedly exploited by humans in performing their two
legged pacing. Hardly ever you thought about how you are walking. But even a 
very superficial observation exposes the fact that when walking there is no need 
for us to push ourselves forward by legs. When walking you rather feel that 
some "force" is pulling you forward and you are only putting your legs in front of 
you, not to fall . Y ou can feel this force drawing you forward not only while de
scending but also when walking along a flat road and even when ascending a 
small hill. This force, drawing you forward, can be amplified if you bend your 
body slightly ahead. To realise where this drawing force is coming from is possi
ble, if you look at the phase portrait in figure 24.4. Here, our legs we are resting 
upon may be treated as some section of an inverted pendulum and our body, at
tached to this leg as some attached section which we maintain to be at some con
stant angle to the vertical line: when we are standing the body is vertical, and 
when walking the body is slightly inclined ahead. Our supporting leg cannot per
form a complete rotation around its point of support; it only turns at some angle, 

from - ß to ß· Whereupon, the leg H) is replaced and another leg H 2 will 

turn from - ß to ß and so on all the time, if you do not vary a length of your 

pace (Fig. 24.5). 

Fig. 24.5. A scheme of a two-legged pacing as a cyclically repeated motions of the con
trolled double-section pendulum, an auto-oscillating pacing . 

Of course, here we are to some extent simplifying a moving manner of our sup
porting leg; the leg does not rest upon one point; supporting is performed by the 
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entire leg. In general, this pacing through changing legs looks similar to a rolling 

of a wheel with spokes, but without a rirn. 

According to the above said, let us draw two vertical lines fjJ = -ß and 

fjJ = ß on the phase portrait offigure 24.4 and analyse figure 24.6. 

r 

ü 
u 

rp=ß 

Fig. 24.6. A fragment of a phase portrait for the double-section pendulum with dissipation 
taken into account. 

The phase trajectories leaving the points of the line fjJ = -ß can cross in their 

course the line fjJ = ß. Suppose that, on the initialline, ip = u and on the final 

line, ip = ii. The mapping of u into ii of figure 24.6 has a diagram shown in 

figure 24.7. A stable fixed point of this diagram corresponds to the uniform pac

ing, where each new pace beg ins at the velocity u equal to the coordinate u' of 
this fixed point. Besides, if you have used figure 24.2, then no dissipation is occur
ring at all, and if figure 24.4, then dissipation is occurring for the entire pacing 

period, from fjJ = - ß to fjJ = ß . 
During areal walk, dissipation takes place in the time of rolling on a supporting 

leg and, especially, when a replacing of a supporting leg creates some ' jerk" 
against a support, and this is accompanied with some energy loss. Specificities of 
the energy loosing mechanism produce no effects upon a qualitatively correct 
shape ofthe diagram in figure 24.7, where the fixed point relates to a uniform 
periodic pacing . 
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U 

Uo 

Uo U* U 

Fig. 24.7. The Keniks-Lamerey diagram proving an auto-oscillating pacing. 

Summarizing the things discussed above, I would like to notice that, as it fol
lows from the preceding, not only humans but nature also has thought out its 
wheel, and not only a wheel but also original techniques to rotate it. Among hu
mans this rotation is based upon controlling a body's position and upon timely 
replacements of legs, preventing a fall. It may be also noticed here that for dino
saurs, for whom K > 1 , this technique needed additional supports, and one of 
them was a huge tail. However, this is through a magic crystal only, since a de
tailed analysis of the case K > 1 has not been done by uso 
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Deterministic and stochastic automata models. Constructing and studying 
the dynamical models for autornata games. 

In the following chapters I will narrate the simplest dynamical models of rational 
behaviour, games and teaching. The development of these problems started 
recently and in its initial stage it was accompanied with a well-known public 
discussion on the subject "Is a computer able to think?". This discussion was 
fierce and, seemingly, turned out forrnally useless, since each of the arguing 
parties retained its opinion. One party asserted a computer to be capable of 
thinking so far as it is able to solve complicated mathematical problems, 
sometimes beyond human capabilities, and it can prove geometric theorems and 
find a way out from a labyrinth, can play chess and control a nuclear reactor or a 
missile, can "read" a draught and in compliance with it can supervise a production 
of a corresponding metal piece, etc. The opposite party objected and stated that a 
computer is incapable of thinking but only able to perform actions just outlined for 
it by hurnans. 

It is clear that each party was right in its own way and this dispute seems 
senseless until there is made an agreement on what «thinking» iso For the time 
being, each party understands it in its own way. 

Where is then a watershed between a thoughtless execution of computer 
instructions, statements and an intelligent search for adecision and its 
irnplementation? In what does "a thinking" differ from the execution of some 
program of actions? One should realize that any intelligent approach is also 
performed with use of a certain hidden algorithm not observable by uso This 
algorithm, perhaps, is not deterministic and carries in itself some elements of 
chance. May be in this very chance and in a later filtration there lies an essence of 
our thinking? Or perhaps, this essence lies in associations and in our skills to 
distinguish analogies and exploit the knowledge already gained, or, at last, in our 
ability to extract conclusions from unsuccessful and successful trials? But if all 
these things had really happened, they, nevertheless, happen in compliance with 
certain mIes. 

It is hardly possible, nowadays, to give a profound answer to all these 
questions, i.e. to defme exactly what "a thinking" irnplies. And actually, how can 
it be done when we in fact know nothing ab out how our brain, being allotted by us 
a thinking capability, is functioning? 
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But we are well aware about how man-made computers operate, and with 
respect to them we can try to spot where arises the difference between a 
"thoughtless" execution of man-assigned instructions and where a "computer's 
thinking" starts. That we are adopting a computer thinking capability should not 
embarrass us, for this capability was granted to computers by nobody but a man; 
and this man hirnself was also granted this thinking capability - by nature. This 
thinking capability was granted to humans by the evolutionary process lasting for 
milliard years and this process was reduced to a severe selection of rational 
random changes. 

Even within the frames of this specific and narrow-oriented statement of the 
problem it is hardly advisable to strive right now to some single-meaning and 
clear-cut answers. Instead, it is better to discuss these answers with you, having 
suggested you some priming for your meditation. This priming will be held in my 
story ab out simplest models in which there are aheady exposed the elements of 
something that is, perhaps, perceived to be a thinking. 

Let us start from describing the automaton models for rational behaviour and 
learning. In our case, a decision-making subject will perforrn a "thinking" process 
in a manner like a certain automaton possessing an internal state upon whom a 
decision to be made depends. Astate itself, in its turn, is deterrnined by the 
success of the previous decisions. An idea and a study of such models was initially 
suggested by M.L. Tsetlin. 

Let our automaton perforrn only two actions; then all its possible states are 
decomposed into two classes, in one class one decision is made and in the other 
another one. Let us denote these decisions as "+1" and "-I". As an example of 
such situation there may serve a question ab out in what hand of a referee a coin 
was hidden. The coin is used as a prize. The situation considered also covers the 
case when a rat is choosing between two feeding troughs as shown in figure 25.1. 

Fig. 25.1. A schematic position of the two feeding troughts for the experiment of teaching 
rats or other animals or birds. 

Troughs were used to investigate learning capabilities of rats. A rat is released 
from time to time from a room through a passage leading to one of two troughs, to 
the left one, A, or to the right, B. Föod is placed from time to time into one trough 
or another; and the rat, depending upon its choice, can satisfy its hunger or remain 
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hungry till other time. The first situation (with a coin) pertains to an outguessing 
game, and the second reminds a life-like situation ofwhere to go for food. 

Let us start from the simplest automaton descriptions for different types of 
players - a simpleton, a bull-head, a sly-boots and a mystic. Each player is 

assumed to be in one oftwo states, the state X_I or the state x+I ; in one state he 

makes the decision - I and in the other the decision + I (Fig. 25.2). 

6) @ 
-1 +1 

Fig. 25.2. The two different states of the automaton-player. 

The (-I )-decision and the (+ 1 )-decision imply respectively a player choosing the 
left or the right hand. A referee hides a coin into one of his hands and an 
outguesser outguesses its place. What current state a player has and how he 
changes his states in accordance with the results gained in the previous games will 
depend upon the type of this player, i.e. whether he is a simpleton, a bull-head, a 
sly-boots or a mystic. A simpleton always uses the following way of thinking: if 
he has won, then he should not change his opinion conceming a coin-keeping 
hand. On the contrary, if he has lost, he decides that his state has to be changed. 
Let the magnitudes ; = + 1 and ; = -1 respectively stand for a win or a loss in 

the previous outguessing. Then, for ; = + 1 a simpleton will not change his state 

and for ; = -1 he, on the contrary, will, as shown in figure 25.3. 

t=1 

(J9Q) 
;=-1 

o 
Fig. 25.3. The graph of state changes for the "simpleton" at the win (; = 1 ) or the lass 

c; = -1). 
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As for a sly-boots, his thinking is that upon his win his opponent will change the 
position of the coin and, therefore, this player, upon winning, decides to change 
his state. Conversely, upon losing he does not change his state, for he thinks that 
his opponent will change it himself. The strategy of a sly-boots is shown in figure 
25.4. 

Fig. 25.4. The graph of state changes for the sly-boots at the win (; = 1) or the loss 

(; = -1). 

As for a bull-head, he will not change his decision and all the time will remain 

in the state X_I or x+I ' independently of the previous results. His state transition 

graph will not depend upon the result ; ofthe previous game (Fig. 25.5). 

~=IJ 

Fig. 25.5. The graph of state changes for the bull-head at the win (; = 1) or the loss 

(; = -1). 

A mystic will leave his decision to chance, through casting some (not 
obligatorily symmetrie) cubic and on this basis will independently take his state 

X_I or x+I with the probabilities p and q = 1- p. Here, he pays no attention 

to his wins and losses, absolutely relying upon his talisman, i.e. his cubic. This 
behaviour may be also modelled by a two-state automaton. Now, the states of this 
automaton are changed not in strict accordance with its loss or win but rather 
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according to arrows and with the probabilities p and q shown on them (see the 

state transition graph in figure 25.6). 

l-q q 

Fig. 25.6. The graph ofthe transition probability for the "mystic". 

Thus, we have described an outguessing simpleton, a sly-boots, a bull-head 
and a mystic. Similar strategies may be used by a simpleton, a sly-boots, a bull
head and a mystic referee. Similar strategies may be also employed by a rat 
searching for food; though, for a rat the strategies of a sly-boots, a mystic or a 
bull-head will be hardly efficient. Though, here everything will depend upon the 
strategies used to fill the troughs with food. 

In our story about possible strategies in the outguessing game we restricted 
ourselves to the two states only and assumed, except the mystic, these states to be 
deterrninistically changed after each game, depending upon its result. The number 
of states can be increased and their changes may be govemed stochastically. For 
example, the simpleton may be introduced as equipped with some memory and 
whose opinion is changed not immediately. Upon his first failure, he will only 
start doubting and only upon his repeated failure he will change his opinion. How 
such a retentive simpleton changes his states is shown in figure 25.7. Here, you 
see four states: the extreme right and left one relate to assurance in the decision to 
be adopted; the middle states, on the contrary, pertain to the situation when the 
decision is made, but with some portion of doubt. The number of states may be, 
certainly, not only four, but any. To each of the decisions there may correspond 
not necessarily equal numbers of states, as it was in our previous case where each 
player had two states. 
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Fig. 25.7. The graph of the state changes for the simpteton with a memory (the so-called 
linear playing strategy). 

Other automaton models may be also constructed, for example, with the state 
transition graph presented in figure 25 .8. 

Fig. 25.8. The automaton with a memory but its state change graph is different from that 
in figure 25 .7. 

Figure 25.9 shows the state transition graph for a two-state automaton in the case 
when the states are changed randomly, with the prob ability 1- p , if it wins 

(when ~ = + 1), and accordingly with the prob ability 1- q , if it loses (when 

~ = -1). The player with the stochastic strategy, depicted in figure 25.9, for 

p = 1, q = 0 will be a simpleton; for p = 0, q = 1 will be a sly-boots; and 

for p = 1, q = 1 a bull-head. 
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Wehave thus described the simplest strategies in the outguessing game against 
another player or against "nature". Nature mayaiso be considered to be a player 
retaining indifferent to its loss or win. 

I-p p 

;=+1 

l-q q 

Fig. 25.9. The graph oftransition probability for the "stochastist". 

The simplest models for the strategies of stochastic nature can be represented 
by a sequence of independent decisions with the probabilities p and 

q(p + q = 1) , as the mystic has, or by a markovian sequence determined by a 

matrix of state transitions. For example, there are the two states X_I and x+ I in 

which the decisions -1 and + 1 are made respectively. The states X_I and x+I 

are changed randomly, with some fixed probability, say, t5 (Fig. 25.10). 

Fig. 25.10. The graph of transition probabilities for the "stochastist" retaining indifferent 
to a win or a loss. 

Now, upon getting familiar with the simplest automaton models of players, let 
us consider an outguessing game between two players, a simpleton and a sly-boots 

Let us see who will win. A simpleton's state will be denoted by X_I or x+I ' and 
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that of a sly-boots by Y -I or Y +1 . The two players will possess four states, 

(X_PY_I) ' (X+PY_I)' (X_PY+I) and (X+PY+I) ' In the states X_I and Y_I ' 
the outguesser chooses the left hand and the referee hides a coin in his left hand. 

In the states X +I and Y +1 the outguesser chooses the right hand and the referee 

puts a coin into his right hand. In the states (X_PY_I) and (X+PY+I) ' the 

outguesser will win, and in the states (X_I'Y +1) and (X+p Y -I) the referee will . 

Now, we are able to depict the state transition graph for the dynamical system 
"referee-outguesser" shown in figure 25 .11 . The result will be unexpected to some 
extent. If the first game was won by the outguessing simpleton, then all the 
remaining games will be won by hirn as weil. 

~=-l 

~=+l ~=-l 

Fig. 25.11. The phase portrait for the "simpleton - slyboots" game. 

Conversely, if the first game was won by the referee - slyboots, then he will win 
further. 

A sirnilar graph for two simpletons is shown in figure 25.12. Their game runs 
periodically, with a four-game period - two games are won by the referee
simpleton and the other two by the outguesser. Thus, the total result of their games 
will be a draw. 

Now, let us consider a two-player game with stochastic strategies. This case 
covers both all the specific variants of the games like a sly-boots, a simpleton, a 
mystic or nature with p = q (Fig. 25.l0). Let one player have the associated 

probabilities p, q and the other the probabilities r, S . The players may possess 

fOUf combinations of their states, (X_I ' Y -I)' (x+I , Y -I)' (X_I' Y +1) and 

(x +1' Y +1) . In the first and the last states, the outguesser will win, and in the two 
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Fig. 25.12. The phase portrait for the game of two "simpletons". 

middle states the referee will. Both players may change their states in any case -
in case of a win, with the probabilities 1 - p, and in case of a loss, 1 - r , with 

the probabilities 1 - q and 1 - S , respectively. Let these players sequentially 

play some games and Pn(x_I'Y_I)' pJX+I'Y_I)' pJX_I'Y+I) and 

Pn (x+ I , Y +1) be the probabilities of the associated state combinations Xi and 

Y j in the n -th game. In the initial moment, there will take place a certain 

combination of states Xi' Y j , so that only the single probability p( Xi' Y j) will 

be equal to 1, whereas others will be equal to O. 

It is apparent that the combinations (Xi' Y j) are no states any more, since the 

knowledge of Xi and Y j is not sufficient to predict what Xi and Y j will be in 

the next game. Though, the probabilities for these states can be predicted. Thus, 
this situation brings us to the idea that as astate there may be employed the vector 

p whose components are the probabilities p( Xi' Y j ) . 

We assurne now that in the n -th game astate vector will be known and equal 
-n -n+1 n+1 ( ) to P . Let us find the vector p ,i.e. its components P X_I' Y -I ' 

n+1 ( ) n+1 ( ) and n+1 ( ) hr P X+I'Y_I' P X_I'Y+I P X+\'Y+I' t ough 

pn(X_I'Y_I)' pn(x+I'Y_I)' pn(x_I'Y+I) and pn(x+I'Y+I)' It turns 
out that 

(25.1 ) 

where the transition prob ability matrix P is equal to 
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ps (1- p)S p(1-S) (1- s)(1- p) 

(1- q)r qr (1- q)(l- r) q(1- r) 
(25.2) 

q(1- r) (1-q)(1-r) qr (1- q)r 

(1- p)(1- S) (1-S)p s(1- p) pS 

-n -n+l 
and P and P are row vectors. 

Ifthe state combinations (X_I' Y -1)' (X_I' Y +1)' (X+l' Y -1)' (X+l' Y +1) 

are denoted with digits 1,2,3,4 and the elements ofthe matrix P with Pi}' where 

i is a number of the row and j is a number of the column, then Pi} will be a 

probability of the transition from the state combination with the number i to the 

state combination with the number j . For example, the element P12 will be the 

probability ofthe transition from the state combination (X_I' Y -I) to 

(X+I , Y -I) being equal to the product ofthe prob ability that the winning 

outguesser will change its state , i.e. 1-P , by the probability that the losing 

referee will retain its state , i.e. S. All the remaining elements of the matrix are 
found similarly. 

The validity ofthe formula (25.1) follows from the relation 

that implies that the i -th combination of automaton states may appear, with the 

prob ability Pli' from the flrst combination; from the second combination, with 

P2i; from the third combination, with P3i; and from the fourth one, with the 

prob ability P 4i; whereas the probabilities of the flrst, second, third and fourth 

combinations will be PI n ,p/ ,P3 n and P / , respectively. 

Thus, the knowledge of the probability vector p n makes it possible to [md its 

next value pn+l after playing one more game. This allows us to consider this 

game of two stochastic automata to be a dynamical system with the state described 
by the vector p. 

A phase space of this dynamical system will be all possible vectors 

p( Pi' P2' P3' P 4) whose all Pi are not negative and their sum is equal to 

unity, because the system under consideration will be obligatorily in one of the 
incompatible states (1, 2,3 or 4). This phase space is three-dimensional and 

represents itself a three-dimensional simplex. The vertices of this simplex L 3 , 
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depicted in figure 25.13, correspond to unity vectors (1,0,0,0), (0,1,0,0), 

(0,0,1,0) and (0,0,0,1). On its four edges, we shall have PI = 0, P2 = 0, 

P3 = 0 and P 4 = 0 , respectively. 

The dynamical system with the phase space like the simplex :2: 3 (and in a 

general case, with a simplex of any dimension) and with the operator described by 
the matrix P , according to the formula (25.1), will be called a discrete markovian 
system. 

For a general case, the phase portrait of such a system will be very simple: all 

its phase trajectories will converge to the single equilibrium p * determined by 

the condition 

or, according to (25.1), by 

p* = p* P . (25.3) 

The equation (25.3) in a general case has the single normed nonzero solution 
P * . The markovian system is defined by the matrix P, i.e. by its elements 

P IJ 2': 0 . Therefore, the case with no one of P lj being equal to zero is understood 

to be a general case. In our specific case, when the matrix P is ofthe type (25.2), 
the general case occurs for p, q, rand S being different from zero and unity. 

When this general condition is fulfilled, the equation (25.3) has the single 

solution p * ( PI *, P2 *, P3 *, P 4 *) . 
This is a sufficient condition for the existence of the single globally stable 

equilibrium to which all phase space points tend asymptotically. The necessary 

and sufficient condition is that some degree ofthe matrix P, i.e. p k must satisfy 
this sufficient condition of positiveness of all its elements. 

In the situations (X_I'Y_I) and (X+I'Y+I)' i.e. in the first and the fourth, 
the outguesser will win, and in the rest (in the second and the third situations) he 
will lose as much as he wins (a five-kopeck coin). Therefore, in a long game the 
mathematical expectation of his win f will be c10se to its value in the 

equilibrium state 

(25.4) 

The form of the transition prob ability matrix (25.2) will be used for studying 
the games of the simpleton, the sly-boots and the mystic against the stochastist, 
with the probabilities 0 < r < 1 and 0 < S < 1 . 
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(0,0,0,1) 

(0,0,1,0) 

(0,1,0,0) 

Fig. 25.13. The phase space in the fonn of a three-dimensional simplex for the case when 
at least one player changes his state randomly with the probabilities dependent upon the 

result of the previous game. 

For the simpleton we have P = 1 and q = O. Thus, m accordance with 

(25 .1), the matrix P is written in the form 

P= 

s 

r 

o 
o 

o l-r 

o l-s 

that brings us to the equilibrium equations 

PI * = SPI *+rP2 * 

l-s 0 

1-r 0 

o 
o 

r 

s 

P3 * = (1- S ) PI * +(1- r ) P2 * 

to which there should be added the below rating conditions: 

P * + P * +P * +P * - 1 I 2 3 4- ' 

(25 .5) 

(25 .6) 

(25 .7) 
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The equations (25.6) and (25.7) are easily solved if at first we find the needed 

PI *, P2 *, P3 * and P 4 * from (25.6) with accuracy ofup to a common factor 

(25.8) 

then, this factor PI is found from (25.7). Therefore, we find that 

*_ *_ l-s 
P2 - P3 - 2(1 + r - s) (25.9) 

Thus, the mathematical expectation (25.4) for the simpleton's outguessing win 
will be equal to 

Mf=5 -1+r +s 
l+r-s 

(25.10) 

Now, it becomes easy to study how a win in the globally stable equilibrium 
will depend upon the probabilities rand s . Assuming MI = 5,L1 , we, by virtue 

of (25.10), shall easily arrive at the case that on the line 

s+r(1-,LI) =1 
1+ ,LI 

(-I:::;JI:::;I) , (25.11) 

inside the square 0< r < 1, 0< s < 1, the mathematical expectation (25.10) 

will be equal to 5,L1 (Fig. 25.14). 

Therefore, depending upon the probabiIities rand s , the sirnpleton can both 
win and lose and also obtain any intermediate result. The simpleton is elose to a 
maxirnally possible win at ,LI ~ + 1 ; vice versa, at JI ~ -1 to a rnaximalloss. In 

the point r = 0, S = 1 (Fig. 25.14), corresponding to the sIy-boots, all the lines 

of the equal wins 5 JI will intersect. Depending upon their initial states, the sIy

boots will always win or lose against the simpleton. The stochastic players being 
elose to the sly-boots can obtain any win from 5 to - 5, depending upon the values 
r~O ands~1. 

Such a drastic dependence of the win 5 JI upon the values rand s in the 

neighbourhood of the point r = 0, S = 1 and the absence of the certain value JI 

in this point is explained by the fact that for r = 0, S = 1 the existence of the 

globally stable equilibrium is broken. 
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s 

,LF-l 

r 
OO-------l:---:O-~ 

1 

Fig. 25.14. The geometrically represented dependence of the win f1 upon the state 

changing probabilities rand S in the "simpleton - stochastist" game. 

For the "s1yboots - stochastist" game we find that (for P = 0, q = 1 in the 

formu1a (25 .2» the matrix P will be ofthe form 

0 S 0 l-s 

0 r 0 1-r 
P= 

1-r 0 r 0 
(25.12) 

l-s 0 s 0 

Therefore, an equilibrium state is found from the equations 

(25.13) 

P3 * = rP3 * +sp 4 * 

from the rating condition (25 .7). From (25 .13) and (25 .7), we fmd that 

*_ *_ 1-r 
PI -P4 -2(1+s-r) (25 .14) 

Further, it turns out that the mathematica1 expectation of the sly-boots' win in a 
globally stable equilibrium state will be equal to 
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Mfj -- 51-r-s . 
l+s-r 

(25.15) 

The expectation MI found will be equal to - MI from the formula (25.10), 

if in this formula sand rexchange their places. Here, the situation is 
represented by the same graph from figure 25.13, provided that ,LI is replaced by 

- ,LI and the axis r by sand s by r . 
Now, let us look at the game ofthe mystic, for whom P = q = a , against the 

stochastist. In this case, the transition probability matrix P, in accordance with 
(25.2), will be ofthe form 

as (1- a)s a(1-s) (1- a)(l-s) 

(1-a)r ar (1-a)(l-r) a(1-r) 
(25.16) 

a(1-r) (1-a)(l-r) ar (1-a)r 

(1- a)(l-s) a(1-s)O (1-a)s as 

as 
According to (25.16), the equations of the stable equilibrium will be written 

(as -l)PI * +(1- a)rP2 * +a(1- r )P3 * +(1- a)(l- S)P4 * = 0 

(1-a)sPI *+(ar-l)p2 *+(1-a)(1-r)p3 *+a(1-s)p4*=O 
(25.17) 

a(1-s)PI *+(1-a)(1-r)p2 *+(ar-l)p3 *+(1-a)sP4*=O 

(1-a)(1-s)PI *+a(1-r)p2 *+(1-a)rP3 *+(as-l)p4*=O . 

Th~ equations (25.17) are linearly dependent and, therefore, admit the nonzero 

solution PI *, P2 *, P3 *, P 4 *, which then has to be normalized. Through 

manipulating this system of equations (25.17) (i.e. by adding the first equation 
with the third one and the third with the fourth) we shall reduce this system to the 
below form (omitting the fourth) 

PI *-P2 *+P3 *-P4*=O 

(1-S)PI *+(1-r)pz *+(r-l)p3 *+(s-1)p4*=O 
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a(l- S)PI * +(1- a)(l- r )P2 * +( as -1)p3 * +(1- a)sP4 * = 0 

We directly find that the needed norrnalized solution will be as follows 

P2 * = P3 * = L\-1(2-a-s)( a+s -2as) 

L\ = 2( a - s - r ) [2a + s + r - 2a( r + s ) J 

The mathematical expectation of a win in the equilibrium state will be 

~,r.lf-5( * * * *)_ 5(r-s)(1-2a) 
lV.lJ - PI + P 4 - P2 - P3 - -----'-----'-..:.------'---

2a+r + s -2a(r + s) 
(25.18) 

From the expression (25.18), it follows that for a = 0.5 the mystic will 
neither lose nor win from any automaton (for any rand s). On the contrary, for 

a:j:. 0.5 he may both lose and win. 

F or a < 0.5 , he will win for r > s and lose for r < s . Here, his maximum 

win from the simpleton will be for r = 1, s = 0; his maximum loss to the sly

boots will be for r = 0, S = 1 . 
F or a > 0.5 , everything will be vice versa. The mystic will maximally win 

for r < s from the sly-boots and for r > s will maximally lose to the simpleton. 
(In our conclusions on a maximum win and a maximum loss, a is assumed to be 
different from 0 and 1, which is again explained by the violation of conditions for 
the global stability ofthe equilibrium). 

Thus, we have considered both the simpleton - sly-boots game and the games 
of the simpleton, the sly-boots and the mystic against the stochastist as weIl. We 
have found the probabilities of various playing situations in the steady-state 
equilibrium and also the wins and the losses of players in it. In order to get a more 
complete idea conceming these games, I would like to remind you the associated 
state transition graphs for the deterministic simpleton - sly-boots game and the 
simpleton - simpleton game (see Figs 25.11 and 25.12). Here, the situation 
transition graphs are simultaneously phase portraits, because a playing situation 
here is nothing but astate. For stochastic games, a situation ceases to be astate 
any longer and a situation transition graphs is no more a phase portrait. A phase 

portrait will be all possible phase trajectories of the point p(p!, P2 ,P3 ,p 4) of 

the three-dimensional simplex 

Ps;:::O, 
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For a general case of positive values of all transition probabilities P Ij' this 

phase portrait will be simple and will hold phase trajectories contracting to the 

single stable equilibrium p * (PT *, P2 *, P3 *, P 4 *) (Fig. 25.15). 

(0,0,1,0) 

Fig. 25.15. The illustration of presence of the globally stable equilibrium in the game of 
randomly-changed states. 

The situation transition graph may be immediately constructed with use of the 
transition probability matrix P (25.2). The matrices of state changes in the game 
of the simpleton or the sly-boots against the stochastist and in the game of the 
stochastic mystic against the stochastist will constitute particular cases of this 

matrix P . We may, therefore, restrict ourselves only to demonstrating figure 
26.16 for the transition graph of the matrix P of the type (25.2). 

We have, thus, considered very simple examples of the outguessing games. 
Where is then a teaching in them? Teaching in such games lies in the fact that the 
players (the simpleton, the sly-boots and the stochastist) were playing not under a 
certain preassigned schedule but in strict accordance with the results of the 
previous games, since they were making adecision for each next game on the 
basis of the result obtained. The bull-head was not trained; he was acting 
according to a previously compiled plan. He could be also of another nature, 
implementing, say, some other arbitrary preassigned sequence of decisions. As for 
the mystic, this player had not been trained either; though, having no previously 
given plan, his decisions, nevertheless, did not depend upon the previously gained 
results and, instead, were govemed by chance. The playing strategies for the bull
head and the mystic imply no teaching. Instead, the strategies of the simpleton, the 
sly-boots and the stochastist are such that teaching takes place. 

The simplest strategies in the outguessing game discussed above can be also 
applied to rat's decision making as to what feeding trough to go to eat. This case 
relates to the game of the outguesser against nature, since the food-carrying 
troughs are determined by the reasons independent of the rat's actions. Nature 's 
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strategy also differs from the referee's strategy in the fo11owing: each time there 
obligatorily exist not only a single food-fi11ed trough and an empty trough but also 
possible is the situation of both troughs being fi11ed with food or both being 
empty. 

In interpreting an outguessing game as we11 as in the case with the rat 
searching for food via leaming itself by the results of the previous searches - in a11 
these cases a leaming component is evident. This component is incorporated into a 
player itself and is very simple, even primitive. That is why its principle difference 
and absolutely new capabilities, matched against the strict1y assigned behavioural 
strategies not exploiting the previously gained experience, have not been still 
realized at present. I would like to emphasize here that these new leaming 
capabilities imply not only other algorithms for actions but also some new 
information about the results of the previous actions used by the algorithm. 

In the above examples, this information was exploited for decision-making 
about the automaton's transition to this or that state. There exists a more general 
and deeper employment of such information for modifying the automaton itself; in 
particular, for changing the probabilities p and q of the stochastic automaton. 

The rat's behavioural strategy with a leaming component incorporated seems 

Fig. 25.16. The transition probabilities graph for the game oftwo "stochastists". 

expedient. Nevertheless, why it is so is not so evident, because it is not clear at a11 
against what it must be compared and against what this strategy looks better. This 
question is not so simple. Its discussion here could lead us far away from the 
subject. Therefore, let us restrict ourselves to only comparing this strategy against 
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the random behavioural strategy and which is better than a random strategy will be 
considered as more rational. The random behaviour with independent choice has 
equal probabilities for a win and a loss. The rational strategy will be the one for 
which a win will exceed 0.5. Such an understanding seemingly agrees with our 
intuition. A more complete analysis of this question will be, probably, given to 
you in your special courses. 

In conc1usion, I would like to touch the two general points not related directly 
to our subject, viz. to explain why the stochastist with p = q = 0.5 wins from 

nobody and loses to nobody and why the markovian system with the matrix P, 
with all its elements P lj being positive, has the single stable equilibrium state 

p * . That he neither wins from nor loses to the simpleton, the sly-boots and the 

stochastist was revealed by the specific analysis of the mathematical models of 
their games. Though, here naturally arises the following question: is it possible to 
generate a successful strategy against the stochastist who with equal probabilities 
and independently chooses - 1 and + 1 ? (This kind of strategy is a dream of 
fanatics in all gambling houses.) A simple analysis reveals that this strategy is 
impossible. It is impossible because the stochastist's realizations -1 and + 1 are 
independent either upon his previous actions or his opponent's actions. This very 
independence makes conditional probabilities of his wins and losses constantly 
similar, equal to 0.5. 

In our time, D.M. Tchertok and I tried to devise the more complicated leaming 
strategies than the above described and to overplay a human with their help. A 
human is not an equal-probability stochastist, i.e. he inevitably takes into account 
the results of his previous games. If this very account of his has been recognized, 
then a human's loss will be inevitable. In order to implement the strategy based 
upon recognizing his strategy, it is necessary to construct a mathematical model 
for a playing human. For this, rather efficient becomes the assumption that a 
human strategy is random in its nature, but the probabilities of choosing -1 and 
+ 1 depend upon [mite, though not so great, number of previous games. What a 
human chooses in the final end, -1 and + 1 , will not be equiprobable and not 
independent. 

Alongside with it, a computer overplaying a human in such a way puts itself 
into a risky position. It may lose to man, provided that man has thought out a 
strategy superior to the computer's. This human strategy is based upon 
recognizing the computer's strategy. Mutual perfection of these playing strategies 
may last long, like wars among humans. This analogy is not so direct, since in any 
war not only its strategies are subjected to perfection but also its fighting facilities. 
These facilities may be also considered to be a strategy. At present, mankind is 
facing a vitally important danger - a breakage of the chain of evolutional 
perfections which was incorporated into the instincts of humans as representatives 
of living creatures. This breakage is seemingly possible only through 
apprehending the destruction of the "natural" path of human civilization and 
understanding the fact that in the time of coming ecological catastrophe the 
collective behavioural strategies should be crucially improved. 
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In this connection, of special interest becomes the problem of creating the 
coexistence models based not only upon Darwinian struggle for existence but also 
upon the principle of human coexistence under new living conditions. This is 
some kind of a jump to the new evolutionary strategies resting not upon open 
struggle for existence but upon compromising strategies and agreements. Such 
strategies and agreements are mutually profitable for a short and a long periods of 
time and are based upon the comprehension that except primitive and instinctive 
strategies there can ex ist substantially more efficient and rational strategies. 

That these strategies exist is demonstrated by Ju. B. Germeyer's example 
which very clearly explains a possible existence of strategies being more 
profitable than a direct maximization of one's own win. We imply here the n
player game, where the s -th player's win is equal to 

(s = 1,2, ... ,n) (25.19) 

In this game, any player exploits his own way of choosing his variable 

O~XS ~1. 

It is clear that the immediate approximation by the s -th player of his win I, 
will lead us to the choice X s = O. If all the players do this, a win of each of them 

will be then equal to 1. But if it is agreed between them that they will not tend to 

an individual win and, instead, all will choose x, = 1, then everybody's wins will 

not be equal to unity, but, perhaps, to much more, f1(n -1). In its nature such an 

agreement is not stable, because for each individual player it becomes favourable 
to violate the agreement and obtain a far greater win, f1(n -1) + 1 . Though, if 

m players behave in this way, then their win will be f1( n - m - 1) + 1 and the 

win of others will be f1( n - m - 1) . It is clear that if f1( n - m - 1) turns out 

to be less than unity, then the above agreement will be not profitable for players. 
Hence, such "a union" will be broken - and this will be unfavourable for all of 
them. It is possible to establish arrange a more stable agreement, namely, through 
arranging a certain common cash box. That is, they may agree between themselves 
to keep all wins in this common box and then, for example, distribute them 
equally among the members. In this case, a total win will be equal to 

F = LI, = n-x] - ... -xn + f1(n-1)(x] + ... +xn ) = 

=n+(f1(n-l)-I)(x] +x2 + ... +xn ) . 

Let we have f1(n -1) -1> 1, then not for all together but for each player it 

becomes advantageous to choose X s = 1 . 
The second general question has been, perhaps, explained to you at your 

lectures on the theory of probabilities. This surprising and important general fact 
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needs a heuristically visual understanding that it is given below. Here, I just wish 

to recall you a single thing, i.e. that the conditions P ij > 0 are sufficient but not 

necessary. Though, necessary and sufficient conditions are known as well. But let 
us not touch this point here though these conditions are also beautiful and 
immediately checked through a shape of the situation transition graph. Thus, let all 

Pu > 0 be positive. 

In this case, the linear transformation with the matrix P converts the simplex 

Ln again into the simplex Ln lying strictly inside the simplex Ln. It lies strictly 

inside because all the vertices of the simplex Ln (1,0, ... ,0), (0,1, ... ), ... , 

(0,0, ... ,1) are converted, due to Pu > 0, strictly inside the simplex Ln. It 

means that the simplex Ln is transformed into the inside of the geometrically 

similar simplex ~II which is q < 1 times less than the simplex Ln. By the next 

transformation, the simplex Ln will analogously be converted into the q times 

lesser simplex L 11 remaining similar to it, etc. Hence, a sequence of such similar 

and infinitely lessening simplexes will contract to some internal point P * . 
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The Rosenblatt perceptron as a dynarnical system. Mathematical models 
for an object, an image, recognition and teaching a recognition. The theo
rem about the fmiteness of the number of errors. A relation between the 
perceptron teaching algorithm and the stochastic approximation. 

Now let us come to the model that has come into being comparatively not long 
ago, namely, in the middle of the previous century. It became already widely 
popular in the 60s. This was a model of the hmnan's intellectual activity. It was 
implemented on a computer and this thus proves that a computer may have a 
thinking capability. The model has shocked contemporaries and opened a new 
branch in cybernetics - pattern recognition. This mathematical model was pre
ceded by a wonderful device designed in 1957 by Frank Rosenblatt. He gave his 
device a very sounding name, a "perceptron". This name was chosen on the basis 
of the then conceptions on the structure of brain, eye retina and the conceptions 
ab out processing retina's signals in the nerve celllayers. By profession F. Rosen
blatt was a physiologist. His device was able to perceive, distinguish and recog
nize visual patterns. It could distinguish triangles and ovals, recognize letters and 
other images. The most amazing thing was that these capabilities had not been 
previously built into the computer and rather came into being through teaching the 
perceptron. Through training the perceptron became capable of distinguishing new 
geometrical figures and visual patterns. Earlier these skills usually betrayed a hu
man intelligence; and this capability of computers was beyond their capabilities. 
The surprise caused by these capabilities was enlarged by the fact that it was abso
lutely incomprehensible how the perceptron was perforrning these actions - since 
everybody could see only a board of photosensitive cells irnitating the eye retina, the 
random connections of these cells with the A-Iayer, B-Iayer, an adder, a formal 
neuron, various feedbacks. All these things were somehow interrelated and were 
running in a certain way, in accordance with unpredictable principles of neurody
namics. Possibly, ifthis device bad not been areal one but merely its description and 
if there had been the same talking about its capabilities, then nobody would have 
paid any attention to it. But here there was a really existing and functioning device, 
and it was recognizing patterns and learning itselfhow to recognize. 

F. Rosenblatt wrote a thick book, "Principles of neurodynamics", that was 
translated into Russian. However, most likely it was read by nobody, for it was 
hardly understandable to anybody except the author. Nevertheless, a human 
thinking was in progress. These principles were understood. They tumed out to lie 
in the amazingly simple, far from neurophysiology, mathematical model for the 
feature space and in the model of a pattern being some domain in this space. This 
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mathematical model exploits some abstract fantastic concept of the multidimen
sional space born by the boundless imagination of mathematicians. Then, any 
mystery, confusion and incomprehensibility have vanished. Everything has be
come very simple, even trivial. This powerful strength of simplicity has brought to 
life a fast development of a new branch of cybernetics, "pattern recognition", and 
its numerous applications. Nowadays, a robot is capable of playing a piano at 
sight, i.e. looking at notes placed before it; a machine-tool is able to manufacture 
metal pieces according to a designer's draft; a computer can type an artic1e or a 
book from a manuscript or at voice; a robot can also diagnoze a disease, reveal 
faults in an engine, reveal a deposit of mineral resources and can perform other 
numerous intelligent actions. 

Here, we again are returning to the problem of perception. I will not block up 
your mind with small details of the perceptron design, though they might be 
greatly useful for you. Now, I will try to describe the perceptron's functioning 
from the point of view of its contemporary understanding. 

With the help of its board of 100 x 100 photocells (elements), the perceptron 

perceived some visual pattern as a combination of 104 signals x" x 2 , ... , x lOOOO • 

These signals formed a vector of features or a description X of this pattern. To 
each incorning signal x, the perceptron responded with "yes" or "no", or with 
"+ 1" or "- 1". How it responds in each specific case to a given input signal x 
depends upon its internal state which is characterized by the values of the pa-

rameters Y1' Y 2 , ••• , Y m constituting the vector y. These parameters r may vary 

under the actions ofthe teacher who in each case informs whether the perceptron's 
response was correct or not. All the objects to be dernonstrated to the perceptron 
are supposed to be divided by the teacher in two c1asses (c1ass A and c1ass B). The 
teacher wants to teach the perceptron to c1assify these objects so that the percep
tron would respond with "+ 1" if it is shown an A-c1ass object and with 
"- 1 " when shown a B-c1ass object. The teacher teaches the perceptron this rec
ognizing skill through showing it different patterns, thus causing the correspond
ing changes in the internal state r of the perceptron. The teacher hopes that upon 

this teaching the perceptron will correctly respond (like a teacher) to the new 
shows which had not been, perhaps, suggested to it during the previous teaching 
seSSlOn. 

According to the above description, an internal structure of the perceptron, 
whatever it rnay be, can be represented by the model 

y=f(x,y) (26.1) 

where fex, y) is a function of the two vectors X and y. This function can take 

only the two values, + 1 and - 1 . In the sirnplest variant of the Rozenblatt per
ceptron, this function is of the form 

m 

f(x,y) = sign Irs~s (xl""'xn ) = signr~(x) (26.2) 
s=1 
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The above model simulates only the perceptron's response to the signal X; 
here, the process of teaching the perceptron is yet left beyond description. 

In general, teaching rnay be thought as exploiting the teacher's information by 
the perceptron for determining its state vector y , i.e. 

Y _ g(x i I. 2 2. xP P) - , Z , X , Z , ••• , , z (26.3) 

Here, Xi, Zi is adescription of the i -th object being demonstrated and the 

teacher's indication to what pattern this description belongs: to the pattern A, if 

z = -1; and to B, if z = 1. The sequence X I , Z I ; ... ; X P , Z P makes up the 

teaching information. The perceptron employs this information to determine its 
state y. When a new show is done, the perceptron's response (26.1) to the show 

of the object with the description X will be determined by X and the state y. 

The teacher's response z will be determined by some function fteach (x) = z 
unknown for uso 

Thus, the teaching purpose may be thought as bringing the perceptron's func-

tion (26.1) c10ser to the unknown teacher's function fteach (x), through using the 

teaching information l(x l , z\ .. ; x P , zP). Now, after this explanation, let us 

describe the teaching algorithm (26.3) used for the simplest version ofthe percep
tron. 

Let X be a set of all possible objects x. These objects are finite or infinite in 

number. Each object X E X is referred by the teacher to one of the c1asses, A or 

B . This capability of the teacher may be represented by the certain function 

fteach (x) that will assume for any object X only one of the two values, + 1 or 

-1. An ideal purpose for teaching the perceptron is to get the pupil (i.e. the per
ceptron) doing what its teacher is doing , i.e. for any X E X to have 

y = f(x,y) = sign yrp(x) = fteach (x) . (26.4) 

It is c1ear here that the principle possibility of teaching is connected with the exis
tence of such a number y = y * for which at all X E X we could get (26.4). 

Then comes the question as what the teaching (26.3) should be in order to [md 
such y * , if any. We recall here that in the case under consideration the function 

fex, y) is determined by the formula (26.2). 

Rozenblatt has thought out the following algorithm for choosing the needed 

y * during the sequential shows of the objects Xl, x 2 , ... and the teacher's re-

sponses fteach (Xl), fteach (x 2 ), ... informing whether the perceptron has re

sponded correct1y or not. 
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Let us take the arbitrary y. If the perseptron' s response is correct, then this fact 

is confirrned by the teacher. The perceptron, being satisfied, will change nothing, 
i.e. it willleave y without any change. If the perceptron's response does not co-

incide with the teacher's, i.e. the response is wrong, then y will be changed, thus, 

bringing the perceptron doser to the correct response. Namely, let the teacher's 
response be + 1 and the perceptron's -1; then we have 

I(x,y) = signyrp(x) = -1 . 

In order to bring the perceptron doser to the true response + 1 , it is possible to 
add the vector 5rp( X ) ( 5 > 0) to the vector r, i.e. to substitute y by Y ac

cording to the formula 

y = y + 5 rp(x) . 
Here, we obtain 

Hence, I(x,y) > I(x,y) , and in this way the perceptron has come nearer to 

the right response. 
Now vice versa, let the teacher's response be -1 and the perceptron's + 1. 

Then, the magnitude yrp( x) should be reduced, i.e. y should be substituted by 

y in accordance with the formula 

y = y - 5 rp(x) , 

since fex, y) = yrp(x) will be decreased by - ;rp2 (x) 

Let the teacher's response Ileach (X) and the perceptron's response be not co

incident, then, in accordance with the above said, y will be changed according to 

the forrnula 

y = r + ifteach (x)rp(x) . (26.5) 

This change will take place only when the perceptron has performed an error. If 
the perceptron is responding correctly, then instead of (26.5) there will take place 

y=y. 

The equations (26.5) and (26.6) may be easily written as a single formula 

- { y y-
y + ifteach (x )rp( x) 

or 

lor fteach( x) = I 

for fteach( x) *- I 

(26.6) 

(26.7) 
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r = r - 0.55(1 - heach )y?(X) , 

where 1 is the perceptron's response detennined by the fonnula (26.2) and 

h each is the teacher's response to the show of one and the same objeet X EX. 
Prior to studying the teaehing algorithm (26.7), let us describe briefly and 

schematieally how this was implemented in the Rozenblat's perceptron. 
As said before, in designing his pereeptron Rozenblat proceeded from his un

derstanding the visual receptor structure and from his understanding the technique 
of how the eye retina and the brain perfonn a further processing of this visual im
age. This processing was thought by him to be done on a layer-by-layer basis, viz. 

a layer of receptors; a layer of construeting the funetions y?(x1 , ... , x n ), a layer 

for multiplying the funetions Y?s by the eoefficients rs; at last, a neuron imple

menting the threshold funetion sign. Aceordingly, a sehematic representation of 

this process is given in figure 26.1. 

f 

Fig. 26.1. The scheme of the three-layer perceptron with a fonnal neuron (a threshold 

element) in the output (the feedbacks of the phase variables rl"'" r m in the third layer 

not shown). 

The teaehing mechanism was implemented through mate hing a neuron's re
sponse against a teacher's response; the result of this comparison was then used to 

eorreet, through the feedbacks, eaeh of the multipliers r s ' in accordance with the 

fonnula (26.7). Such is a sehematic description ofthe perceptron's operation. 
In addition to this funetional and schematie deseription, the pereeptron may be 

described geometrieally. The pattern x ,appearing at the input of the perceptron, 
may be interpreted as an appearance of the point x in some multidimensional 
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feature space Rn' In this space, the function (26.2) implemented by the percep

tron may be geometrically represented as the fact on what side of the surface 

y~(x) = 0 (26.8) 

this point X is lying. If it lies on one side from this surface y~( x) > 0 , then this 

will correspond to the response + 1. If on another side from the surface 

y~( x) < 0, then this will indicate the response - 1 . The set of points X is di

vided into the A -c1ass points and B -c1ass points which must lie on a different 
side from the surface (26.8). 

According to the above said, a set of points X relating to the pattern A may be 

treated as a model for the pattern A and a set of points of the pattern B accord
ingly as a model for the pattern B . In this case, a teaching process is thought to 
be a constructing of the surface (26.8), splitting the sets of points of the patterns 
A and B , in accordance with the forrnula 

{
A , 

XE 
B, 

if y~(x) > 0 

if y~(x) < 0 

Thus, the intelligent pattern recognition may be geometrically interpreted as 
constructing a surface, which will separate the sets ofpoints (models) representing 
the patterns A and B . 

This geometrical interpretation of the visual image recognition has given rise to 
enorrnous consequences. Under patterns people now started to imply not only vis
ual patterns but any other represented numerically, by somewhat numerical fea-

tures Xl' X 2 , ••• , X n . This kind of understanding has made it possible to recognize 

various c1asses of patterns - handwriting, various sounds, oil fields, text reading, 
human voice and words pronounced, medical and engineering objects, etc. 

At last, also important and interesting is the fact that the perceptron is a dy
narnical system and that a process of its teaching and recognizing itse1f is also 
dynarnical. 

Astate of the perceptron is an m -dimensional vector y. An operator of this 

dynamical system is given by the forrnula (26.2) which deterrnines a change ofthe 
state y. A perceptron's response to the external action X is described by the for-

mula (26.2). Gaining by a perceptron its recognizing skill will imply that a per
ceptron has arrived to its equilibrium state in which the perceptron's state y re-

tains unchanged at any show X . 

Now let us prove a possibility of teaching the perceptron with use of the teach
ing algorithm (26.7). Here, we shall consider the perceptron as a dynarnical sys
tem. The perceptron state vector y will be interpreted as a point in the multidi-

mensional phase space r m . The forrnula (26.7) will defme a law of state changes 

and may be considered as an operator of the dynamical system. The perceptron 
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states r * , in which the perceptron has been taught and ways responds like the 

teacher does, will not (due to 26.7) change and will constitute, therefore, its equi
librium states. 

It is easily seen that the set of equilibrium states, if any, will form a convex 
cone. Indeed, the equilibrium r * will meet the requirement 

sign r * rp( X) = heach( x) (26.9) 

for all X EX. Though, if (26.9) was fulfilled for some r * , then it will be also 

fulfilled for Ar * at any A > 0 . Analogously, if rl * and rz * are equilibri

ums, then Al rl * + Az r 2 * will be also an equilibrium at positive ~ and Az (in 

particular, for Az = 1 - Al and 0 ~ Al ~ 1 ). 
Now, let us prove that if the perceptron has a cone of equilibriums containing 

the internal point r * , then it will be able to make not more than some fmite 

number of errors and upon it the perceptron will cease to make them. This stun
ning theorem is proved in a comparatively simple way. Its idea is that any discrete 
phase trajectory of the perceptron at any preset sequence of shows cannot hold 
more than some fmite number of points. From this, it does not follow that this 
trajectory should obligatorily terminate in an equilibrium; upon some finite num
ber of errors the perceptron will simply cease to make errors at any preassigned 
sequence of shows. Though, if we sequentially show all the points of the set X 
some times, then the phase trajectory will obligatorily terminate in an equilibrium 
and the perceptron willlearn itself to correctly recognize all the points from the set 
X. 

To prove this wonderful theorem by Novikov is not difficuIt, as was said above. 

Let for X E X we have 0 < r ~ Ilrp( X )11 ~ R < 00 and let r * be an internal 

point of the equilibrium set which corresponds to the trained perceptron. Then, we 
shall obtain 

Ir * rp( x)1 ~ pllr *llllrp( X )11, p > 0 (26.10) 

independently ofthe length ofthe vector r * that may be chosen arbitrarily. 

Actually, if r * is an internal point of the equilibrium cone, then for some 

p > 0 and for any vector a, for which Ilall ~ p, we shall get the below ine

quality 

for all X EX, or, taking a = vrp(x) /llrp(x)11 ' the inequality 
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Iy * rp( X ) + v IIY *llllrp( x )111 > 0 

for any lvi 5: p , from which (26.10) will follow. Also, let yO be an arbitrary 

initial state of the perceptron and yl, y2 ,y3 , ... be a sequence of states of the 

perceptron in the course of its training by showing it some arbitrary points 

Xl, x 2 ,x3 , from the set X. Let us see how the distance 

V(yS) = (yS _ y*)2 ofthe point yS from the point y * will vary with growth 

of s . We fmd directly that 

Since 

then, taking into account (26.10), we get 

Since the length of the vector y * is arbitrary, let us choose it such that 

Then, with each transition from yS to y5+1 the distance to y * will decrease 

by not less than q > 0 and, therefore, the number of such transitions cannot ex-

V(yo) 
ceed N = . Hence, the statement has been proved. 

q 

Let us find a direct expression of the estimate N for the upper limit of the 

perceptron's errors. At IIY *11 = eR and yO = 0 we get 
p 
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R 2 [ 2 ]-1 1 
=-2 max 2Rq-q =-2' 

P rS?SR p 

and this is natural, since a necessary decrease of pimplies a greater difficulty of 

splitting the sub sets A and B ofthe set X. 
Thus, the number of perceptron's errors will not exceed some fmite number if 

the perceptron is able in principle to recognize the patterns A and B . This capa
bility will retain even when the set X is infinite. If the set X is finite, then by 
showing this set repeatedly the perceptron will be finally trained of correct recog
nition during the number of shows not exceeding N. On the contrary, if the set 

X is infinite, then any length of the te ac hing session will not guarantee a com
plete teaching of the perceptron. In order to speed up the perceptron teaching, it is 
desirable for the perceptron to perform during this teaching as many errors as pos
sible, in order to exhaust the admissible number of them. When this number has 
been exhausted, the perceptron will correctly classify all the remaining points , 
though they were not shown by the teacher. In this extrapolating predicting capa
bility, there lies its most essential importance and practical weight. This capability 
of the perceptron, in particular, enables, upon demonstrating some patients of 
some disease , to successfully diagnoze this disease among new patients. Through 
showing the letter A, it becomes possible to recognize this letter in other writings, 
etc. 

Above, alongside with the description of perceptron's model there has been 
also described a general model of teaching to recognize two classes of objects 
(that only two classes were presented is not a substantial restrietion, since via a 
dichotomy it becomes possible to split objects into any number of c1asses). This 
model inc1udes the decision rule f (x, y) and a teaching algorithm in the form 

(26.3) which is an algorithm for changing the state y. The contemporary knowl

edge does not permit to indicate all possible successful algorithms for any given 
decision rule fex, y) . Neither can be shown the best of the decision rules. But 

there already exist numerous teaching algorithms. Now we will show you one 
common technique for their construction. It is based upon minimizing a stochastic 
functional and was called the method of stochastic approximation. 

Let we have some functional G(x, y) being dependent upon some random 

vector x E X and the vector of parameters A. The random vector has some dis

tribution function p( x) . The stochastic approximation provides sequential ap-

proximations to the value A * , which will minimize the mathematical expectation 
of the functional 

MG(X,A) = fG(X,A)p(x)dx (26.11 ) 
x 
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over the parameter A. These subsequent approximations are described by the 
formula 

(26.12) 

where points Xl ,x2 , ••• will appear randomly, according to the probability den

sity p(x). 
We are not going to formulate the conditions for the convergence of the se

quential approximations Al, A2 , ••• to the minimum of the functional (26.11). 

This, if needed, may be found out by you from the associated lecturing courses or 
books. Here, we restrict ourselves to showing only how this general technique 
makes it possible to arrive at the above teaching algorithm and to other numerous 
algorithms, as was shown by Ja. Z. Tsypkin. 

It is c1ear that a teaching purpose may be formulated as the atlempt to perform 
possibly less number of errors, i.e. to search for such A * at which the decision 

rule fex, A) will admit a minimum of errors. Now let us introduce the penalty 

function G(x, A) instead of number of errors and let us demand that the mathe

matical expectation of this penalty function be minimal. The required A may be 
found in accordance with (26.12). 

Assurne that 

f(x,A} = signArp(x} 

G(X,A) = (f(x,A) - heach(x))Arp(X) 

and, by virtue of(26.12), we shall find 

AP+! = AP - eP\j -< (f(x, A) - heach (X))Arp(X) = 
= AP - e P (f(x, A) - heach (x))rp(x) 

which, as easily seen, coincides with (26.7) for e P = 0.5e . 
The penalty function G( x, A) was chosen so as to turn to zero if the response 

is true (f = heach ) . It will become equal to \Arp( x)\ if the response was wrong 

(f * fteach)· Via choosing other penalty functions, it is possible to construct 

other teaching algorithms. 
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The two-body problem and its relations with some astronomic problems 
like black holes, universe extension and solar system evolution. 

Here I am starting a narration about a dynamical system whose description and 
mathematical simulation have passed across the entire history of mankind. From 
Egyptians, Babylonians, Arabs and ancient Greeks to Europeans and to the entire 
contemporary mankind there has stretched a chain of these investigations per
formed for twenty five centuries and reflecting people's variational thinking about 
the environmental world and their place in this world, and also about their capa
bilities to implement these investigations in their life. This chain started from 
primitive descriptions of the immediately observed, then it passed through a com
prehension of the magnificent intentions of gods and the world harmony created 
by them, through describing this harmony by perfectly ideal mathematical images 
(by circles, spheres, regular polyhedrons, the golden section, etc). Then, this chain 
was extended to the contemporary laconic purely mathematical abstract modelling 
and investigations, and to understanding a unity of the worlds, terrestrial and ce
lestial, a unity of their laws expressed in the mathematical language. This system 
embraces the starry sky with the Sun, the Moon, the planets, and the Earth we are 
living on. 

A day is replaced with a night. This happens for centuries and centuries. Winter 
is replaced with spring, spring with summer, summer again with winter, and all 
these events occur all the time. Lives of humans are immediately connected with 
this etemal replacement of year seasons, days and nights. The Moon appears and 
vanishes, its phases are changed; the planets on the sky queerly move on the fir
mament. These mysterious metamorphoses eould not help exciting a human; his 
life seemed to hirn wholly dependent upon their merey, being at the mercy of this 
magnificent divine sky and heavenly bodies. 

From our school days we are aware of the geocentric system of the universe 
created by ancient Greeks and the people in the Middle Ages. We know about the 
Ptolemaic system (a descriptive kinematic model of the universe), and the geo
centric system by Copemicus that replaced the Ptolemaic system. We are also 
familiar with the Kepler laws and the universal gravitation. But how from these 
laws of 1. Newton the three laws of J. Kepler follow remains mysterious for us so 
far. And this very mystery we will trY to shatter. This point will be the subject of 
the coming story. 
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The Kepler laws describe the movements of celestial bodies in an incomparably 
simpler way. They are able to predict the positions of the planets, in contrast to the 
very complicated kinetic model by Ptolemy and the simpler Copemican model in 
which travelling planets were represented through a principally similar approach, 
and namely, by a superposition of uniforrnly circular revolutions. The 77 circles 
held in the Ptolemaic system were reduced in the Copemican system to only 34. 
Both systems, Ptolemaic and Copemican, suggested a very large predicting accu
racy, up to an order of angle minutes. Though, these systems required very com
plicated calculations. All these things were surprisingly simplified by Kepler, 
though his description retained still kinematic. The three laws by Kepler were not 
interrelated and had no unique explanation either. It was I. Newton who explained 
them from a unique position, in a unique way, not only them but also all mechani
cal phenomena occurring in the sky and on the Earth. Everything has become as a 
corollary of one and the same laws, the laws of mechanical movements. Now let 
us recall the Kepler laws. 

His first law considers an orbit of each planet to be an ellipse, and in one of the 
foci of the ellipse there lies the Sun. 

His second law describes how and at what velocity each planet traveis along its 
ellipse. Its velocity is variable but its so-called sector velocity, i.e. the velocity at 
which the radius-vector connecting the Sun and the planet circumscribes an el
lipse, retains constant 

The third law, according to Kepler, is a general harrnony of celestial spheres 
being manifested by a constant ratio of the squared circulating period of the planet 
to the cubed serni-axis of its ellipse. 

As a whole, the three laws by Kepler provide a full kinematic description of the 
regularities in the planet movements within the solar system. But are there any 
more general foundations for these regularities? Cannot they be a corollary of any 
more generallaws of nature? In order to ans wer these questions, Newton had to 
overcome tremendous difficulties. Through a titanic effort of his human genius he 
laid a foundation for a number of new scientific directions - mechanics, theory of 
gravitation, differential and integral calculus. Moreover, the calculation of the 
Kepler laws, according to Newton, was for that time an unimaginably difficult 
problem but Newton, nevertheless, "calculated" them. 

These calculations will be repeated by us now but in a contemporary way. 
Though, prior to this let us cite one extract from Newton's writings where his 
methodology is seen to be very elose to ours. Here, we see the place of the subject 
of our narration in his general program for the universe comprehension. His ex
tract speaks: "The entire difficulty of physics ... lies in the fact that through the 
phenomena of movements it should recognize natural forces and then through 
these forces explain the remaining phenomena". 

In his annotation to his narration on the mysterious gravitation acting through 
emptiness he wrote: "" .hypotheses I do not invent. It is enough that gravitation 
exists in reality and acts in accordance with the laws described by us; and it is 
completely enough to explain all movements ofthe heavenly bodies and the sea". 

Perhaps, it is worth to recall here that in his approach great Newton followed 
great G. Galileo. 
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Now , as we did before, we have to construct a mathematical model and study 
it. The objects to be simulated are the two point masses being mutually attracted 
by the force equal to 

mM r-2- , 

p 

where m and Mare masses of the attracting bodies; p is a distance between 

them; and r is an experimentally exposed coefficient, a gravitational constant. 

The attracting force is directed along the line connecting the two bodies. 

Let rand R be radius-vectors of these masses in some inertial coordinate 
system (Fig. 27.1) ; then, in accordance with the second law ofNewton 

m 

Fig. 27.1. The two-body problem graphically illustrated: m and Mare masses mutually 
attracted under the Newton law. 

and the law of gravity, we obtain 

MR= Mm r-R 
r (R _r)2Ir -RI 

(27.1) 

-'.: Mm r-R 
mr = -r -;----:------,-

(R -rY Ir -RI 

In these differential equations, (r - R )Ir - R 1-1 makes up a unity vector di

rected from the body M to the body m . If writlen in a scalar fashion, as was 
naturally done by Newton, they will constitute a system of six second-order equa
tions, i.e. a twelve-order system. 
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Now, let us come to computations with use of this system. They are extremely 
easier because of the vector notation (27.1). First, let us add these equations to
gether and find that 

or 

d MR +mr -
- = V =const 
dt M +m C (27.2) 

It implies that the gravitational centre of the two bodies is moving uniformly and 

along a straight line at the constant velocity Vc . 

Let us write the equations (27.1) as 

~ _ m(r -R) 
R -r -3' Ir -RI 

and, subtracting one from another, find that 

r-- M(r -R) 
- r 1_ -1 3 r-R 

p=-r(M +m)I~3 ' (27.3) 

where p = r - R is a radius-vector of the mass m (of the planet) with respect 

to the mass M (of the Sun), i.e. these are the differential equations of their rela
tive movement. How the gravitational centre moves is already known by uso 

Through vector-multiplying the both sides of the equation (27.3) by P we 

shall come to 

pxp=ü 
orto 

~(Pxp)=ü 
dt 

or to 

p x p = g = const (27.4) 
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Let us clear out the sense ofthe relation (27.4) obtained. From it, it follows that 
both masses, M and m, lie all the time within the plane passing through a 

gravitational centre perpendicular to the vector g . Indeed, the radius-vectors Pm 
and PM of the masses m and M (of the planet and the Sun) with respect to 

their gravitational centre will be respectively equal to 

_ MR +mr m 
P =r- =- P 

m M+m M+m 

- R- MR +mr M 
PM = - = P 

M+m M+m 

where the vector p, according to (27.4), will be always perpendicular to the 

vector g . 
Further, let us write (27.4) in a scalar form choosing the origin in the beginning 

of the vector P, i.e. in the centre of the Sun, and prolong the axis Oz along the 

vector g of the length g . 
Thus, we shall obtain 

i j k 

--'--
pxp=x y z =gk (27.5) 

x y z 

where i , ] and kare the basis vectors of the axes Ox, Oy and Oz respec

tively, and x, y and z are the projections of the vector P onto these basis 

vectors. Besides, the vectors P and p will be orthogonal to the basis vector k , 

according to its choice, and hence we shall have z = Z = O. Therefore, from 
(27.5) there will follow only the below single ratio 

xy- yx=g (27.6) 

Now, let us pass to polar coordinates 

x = pcos rp, y = psin rp 

and reduce (27.6) to the shape 

2 . 
P rp=-g . (27.7) 
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It is not difficult to notice here that the relation (27.7) obtained expresses the 
second law of Kepler. Indeed, the increment of the square der, being circum
scribed by the vector p , will be equal to 

and, therefore, 

or 

1 
ger= - p 2drp 

2 

d 1 2'd gd er=-p rp t=-- t 
2 2 

der g -- = -- = const 
dt 2 

This was just required to prove (Fig. 27.2). 

Fig. 27.2. The illustration to the second Kepler law: er is the square circumscribed by the 

vector p of the mass m travelling around the Sun M . 

We are passing now to the search for the planet's orbit with respect to the Sun. 
For this, we have already the equation (27.7) that will be written in the form 

drp g 
= (27.8) 

The second equation for dp / dt can be also obtained from the vector equa

tion (27.3), through scalar-multiplying it by the velocity vector p 
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pp=-y(M +m)p~ 
p 

- - =-y(M+m)---=-y(M+m)-- - = d (p2 J 1 d p2 1 d (p2 J 
d t 2 p3 d t 2 p3 d t 2 

=-y(M +m)-=y(M +m)- -P d (1 J 
p2 dt p 

From here, through integration, we shall [md that 

(27.9) 

Let us express p2 in (27.9) through the polar coordinates p and rp. We shall 

have 

p2 = (.e + y2)= (pcos rp - pipsin rpY + (psin rp + pipcos rpY = 

= p2 + p2ip2 . 

Upon substitution into 

·2 2 . 2 2y(M + m) 2h p+prp- = 

(27.9), we shall 

p 

or, by expressing ip through p in accordance with (27.8), we shall obtain 

p2 + g2 _ 2y(M + m) = 2h . 
p2 P 

Solving the last equation with respect to p we shall find that 

dp 
dt 

2h+ 2y(M +m) _ g2 

P p2 

obtain 

(27.10) 

The equation (27 .10), together with the earlier derived equation (27 .8), will be 
differential equations of the relative motion of the planet in the plane OXY. If 
the time t is exc1uded from them through termwise dividing the equation (27.10) 
by the equation (27 .8), then we shall arrive at the below single equation 
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for a planet orbit 

dp 
= 

dffJ 
2h+ 2y(M +m) _L. 

p p2 

To integrate this first-order differential equation and fmd an orbit equation will 
be possible in the following way. Let us substitute the variables introdueing the 
new variable u = 1 / P ; this will yield the equation 

du 1~ ( )u 22 1 [7 -=- 2h-2yM+m -g u =-....;f. 
dffJ g g 

Then, through differentiating it in ffJ, we shall inerease its order and get 

1 df 1 ( 2 ) =---=-- -2y(M +m)-2g u 
2g 2 du 2g 2 

or 

(p= y(M + m)) . (27.11) 

Wehave thus arrived at the weH known nonhomogeneous differential equation 
for a harmonie oseillator whose general solution is weH farniliar for us and is of 
the form 

where e and ffJo are the integration eonstants. The eonstant ffJo earries an idea of 

the origin for the variable ffJ on the orbit and may be chosen equal to 0 or ff in 

order to make the eonstant e nonnegative. Upon it, the planet orbit equation will 
take the form 

g2 1 
P=- e~O . 

Jl 1 + e cos ffJ ' 
(27.12) 
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For e = 0, this orbit will be circular, for 0< e < 1 ellipsoidal, for e = 1 
parabolic, and for e > 1 it will be hyperbolic (Fig. 27.3). 

e=1 

Fig. 27.3. The elliptieal, parabolie and hyperbolie orbits ofthe mass motion with respeet to 
the inertial system of the origin in the mass eentre. 

The focus lies in the point p = 0 . The orbit point, the nearest to the focus, will 

be the point 

9=0 , 
2 

p= g 
M(l + e) 

The parameter e has a sense of eccentricit/ . 

1 This follows immediately from the definitions ofthe conie cross sections listed. For 
example, for an ellipse, in aeeordance with figure 27.4 and its definition, we shall obtain 

a2 - c 2 1 
From this we shall get p = --- ------

l+c/ a COS9 a 

With use ofthe notation e = c / a, g2 / Jl= a 2 - C2 / a , it will eoineide with 

(27.12). 
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Fig. 27.4. The ellipse with the foei F1 and F2 . 

Between the magnitudes a and b of the major and minor semiaxes of the el

lipse and between the distanee c = ..Ja 2 - b 2 from the eentre of the ellipse to its 

foei F1 and F2 and the parameters of the formula (27.12) there exist the below 

relations 

c 
e=-

a 
, 

2 

a-c= g 
p{l + e)' 

2 

a+e= g 
p{l-e} 

We will now pass to deriving the Kepler third law from the ratios found. 
First, integrating the formula of the planet seetor veloeity 

da- g 
-=--
dt 2 

we shall find that 

or 

Making use of the ellipse square being equal to ffClb we shall [md that 

g 
ffClb = --T 

2 

(27.13) 
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T = _ 2Jlllb 
g 

329 

(27.14) 

The relations (27.14), (27.13) and c =.J a 2 - b 2 are 5 equations for the mag

nitudes a, b, c, e, g, T. This will allow, in particular, to [md the relation 

between a and T . This relation may be calculated in the following way 

T=- 2Jlllb =_ 2Jlll.Ja2 _c 2 =_ 2Jlll 2 ~ 
g g g 

Further, from the relations (27.14) it follows that 

or 

g2 2 
2a=--

JI l-e 

Then, by putting the found expression into (27.15), we find that 

2Jlll 2 g 2Jlll3! 2 

T=-----=--=--
g jJß JP 

or 

(27.15) 

(27.16) 

This will be the very relation to express the third law of Kepler. The magnitude 

JI=y(M +m)=YM(l+ ;) 

is somewhat different for different planets, but these difference could not be dis

m 
tinguished in the time of Kepler since for the solar system the ratio - is of a 

M 
very small value. 

Now, let us apply the obtained results conceming the motions of the two mutu
ally gravitationally attracted bodies to the movement of the body pushed with the 
velocity V from the mountain on the Earth in the horizontal direction, with air 
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resistance being not accounted. First, we would like to note here that the ball-like 
Earth, with its spherical homogeneity, will attract the pushed body in the same 
way as the material point possessing the mass of the Earth and lying in its centre. 
This nontrivial fact was revealed by Newton. He also stated and solved the above 
formulated problem on the travelling trajectory of the body launched from the 
Earth. He found that at some sufficient velocity this body will become a satellite 
of the Earth, like the Moon. 

According to the above, the body will travel along the below curve described 
by the equation (27.12) 

g2 1 
p=-

j.l 1 + ecos rp 
(27.17) 

and in one of its foci there will lie the centre of the Earth. At rp = 0, we shall 

obtain p = RE' where RE is the radius of the Earth; or, to be more exact, the 

distance from the centre of the Earth to the place from which the body has been 
launched. Thus, we shall have 

(27.18) 

One more thing should be accounted here. It is that the body is launched at the 
velocity v. From the ratio (27.8), it will follow that 

where 

. g 
rp=--2 ' 

RE 

. V 
rp=-

RE 

Thus, the equation (27 .18) may be written as 

From it, we shall get 

R _ (vREY 1 
E -

f.I l+e 

1+e=u2 RE 

j.l 

or, neglecting the mass ofthe launched body, we shall obtain 
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(27.19) 

The relation (27.19) makes it possible to find through the velocity V the ec
centricity e of the orbit of the thrown body. This, together with (27.18) determi-

2 

nating the ratio L, will help us to find the parameters of the orbit equation 
Jl 

(27.17). 
With use of the formula (27.19), we can fmd the first and the second cosmic 

velocities, VI and v 2 . The first velocity is a minimal one; at this velocity the 

thrown body will not fall down to the Earth and will become its satellite. The sec
ond velocity is the minimal one at which the thrown body will cease to be a satel-
lite and willleave the Earth. The first case will take place at e = 0 , with the orbit 

being circular; he second at e = 1, with the orbit becoming parabolic. From 
(27 .9), we shall find that 

.J9,8 x 6,10 6 ~ 8 km / sec (27.20) 

km/ sec. 

These velocities are enormous; they are sufficient to provide a flight round our 
planet for less than two hours. Man has achieved these velocities and performed 
the flight only in the 20-th century, with the help of the missile we were speaking 
about earlier. Such velocities are also obtainable by gas molecules. 

On the Earth, these velocities are achieved by few molecules only. On the 
Moon, where the second cosmic velocity is much less, these molecules are so nu
merous that the Moon has no atrnosphere. As for the Sun, the second cosmic ve
locity there is much greater than on the Earth, but the temperature on the Sun is so 
extremely high that a stream of charged particles is always emitted by the Sun. 

In addition to these vivid remarks on the derived fonnulae (27.20), let us also 
note here about their two corollaries. The first covers the situation when a "star" 
becomes a black hole and nothing, even light, can escape from this black hole. 
The black hole does not shine and is recognized only through its attracting effect 
exerted upon its nearest really visible stars. Therefore, the answer to the question 
raised is simple: a "star" will be a black hole if its second cosmic velocity exceeds 
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the light velocity - faster than light c nothing can move. Thus, the condition for 
existence of a black hole will assume the form 

~2JM >c 
R ' 

(27.21) 

where M is its mass and R its radius. In order to realize what this condition 
may be, let us notice here that the Sun would have been a black hole if it had been 
less than 3 km in diameter, i.e. if it could have the gigantic density of millions of 
tons per a cubic centimeter. Such a gigantic density is nevertheless possible, and 
so, black holes exist. Within the vicinity of a black hole, the geometry of the space 
is non-Euclidean and in this place a watch will run slower (according to the Ein
stein gravitational theory, the gravitational effect, scarcely detectable within the 
gravitational field of the Sun and planets, will become substantial in the gigantic 
gravitational fields ofblack holes). 

The second question is about whether celestial bodies are coming together un
der universal gravitation or, vice versa, are scattering. This question is not so sim
ple. Instead, I would say it is so complicated that the answer to it is not so evident 
and clear-cut. 

Let us start from afar. In his time, Newton already knew that the force J of 

attracting a unity mass at the distance r from the centre of the a massive homo
geneous ball of the radius Rand of the mass M is determined by the formula 

yM 
Jar r~R 

r 2 

J= (27.22) 
yM r 3 

--- Jar rsR 
r 2 R 3 

i.e. for r ~ R the ball may be replaced with the point mass M in its centre; and 
for r < R the external part of the ball will exert no attracting action upon the unit 
mass (since all its attractions, directed into different sides, will be balanced). 

The above conclusions drawn from the formula (27 .22) are generalized for the 
nonhomogeneous ball whose density p is dependent upon the distance from the 

centre only. Now, let us apply these considerations to the universe. Within this 
approach and the measuring accuracy, its density will be constant. Under the den
sity there should be certainly understood the averaged density within a sufficiently 
large ball, though being not too large. The size of the ball is very much less than 
the size of the observable universe. 

It may be also thought that somewhere farther this density will decrease and 
will even vanish and that our solar system lies somewhere in the vicinity of the 
universe centre, i.e. the centre with respect to this very distant decrease. This is 
revealed by an absence of attraction of our solar system by the universe system, 
with the accuracy being equal to the local fluctuations of density. 
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Further, to answer whether the universe is contracting or scattering one needs to 
have some understanding of the velocities of the masses which the universe is 
composed of. These velocities are described by the Habble law under which cha
otic velocities of stars are augmented by a systematic radial component. Stars are 

radially scattering at the below velocity 

v = HR km/sec , (27.23) 

where H is the Habble constant approximately equal to 75 km/sec; R is a dis
tance to the star measured in Mic (a distance unit equal to the distance covered by 
the running light for a three-year period of time). 

We will now choose a large ball of the radius R with the centre where we are 
standing and will ask ourselves whether its stars or other bodies are able to escape 
from the ball. They can leave it, provided that the velocities on the surface of this 
ball exceed the second cosrnic velocity of the chosen ball, i.e. if 

V=HR>~2~M (27.24) 

they will not be able to leave the ball if the opposite inequality holds. By ex

pressing the mass M of the chosen ball through the averaged density P, we can 

then find that 

4 
M =-Jr pR 3 

3 

By inserting the value of M into (27.24), we shall fmd that the critical density 

Per ' separating the scattering and contracting cases, will not depend upon Rand 

will be equal to 

(27.25) 

Thus, if the mass density in the universe is more than Per ,then the universe 

will be contracting; and if less , then it will be scattering . The contemporary cal

culations of Per for the universe demand an ac count of the interstellar dark sub-

stance. The calculations reveal the magnitude equal to Per' Therefore, the ques

tion retains still open. 
We have rather thoroughly perforrned all the calculations which had been suc

cessfully done by Newton. It is c1ear that in his time these calculations needed 
titanic effort and encountered numerous and sudden difficulties. Y ou know that in 
the time of Newton neither differential nor integral calculus existed. There were 
no differential equations either. 
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Further, some trials were made to extend Newton's results upon greater number 
of mutually attracting bodies, upon the so-called n -body problem. Though, no
body managed to solve this problem. After a long period of time it became clear 
that the solution to this problem is impossible, since the n -body problem for 

n > 2 is nonintegrable. Then, there have come into being some complicated 
theories of approximated solutions and the methods of the so-called perturbation 
theory. This theory has greatly advanced and played a great role not only in celes
tial mechanics. Through the calculations based on the perturbation theory it has 
become possible to foretell very much ahead not only the positions of the planets 
but also to open the new planet, Neptune. Though, nobody could manage to inte
grate even the simplified three-body problem when one of the bodies has a van
ishingly small mass and its attraction of the two other bodies may be neglected. 

The perturbation theory is based upon constructing the sequential approxima
tions, for example, in the form of apower series in some small parameter. The 
first approximation takes into account abasie interaction between each planet and 
the Sun. Here, all planets are assumed to be travelling along the Kepler unchange
able orbits. The planes of these orbits lie elose to the plane of the ecliptic. The 
position of each orbit with respect to the ecliptic plane is described by somewhat 
parameters. In the first approximation, they are constant. Then, there is con
structed the second approximation which takes into account the effect of all or of a 
portion of the remaining planets and also the fact of their travel along the un
changeable elliptic orbits. This procedure is then repeated, with due account of the 
corrections in the planet orbits, etc. As a result of these procedures, a change in 
orbit parameters and the motion of planets are represented in the form of aseries 
in the small parameter, which is a quotient of the masses of planets to the mass of 
the Sun. To derive these series is too complicated. On the one hand, this technique 
was thoroughly developed; on the other hand, numerous difficulties were exposed. 
Among them, the most persistent and insurmountable problem is the problem of 
small denominators. 

The qualitative theory of differential equations by J.H. Poincare was a response 
to these difficulties. Initially, this theory was presented by him in his famous 
writings "New methods of celestial mechanics" and "Ab out the curves defined by 
differential equations". But it happened so that this new wonderful theory tumed 
out to be also incapable to solve not only the n -body problem but even the sim
plified 3-body problem. Nowadays, the trajectories of planets and of man-made 
satellites are automatically calculated by computational methods and high-speed 
computers. Computations are performed fast and with great accuracy. Though, the 
computers' abilities are not endless. Until now, there exists no answer as to what 
the Sun will be in milliards of years, or whether it is stable or may undergo sub
stantial changes. Immediate computations here are of no help, for whatever insig
nificant errors may arise for milliards of years they will, nevertheless, accumulate 
to become very large and unpredictable. 

This is caused by the fact that the differential equations for the n -body prob
lem are the conservative Hamiltonians not admitting the exponentially stable mo
tions. Any oftheir solutions will be either exponentially unstable (then the error in 
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approximate calculations will inevitably grow exponentially) or neutral (then the 
computational error will also grow, though greatly slower). Moreover, with in
defmitely small and independent random errors, the solar system may arrive, upon 
some sufficient time, at any state reachable, if the basic conservation laws - of 
energy, momentum and angular momentum - hold. 

Meanwhile, the solar system demonstrates surprising structural specificities and 
regularities. Especially amazing were the surprising synchronisms between the 
periods of planet revolutions, orbital and own , a thin structure of the Saturn rings, 
etc. For a long time, neither the theory nor computations could explain these 
things. They really failed to do it, since that time there existed a supremacy of the 
conservative Hamiltonian model of the solar system. 

These regularities were born not by the conservative forces, not only by the 
Newton attracting forces but also by the dissipative forces, though being strikingly 
small. The solar system has been existing for milliards of years and these are the 
seemingly negligible forces that have name1y given birth to this surprising struc
ture and regularities in the movement ofthe solar system. 
These structural specificities in the long-evolving solar system cannot be either 
investigated without a greater account of gravitational interactions between its 
bodies. If the homogeneous spherical bodies are interacting as the material points 
placed in their centres (this was known yet by Newton), then for the non-spherical 
and non-homogeneous bodies this will be not so. Not only the nonsphericity ofthe 
solar system bodies should be taken into account, but also their deformability, 
which gives rise to a tidal friction and the forces caused by internal deformations. 
This account brings about a substantially qualitative change in the phase portrait 
and the modelled motion of the solar system, since the conservative Hamiltonian 
system of differential equations for its movement will turn to the dissipative sys
tem admitting the exponentially stable motions. These motions may be already 
found computationally; whereas the exponentially stable steady-state motions may 
be found theoretically, through the contemporary theory of the systems of fast
revolving phases. 

A presence of a small dissipation has simplified the phase portrait of the solar 
system; in it, there already exist no previous, possibly infmite, number of periodic 
motions. The portrait has become simpler and more accessible for theoretical and 
computational studies. This was provided through taking into account the seem
ingly absolutely negligible additions not found in the first approximations. 
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The notion of a destributed system. The distributed models in c1assic 
mathematica1 physics and quantum mechanics. The Eu1er equation, the 
Navier-Stoke equation, the Maxwell equations, the Schrödinger equation. 

Unti1 now we considered the mathematica1 models, i.e. the dynamica1 systems 
whose state was determined by a finite number of sca1ars. The states of these 
systems are guided by an ordinary differential equation 

dx 
-=X(x) , 
dt 

(28.1 ) 

where X is a fmite dimension vector of the state; X(x) is a vector-function of 

x. 

Now, we are corning to another type of dynamica1 systems whose state is 
deterrnined by the functions of some variables; the variations of the state in time, 
i.e. a change of the state describing functions, are described by the equation in 
partial derivatives of the type 

(28.2) 

where u(x1 , ... , xn ;t) is a function or a vector-function describing the state at the 

instant t; the right-hand side of the equation (28.2) depends not on1y upon the 

function u, but also upon its partial derivatives in the variables xp""xn up to 

some order. 
Here, the earlier given general definition for a dynamica1 system retains fully. 

Subjected to changes was on1y the way of describing its state and according1y the 
form of its operator. As earlier, a change of the state in time, i.e. the derivative 

ou 
-, is determined through the state, i.e. through the function u(xl, ... ,x ;t) ot n 

and its partial derivatives in xp""xn determined by it. As earlier, this makes it 

possib1e to approximate1y find the state at the next instant t + Ilt through the 
state of the previous moment of the time t 
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and to hope that it may be done infinitely exactly through decreasing I1t. If a 
smooth solution is supposed to be existent, then an error for one step will be of the 

T 
order (M)2; for the finite interval T it will be (l1t)2 - = TM , and it will 

M 
tend to zero as I1t tends to zero. 

Describing astate through functions IS m many cases caused by a spatial 
distribution of the real system under question. For example, athermal state of the 
environment is described through the temperature T (x, y, z, t) dependent upon 

the spatial variables x,y,z and varying with the time t. As for the pressure in 

fluid (or in gas), it is determined in each of its point (x, y, z) by its magnitude 

p(x,y,z,t). Analogously, the descriptions p(x,y,z,t) are constructed for 

the density of the substance or for the spatial distribution of an electrical charge. 
All these examples touch the scalar fields and show how these fields are 

described by one function of spatial variables and time. 
The fields may be vectorial. Such is the field of the velocities V ( x, y, Z, t) of 

a fluid or gas flow, or the field ofthe displacements rex, y, z, t) ofthe points in 

an elastodeforrned body, or the electrical and magnetic fields described by the 
vectors of electrical and magnetic fields. 

The above described systems, with the state represented by a fmite number of 
scalar variables, are called discrete systems. The systems we are speaking about 
right now and whose state is described by functions are called distributed. 

A distributed system rnay be interpreted as a discrete system with an infinite 
number of parameters. Indeed, the function, say, of three variables !(x,y,z) 

may be expanded into aseries in some functions ~1 (x,y,z), ~2 (x,y,z) ... so 

that we obtain 

'" 
!(x,y,z) = LCj~j(x,y,z) 

j=! 

Thus, the function f (x, y, z) is deterrnined by an infinite number of the scalar 

variables cI' c2 , •••. 

Through such a substitution, the equation (28.2), with the functions fjJp fjJz , •.. 

being independent, will yield an infinite system of the ordinary differential 
equations 

dc. ( ) 
__ J = F cp c2 , ••• 

dt 
(j = 1,2,3, ... ) 
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being equivalent to it. 
The said is rather evident but needs to be proved. This proof is not so simple; it 

will be, rather, very complicated, if we try to decrease the constraints for the 
functions fand F . But right now this talk falls beyond our scope. 

A world of the distributed systems seems much more diverse and wider than 
that of the discrete systems. Moreover, the discrete systems may be considered as 
a special fmite-dimensional case of the distributed systems. This way of their 
interpretation is not exploited only because the existing methods for studying the 
equations with partial derivatives differ significantly from the methods in the 
theory of ordinary differential equations. These are actually different scientific 
disciplines; they make up different branches of mathematics being studied by 
different researchers. 

At the same time, these and those differential equations, with use of general 
concepts of functional analysis, are written similarly, as in (28.1), where X is now 

an element of some functional space and X (x) is not a vector -function of X , but 

the operator X of X . 

Gur further narration will be some kind of introduction into the science on the 
distributed dynamical systems. More profound acquaintance with them you will 
have at your courses on mathematical physics, hydrodynamics, theory of 
elasticity, electrodynamics, statistical physics, theory of probability, random 
processes and others. As far as my narration is only an introduction, most things in 
it will be only descriptive, not conclusive. First, it refers to the basic models of the 
classic mathematical physics and the great equations with partial derivatives for 
mechanics and physics, i.e. the equations by Euler, Navier and Stokes, and 
Maxwell. You will have to take them on trust, without demanding any proof and 
derivation. This will do no harm for your understanding these equations and 
applying them to specific cases. In details there will be explained only the 
equation for the thermal conductivity or diffusion. It will be done so to give you a 
possibility to see how and where from these equations with partial derivatives 
appear. I mean the equation 

(28.3) 

which simultaneously describe the events of thermal conductivity, diffusion and 
random walk. In the first case, U (x, y, z, t) is the temperature in the point 

(x, y, z) at the instant t; in the second, it is the density of a diffusing substance; 

in the third case, it is the density of the probabilities, with which a randomly 
walking point at the instant t will occur in the point (x, y, z) . 

Let us start from heat conduction within some homogeneous environment. In 
this case, the thermal field is described by the function T(x, t). It will vary 

because of the natural thermal flow from the more heated places to the colder 
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places, For many cases, this flow may be accepted to be proportional to a 
temperature gradient. So, we have 

8T 
dQ=-k-dt ax ' (28.4) 

where dQ is the quantity of the heat flowing through the section X in the 

direction of the axis Ox for the time dt (Fig,28,l), The sign "minus" indicates 
the heat conduction occurring in the direction reverse to the temperature growth, 
The environmental homogeneity is expressed by the heat conductivity coefficient 
k being constant. 

Let us take some arbitrary sector [Xl' X 2 ] , Assuming the thermal conductivity 

of the environment to be constant and equal to C, we shall find that at the instant 
t this sector will hold the quantity of heat equal to 

X2 

fcT {X, t)dx 

The gain to this quantity of heat, if no emission, for the time dt will be 

determined by its penetration through the seetions X = Xl and X = X 2 

(X2 > Xl ), i,e, we shall have 

8 (X2 J 8T 8T - fcT{x,t )dx dt = -k-Ix~x dt + k-Ix~x dt, 
8t 8x I 8x 2 

XI 

or, through reducing by dt and differentiating in t, we shall get 

X
2 8T (8T 8T) c -dx=k - -- , f 8t 8x I X~X2 8x I X~XI 

XI 

(28,5) 

Now, we should takeJhe limit for the unbounded convergence of the sections 

Xl and x2 to the arbitrary x, For this, let us use the mean-value theorem for the 

integral (28,5) and write this relation as 
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cx-x- =k- --aT I (aT I aT I ) (2 I) af x;q ax x=x2 ax x=x1 , 

where q is some intermediate point between XI and x 2 . We shall divide the 

obtained equality by x 2 - XI and take the limit as this difference will tend to zero 

(since the points XI and x 2 converge to the point x). As a result, we shall arrive 

at the needed equation of thermal conductivity 

which is usually written as 

aT 2 a2T 
-=a at ax 2 

k 
( a 2 = _ ) . 

c 
(28.6) 

The same equation describes a diffusion of one substance with the 

concentration p(x,t) into another substance. It follows from the fact that 

during the diffusion the substance will displace from the places of greater 
concentration to the places of less concentration. The quantity of the displaced 
substance dm for the time dt will be described by the same equation that 
determines the heat conduction, i.e. by 

ap 
dm=-D-dt ax ' (28.7) 

where D is a diffusion coefficient. Therefore, the similar considerations and 

computations will lead us to the equation (28.6), in which a 2 = D . 
The same equation will be obtained when we solve the problem ab out the 

partic1e randomly walking along the line Ox. Let this problem be called the 
problem of an absolutely drunken who knows nothing as where to go and with 
equal probabilities is making a step forward or backward. Let hirn make a step for 
the time rand a length of his step be a . Also let p( s a, n r) be the probability 

of his being at the point X = sa (s is an integer) at the instant t = n r, upon 
making n steps. 

The relation between the probabilities p(sa, n r) and p(sa, (n + 1)r) is not 

difficult to be found. Indeed, the drunken may fmd hirnself in the point sa only 

upon making previously a forward step from the point (s -l)a or a backward 
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step from the point (s + l)a . This or that he is making with the equal prob ability 

1/ 2 . Thus, we have 

p (sa, (n + 1 )z-) = .l p((s -l)a, n z-) +.l p ((s + l)a, n z-). (28.8) 
2 2 

If the function p(sa, n z-) known and n = 0, the equation (28.8) will allow 

us to sequentially fmd this function for any n. Therefore, if for n = 0 the 

drunken (or the walking particle) fmds himself at the point x = 0, then the 

function p(sa,O) will be known and equal to 

tor 

tor 

s:;tO 

s=O 

Through it, there may be found any ofthe probabilities p(sa, n z-) for any s and 

n. 
Now, let us assume that the drunken's steps are more and more quickened and 

their length is lessened. Let Z- and a tend to zero in such a way that 

a2 

lim-=D 
2z-

Let us write (28.8) in the form 

p(sa,(n+l)z-)- p(sa,nz-)_ 
Z-

= ~ p ((s + l)a,nz-)- 2p(sa,n z-)+ p(sa,n z-) 
2z-

(28.9) 

In it, passing to the limit for Z-~ 0, a ~ 0 and taking into account the 
condition (28.9) we shall come to the below partial derivative equation with 
respect to the function p(x,t) 

(28.10) 

The form of this equation will be similar to the form of the thermal conductivity 

equation (28.6) (a 2 = D). 
The equation (28.10) should not be thought, as this would be natural, to hold a 

limit for the discrete function p(sa, n z-) . This limit, as not difficult to see, will 

be equal to zero, since all the probabilities p(sa, n z-) , as a ~ 0 , will tend to 

zero. Certainly, zero satisfies the equation (28.10), but us does not. For the 
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equation (28.10) we shall need a nonzero solution satisfying the normalization 
requirement 

+00 

fp(x,t)dx = 1 

which is interpreted for the discrete functions p(sa, n T) as 

s=-ctJ 

It may be written as 

I p(sa,nT) a = 1 . 
a 

This form brings us to the idea that p( x, t) should be considered as a limit for 

. . p(sa,nT) 
the drscrete functIon . 

a 
The above derivations are not difficult to be repeated under the wider 

assumptions conceming the two- or three-dimensional nature of the space. Here, 
in all three cases we shall arrive at the equation of the form 

(28.11 ) 

Of, respectively, ofthe form 

(28.12) 

The differential equation in partial derivatives (28.12) (and its special cases (28.6) 
and (28.11» constitutes one of the fundamental equations of the classic 
mathematical physics. Its second fundamental equation is the wave equation 

a2u = a2(a2u + a2u + azu] 
at2 ax2 ay2 az2 (28.13) 
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that describes the oscillations ofthe elastic environment. For the audio-oscillations 
of gas, the function U(X,y,z,t) implies apressure in the point (x,y,z) at the 

instant t . In the one-dimensional case, when 

the function u(x,t) may imply a deviation of the strained string from its 

equilibrium state. The same equation describes the longitudinal elastic oscillations 
of a homogeneous rod. In this case, u(x,t) is an elastic longitudinal 

displacement of the rod material in the cross-section X at the instant t. A two
dimensional variant of the equation (28.13) can describe the transversal 
oscillations of a membrane. 

The thermal conductivity equation and the wave equation of the classic 
mathernatical physics are linear. It means that the superposition principle may be 
applied to them, i.e. the same principle used for a linear oscillator or any other 
linear system. In its turn, the derived solutions rnay be used to construct new 
solutions or even any particular solution needed. As particular solutions there will 
be the so-called fundamental solutions for the thermal conductivity equation and 
harmonic running waves. With both ofthem you will become acquainted below. 

The dynamical systems described by the differential equations in partial 
derivatives substantially differ from those described by the ordinary differential 
equations in that that the equilibrium states of the discrete dynamical systems are 
found in a comparatively simple way, just through nullifying their right-hand 
sides, i.e. from some nonlinear equations; whereas for the distributed dynamical 
systems the equations, describing an equilibrium state, turn out to be differential. 
Thus, by assuming 

T(x,y,z,t) = T* (x,y,z) and u(x,y,z,t) = u * (x,y,z) 

in (28.12) or (28.13) to be equilibrium states, fixed with time, we shall conclude 
that they satisfy the equations in partial derivatives 

(28.14) 

and, respectively, 

(28.15) 

To solve them is so difficult that they also fall into the list of the equations of 
classic mathernatical physics. 

Now, we are going to narrate other mathematical models for the distributed 
dynamical systems. 
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A flow of viscous fluid is described by the Navier-Stokes nonlinear differential 
equations in partial derivatives 

Its particular case for V = 0 is the Euler equation for the flow of ideal 

(nonviscous) fluid. In this equation, U( X, y, z, t) is a vector of the fluid velocity 

inthepoint x,y,z attheinstant t; p(x,y,z,t) isapressure; p isadensity; 

V is a parameter, the so-called kinematic viscosity; \7 and ~ are the widely
used symbols for the gradient operator and the Laplace operator. Namely, we have 

'\7 .8 .8 k 8 
v =1-+ J-+ -, 

8x ay 8z 
where i, j, kare the basis vectors in the rectangular system of coordinates; the 

Laplace operator is of the form 

82 82 82 

~=--2 +--2 +--2' 
8x 8y 8z 

In case of the incompressible fluid, the Navier-Stokes equation or the Euler 
equation should be supplemented with the incompressibility condition. This 
condition will imply the velocities of the fluid particles to be such as to have their 
volume unchangeable. This condition is also written with use of the equation in 
partial derivatives, namely, as 

8u 8u 8u divu = __ x + __ y + __ z = O· 
8x ay 8z ' 

(28.17) 

for the compressible fluid, as 

div pu = 0 , (28.18) 

expressing, thus, a conservation of mass but not volume. 
Here, I would like you to become acquainted also with the great equations by 

Maxwell. This is a rather complicated system of equations in partial derivatives. It 
includes various functions: the vector-functions E(x,y,z,t), D(x,y,z,t), 
H(x,y,z,t), B(x,y,z,t) describing electrical and magnetic fields (the fields 

of the vector of electrical intensity and induction, magnetic intensity and 
induction), the scalar function of the distributed electrical charge p(x, y, z, t) 
and the vector field of electrical currents j(x,y,z,t). The Maxwell equations 
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interconnect these functions. In the vector form and through the well-known 
notation they may be written in the form of the following basic equations 1 

BD. BB 
- = -4Jl' } + c rotH, - = -c rotE (28.19) 
Bt Bt 

To these equations there should be also added the other two equations 

divB = 0,: divD = -4Jl' P ; (28.20) 

for the simplest, specific case, there should be added three more algebraic 
equations 

D = eE , B =,uH , j = oE . (28.21 ) 

This system of equations is very complicated. This is rather clear, since all the 
phenomena of electrostatics, magnetostatics, electrodynamics, electromagnetic 
emission and waves follow from this system. With G and ,LI being independent 

of the fields E and H , these equations will be linear; thus, they will admit a use 
of the superposition principle. In this sense, the equations of hydrodynamics, 
being simpler in their shape, are far worse, for they are nonlinear and the 
superposition principle is not admitted for them. 

Y ou have, thus, seen some wonderful - and even great - distributed 
mathematical models from mechanics and physics. Perhaps, you are not aware of 
them and do not understand them. You should not feel embarrassed, since they are 
nothing else but mathematical descriptions, mathematical models. Right here you 
are only required to accept them in this capacity, you should not be confused 
either by their complexity or your misunderstanding about how to solve and 
exploit them. 

In all the models discussed, a need to describe astate via· functions arose 
because our talk was touching these or those physical spatial fields: the field of 

1 rot A is a deferential operation over the vector A ( Ax ' Ay , Az ) determined hy the 

determinant of the form 

i 
B 

rotA= -
Bx 

i 
B 

8y 
Ax Ay 

k 

~ = i (BAz _ BAy ) 

Bz 8y Bz 
Az 

+ i(BAx _ BAz ) + k(BAy _ BAx ) 

Bz Bx Bx 8y 

div A is defined in the equation (28.17). 
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temperatures, density, velocity, displacements, pressure, electrical and magnetic 
intensities and induction, and prob ability density. However, there mayaiso arise 
completely different reasons to describe astate through functions. Y ou will 
encounter this case later when we shall consider the mathematical models of 
rnicroworld. Astate of the dynarnical systems for rnicroworld is described by the 
function of the coordinates and spines of all the particles held in the system. The 
equation to be satisfied by this function is the below famous equation by 
Schrödinger for the state function VI" 

·h 8 V1" H 1 -= VI" 
8t 

(28.22) 

This equation, though written in a very brief form, depicts the entire world. 
Indeed, this equation is of a very complicated nature and is solved with a great 
difficulty: the function VI" is complex and may depend upon a very large number 

of variables; by a sign of the Hamilton operator H there is denoted the 
complicated differential operator having second-order partial derivatives. All these 
things should not surprise you because this is the very equation which in the fmal 
end describes all happenings in the living and inorganic worlds. 

In addition to the above said conceming the distributed models of dynamical 
systems (the classic equations of mathematical physics, equations by Euler and 
Navier and Stokes, by Maxwell and Schrödinger), it should be also emphasized 
here that they themselves are not able to fully describe the changes of the 
functions they hold. These equations also need some supplementary conditions. 
They are numerous and determined by the specificity of the objects under study. 
For example, for the equations of mathematical physics with an unbounded space 
of variables x, y, Z , these conditions are the boundedness in infmity. Also, with 

the space of the variables x, y, Z being bounded, there will be needed some 

conditions on the boundary (called the edge conditions). The same refers to the 
equations of hydrodynamics, electrodynarnics and the Schrödinger equations. 
Only together with these supplementary conditions, the functions of the spatial 

variables, involved in these equations, will determine astate, i.e. given at t = t o ' 

they may be found at any t > t o . With some of the specific edge conditions, you 

will encounter later. Right now, let us restrict our narration by a simple example 
about the strained string with fixed end points. 

In this case, the string small oscillation equation will be the wave equation 

(28.23) 

where u(x,t) is a string deviation from the equilibrium strained position at the 

instant t. This equation is valid throughout the entire string, i.e. for 0 S x sI, 
where X = 0 and X = I are the coordinates of the fixed string terminals. On 
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these terminals, the deviation U will be absent and, hence, there will occur the 
edge conditions 

ulx=o = O,UIX=1 = 0 . (28.24) 

The equations in partial derivatives (28.23), together with the edge conditions 
(28.24), will admit the single solution u(x,t) for the given initial position and 

ve10cities 

u(x,t~t=O = rp(x), (28.25) 

In this case, the state at the initial instant will be determined by the functions 
rp( x) and V/( x) satisfying the edge conditions 

rp(O) = rp(Z) = 0, y/(O) = 0z) = O. 

At any t, the state will be described by the functions of X - u(x,t) and 

Bu( x, t) , which satisfy the edge conditions. You should not be surprised that 
Bt 

alongside with the function u(x,t) the state description will also hold the 

function Bu(x,t) . This is explained by the wave equation (28.13) being, when 
Bt 

written as (28.2), ofthe form 

(28.26) 

As astate for this equation there will the vector composed of the two functions, 
u(x, t) and u( x, t) , as the functions of X for the fixed time t. 
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conductivity equation 

Fuzziness of the thermal field, the diffused substance or the density of probabilities 
for a randomly walking particle initially concentrated in so me point. The solution of 
the semispace warm-up problem. 

Heat conduction within the unbounded homogeneous one-dimensional heat
conducting environment is described by the differential equation in partial 
derivatives of the form 

oT 202T 
-=Q -2 ' T=T(x,t) . ot ox (29.1 ) 

A diffusion OI a random walk of a particle is described by the equation similar 

in form. Let at the initial time t a = 0 we have some arbitrary thermal field 

Ta (x) such that 

(29.2) 

With the initial thermal distribution Ta (x) given, the thermal conductivity 

equation (29.1) will determine the thermal field T(x,t) for any t > O. 
The equation (29.1) and the initial condition (29.2) describe not only the 

fluctuation of the initial thermal field, but also the substance diffusion and the 
probability density variations for a randomly walking particle. 

This problem (29.1), (29.2), being general for all the above listed phenomena, 

will not be immediately solved by us for the arbitrary initial field Ta (x) . 
Instead, we will try to find its solution for the point initial field, when the 

environment is heated only in the single point xa or only in this point there lies 

the diffusing substance or the random particle. 
Here, there immediately arises the question conceming the model, through 

which one can describe the point concentration of heat, the substance or the 
probabilistic density. From the physical point of view, the idealizations through 
mass or heat condensation are usual. Though, how may they be described 
mathematically? You know that in these cases temperature, density of the 
diffusing substance or, accordingly, probabilistic density will become infinite and 
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everywhere beyond this point they will be equal to zero. Let us be not 

embanassed by this and write that for the describing function Ta (x) we have 

(29.3) 

Let us also write that the point X = xa will hold c thermal units (c is the 

thermal capacity of the substance), a single mass or the prob ability equal to unity 

(29.4) 
-00 

The function Ta (x) defined by (29.3) will be, certainly, not a usual function; the 

integral (29.4) will be not a usual integral either. Let us consider this function to 
be some new symbol 5 -function or the generalized function. This unusual 5 -
function was introduced into mathematics by o. Heaviside in connection with the 
operational calculus created by him. Later, it was introduced into quantum 
mechanics by physicist P. Dirac. 

The generalized function 5(x) is defined by the conditions 

5(x) = {~ at 
x=O 

x:;tO 
(29.5) 

From (29.5), it formally follows that for any continuous function fex) we 

have 
00 f f{x )g{x - X o )dx (29.6) 

-00 

Actually, for any indefinitely small Ei> 0 we get 

00 Xo+c 

f f(x)5(x-xa)dx = ff(x)5(x-xa)dx. 
-00 

According to the well-known mean-value theorem, this last integral will be 
equal to 
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XO+5 

f(q) J6'(x - xo)dx = f(q) , 

where q willlie within the interval from Xo - Ei to Xo + Ei. Since q may be 

indefinitely small and the function fex) is continuous, we shall obtain q = xo ' 

Let we have Xo = 0 and let the variable thermal field yry(x, t) correspond to 

the initial thermal distribution To(x) = 6'(x). The function yry(x,t) shows how 

c thermal units of heat concentrated in the point X = 0 will spread along the 

entire line. The function yry(x,t) will describe a diffusion of the substance 

initially concentrated in the point X = 0 and for a randomly walking particle this 
function will represent a density of the prob ability of its occurrence in the point X 

after the time t , if the particle initially occupied the point X = 0 . 
To find the function yry(x, t) through logical reasoning is not simple. One can 

outguess it but it is not easy. We will do neither this nor that and shall write it 
simplyas 

1 (x 2 J yry(x,t) = .,J;d exp --2 
2a 1lf 4a t 

(29.7) 

Then, we shall examine whether this function yry(x,t) at all X and t > 0 
satisfies the thermal conductivity equation (29.1) and whether it satisfies the initial 

conditions (29.2), if To (x) = 6'( x) . The latter should not be understood literally: 

if t = 0 is inserted into (29.7), then we shall have to divide by 0 twice. Hence, we 

shall not insert t = 0 and shall take a limit as t ---+ 0 , i.e. we shall show that 

and that 

Zirn yry(x,t) = {O 
t~O 00 

00 

at 
x:;tO 

x=O 

Zirn Jyry(x,t )dx = l. 
t~O -00 

The first is evident; the second is found by showing that at all t > 0 we obtain 
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00 

f~(x,t}dx = 1 
-00 

Indeed, 

(29.8) 

The improper definite integral obtained is weH known and is equal to J;;. 
You may persuade yourself in it in the following way. Denote this integral through 
AThen, the following is obtained: 

12 = jexp(-q2)dq jexP(-lJ2)dlJ= 
-00 -00 

-00-00 

or , passing to the polar coordinates r and ~, we get 

00 1f 00 

1 2 = fdr fexp(- r 2 ~r~ = ff fexp(- r 2 }ir 2 = ff 
o -1f o 

That the function ~(x, t) satisfies the thermal conductivity equation (29.1) for 

all t = 0 may be verified by immediate substitution. Thus, the function ~(x, t) 
is the one we were looking for. Here, we remind again that ~(x, t), being 

determined by the formula (29.7), corresponds to the situation when at the initial 
instant t = 0 in the point X = 0 there have been placed C thermal units. As for 

the case of diffusion, at the initial instant t = 0 in the point X = 0 there has been 
placed a single mass of the diffusing substance. As for the walking particle, at the 
instant t = 0, it will be placed in the point X = o. For t ~ 0, the function 
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1 
~(x, t) has the form of a high and thin peak (its height is .[;i ). As t grows, 

2a m 
this peak will be extending in the way shown in figure 29.1. 

rp(x,t) 

1 

2aw 

x 

Fig. 29.1. Time changes ofthe response function ~(x, t) . 

The square constrained by this spreading bell-like curve is, due to (29.8), will 
be all the time equal to unity at all t . This implies he at or substance conservation, 
or, respectively, a normalization ofthe probabilistic density . 

If one knows the function ~(x, t) describing a spread of single-point

concentrated heat, then through this function it becomes possible to construct 
similar functions for a two- and three-dimensional cases. For a three-dimensional 
case, such function will assume the form 

(29.9) 

To verify it is very simple. It is immediately found that 

X=y=z=ü 
at 

x 2 + y 2 + Z 2 ::j:. Ü 
(29.10) 

Now, let us write 
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00 

f9(x,y,z,t)dxdydz = 

00 00 00 

= f9(x,t )dx f9(y,t )dx f9(z,t )dx = 1. 
-cO -00 -00 

Further, the equation 

will be written in the form 

from which there follows its solvability. 

The function 9(x, t) describes the thermal field that arises as a result of the 

spreading of c thermal units held in the point x = 0 at the instant t = O. If the 

same quantity of heat is placed into the point X o at the instant T, then the 

resulting thermal field will be described by the function 9(x,t), where x will be 

substituted by x - Xo and t by t - T, i.e. by the function 9(x - Xo ,t - T). 

It turns out so that via this function 9(x, t) it becomes possible to find the 

thermal field T(x, t) for any initial thermal distribution To (x). That is why the 

special solution of the function 9(x, t) was called fundamental. In order to prove 

it, let us apply the superposition principle. But prior to it, let us consider a random 
walk being described by it. 

The probabilistic density of a randomly wandering partic1e (or an absolutely 
drunken) varies in time in the fashion shown in figure 29.1. Here, a question may 
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arise about how far this absolutely drunken will move off during the period of 
time t from his initial point X = 0 . 

The average distance (the mathematical expectation of x) is equal to zero, 
because possible departures to the left and right will balance each other; hence, it 

is better to apply the mathematical expectation of lxi or ~ Mx 2 . This and that 

magnitudes are easily ca1culated and are equal to 

Mlxl = aff,~Mx2 = aJ2t , (29.11) 

i.e. in both cases the distance is proportional to ..Jt while in case of the uniform 
movement this move off will be proportional to t. Thus, even a very slowly 
travelling particle will move off farther than an endlessly fast randomly wandering 
particle. Alongside with it, upon any time (very short as well) this particle, with 
very small probability density, may move off indefinitely far from its initial 
location. 

Thermal spreading and substance diffusion occur in the way similar to a 
spreading of the probabilistic density of a randomly wandering particle. It is worth 
emphasizing here that this spreading is unusual to some extent. During some finite 
and even small time, the temperature will increase arbitrary far. This increase is 
negligible but existent, i.e. heat is spreading infinitely fast. The same refers to 
diffusion. This absurdity being insignificant because of negligible smallness of the 

distant values of the fundamental solution y?(x, t) constitutes a somewhat 

principal drawback of our models. The essence of this drawback is seen from 

a2 a a 
(28.9), according to which r- and a tend to zero, but the magnitude - =--

2r- r- 2 
tends to the finite number D. Therefore, the displacing velocity of the random 

particle a/ r- grows unlimitedly. 

Let us return to discussing the role played by the fundamental solution y?( x, t) 
and the superposition principle in solving the general problem of the thermal field 

T(x, t) with its initial value Ta (x). It follows from the superposition principle 

that if for initial thermal fields Tal (x) and Ta2 (x) we obtain the thermal fields 

T" (x, t) and Tz (x, t), respectively, then for the initial thermal field 

Cl Tal (x) + C2 Ta2 (x) we obtain the subsequent thermal field 

cJ~ (x,t)+ c2Tz (x,t). 
The initial thermal field Ta (x) may be written as 
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00 

To(x)= fTo(q)5(x-q}iq (29.12) 
-00 

and may be thought as a sum of fields 5(x - q)To (q)dq for all possible q ; to 

each of the components of this sum will (upon the time t) correspond the thermal 

field ~(x - q)To (q)dq . 
Accordingly, under the superposition principle, we obtain 

00 

T(x,t) = fTo(q)~(x-q,t)dq . (29.13) 
-00 

This is the very solution ofthe problem (29.1), (29.2). Ifnecessary, you may
and it will be useful for you - verify it by substituting (29.13) into (29.1) and 
(29.2). 

Let us again write this solution (29.13) showing a specific form of the 
fundamental solution as 

T(x,t) = ~fTo(q)exp(- (x-~Y Jdq . (29.14) 
2a Jlt -00 4a t 

In the two- and three-dimensional cases the wanted solutions are written 
similarly. So, in the three-dimensional case we get 

T(x,y,z,t) = 
00 

= fYa(q,lJ,(~(x - q,t )P(y -lJ,t )~(z - (,t )dqdlJd( = 
-00 

where, as earlier, To (x, y, z) is a three-dimensional initial thermal field for 

t = O. 
Here, the capabilities of the fundamental solution are not over. It may be also 

employed to solve a more general problem, when together with the initial thermal 
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field there exists a distributed thermal emission or thermal absorption. The frrst 
may be imagined as a burning or an exothermic chemical reaction in a heat 
conducting environment; the second case as a melting of small-size pieces of ice 
or an endothermic chemical re action in this environment. This new problem may 
be solved by us even without constructing the necessary equation in partial 
derivatives. 

Let the emitting heat for the time d Z" in any instant Z" create some additional 

thermal distribution cf(x, Z")dZ". As we know, this distribution is represented by 

the solution (29.13) or (29.14), where To(q) should be replaced by 

cj(q, Z")d Z" and t by t - Z" , i.e. we obtain 

00 

fj(q, Z")dZ"~(x - q,t - Z")dq 
-00 

By the time t , all these thermal fields will be summed up, i.e. we get 

t 00 

T(x,t) = f ff(q,Z")~(x-q,t-Z")dqdZ" (29.15) 
0-00 

It occurs, certainly, for the initial thermal field To (x) = O. If there is 

To (x) :;t: 0, then to the solution (29.15) there should be also added the solution 

(29.13); thus, as a result, we shall have 

00 

r(x,t) = fro (q)~(x - q,t )dq + 
-00 

(29.16) 
t 00 

+ f fj(q, Z")~(x - q,t - Z")dqdZ" 
o -00 

This is a solution of the equation (29.1), whose right-hand side is augmented 
with the component f(x,t) standing for the associated continuous heat emission 

(if (29.2) obeyed). In such a beautiful way the fundamental solution is exploited 
for deriving the solutions on the thermal conductivity in the unlimited heat
conducting environment. The beauty here lies in the fact that the solutions, though 
complicated, are found easily, without calculations, but only on the basis of the 
superposition principle. But here one had to outguess that the solution ~(x, t) 
corresponding to a point heat distribution should be found. 
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Now, let us solve the problem of warming up a half-space with use of the 
fundamental solution 9(x, t) . This problem is formulated as folIows. From one 

side of the space, temperature is always equal to I; ; from another there is a heat

conducting environment having initially the temperature To. The question is how 

the temperature in this last half-space will vary. 
Let the origin 0 be chosen on the environmental boundary and the axis Ox 

be directed into the depth of the heat-conducting environment (Fig. 29.2). Hs 
thermal field will, then, depend only upon x and, therefore, will be described by 

the function T(x,t). 

o 

T(x,t) 

x 

Fig. 29.2. The illustration to the problem ofheating the finitely thick wall. 

The function T (x, t) satisfies the below thermal conductivity equation 

(29.17) 

the initial conditions 

T(x,tl=o =To (29.18) 

and, besides, the boundary condition 

T(x,t t=o = I; (29.19) 

since, in accordance with the conditions of the problem, the temperature I; in the 

half-space x .:::; 0 will be sustained. Here, in contrast to the previous case, there is 
a boundary of the area, within which the thermal field is considered. Accordingly, 
a supplementary condition, i.e. a boundary condition (29.19), is introduced. 
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Note that the temperature To may be assumed equal to zero. Here 1; is 

substituted by 1; - To ' Though, it is possible not to do it and simply to find a 

thermal field in the form 

T(x,t) = To + f(x,t) , 

where f(x,t) meets the conditions (29.17), (29.18) and (29.19), in which To 

and 1; are replaced with zero and 1; - To respectively. 

This problem may, perhaps, be solved on the basis of purely mathematical 
reasoning. Though here, I would like to demonstrate you on this example how 
purely physical concepts can help and prompt you a solution. 

To make things definite, let we have 1; > To and, therefore, there occurs a 

warming up of the half-space x > O. This warming up occurs at the expense of 

heat transition occurring through the boundary point x = 0 (through a square unit 

of the boundary of the segment X = 0) with the intensity q(t). The function 

q(t) is not known to us, but through it we can, with use of the fundamental 

solution, write T(x,t) in the form 
t 

r(x,t) = To + fq(T)SO(X,t - T)dT (29.20) 
o 

The function T(x, t) determined by the formula (29.20) satisfies (29.17) and 

(29.18) for any function q(T). Hence, we need to satisfy only the requirement 

(29.19), i.e. 
I 

T; = To + fq(T)SO(O,t - T)dT 
o 

or 

_ If q(T) 
T; - To + ~ ( ) dT 

o 2a ff t - T 
(29.21) 

T 
Introducing the new variable u = - we write (29.21) as 

t 

(29.22) 
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To meet this last condition, the dependence of the integrand upon t should be, 
at least, eliminated. For this purpose it is necessary to choose 

q{tu)= ~ 
"tu 

(29.23) 

after which (29.22) takes the form 

1:. - To = 1 J du = J; c 
2aJ; 0 ~u(l-u) 2a 

From this, we shall find that 

(29.24) 

so, the needed solution, due to (29.22), (29.23) and (29.24), will take the form 

() 1:. - To If d7 ( x 2 J 
T x,t = To + exp - 2 ( )' 

ff o~7{1-7) 4a t-7 
(29.25) 

t 
The analysis of this solution reveals it to be a function of -2 . It implies in 

X 

particular that in order to achieve at the depth 2x the temperature similar to that 
already available at the depth X it is necessary to have the time as much as four 
times (not two times only). 

The general statement given above is proved through reducing the expression 

7 
(29.25), upon substituting the variable 7 by 1J = -2 ,to the form 

X 

(29.26) 

t 
This solution, as the function of -2 ,is graphically shown in figure 29.3. 

X 
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T-To 

o~~ ______________ ~ 

Fig. 29.3. The temperature changes in the thick wall under heating . 

Such a shape is a result of F growing monotonously as a function of the 

argument ~,as a result of T(x,t) = To for ~ = 0 and T(x,t) = r; for 

t 
-2 = 00. 
x 

x x 
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Tbe running harmonie waves. Tbe earth surface wann-up under influence 
of daily and yearly temperature fluctuations. Tbe problem of the rate of ice 
freeze over the water surface. 

Tbe linear oscillator equation 

x + 2& + 0/ X = 0 

has the specific solution of the type eAt , where the values of Aare found from 
the characteristic equation 

Analogously, for the thennal conductivity equation 

aU 2 a2u 
-=a --at ax 2 

and for the wave equation 

a2U 2 a2u 
--=a --
at 2 ax2 

(30.1 ) 

(30.2) 

there exist the solutions ofthe type ei(ax-kx) , where the possible values of OJ and 

kare found from the dispersion equation 

X(OJ,k) = 0 

Inserting into (29.1) the assumed solution 

u(x, t) = ei(ax-kx) 

we shall come to the dispersion equation 

iOJ+a 2k 2 = 0 

(30.3) 

(30.4) 

(30.5) 
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For the equation (30.2), the similar substitution will bring 

a/ _a 2k 2 = 0 . (30.6) 

By expressing k through (J), in aeeordanee with (30.5), and in aeeordanee 
with (30.6), we find the equation (30.1) to have all possible solutions of the type 

() .( J; I-i ) 
U x,t = expl ax ± -;;- J2 X (30.7) 

The equation (30.2) will have the solutions ofthe type 

u(x,t) = exp{ ax ±: X) (30.8) 

Let us c1arify what the solutions (30.7) and (30.8) will represent, i.e. the 
solutions of the type 

u(X, t) = exp i(ax + kx) , (30.9) 

where (J) is real and k may be eomplex. 

Let (J) and k be real initially. Then, 

expi(ax + kx) = cos(ax + kx)+ isin(ax + kx) 
Therefore, the funetions 

cos(ax + kx),sin(ax + kx) (30.10) 

will be the real solutions. 
For t = 0, to these solutions there will eorrespond the variable harmonieally 

2ff 
varying fields of the wave length A = Ikl (Fig. 30.1). When t grows, this field 

(J) 

as a whole will travel along the axis X at the veloeity V = - - . Therefore, the 
k 

funetions (30.10) are, and (30.9) may be interpreted to be a harmonie wave of the 
2ff (J) 

length A = W running at the veloeity V = - k . Here, in eaeh point of x, as 

seen from (30.10), the field, as a funetion of t, will be also vary, in aceordanee 
with the harmonie law, with the frequeney (J) and the unity amplitude. 
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Fig. 30.1. The harrnonically varied one-dimensional scalar field. 

That is why the magnitudes OJ and kare ealled a frequeney and a wave number 
ofthe running harmonie wave (30.9). 

Let now the wave number k be eomplex, i.e. 

Then, 

Therefore, the real solutions will be 

e-k,x cos(OJt + k]x) , e-k,x sin(OJt + kx) . 

If we had had k2 = 0, then it would be a running harmonie wave. The 

-k x k 0 presenee of the multiplier e ' makes this wave deerease, for 2 > , 
exponentially in the direetion of the positive x, or, viee versa, inerease, for 

k2 < 0, exponentially. The wave itself will displaee to the right when k] < 0 

and to the left when k] > O. The displaeement rate V, as weIl as in the previous 

2:rr 
ease, will be equal to lkf' Thus, far k] < 0 and k2 > 0 this wave will be a 

deseending right-running wave (Fig. 30.2). For k] < 0 and k2 < 0, it will be an 

aseending right-running wave (Fig. 30.3). 
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,/ 

Figs. 30.2. The running deseending harmonie wave. 

/ 

x 

Fig. 30.3. The running aseending harmonie wave. 

Analogously, for k1 > 0 we sha11 get the left-running wave descending at 

k 2 > 0 and ascending at k 2 < O. In a11 these cases, the field in each point of X 

will vary under the hannonic law with the frequency ()) and the amplitude e -k2x . 

In accordance with (30.8), the wave equation (30.2) admits a11 possible 
travelling hannonic waves of a11 possible frequencies and wave numbers, 
respectively, wand ± w / a . All these waves have similar propagating velocity, 
- a and, respectively, + a . The lengths of the waves will be different and equal 

to 2 1ta / w , as weIl as their corresponding frequencies. 
According to the superposition principle, alongside with all possible trave11ing 

hannonic waves (30.8), there will also take place all possible running waves of the 
type 

and of the type 
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This brings us to the idea that the wave equation admits the arbitrary (travelling 
at the velocity ± a ) waves 

(30.11 ) 

of any form. Indeed, it occurs really so. It is easily checked that for any function 
f the equation (30.11) meets the wave equation (30.2). 

If all running waves of the wave equation spread in both directions at the same 
velocity a and neither damping nor growing occur, then the wave solutions (30.7) 
of the thermal conductivity equation will have different spreading velocities and 
will diminish exponentially. In accordance with (30.7), the real wave solutions 
will be the variable fields ofthe below type 

( 30.12) 

and the fields of the type 

for different nonnegative OJ. 
The field described by the formula (30.12) is a damped left-running wave; the 

field (30.13) a damped right-running wave. Here, both the damping rate and the 
velocity of the wave motion will depend upon its frequency OJ. The wave 

displacement rate will be equal to a-J2OJ; it will be the greater, the greater will 

2J21lU 
be its frequency OJ or the less will be its length /L = J;;; . The shape of these 

running waves is shown in figure 30.4. 
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x 

--.. 
v =a.J2ro 

x 

Fig. 30.4. The running harmonie thermal waves; OJ is a time frequeney of the wave, A is 
its speeiallength, V is its propagating veloeity. 

The figure shows the wave spreading velocity, the length and how fast the 
wave is damping. 

Let us now apply the above information to the next two similar problems for 
the wave equation and for the thermal conductivity equation. As a physical model 
for the first problem, we will take a semi-infinite rope whose tail is being moved 
up and down according to the law A cas Qt . As a physical model for the second 
problem there will be used a half-space; on its boundary, the temperature will vary 
under the same law. 

I think that in your childhood you enjoyed very often creating waves along a 
rope by shaking its tail manually. In the same way our nature changes the 
temperature above the surface of the planet through changing days by nights or 
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winters by summers. Here, we shall arrive at the above formulated problems, if we 
aeeept the movements of your hand and variations of temperatures to vary under 
the harmonie law. This is, eertainly, a rough approximation. But it is suffieient for 
understanding the oeeurring phenomena. 

Let us eonstruet the mathematieal models for the first and seeond eases. We 
assurne one to have started to oseillate the rope long ago, as very long ago the 
temperature above the surfaee of our planet started to vary. 

In the first ease, the oseillations of the serni-infmite rope is deseribed by the 
wave equation 

a2 u 2 a2u 
--=a --
at 2 ax2 ' 

for - 00 < t < +00 and x 2: O. For x = 0 and all t, there will take plaee 

u(x,t 1=0 = AcosQt . 

(30.14) 

(30.15) 

In the seeond ease, the thermal field is govemed by the thermal eonduetivity 
equation 

aT 2 a2T 
-=a --
at ax 2 ' 

(30.16) 

for - 00 < t < +00 and x 2: 0 ; for x = 0 and all t , we also obtain 

T(x,t 1=0 = AcosQt . (30.17) 

As you see here, the statements of both problems are very sirnilar. In the first 
ease you know very well what will happen. This allows us, eombining the seen by 
you with your knowledge you have now obtained eoneeming the harmonie waves, 
to outguess the solution. It will be the Q -frequeney harmonie wave running from 
your hand along the rope, i.e. 

(30.18) 

This wave will satisfy the equation (30.14) and the edge eondition (30.15). 
Analogously, the solution of the seeond problem is written in the form of the 

thermal wave running from the earth's surfaee into the depth and having the 
frequeney Q, i.e. by virtue of (30.13) we shall obtain 
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It is clear that the function T (x, t) determined by (30.19) satisfies the thermal 

conductivity equation (30.16) and the edge condition (30.17). 
The solution (30.18), I think, is weIl farniliar to you from observations. Though, 

if the rope had been sufficiently long, then you could have noticed that the running 
wave is damping. This is already adefeet of our idealization, since both the 
interna1 frietion in the rope during its deformations and its friction against air were 
left beyond our consideration. Though, when needed, they may be accounted; say, 
the friction force might have been considered proportional to the velocity of the 
rope movement, but directed contrariwise. This could have brought us to the 
equation of the shape 

(30.20) 

Further, it becomes possible to derive the wave solutions ofthe form (30.4) and 
it may be used for improving the obtained solution (30.18). Indeed, by inserting 
(30.4) into (30.20) we shall find that 

0/ _a 2k 2 -ihOJ = 0 

or 

OJRh k=- 1-1- . 
a OJ 

For h/ OJ «1, we shall approximately find that 

k = ± OJ (1 -i~) . 
a 20J 

We are interested in the wave running from the hand;_so, in the obtained value 
of the wave number k we will take the "minus" sign. The corresponding 
improved solution will be as 

(30.21) 

With X growing, this wave will damp reaIly; for h = 0, it will transfer, as it 
should, to (30.18). 

The wave running along the rope may produce a sudden effect, if the rope is 
made thinner. This thinning brings a growth of the wave spreading velocity a, 

T 
because a 2 = -, where T is a tension of the rope and p its linear density. 

p 
Here, subjected to growth is not the velocity only but the oscillating amplitude as 
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well. The wave will be growing. As a result, there may be produced a strong clap 
caused by the fact that the travelling velocity near the rope terminal will exceed 
the sound velocity. To understand this phenomenon, let us take into ac count that 
the wave conserves the energy and the oscillating mass decreases. This 
phenomenon may be observed on a pasture when shepherds are cracking long 
whips made thinner in the end. 

The solution (30.19) derived by us describes in an approximate qualitative 
fashion a warming up of the earth surface at the daily and yearly fluctuations of 
temperature. Here, the external temperature is assumed to fluctuate under (30.17) 
oscillating about the average value equal to zero. If the average temperature is 

assumed different from zero and equal to Ta' then the solution (30.19) will be 

augmented with Ta and will take the shape 

(30.22) 

Let us analyse this solution. It includes the constant component Ta and an 

exponentially damped running wave. The exponential decrease of daily 
fluctuations greatly exceeds the yearly fluctuations. The amplitude of thermal 

oscillations decreases e times at the depth a; aod, thcrofo<e, if fo, the ye,dy 

thermal fluctuations it makes up about one meter, then for the daily fluctuations it 

;n;:: 
will be rn-:::; 20 times less, i.e. of the order of centimeters. It follows that 

"Oday 
at the depth of some meters the temperature will be practically constant and equal 
to the average temperature. This explains the existence of the permafrost in the 
depth, while the external average temperature is below zero. 

aff..fi 
The thermal wave length A is equal to .JQ and for the yearly fluctuations, 

it will approximately exceed the daily fluctuations twenty times. The minimal and 
maximal surface temperature displaces into depth one after another at the wave 

spreading velocity V being equal to a.J20 . Thus, at the depth x the maximum 

X 
and minimum of the temperature occur ~ time later than on the surface. 

a,,20 
This phenomenon explains the fact that when the deeply dug water tubes are 
frozen in severe winter it should be kept in mind that this freezing may happen not 
necessarily in very severe frosts, but even much later, possibly, in spring, i.e. 
when it gets warmer significantly. The daily thermal waves spread into depth 
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much faster than the yearly waves (approximately 20 times faster) and damp 
significantly faster, exponentially, also approximately 20 times faster. 

Wehave, thus, considered the thermal conductivity problems, which cover a 
warm-up of the earth surface, a warm-up of a thick wall in the building, the 
thermal fluctuations in the depth of the earth surface at daily and yearly thermal 
fluctuations on the surface. 

Now, let us also consider the problem on how ice is frozen over the water 
surface in a lake or a river. Water starts to freeze when it is cooled down to zero 
and its cooling goes on from its surface. Figure 30.5 schematically shows ice 
thickness and the unfrozen water at 0° C under the ice floe. 

o 

x 

Fig. 30.5. The illustration to the ice freezing over the water surface. 

On the surface of the ice floe the temperature ~ is negative; the ice thickness 

is ;. We would like to fmd out how ; varies in time. Therefore, let the ice 

temperature be r ( x, t). This temperature is described by the below thermal 

conductivity equation 

Br 2 B2r 
-=a 
Bf Bx 2 

(30.23) 

and obeys the edge conditions 

(30.24) 

which indicate that on the top surface and the bottom surface of the ice floe the 

temperature is ~ and 0, respectively. 

The heat flow from the warmer water to the cooler ice through the bottom 
surface of the ice will be equal to 
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Q __ . k8TI . 
8x x=q 

(30.25) 

This heat outflow gives birth to a fresh ice in such a way that 

k 8T(X,t)1 =pc d;, 
8x x=q dt 

(30.26) 

where c is the heat emitted by a freezing unity of the ice mass, and p an ice 

density. 
Such is our initial mathematical model. It is rather complicated. Its complexity 

is stipulated by the edge condition (30.25) holding the unknown variable ; that is 

described by the equation (30.26), which itself is dependent upon the unknown ;. 

Let us take into consideration the specificity of the problem and simplify its 
mathematical model. The ice is being formed very slowly. Thus, the temperature 
in the depth of the ice may be assumed to be quasistationary, i.e. such that will 
appear at the constant ;. 

With ; being constant, the steady-state time-independent thermal field 

T(x, t) = u· (x) will satisfy the equation 

d 2 • 

_u_=O 
dx 2 

following from (30.23) and will also satisfy the edge conditions 

u'j =T;, u'j =0 
x=O x=q 

following from (30.24). From (30.27), (30.28), we immediately obtain 

• T; u =--x+T. 
; 1 

Therefore, the equation (30.25) will take the below form 

d; T; 
pc-=-k- . 

dt ; 

(30.27) 

(30.28) 

(30.29) 

From it, taking into account that for t = 0 we shall get ; = 0 , we shall obtain 

(30.30) 
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This implies that the ice thickness will increase under the law .Ji , i.e. the growth 
of thc thickness will get slower with time. Thus, if one centimeter of ice appears 
per a day, then a 6-cm thickness (enough to allow a walk on) will appear not for 6 
but 36 days. 

The dependence upon extemal temperature is also decelerated, being proportional 

to ~ - ~ . Therefore with the extemal temperature being 2 times lower, the ice 

formation velocity will increase J2 times only. 
Actually everything certainly does not go in this way because the temperature 

~ is not constant and varies with time. If these temperature fluctuations are not 

too fast and allow for the thermal field to be established in the ice depth according 

to the temperature ~ (t ) , then the same equation (30.29) may be used as earlier; 

though, ~ in this equation has to be taken as a function of time. From this 

equation (30.29) one may find that 

pcqd q = -k~ (t)dt 

or 

From which we obtain 

f2k( t J1/2 
q = V~ - f~ (z-)dz- (30.31) 

From the approximate forrnula (30.31) it follows that within its errors the 
thickness of the ice frozen over during the time t is described by the same 

formula (30.30), where ~ is already an average temperature over the ice surface 

for the time t. Thus, we obtain that the ice thickness frozen over during the winter 
will be proportional to the squared root from the average winter temperature and 
to the squared root from the winter duration. 
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31 Faraday-Maxwell theory of electromagnetism 
and the Maxwell-Hertz electromagnetic waves 

It is shown that the Maxwell equations possess the solution in the fonn of 
the hannonic wave running at the light speed. 

Earlier you became acquainted with the great equations of J. C. Maxwell. They are 
rather complicated and not easy to understand. They were not understood by the 
contemporaries and only few accepted them seriously. To comprehend them even 
nowadays when we have a clearer and simpler vector fonn of writing and an 
advanced level of thinking needs a lot of thinking effort and a comprehension of 
new notions and ideas. In the initial Maxwell's notation, the equations were 
written in a quaternion fashion and held some supplementary equations making 
their idea vague. Prior to Maxwell, the electrical and magnetic fields were studied 
separately. They were supposed to be born instantly, respectively, by charges and 
currents, which were considered as the first sources of electromagnetic 
phenomena. In contrast to them, the Maxwell equations described something 
different and new. They described electromagnetic fields, which, varying and 
interacting each other, can exist and spread across space by themselves at some 
finite velocity . From the Maxwell equations there could be derived the wave 
equation manifesting an existence of a running hannonic electromagnetic wave. 
Its velocity turned out to be near to the light velocity and this made it possible for 
Maxwell to suggest the hypothesis on electromagnetic nature oflight waves. 

The theory of J.c. Maxwell, a Scottish physicist, was opposing the then 
existent European theory. The latter, from our contemporary viewpoint, referred to 
quasistationary electrodynamics, well developed mathematically and seemed 
completely consistent to the experiment. H. R. Hertz, being a supporter of the 
European theory, decided to disprove this "unintelligent" theory by Maxwell and 
arranged some fundamental and well-thought experiments. In essence, these 
experiments pursued the objective of upholding the then European theory of 
electromagnetism successfully developed by such giants as A.M. Ampere, P.S. 
Laplace, K.F. Gauss, C. G. Neumann, W.E. Weber, H. L. F. Helmholtz , against 
the "absurd" theory by M. Faraday and I.C. Maxwell. The first jumped from 
charges and currents, from the description, on this basis, of the e1ectromagnetic 
phenomena. As we know at present, they were moving along a blind alley. 
Charges and currents are not able in all cases to construct astate of the 
electrodynamical system; hence, they do not allow to understand, investigate and 
predict its behaviour. To construct astate, one greatly needed a fundamentally 
new understanding of the field. There was a need in an idea of an electromagnetic 
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field, for which charges and currents were only its particularities. In the Faraday
Maxwell theory, e1ectromagnetic phenomena can occur without charges and 
currents. In Faraday-Maxwell electrodynamics, it is the e1ectromagnetic fields that 
constitute astate of the dynamical system. If in the mechanics of continua the 
displacement fields and velocity fields arose naturally and were not generated by 
new flights of thinking, then, in contrast to this, the picture in electrodynamics was 
absolutely another. This branch of science constructs absolutely strange fields 
difficult for human comprehension. 

This leap in human thinking was performed by Faraday. It was he who thought 
out electrical and magnetic fields and through them described mysterious 
electromagnetic phenomena. Maxwell came to believe in the genius of self-taught 
Faraday and he, as he wrote himself, only described Faraday's ideas 
mathematically. But this very reckless leap of thinking was needed for 
constructing an adequate mathematical model. 

The experimental results obtained by Hertz were shocking; they opposed the 
theory that was supported by Hertz and was so dear to him. The results fully 
corresponded to the theory by Maxwell. In spite of this, Hertz published his 
experimental results and via them he developed the Maxwell theory further - he 
revealed an electromagnetic emitter that was called the Hertz vibrator. In this way, 
together with Maxwell, he was standing elose to the source of opening the radio, 
the greatest technical discovery in the beginning of the 20-th century. Hertz's 
experiments proved Maxwell's theoretical concepts; from this time on, nothing 
was standing in the way of triumphally stalking equations of Maxwell. 

Nowadays, it is not so easy to repeat Maxwell's research. If done, they would 
be hardly understandable. Therefore, within the frames of our narration on 
distributed dynarnical systems and travelling harmonic waves let us demonstrate 
how the existence of e1ectrornagnetic waves follows from the Maxwell equations. 
In other words, our objective is to make it elear for ourselves whether the Maxwell 
equations adrnit the solutions in the form of the travelling waves, when the vectors 
E and H are only the functions of the two variables, t and, say, the variable x, 
i.e. in the form of the electrornagnetic wave independently existing in an empty 
space, without charges and currents, i.e. when & = JI = 1 and (Y = O. Under 

these conditions, the Maxwell equations (31.19), (31.20) and (31.21) are 
simplified and assume the form 

8E 
-=C rotH 
8t 

8H 
-=-c rotE 
8t 

(31.1) 

divE = 0 divH = 0 , 

where E = E(x,t) and H = H(x,t). Note here that without simplifying the 

problem by the immediate search for a plane wave we can reveal that the 
equations (31.1) yield the wave equations for the fields E and H . Indeed, let us 
differentiate the first equation (31.1) in t and apply the operation rot to the 
second equation 
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8H 
rot--

8t 

8H 
rot- = -c rot rot E . 

8t 

Upon these operations, we, using the well-known formula in vector analysis 
rot rot = V div - ~ , shall obtain 

82E 
-2- = -c rot rot E = _c 2 (V divE - M) 
8t 

by virtue of the third equation (31.1) we shall arrive at the below wave equation 
for the vector field 

The wave equation for the magnetic field vector is derived similarly. Further, it 
becomes already possible to derive the solutions of these equations (obeying the 
requirements of (31.1)). We drop here pursuing this general problem and forget 
this efficient application of vector analysis. Instead, we shall modestly proceed our 
search for the solution of the equations (31.1) in the form of the plane wave 
travelling along the axis X . 

Therefore, in the equations (31.1) the vectors E and H will be the functions 
of X and t only. From the last two equations (31.1), it immediately follows that 

8Ex =0 
8x 

8Hx = 0 . 
8x ' 

therefore, the components Ex and H x of the vectors E and H will be 

independent of X . That is why they are not interesting for us and so we will take 

Ex = H x = O. Then, we represent the first two equations (31.1) through the 

components 

8Ey 8Hz --=-c--
8Ez 8Hy 
--=c--

8t 8x 8t 8x 

8Hy 8Ez 
--=c--

8Hz 8Ey 
--=-c--

8t 8x 8t 8x 

These equations are divided into the two independent pairs. One of them is 
written as 

8Ey 8Hz --=-c--
8t 8x ' 

8Hz 8Ey 
--=-c--

8t 8x 
(31.2) 
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Differentiating the first equation in t and the seeond m X and, then, 
eomparing them we aehieve the wave equation 

(31.3) 

As known for us, it possesses the solution in the form of the running harmonie 
wave 

(31.4) 

Further, from any of the equations (31.2), we find that 

Hz = ASin( cut - 0;) . (31.5) 

The partieular solution (31.4), (31.5) derived meets the initial equations (31.1) 
and represents itself the eleetromagnetie wave eonsisting of the two mutually 
perpendieular harmonie waves of the eleetrieal and magnetie fields travelling 

along the axis X at the velocity c (Fig. 31.1). For 8 = )I = 1 and er = 0, the 

Maxwell equations have, therefore, the solution (31.4), (31.5) . All other 

eomponents, Ex, E z and H x' Hz, will be equal to zero. 

y 

Fig. 31.1. The harmonie eleetromagnetie wave. 

This solution is a plane eleetromagnetie harmonie wave having the arbitrary 

2JlC 
frequeney cu , the wave-Iength -- and the propagating velocity c. Such 

(j) 

different waves are numerous. This type of waves embraees light waves, radio 
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waves, ultraviolet and infrared waves, X-ray waves and gamma emission waves. 
All these waves are of similar electromagnetic nature and differ only by 
frequencies and wave lengths, at the similar propagating velocity. 
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The reflected and refracted waves arising when a propagating harmonic 
wave is running along an environmental boundary. 

We have, thus, become acquainted with the distributed dynamical systems 
described by fundamental equations of classic mathematical physics. These 
equations are: the thermal conductivity equation, the diffusion equation, the 
equation of random walk, the wave equation simulating the oscillations of a 
strained string or membrane, the longitudinal and transversal oscillations in an 
elastic environment, audio oscillations and electromagnetic waves. In contrast to 
discrete systems, new will be the waves; the thermal damped waves whose 
spreading velocity depends upon their frequency and length; undamped waves 
propagating across the elastic environments; and the electromagnetic waves 
running at the fixed velocity. Waves are associated with such amazing phenomena 
as interference; diffraction; a queer evolution of a wave package, this evolution 
entails distortions in speech and music when they are transmitted across long 
distances; and also wave reflection and refraction, etc. These phenomena are weil 
familiar to you from YOUf school course on general physics. Though, that course 
gave you only a descriptive narration holding no mathematical models. Right now 
we can not only describe these models but also study them exposing thus new 
quantitative and qualitative data. As another simple example let us consider a 
phenomenon of waves reflection and refraction caused by an existing boundary 
between the elastic environments of different characteristics. Let us look more 
specifically at the wave of the below shape 

Aei(rrJt-kx) (32.1) 

travelling along some strained string and running against the spasmodic 
fluctuations of string densities. Let us direct the axis Ox along the string and let 

for X < 0 and X > 0 the string have various densities, i.e. the point X = 0 will 

be a point of environments partition. We need to find the altemating field u( X, t) 
of string displacements; the field is induced by the wave (32.1) arriving at the 
partition boundary from the left. The mathematical model should include the wave 
equations for the string segments X < 0 and X > 0 , the conditions of 

coordinating their solutions at X = O. As weIl, the model will take into account 

the fact that the wave of the form (32.1) travels within the string segment X < 0 
from left to right. 
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In aeeordanee with aB this, let we have u(x, t) = u1 (x, t) for x < 0 and 

u(x, t) = u2 (x, t) for x > o. For u 1 (x, t) and u2 (x, t) there will take plaee 

the below equations 

(32.2) 

and 

(x> 0) (32.3) 

where between u 1 (x, t) and u2 (x, t) for x = 0 there will oeeur the eonjugation 

eonditions1 

(32.4) 

8u1 (x,t) 8u 2 (x,t) 
8x x=o 8x x=o 

Here, it should be also said that at the environmental boundary there will arrive 

from the left the wave of the shape (32.1), with the wave number k = Oll a1 • 

Despite the simplieity of this problem, to solve it without the physieal prompt 
given seems not easy. The physieal prompt implies the following: this ease is 
known to give birth to a refleeted and a refraeted waves. What these waves are is a 
question, but they may be naturally assumed, as weB as an ineident wave, to be 
similar to the running harmonie waves. 

I The first relation is evident since in the point X = 0 the string is not broken. The second 
condition is not evident so much. This condition follows from the identity ofthe string 

tension N to the left and right from the point X = 0 . From the left, the string junction 

point will be acted perpendicular to the axis Ox by the force - N sin a 1 where a 1 is 

an angle formed by the string lying to the left from the point X = 0 and the axis Ox . 
Analogously, from the right there will act the force + N sin a 2 (Fig. 32.1). The string 

point corresponding to X = 0 will carry a zero mass and therefore the forces 

- N sin a j and + N sin a 2 will equalize each other, i.e. a j = a 2 . Therefore, in the 

point X = 0 the tangents to the strings from left and right will coincide. This will actually 
mean a fulfillment ofthe second relation in (32.4). 
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N 

x 

Fig. 32.1. The refraetion and refleetion of a running harmonie wave on the boundary 

X = 0 of different one-dimensional environments. 

Accordingly, it may be assumed that 

( t) = A i(rtJI-üJX/a,) + A i(alJ!+aJ,x/a ,) u J X, e 2e 
(32.5) 

where 

A , AJ and A2 are amplitudes of the incident, reflected and refracted waves; 

aJ and a2 are given in the equations (32.2) and (32.3); and 

AJ ' A2 and aJ1 , aJ2 are the unknown subjected to be determined. 

From the conjugating conditions we derive 

where both ratios will be true for any t . 

From these ratios, it follows that aJJ = aJ2 = aJ. One may guess about it 

immediately because the conditions (32.4) must be met for a11 t. Taking 

aJI = aJ2 = CO we come to the conditions 

A+A1 = A2 , 

aJ aJ aJ 
--A+-AJ =--A2 

a l a l a2 

From which we then have 
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(32.6) 

The needed solutions U1 (X, t) and U2 (X, t) have been thus found. Now, let us 

analyze a dependence of the amplitudes Al and A2 of the reflected and refracted 

Al A2 a1 
waves upon a1 and a2 . These dependences - and - of - are graphically 

A A a2 

shown in figure 32.2. 

2 

1 

~ -----------------

Fig. 32.2. The plots of the amplitudes Al and A2 of the reflected and refracted harmonie 

waves. 

Recall here that a1
2 and a; in the wave equations (32.2) and (32.3) make up a 

ratio of a general tightening force to the string densities for X < 0 and X > 0 . 

a 
From the graph (Fig. 32.2) it follows that the homogeneous string with _1 = 1 

a2 

will produce no reflected wave (as it must be), and the refracted wave will be a 
continuation of the incident wave. With the vanishingly small or very great 

a1 
density of the string within the segment X > 0, the ratio will be equal to 0 

a2 
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and, accordingly, to CIJ . In the first case, the waves will be reflected with the same 
amplitude and phase; in the second, with the same amplitude, but with the reverse 
phase. As for the refracted wave amplitude, it will be either doubled respectively 
or will become equal to zero. These extreme cases may be regarded as a reflection 

from the free and the fixed end (x = 0) of the string for X < 0 . In the first case, 
the incident wave will be reflected changing its direction only, whereas in the 
second case, it will be overtumed (Fig. 32.3). 

\ 
,/ 

/ 
+-t-

x=O 

Fig. 32.3. The tumover phenomenon when the running harmonie wave is refleeted from a 
"fastening" (no refraeted wave is present). 
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of a bounded string 

The Fourier method for studying the string oscillations caused by 
a concentrated impact. A spectrum and its relation to asound shade. 

In this chapter you will become acquainted with a new type of oscillations in 
distributed dynamical systems describing a continuum or electromagnetic fields -
standing waves. They arise in bounded elastic bodies or volumes. A standing wave 
mayaiso appear as a result of superposition (interference) of the travelling 

harmonic waves Aei(wt-k.x) and Aei(wt+k.x) that are running towards each other, 
since 

Aei(wt-k.x) + Aei(wt+k.x) = 2Ae iwt cos kx (33.1 ) 

The wave (33.1) oscillates in each point X with one and the same frequency 
(() and phase, but its amplitude depends upon X in accordance with the law 

2A cas kx . According to (33.1), a general form of a standing one-dimensional 
wave may be written as 

u(x,t) = X(x)T(t) , 
(33.2) 

where X (x) is a function of X only; and T (t) of the time t only. 

In numerous cases, oscillations in a distributed system may be represented as a 
superposition of standing waves. As an example, let us study arbitrary oscillations 
of some bounded string with fixed terminal points and their special case, when 
these oscillations were born by some concentrated impact exerted on some small
length segment ofthe string. 

A general mathematical model will be as folIows. Given are the below wave 
equation 

(33.3) 

and also the initial and boundary conditions for the function u ( x, t) . 
The initial conditions are 
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(33.4) 

and the boundary conditions are 

(33.5) 

The method of solving this problem was fIrst suggested by J.B.J. Fourier and 
was called his name. This method inc1udes the following steps. First, the solution 
ofthe equation (33.3) with the boundary conditions (33.5) is found in the form of 
standing waves (33.2). The number of such solutions turns out countable. Second, 
the solution of the problem (33.3) - (33.5) is found as a superposition of the 
obtained solutions of the form (33.2). Here, the superposition may be chosen in 
such a way as to satisfy the initial conditions (33.4). The boundary conditions as 
well as the equation (33.3) itself will be satisfIed automatically, since they are met 
by each component of the superposition. 

Inserting (33.2) and (33.3) we fmd that 

T" 2 X" 
-=a --
T X 

Since the left-hand part of this equality is independent of X and the right-hand 

part independent of t, they will be equal to a constant, say, - A . This will then 
lead us to the equations 

T"+AT = 0 X"+a 2 AX = 0 . (33.6) 

We are interested only in the solutions of (33.6), for which the function 
u(x,t) determined in accordance with (33.2) satisfIes the boundary conditions 

(33.5). It is possible only for positive A. For A > 0, the general solutions of 
(33.6) will be ofthe form 

T = sin.fit + B cos .fit X = C sin a-J"]; + Deos a-J"]; ; 

therefore, we obtain 

u(x,t) = TX = 
(33.7) 

= (Asin.fit + Bcos.fit)(Csina..{;i; + Dcosa-J"];) 

This solution must satisfy the boundary conditions (33.6). From them, it will 
follow that 

D=O CsinaJiI = 0 . (33.8) 
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To assume C = 0 here is impossible, because as a result we come to a trivial 
zero solution. Thus, from (33 .8) the below will be obtained 

Ji=~n 
al 

(n = 1,2,3, ... ) 

Hence, we arrive at the below form of the equation 

(A .;m B ;m).;m sm-t+ cos-t sm-x 
al al 1 

(33 .9) 

21 
These are standing waves with the discrete wave lengths - and the respective 

n 
;m 

frequencies -. In these waves, all their points oscillate synchronously with the 
al 

;m 
time frequency OJn = --;;j and the amplitude harmonically changeable (with 

. ;m 
x changing) proportionally to sm - x . Some standing waves for n = 1,2,3 are 

a 
shown in figure 33.l. 

x=[ 

n=2 

Fig. 33.1. The harmonie standing waves; 1 - of the basie tone; 2 and 3 - of the first and 
seeond harmonies. 
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Further, a solution for the initial problems (33.3), (33.4), (33.5) will be derived 
by us as an infmite sum ofall standing waves (33.9) 

( ) "(A . tm B tm ) . tm U x,t = L.... n SIn-t + n cos-t SIn-X , 
al al I 

(33.10) 

where An and Bn are arbitrary so far. The initial conditions (33.4) will yield the 

conditions 

" ffn L....Bn sin-x = rp(x) 
I 

(33.11) 

" ffn ffn L....-An sin-x = If/(x) 
al I 

which may be thought to be Fourier expansions of the functions rp(x) and 

If/( X ) , respectively. Since for n *" m we obtain 

I 

I · tm .mndxO SIn-XSIn-X = 
o I I 

I 
and for n = m the same integral is equal to - , through multiplying each of 

2ff 

the equalities (33.11) by sin mn X and by integrating in X from 0 to I we shall 
I 

find that 

I 

Bm = 2ff I rp(x) sin mn xdx 
I 0 I 

I 

Am = 2a I If/(X) sin mn xdx . 
mol 

(33.12) 

In such a nice and simple way the general problem (33.3), (33.4), (33.5) is 
solved. The solution has been derived in the form of the superposition of a discrete 
sequence of standing waves. Each standing wave is characterized by the frequency 

nff 2al 
OJn = - and by the length --. Its form is described by the formula (33.9). 

al n 
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The frequencies 0) n constitute a frequency spectrum of possible oscillations in a 

bounded string. In it, the least frequency 0)1 represents a basic tone, the frequency 

{)}2 represents the fIrst harmonic, 0)3 the second harmonic, etc. (Fig. 33.1). The 

string oscillations are described by a frequency spectrum and appropriate 
amplitudes. 

As for a piano string, the basic tone of the sound and the sound colour, 
depending upon harmonics, are determined by a spectrum of its oscillations. With 
the basic tone retaining similar, the sound colour may be absolutely different. For 
example, a similar musical sound played on the piano, fIddle and guitar will sound 
in absolutely different ways. This will happen with similar basic tones. Therefore, 
a basic tone is determined by length, tightness and density of the string. As for the 
spectrum, it depends upon the excitation of oscillations, i.e. where, say, the string 
was stricken by the piano hammer, where and how a fIddle stick is touching a 
string and what a fiddle-stick is itself, i.e. whether it has been weIl rubbed with 
rosin or not, how it has been tightened and what it is made of. Certainly, the point 
is not only in what the oscillating spectrum of the string itself is, but also in how 
these oscillations are converted into sounds. We would like to put aside these 
complex questions; instead, fIrst, we wish to consider only how the string 
oscillating spectrum depends upon the stricken segment (x = q). The Bechstein 

and Steinway pianos produce different sounds firstly due to the difTerence in 
hammer-striking segments. 

In constructing a mathematical model for the oscillations of the initially fIxed 
string, which has received a concentrated impact within a very small-length 
segment, thus, imparting this string the impulse p, we shall fIrst start from the 

general model (33.3), (33.4), (33.5). In this general model, we need only to specify 
the shapes ofthe functions 9?(x) and V(x). 

The impact will be assumed to be instant and pointwise. Accordingly, during 
this instant impact no displacement ofthe string will occur and, hence, 9?(x) = o. 
Since the string, during the impact, accepts the impulse p , we obtain 

I 

fPV(x)dx = p (33.13) 
o 

where P is a constant density of the string; V( x) is a string velocity in the point 

q gained upon the impact. The impact is supposed to be concentrated in the 

vanishingly small neighbourhood of the point x = q. Beyond this vanishingly 

small neighbourhood, the velocity V( x) , immediately after the impact, will be, 

therefore, equal to zero. Hence, the condition (33.13) may be written as 
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?+c f lj/(x)dx=.E. (c>O) ; 
?-c J7 

(33.14) 

here, we have lj/( x) = 0 for X ~ [x - c, x + c] , where c is vanishingly smalI. 

With the string segment (being stricken by the hammer) decreasing infinitely, the 
function lj/( x) will infinitely increase within this small-Iength segment, but the 

condition (33.l3) will remain satisfied all the time. So, we shall obtain 9?( x) = 0, 
while the function lj/( x) will everywhere remain equal to zero, except the 

vanishingly small neighbourhood of the point x = q, and will satisfy the 

condition (33.13). Let this information be employed for calculating the constant 

Am and Bm according to the formulae (33.12). According to the first ofthem, we 

have B m = 0 ; according to the second, we shall obtain 

?+c 
2a f !Tm 2ap!Tm 

Am =- lj/(x)sin- xdx~-sin-q 
m ?-c I mJ7 I 

(33.15) 

where the formulae will be the more exact, the less c > 0 iso 
The application ofthe general solution (33.10) to our search for specific values 

of the coefficients An and B n (n = 1,2, ... ) may be formalized and simplified 

via the already known generalized eS -function. An instant impact by the hammer 

will impart the string, and more exactly, its point X = q the impulse p. The 

mathematical model for the concentrated impulse p in this point will be 

peS(x - q), i.e. 

(33.16) 

By substituting (33.16) into the formulae (33.12) for Am' we formally arrive at 

(33.15), where the approximate sign is replaced by equality. 
In both cases we arrive at the situation when the oscillations of the string, 

receiving the instantaneous impulse p concentrated in the point X = q, will be 

ofthe form 

( '" 2ap . 101;:. 101 . 101 
U x,t) = ~--sm-'.:> sm-xsm-t . 

np I I al 
(33.17) 
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Jf 
In accordance with (33.17), the maximal amplitudes of the basic frequency -

al 
2Jf 3Jf 

and of harmonics - , - ,will be respectively equal to 
al al 

2ap . Jf q ap. 2Jf q 2ap. 3Jf q 
--Slll- -Slll- --Slll-
pi' pi ' 3p I 

This is vividly represented below in figure 33.2 for the basic tone n = 1 and the 

first three harmonics, n = 2 , n = 3 and n = 4 . 

x=l 

Fig. 33.2. The graphically illustrated dependence of the string amplitude upon the order of 

harmonics at the impulse impact in the point X = q. 

In particular, figure 33 .2 demonstrates a basic tone to be better represented by 
striking upon the string centre, but here no second and fourth harmonics are 
available. In order to have some first harmonics well represented, the strike must 
be exerted not far from the string terminals. This is so done on the piano. Besides, 
the less this distance to the terminals is, the more harmonics will arise. At the 
Steinway piano, this distance is less than that at the Bechstein piano; that is why 
its sound is "louder", but, instead, the Bechstein sound is more mellow (or richer) 
and "more soft" . 

Sounds produced by a fiddle string and a piano string of the similar basic tone 
will differ enormously; this difference is also explained by differences in the 
numbers of harmonics born. 

A human ear is constructed so as to perceive a sound in the form of its 
spectrum. Each musical sound like do, re, mi, . .. possesses a spectrum consisting 
of a basic tone and harmonics. Musical chords have a spectrum composed of the 
spectrums of sounds held in chords. Noise has numerous spectral frequencies ; 
such a spectrum is called continuous, in contrast to a discrete spectrum when 
frequencies are not so many. 
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Why some certain sequences of sounds bring us very strong emotions is, 
perhaps, one of paramount mysteries in nature. Though, some necessary 
requirements to these sounds are already known and they constitute a subject of 
the musical theory. 
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The particularities of the microworld. A necessity to revise the habitual concepts of 
classic physics. The formalism of quantum physics and examples of its application. 
The notions of a quantum state, an operator of its changes and its relation with 
measured and observed physic magnitudes. The behaviour of a free quantum 
particle in the potential weB and in the radially symmetric electrical field of a 
charge. 

Until now, we were discussing various mathematical models of our 
environmental world, at times the world is misunderstandable and mysterious, but 
it is the world we are living in. Besides it, there exist some other worlds hidden 
from us and inaccessible to; in this sense, they are existing in our imagination. 
Such is the microworld, a world of molecules, atoms and elementary 
microparticles. This is the world which a human guessed out long ago, but which 
became accessible for studying only in the last century, upon appearance of new 
neoclassic physics - quantum mechanics. 

The mathematical models for the objects of the microworld - of quantum 
mechanics - are more mathematical than those of classic physics; this 
mathematical nature of them is not only far from our immediate every-day 
perceptions and intuition but is even rejected by them. These disagreements also 
took place earlier, in the times when the laws of mechanics and electrodynamics 
were formulated. In mechanics, the every-day observations seemingly should 
undoubtedly prove that a movement is caused by forces, whereas these forces are 
only responsible for the changes of this movement. More complicated electrical 
phenomena seemed to be born by electrical charges and currents; the idea about 
the existence of electromagnetic waves was absolutely unacceptable, since no 
charges and currents are here present. As for quantum mechanics, such 
inacceptibility was expressed even more fiercely. Never and in no way the 
microworld was accepted by our sensible organs; it turned out to be unimaginably 
different from our usual macroworld. At the same time, in the end of all ends, it is 
this microworld that lies in the foundation of all the manifestations of the 
macroworld. Therefore, the microworld can be exposed via man-made devices and 
with a use of special experimental conditions, viz. through observing the atom 
radiation and absorption spectrums, radioactivity, diffraction of electrons, 
photoelectrical emission (photoeffect) and other phenomena. 

New data obtained in this way and its theoretical interpretation contradicted not 
only multi-century experience but also the existing theoretical conceptions about 
the environmental physical world. Later, these conceptions were named classic 
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physics. This, certainly, covers not only the rnicroworld but also the other sections 
of the new physics of our century - the physics of the velocities elose to the light 
velocity, enormous distances of millions of the light years, gigantic masses and 
great densities, superhigh temperatures, unbelievable magnetic fields, etc. 

Let us now show some vivid distinctions in manifestations of the rnicroworld; 
these distinctions deelare the necessity to cardinally revise the current conceptions 
in elassic physics and to create principally new mathematical models. 

Long ago, perhaps from ancient Greeks, the mankind guessed that the material 
world is composed of the smallest rnicropartieles (i.e. atoms) and all the events 
occurring in it are generated by their movements and interactions. These 
rnicropartieles, though extremely small, were allotted with the properties sirnilar to 
those existent in ordinary bodies, i.e. the micropartieles can move, elash with each 
other and catch on each other, ete. The initially founded kinetic theory of gases 
and the then coneeptions conceming fluid and solid bodies and various ehernical 
transformations did not contradict these naive interpretations. Though, on the 
threshold of 20-th century these discrepancies started to arise as eompletely 
incompatible with elassic physics. 

For example, it was revealed that in some cases it is useless to talk about 
travelling trajectories of the rnieropartieles, that any conceptions on the presence 
of such trajectories vividly contradiet experimental results. In the rnieroworld, the 
elassic law of energy conservation ean be not observed;also, an eleetrieal charge 
(i.e. an electron) oseillating in an atom eannot, for some reason, ernit (though it 
should due to the elassic eleetrodynarnics) and if it emits, then it emits only wave 
packages of certain frequencies and energies. You have evidently heard a lot ab out 
these and other peculiarities of the rnicroworld, viz. about the electrons diffraetion, 
radioactive decay, atom-ernitting and atom-absorbing spectrums, quantum 
generators-lasers, photoeffect, nuclear reactions and reactors, atom bomb, the 
excessively great energy being emitted by the Sun, unexplainable regularities in 
the Mendeleev's table of chernical elements, and, possibly, about many other 
things. 

To prove the groundlessness of scientifie interpretations and theories, there is 
no need to obtain numerous diserepeneies; instead, a lot of correspondenees will 
be needed, whereas a single discrepency will be sufficient. One of the 
discrepencies will be discussed below. This is a diffraetion of electrons. 

According to the initial interpretation, an eleetron is the tiniest eharged 
rnicroparticle with very small charge and mass. Its travelling can be deviated by a 
magnetic field, in full accordance with the Lorentz force acting upon the eleetrical 
charge moving in the magnetic field. An electron ean be detected through its 
striking a photopiate; on this photopiate when developed one can see a black 
point. The electron's travel within the electrical field is eompletely govemed by 
the Newton laws. Now, let us put a two-hole barrier on the way of the electronic 
beam of the constant intensity and behind the barrier a screen, on which the strikes 
by electrons will be registered. It is natural to suppose that the screen will keep 
only the traces of the electrons that have passed through the holes. The remaining 
electrons will be blocked by the barrier and will not get to the screen. In this 
experiment, some electrons are supposed to fly through one hole and the other 
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electrons through the other. Having flown through a hole they approach the screen 
and leave their traces on it. From the above said it is evident that if the electrons 
are allowed to pass for some time T through a single hole (with another closed) 
and then during the same time to pass through another hole (the fIrst closed), then 
this procedure should bring us one and the same screen hitting picture - as if the 
electrons were allowed to simultaneously pass through the two holes during the 
same time T . The difference may be observed only in that that the electrons, 
having passed through the two holes, are interacting each other. Though, this 
Coulomb interaction is very small. Besides, this kind of interaction, as any other, 
is excluded, if a time gap between electrons (i.e. the electronic beam is of rather 
small intensity) exceeds the time of their travel from the barrier to the screen. For 
the described case of aseparate travel of electrons, fIrst, through one hole and, 
second, through another or at once through the two holes but during the time twice 
less, we should obtain similar pictures of the electron hits. It should be so, if 
electrons fly along the defInite trajectories as small particles usually do. What will 
then this experiment bring us? It will bring us the absolutely unexpected things 
shown in fIgure 34.1. The pictures obtained are absolutely different, absolutely not 
similar. The second picture looks like the picture showing the flight through the 
two holes not by electronic microparticles but light (i.e. the electromagnetic 
waves), with its diffraction picture being so characteristic for light. So, what is 
then a flying electron? 1s it a flying microparticle or a wave having a specifIc 
diffracting phenomenon? Sooner, this is neither this nor that. Electrons are 
microparticles; these are objects ofthe nature unknown for uso It is true that in one 
case they reveal themselves like particles, and in the other case behave like waves, 
but in some other cases they are neither waves nor particles, but microparticles. 

The history of synthesizing the mathematical models for the microworld 
constitute a complicated, inconsistent and intricate process being very far from a 
logical inference. This history is full of numerous fantastic hypotheses, 
unimaginable conjectures and aha factors, which later were subjected to filtration, 
specification and mutual adjustrnents. Even to physicists, the quantum mechanics 
avoids to suggest a somehow complete description of this process. For 
mathematicians, to avoid this complete description is more natural, starting it 
immediately from the description of a final mathematical model, from its 
formalism, which will be then illustrated by examples. 

The application of unusual mathematical models of the microworld demands 
new interpretations, concepts and new intuition. All this is developed on the basis 
of comprehending the mathematical model by penetrating into its logic and 
harmony issuing from purely mathematical considerations. This way of gaining 
truth is also accessible for a human intelligence and this very capability of a 
human intelligence manifests its power and strength, thus bringing about a 
gigantic leap in the natural science ofthe last centuries. 

These unusual mathematical models appeared due to the inability of classic 
physics to interpret observable phenomena of the microworld. Truthfulness of 
these models is proved by the qualitative and quantitative coincidences of the 
conclusions and results (obtained with their help) with various observational and 
experimental results (diffraction of electrons on crystal lattices, spectrurns of 
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atoms and molecules, photoeffect, spectrums of equilibrium emission, chemical 
properties of substances and the Mendeleev's table, physical phenomena of solids 
and semiconductors, quantum generators and many other things). Here, it should 
be also said that, nevertheless, the unusual quantum models transfer to classic 
ones, when the values of the microworld parameters transfer to the values of the 
macroworld parameters. This fact makes the compatibility between the laws of the 
macroworld and the microworld possible. 

The model of the microworld written below is better to be accepted as the game 
"Life" by J. Conway you have read earlier. Though now, subject to changes are 
not the counters on a chess board but some function Ij/ and the physical 

magnitudes found with its help. This approach is supposed to help you to easily 
accept the mIes of this game and to master the game, if you are laborious. Upon 
your training in how to play this game, the microworld model will be familiar to 
you and, with time, understandable. 

Whereas in classic physics the basic mathematical tools are differential 
equations, in quantum mechanics there are additionally exploited some absolutely 
different tools, viz. the mathematical techniques for linear operators. 
Mathematicians had created these tools long before they became needed by 
physicists; these tools were brought to life by the internal mathematical needs and 
internal motives of mathematics itself. Y ou are familiar with this theory of linear 
operators from the academic course on functional analysis, but, of course, for you 
to deal with linear operators is less convenient than with differential equations. 

Mathematical models in classic physics and quantum mechanics differ greatly, 
but the principle of deterrninism - in its sufficiently wide interpretation -has 
retained in them. As well as in classic physics, objects of the microworld are 
described through astate; though astate is now represented as some complex 
function Ij/ of the microparticle coordinates and, possibly, of their spines. In this 

case, astate of the microsystem is understood as this very complex function Ij/ of 

the listed variables, and not the values ofthe variables included into it. 
The function Ij/ changes in time in accordance with the Schrödinger 

differential equation 

'h 81j/ H 
1 8(= Ij/, (34.1) 

where H is an operator of the system under study and h is the so-called Plank 

constant equal to the very small magnitude 1.05 x 10 -27 erg/sec. 

The function Ij/, as was already noted, is a function of the vector X, 

coordinates of microparticles, spines and of the time t. The operator H is the 
so-called Hamilton operator over the vector X . This operator is so called, since it 
is calculated by some mIes from the Hamilton function of the microsystem 
considered as a classic mechanical system. 

This function as a description of astate was also employed by classic 
mechanics for describing a continuum and in electrodynamics for describing 
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electrical and magnetic fields. It is not surprising that this function satisfies some 
equation in partial derivatives. Also there is no surprise in the function Ij/ being 

complex: this happens when the theory of functions of complex variables 
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Fig. 34.1. Difraction of electTons during their sequential and simultaneous travel through 
the two holes: the black points correspond to ' impacts' of separate electrons against 
a photoemulsional layer. 

is applied to the problems of hydrodynamics and electrodynamics. Though, the 
essential difference lies not in this. It lies in how through this state function Ij/ 

one can find the possible values of the observed physical magnitudes 
characterizing the microsystem under study, and how the function Ij/ is connected 

with the observable physical magnitudes, i.e. with coordinates, impulses, 
moments, energies, spines, frequencies, wave lengths, etc. 
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34.1. 
Mathematical formalism in quantum mechanics 

In quantum mechanics, it is postulated that to each physical magnitude there 
corresponds a Herrnitian, i.e. a complex self-conjugate linear operator, whose 
eigenvalues are single possible values of this physical magnitude. 

We recall here that the operator L is Herrnitian if for any functions VI' 1 and 

VI' 2 the below takes place (a star stands for the complex conjugation): 

(34.2) 

Accordingly, the eigenvalues ,1. of any Herrnitian operator L are real. The 

numbers ,1. and the associated eigenfunetion rp are found from the condition 

Lrp = Arp (rp:;t:O) . (34.3) 

The set of all eigenfunetions of the Herrnitian operator is complete and the 

eigenfunctions rpl and rp2 corresponding to different eigenvalues ~ :;t: ,1.2 are 

orthogonal 

(34.4) 

Thus, as was said above, to each physical magnitude I there is put into 

correspondence, according to the below mIes, the Herrnitian operator L . Possible 
values ofthe physical magnitude 1 will be its eigenvalues only. These values may 
be observed during measurements. Besides, in identical conditions the measuring 
results may differ and only their average value (mathematical expectation) carries 

an actual macroscopic physical sense. This average value (I), according to the 

quantum mechanical formalism, is calculated with a use of the state VI' of the 

quantum system as follows 

(34.5) 

where the state function VI' is supposed to be normalized, i.e. 

The above said completes a formal description of the mathematical model for 
the quantum system. The mathematical model includes a concept of astate (the 
function VI'); the Schrödinger equation describing a change of the state with time; 

and some formalism for calculating the possible values of any physical magnitude 
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and its statistically averaged value through the state function and the operators of 
these physical variables, in accordance with (34.5). 

To actually create a mathematical model for the quantum system one needs a 
writing of the function Ij/ and H, the Schrödinger equation, and also the 

knowledge of the operators relative to OUf physical variables. 
Within the above said, studying a mathematical model includes the solution of 

the Schrödinger equation, perhaps, with a use of some supplementary information 
conceming the function Ij/, finding eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the 

operators of the necessary physical magnitudes and calculating through the 
derived function Ij/ their average values, by the formula (34.5). 

Let us show the operators which correspond to the coordinates X, Y and Z , 

the impulses p x ' P y and p z ' the kinetic T and potential V energies, and also 

to the Hamilton operator H, for the particle of the mass m in the potential field 

V (x, y, z) (the spine-free case). 

The operators corresponding to the coordinates x, y and Z are 

multiplications by x, y and, respectively, Z . Thus, the operator (relative to the 

co ordinate x) of the function Ij/ will be X Ij/ , and for y and Z will be y Ij/ 

and Z Ij/. 

The operator of Ij/ corresponding to the function V(x, y, z) will be 

V(x,y,z)1j/ . 

To the impulses p x' P y and p z there will correspond the differential 

operators 

-ih~ -ih~ -ih~ 
ax' cy' oz (34.6) 

To the impulse vector p (p x' P y' P z) there will correspond the vector

operator 

- ih(~ ~ ~) = -ihV ax' cy' oz ' (34.7) 

where V is a sign for the gradient operator. 

To the kinetic energy T of the particle of the mass m there will correspond 
the operator 

(34.8) 
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where 11 is a sign for the Laplace operator. 
The potential energy V (x, y, z) is a function of the coordinates and, 

therefore, the relative operator will be a multiplication by V (x, y, z) . 
Now, only the Harnilton operator for the m -mass particle is left to be 

indicated. According to the so-called correspondence principle between the classic 
Harnilton function 

1 (2 2 2) - Px + Py + pz + V(x,y,z) 
2m 

and the Harnilton quantum operator, this operator is written as 

h2 

H = --11+ V(x,y,z) . 
2m 

(34.9) 

Now, we can write the Schrödinger equation for the rnicroparticle of the mass 
m (spine-free). The state function will be 

VI" = VI"(x,t) = VI"(x,y,z,t) ; (34.10) 

the Schrödinger equation, due to the above (34.1), will have the form 

(34.11) 

Prior to proceeding to some specific examples, let us note here about two 
important corollaries following from the quantum system mathematical model 
described above. One corollary pertains to the possibility of indicating not only 
values of this or that physical magnitude and not only its average value but also 
the probabilities of these values. 

In order to expose it, let us decompose the function VI" in (34.5) into the 

norrnalized eigenfunctions of the operator L. For the sake of simplicity, let the 
spectrum of the eigenvalues of the operator L be discrete. Then, the 

decomposition of the normalized function VI" into the eigenfunctions fPI' fP2' ... 

with the eigenvalues 11,/2 , ••• , which are the possible values of the magnitude I, 
will be of the form 

(34.12) 

where 

By inserting (34.12) into (34.5), we shall immediately [md that 
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(I) = I IcJ ( , (34.13) 

where, due to the normability of the function If/, we shall obtain 

As it is known, the mathematical expectation of the magnitude I, which can 

take the values 11 , 12, ... with the probabilities PI' P2' ... , will be equal to 

MI = IZ,ps . (34.14) 

Comparing (34.14) against (34.13) we shall find that the probability Ps of 

taking the value (. is equal to 

Ps = IcJ . (34.15) 

In particular, from here it follows that if the function If/ coincides with one of 

the eigenfunctions of the operator L, let it be with rp s ' then Ps = 1 . Therefore, 

in this case the physical magnitude may take only the single value I sand the 

probabilities of other values I) (j"* s) will be equal to zero. 

Thus, in a general case of the function If/ the magnitude 1 may take any value 

from the values I I ,/ 2 , ... with the probabilities, respectively, PI' P2' This does 

not exclude the possibility for the magnitude 1 to take in specific cases (i.e. 
specific types of the function If/) only some values or even a single value. Only in 

the last case, a result of measuring the magnitude 1 may be predicted. 
This is the first important conclusion from the mathematical model of the 

quantum system stated. 
Let us demonstrate it in a simple example touching the values of the 

coordinates x, y and z of a microparticle. To these magnitudes there will 

correspond the operators of the multiplication by x, y and z . Thus, due to the 

formula (34.5), we have 

(X) = flf/* xlf/dxdydz = fxlvl2 dxdydz = 

= fx(f11f/12 dydz ~x , 

and the analogous formulae for (y) and (z) . From it, it will immediately follow 

that 
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is a probability density for the values of the coordinate x, and I~'.f is a 

probability density of x, y and z . 
In this way there have been found the following statistical sense of the quantum 

state function VI": the square of its module I VI" I 2 is a probability density for the 

coordinates to take the values x, y and z . 
However, according to the above, the function VI" statistically describes not 

only the values of the coordinates x, y and z but also any other physical 

magnitudes whose operators are known. 
The second conclusion possible to be derived from the defmition of the 

rnathematical model relates to the so-called Geizenberg indetermining principle 
manifesting the possible results of the simultaneous measurements of the physical 
rnagnitudes (I and k with the operators L and K) and stating that a single
valued result of measuring the two physical rnagnitudes is only possible if the 
operators Land Kare commutative, i.e. when 

LK-KL=O. 

Otherwise, either the two magnitudes, 1 and k, have no unique values or if 
one is unique, then the other is indefmite. More fully, for the dispersions of the 
rnagnitudes 1 and k there will occur the inequality 

(34.16) 

This important inequality needs some explanation. In it, 1 and kare arbitrary 

physical measurable magnitudes, Land K being their respective operators. This 
inequality is a corollary of the trivial inequality 

retaining true for any real A. 
In the above formula (34.5), there have been determined the average values of 

the physical magnitudes 1 and k. Their dispersions rnay be analogously 

determined as average values of the magnitudes V - (I) Y and (k - (k) Y 
Thus, we have 
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where the function V;{X,t), being astate of the micropartic1e, is supposed, as 

weIl as in the formula (34.5), to be normalized. 

F or example, the operators of the coordinate X and of the impulse p x are not 

commuted, since 

(-ih !}+Xih! = 

'h 'hx a 'h a 'h = -1 - 1 - + Xl - = -1 ax ax 
Therefore, due to the formula (34.16), we shall obtain 

h2 

DxDpx 2- , 
4 

(34.17) 

i.e. a product of the dispersions of the measurement results of the coordinate X 

and the associated impulse p x cannot be less than h 2 / 4 . 
This significantly differs ftom what occurs in the c1assic mechanics, where , on 

the contrary, to determine astate needs to have the coordinate X and the impulse 

p x assigned. As for the quantum mechanics, they cannot be simultaneously 

assigned in principal. This is possible only in the case of the commutativity of the 
respective operators. For example, since the operators of the coordinates x, y 

and z and also the operators of the impulses p x' P y and p z are commuted, it 

becomes possible to simultaneously and uniquely measure only all the coordinates 
or only all the impulses. But if the three coordinates or the three impulses are 
determined simultaneously, then all the impulses and accordingly all the 
coordinates will be not determined. 

Thus, a simultaneous determination of all the physical magnitudes, habitually 
being done in c1assic mechanics, is not performed in quantum mechanics. Besides, 
we recall here that except this substantial difference with c1assic science there 
exists some other substantial difference mentioned above. Namely, physical 
magnitudes are discrete and are of the quantum nature, because the values of a 
physical magnitude are described by the spectrum of the eigenvalues of its 
operator; and this spectrum may be discrete. 

Now, we start describing a travel of some free quantum partic1e within some 
simple one-dimensional fields. Also will be considered a harmonic oscillator and a 
quantum variant of the Newton problem - an atom of hydrogen and a hydrogen
like ionized atom of helium or lithium. 

In all these cases, the Schrödinger equation will, due to (34.10), be ofthe form 
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(34.18) 

Let us find its solution as 

V(x, y, z,t) = A(t )V(x, y, z) (34.19) 

Upon inserting (34.19) into (34.18) and separating the variables t and x, y, z , 

we get 

ih 8A _ 1 { h 2 A - V-} _ E ---- --tiV+ V -
A 8t V 2m ' 

(34.20) 

where E is a constant. Thus, we have derived two equations, the first with respect 

to A (t) and the second to V (x, y, z). The first equation is solved easily and its 

solution is ofthe form 

iE 

A(t) = e -ht (34.21) 

To solve the second equation 

(34.22) 

we shall need to specify the function V. If we have managed to derive the 
solution ofthe equation (34.22) satisfying the natural conditions imposed upon the 
state function V (continuity, boundedness and some other conditions following 

from the problem statement), then the solution (more exactly, one ofthe solutions) 
ofthe initial equation (34.20) will be 

lE 

V(x,y, z,t) = e -ht V(x,y, z) (34.23) 

This solution V at any t satisfies the equation (34.22) (if to substitute V for 

V ) and, therefore, is an eigenfunction of the energy operator 

(34.24) 

Hence, in the state V determined, the energy of the system will have the 

defmite value E , since E , due to (34.20), is an eigenvalue of the energy operator 
respective to the eigenfunction V. 
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The quantum system states respective to the certain values of the energy E are 
called stationary. Thus, V is a stationary state with the energy E. Note here that 

(34.25) 

therefore, the probability densities of coordinate values in a stationary state are 
time-independent ( that is why this state was called stationary). 

The quantum system satisfies the superposition principle. This follows from 
the linearity of the Schrödinger equation with respect to the state function. 
Therefore, a superposition of the stationary states will be also the state satisfying 
the Schrödinger equation. Also valid will be the reverse: any admissible solution 
of the Schrödinger equation can be represented by a superposition of the stationary 
states. Thus, a study of possible states of a quantum system is, in this sense, 
reduced to a search for all its stationary states. 

A spectrum of the energy operator eigenvalues may be discrete, continuous or 
mixed. 

To each non-degenerate value of the spectrum there corresponds a unique 
norrnalized eigenfunction. With the eigenvalue being degenerate, there may be 
some and even infinitely many eigenfunctions. However, in any case all the 
eigenfunctions may be orthogonalized and norrnalized. 

The condition of orthogonality of the two different eigenfunctions VI and V 2 

corresponding to a discrete or a continuous spectrum is that 

(34.26) 

For the eigenvalue corresponding to a discrete or continuous spectrum, the 
norrnalizing condition is written differently. 

For the case of a discrete spectrum, the norrnalizing condition for the function 

V, corresponding to the eigenvalue E, has been already written and is of the 

form 

f VsV.\· *dX = 1 . (34.27) 

For a continuous spectrum, whose eigenfunctions are dependent upon the 

parameter E, i.e. V = VE' the norrnalizing condition may be written as 

This notation implies that for E * E' we have 

f VJ,V EI * dX = 0 

(34.28) 

(34.29) 
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that corresponds to orthogonality. For E = E', the integral (34.29) turns to 
infmity, but so that there still exists an integral from it by E being equal to unity, 
i.e. 

J fj/ E fj/ EI * di = 1 . (34.30) 

Here, integrating over E is perforrned along the continuous portion of the 
spectrum. 

In order to make the notations (34.26 - 34.30) elose, we shall write them as 

(34.31) 

where the symbols tSl) and tS(E - E') are nullified for i;l; j and E;I; E' , 

respectively; for i = j and E = E' , the fIrst symbol is equal to 1 and for the 

second the below integral is equal to 1 

JtS(E - E')dE = 1 

We recall here that the symbol tSij (the function from the integer values i and 

j) was introduced by L. Kronecker and is called the Kronecker symbol; the 

symbol tS(E - E') was introduced into theoretical physics by P. Dirac and is 

called the Dirac function. Initially, this function was employed by O. Heaviside in 
the operational calculus created by hirn and not understandable by his 
contemporaries. 

Now, upon this prolonged but necessary introduction, let us come, at last, to 
considering the quantum systems mentioned above. 

A micropartiele (for example, an electron) is described by operators of 
coordinates, impulses, impulse moments, energy and spine; besides, a 
micropartiele has a mass and acharge. If a micro partiele has acharge, it is acted 
upon by the electrical field, and a travelling micripartiele by the magnetic field as 
well. Such a rich variety of descriptions and possible actions create a gigantic 
variety ofbehavioUfs ofthe micropartiele. Below, you will see only some ofthem; 
they are simple and bring about no mathematical difficulties; nevertheless, they 
are sufficiently representative to make you feel the difference between the 
microworld and OUf usual macroworld. In the below narration, the examples will 
pertain only to the micropartiele, for which aspine is absent or not signifIcant and 
no magnetic fIeld available. 
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34.2 
Free microparticle 

For a free microparticle we have V = 0; therefore, the equation (34.22) will 
assurne the form 

h2 
A - E- -illj/ = Ij/ 

2m 
(34.32) 

By examining it immediately we may get assured that it has a solution of the 
form 

(34.33) 

where p x' P y , P z are arbitrary constants meeting the condition 

1 (2 2 2) - Px + Py + pz = E . 
2m 

(34.34) 

Therefore, due to (34.23), the related solution of the Schrödinger equation for a 
free microparticle will be written as 

(34.35) 

This is a famous function. It was called der Broil wave and from it a wave 
interpretation of microparticles started. In order to understand this, we note here 
that, on the one hand, the function Ij/ describes the complex plane wave of the 

E Ipl H frequency ()} = - and of the wave number k = - = 2m - propagating 
h h h 

along the vector p, and, on the other hand, this function represents a 

microparticle of the energy E and with the impulse p . The last follows from the 

function Ij/ being an eigenfunction of the impulse operators 

-ih~ -ih~ -ih~ 
8x' ay' 8z 

and simultaneously of the kinetic energy operator - h 2 L1 / 2m with the 

characteristic numbers p x ,p y ,p z and E, respectively. According to the idea 

of the state function Ij/, the probability density of its location is proportional to 
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1 lj/ 1 2 , which, as seen from (34.35), for all x, y ,z and twill be equal to unity. 

In other words, der Broil wave as astate function will describe the microparticle 
of some certain impulse and energy, but this microparticle is located within the 
entire space uniformly, stricdy in accordance with the indetermining principle. 

34.3 
Microparticle in a potential weIl 

Let the microparticle be held in a rectangular potential well with infinite walls. In 
this case, in the Schrödinger equation 

. 8lj/ h 2 

lh- = --~lj/+ Vlj/ 
8t 2m 

(34.36) 

the function V will depend only upon the single coordinate X 

for xE(O,a) 

(34.37) 

for X ~ (O,a) 

its plot will be of the form shown in figure 34.2. 

V=ro V=O V=C\? 

o a X 

Fig. 34.2. The behaviour of electrons in the infinitely deep potential weIl. 

The solution of the Schrödinger equation may be found in the form 

(34.38) 

Upon inserting (34.38) into (34.36), the equation obtained may be written as 
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_1 (ih 8VI +~ 8 2
VI - VVIJ = 

VI 8t 2m 8x 2 

(34.39) 

with separable variables. This allows to reduce the below consideration to the 
search for the solution of the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation 

(34.40) 

This reduction technique will be also employed in the subsequent problems. 

For x ~ (0, a), it follows from the equation (34.40) that VI = ° , since here 

we have V(x) = 00. For XE (O,a), it will assume the form ofthe below one

dimensional equation for a free microparticle (here, VI is substituted by V) 

ih 8V =_~ a2V 
8t 2m 8x 2 

whose solution is easily derived and written as a superposition of the functions of 
the form 

2 

E=~ 
2m 

which should satisfy the edge conditions, i.e. to be equal to zero for x = ° and 
x = a . These edge conditions will be satisfied only by the functions of the form 

(34.41 ) 

( iEh) . P = 2ic exp - -t- sm --{; x , 

for which 

(k = ±1,±2, ... ), 

l.e. 
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1lh 
Px =-k , 

a 

2h 2 

E=~e 
k 2 2 ma 

(34.42) 

We know already that the functions (34.41) are the eigenfunctions of the kinetic 

h 8 2 

energy operator - ----2 with eigenvalues E k being detennined by the 
2m 8x 

fonnula (34.42). The function (34.41) is composed of the superposition of two 

8 
eigenfunctions for the impulse operator - ih - with eigenvalues equal to 

8x 
Pk = ±1ik I a. 

Therefore, to the state function Ij/ of the fonnula (34.41) there will correspond 

the quantum microparticle of the energy E k and of the impulses P k and - P k 

acceptable equiprobably. 
Let us also find the probability density of the coordinate X of the quantum 

microparticle - located in the potential well with infmite walls - for the functions 
Ij/ ofthe fonn (34.41). 

For this purpose it is necessary to nonnalize the function ofthe fonnula (34.41) 

and to fmd a square power of its module. Denote this function as Ij/ k . Immediate 

ca1culations reveal that 

therefore, for the nonnalized function Ij/k we shall obtain 

1 1
2 1. 2 klr 

Ij/k =-sm -X . 
2a a 

(34.43) 

The associated plots of the probability density are given in figure 34.3 (for 
k = 1,2 and 3). 

The possible state functions Ij/ are all possible superpositions with complex 

coefficients of the found functions Ij/k' i.e. 

1 (Jr2 hk 2 J . k Jr 
Ij/(x,t) = -2:>k exp - i 2 t sm-x , 

2a 2ma a 
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for which the nonnalizing condition will imply the sum of squares of modules of 

the coefficients ek being equal to unity. Here, the quantum rnicroparticle has the 

energy E k and the impulse P k or - P k with the probabilities Yz lek 1
2 

. 

What then makes a travel of the quantum microparticle in the potential weIl 
different from a travel of the classic microparticle? The classic microparticle 
within the weIl will travel from one wall to another refracting from them ideally. It 
may have any energy E . One half of the time it will alternately and periodically 

have the impulse .J2mE and another half the impulse - .J2mE. No 
superposition of travels can surely occur. In essence, between the energy and the 

impulse there exists little common, only the relation P x 2 = 2mE . 

k=1 

a 
k=2 

X Oa-__ --~ 
a 

a 
Fig. 34.3. The behaviour of the mieroparticle in the infinitely deep potential weil. The 
figure shows the first three harmonics of the standing harmonie waves composing the 

function \V ( X , t ) . 
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We have, thus, solved the problem of a one-dimensional movement of the 
quantum partic1e in the infmite reetangular potential weH determined by the 

funetion (34.37). The funetion will be denoted as Va ( x) . Having this solution 

() 1 (. Ek ) • 1lk If/k X = r,:;-exp -l-t sm-x 
v2a n a 

it beeomes possible to derive also the solution for the partic1e loeated in a three
dimensional reetangular weH (a reetangular box). For this solution, the potential 
funetion will be of the form 

Namely, the needed funetions If/(x,y,z) will be 

-iEt / h -1_ -1_ -1_ 

( ) e . /U{,\ • /U{,2 • /U{,3 
If/kkk x,y,z = rn-;-sm--xsm--ysm--z 

1 2 l V 8abe a b e 

where k1 , k2 , k3 are the integers exeeeding zero, and 

34.4 
Diffusion of a microparticle through a potential barrier 

Let us assume mieropartic1es to be traveHing in the direetion of the axis Ox . Let 

the energy of eaeh of them be E ; henee, they will be deseribed by der Broil wave 
derived above. Let us put on their way some potential barrier of the energetie level 

Vo (Fig. 34.4). 

In the c1assic ease (E > Vo ), the micropartic1es will pass through the potential 

barrier and will proeeed their trave1 at the previous ve10eity along the axis Ox. 
Though, if E < Vo ' the mieropartic1es will refraet fuHy and no mieropartic1e will 

penetrate the barrier. 

For the maeropartic1es, the pieture will be absolutely different. For E < Vo , 

only some portion of them will "break through" the baITier; the remaining 

maeropartic1es will be refraeted. A partial refraetion will also oeeur at E > Vo . 

The remaining maeropartieles will sueeessfully eome through the baITier, though 
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their energy E is less than the energetic height Va of the baITier. If to think in 

terms of the wave dualism, then such a behaviour is rather natural - der Boil wave 
falling onto the potential baITier is partially reflected and partially, after being 
refracted, will penetrate it. 

x=O x=a 

Fig. 34.4. The case when the microparticle is passing through the potential barrier of the 
width a; in particular, when the microparticle energy is less than the barrier energetic 

height Va. 

Now, let us see what will be achieved by us if a microparticle is represented via 
a formal mathematical model. Let us try to find a stationary solution of the 
Schrödinger equation with the energy E. Taking into consideration the 
description ofthe potential energy V(x) (Fig. 34.4) by the formula 

V(X)=H 
for x< 0 

for 0 ~ X ~ a 

for x> a 

we shall find that the equation (34.22), following from the Schrödinger equation, 
will be, for different X , of different forms . Thus, we shall obtain 

for x< 0 

for 0 ~ X ~ a (34.44) 
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for x> a , 

The solution VI' of these equations and its derivative must be bounded and 

continuous, 
Introducing, for brevity, the below notation 

we shall immediately obtain from the equation (34.44) that 

Aeilex + Be -ilex for x < 0 

Eeilex + Fe-ilex for x> a , 

(34.45) 

The smoothness conditions for the function VI' (x) at X = 0 and x = a will 

lead us to the four conditions 

A+B=C+D 

(34.46) 

'k C ik[a 'k D -ik[a 'kE ika '/_D -ika l 1 e - l 1 e = l e - lllJ' e 

for the six unknown complex constants, A, B, C, D, E and F, Since the equations 
are only four, their solution will not be unique, This is understandable, since the 
function VI' may be determined to within the constant multiplier, Also, the 

physical sense of the problem teIls us that the micropartic1es cannot run from 
infmity from right to left; this has not yet been accounted, Hence, this makes it 
possible to assume that A = 1 and F = 0, Upon this, the equations (34.46) are 
solved uniquely and we get 

(k 2 -k12 )rexp(ik1a)-exp(-ik1a)} 
B = ---'------'------------

(k - k 1 Y exp (ik 1 a ) - (k + k 1 Y exp ( - ik 1 a) 
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C= k+k, +(k, -k)B 
2k, 

D= k, -k+(k+k,)B 
2k, 

From these formulas, it follows that for the reflected and refracted Broil wave 
wehave 

IBI2 = 4(k2 _k,2 )sin2 k,a 

4~2 + k,2 ) sin 2 k,a + 16k2k/ cos2 k,a 

IEI 2 = 16k2k,2 
4(k2 + k,2 ) sin 2 k,a + 16e k,2 cos 2 k,a 

Therefore, alongside with the reflected partic1es there exist the particles passing 
the baITier independently of whether greater or less than the barner energetic 

height Va is the energy of the partic1e. This is an absolutely new phenomenon of 

the "infiltration" or diffusion of the micropartic1e through some energetic barrier. 
This has no c1assic analogue and contradicts the c1assic science. 

34.5 
Atom of hydrogen 

An atom of hydrogen is an electron in the central Coulomb field of a positively
charged nuc1eus. A well-known two-body problem solved by Newton is a c1assic 
analogue for a hydrogen atom. In the c1assic case, a movement of the body is 
described by the three Kepler laws - concerning the orbit ellipticity, the sector 
velocity constancy and the relation of cerculating periods and large orbit semiaxes. 
For a micropartic1e, everything becomes different - it has no orbit, its energy and 
impulse are quantified and simultaneously have, undoubtedly, no defmite values. 
Its possible values of energy 

me4 1 
E =-- (n =1,2,3, ... ) 

n 2h2 n 2 
(34.47) 

turn out to be dependent upon the integer n . 
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From mathematical viewpoint, finding the quantum values of energy Eil is an 

effective solution for the complicated and difficult problem conceming 
eigenvalues and functions of a linear differential operator. 

The results being obtained are also vividly confirmed by the observations over 
the frequences of spectral lines in a hydrogen atom. We recall here that the 
frequency (j) of the atom-emitting photon (der Broil wave), when the electron is 

passing from the energetic level Eil to E m ' is determined by the relation 

(n <m) 

This yields the observable series of the spectrallines 

ofLiman 

=E _ Ern 
{j)lm I h (m = 2,3,4, ... ), 

ofBalmer 

(m = 3,4,5, ... ), 

ofFitz-Paschen 

E -E 3 m 

h 
(m = 4,5,6, ... ), 

and of others. 
The purpose of our further narration is describing a statement of the problem 

and describing its solution for hydrogen atoms or hydrogen-like ion with the 
nucleus charge Z and a single electron. 

In our case, the potential energy is equal to 

V(r) = _ ze 
2 

r 

and the Schrödinger equation is better to be written with a use of the following 
spherical coordinates 0 :::; r :::; 00 , 0:::; .9:::; ff , 0:::; rp :::; 2ff : 
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. BIj/ h2 

-lh- = --.6.1j/ + V(r)1j/ = 
Bt 2m 

+ V(r)1j/ . 

A search for the stationary solutions for this Schrödinger equation will lead us 
to the equation (to the problem of eigenfunctions and eigenva1ues of E). 

To find for all r, .9 and rp (including r = 00 ) the continuous finite solutions 

of this equation will be a rather complicated and beautifully solved problem. Its 
solution is a result of the effort of numerous well-known scientists and is at 
present described in textbooks on quantum mechanics and mathematical physics. 
The basic results of this research include the following. For E > 0, the spectrum 
is continuous and the associated eigenfunctions do not turn to zero at infinity. This 
corresponds to a possibility of unlimited escape of a microparticle from atom 
nucleus. On the contrary, for E < ° the spectrum is discrete and at infinity the 
eigenfunctions are nullified. This means that the electron will remain at some 
finite distance from the nucleus. The discrete eigenvalues will be equal to 

2 4 
Z me -2 

En =- 2 n (n=1,2,3, ... ). 
2h 

To each of their eigenvalues there corresponds some finite nurnber of 
eigenfunctions of the form 

Ij/nlm = Rnl(r)~J.9,Ij/) 

(I = 0,1,2, ... , n -1; m = O,±1, ... ,±I) 

As mentioned above, this fully corresponds to the observable hydrogen atom 
spectrums. 

34.6 
Quantum linear oscillator 

In the previous chapters, a great portion of our attention was dedicated to the 
classic linear harmonie oscillator described by the equation 

mx+kx = ° 
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and by the Hamilton function 

2 2 2 
H = _P_x_ + _m_OJ __ x_ 

2m 2 
( 

. 2 k) px=mx,OJ =m . 

The associated quantum oscillator is described by the Schrödinger equation 

(v=v(x,t) 

and the search for stationary solutions with the energy E of this equation leads us 
to the equation 

h 2 d2- 2 V mOJ 2- E----+--x V = V 
2m dx 2 2 

To find its eigenvalues and eigenfunctions is not so simple. As a result, the 
following is obtained 

En = hOJ( n + i) (n = 0,1,2, ... ) ; 

the corresponding norrnalized eigenfunetions will be equal to 

where 

Xo = ~ h , 
mOJ 

The first three functions Vo' VI and V2 are depicted in figure 34.5. 

Fig. 34.5. The types of the first three functions \jf for the stationary solutions of the 

Schrödinger equation of the quantum linear oscillator. 
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In accordance with the above said, the values of energy are equidistantly 
quantized and the minimally possible energy is more than zero and equal to 

h {jJ / 2 . The diagrams IvJ (Fig. 34.5) are also in no way similar to the diagram 

for the probability of finding, at random instant, the classic oscillator in the place 
ofthe coordinate x. This last diagram is held in figure 34.6. 

x 

Fig. 34.6. The probability density of X for the classic linear oscillator (see Fig. 34.5 for 
comparison); the vertical asymptotes correspond to the extremal possible values of X 

(X = ± a , where a is an oscillating amplitude). 

34.7 
Newton quantum equation 

The travel of a microparticle is described through the changes of its state function 
and in no way resembles the travel along a trajectory. Even if a location of the 
microparticle is already known, its velo city will be still indefinite, i.e. no 
trajectory can be constructed. Nevertheless, a fast flying microparticle in a bubble 
chamber willleave some trace. What is then this trace itself? 

The matter is that in this case the dispersions of coordinates and velocity 
(impulse) are so small that a trace of the "random walk" from one formation of a 
drop to another will be interpreted by us as some trajectory, because it is rather 
thin. A width of this "trajectory" will be gigantic as compared against an atom, but 
in our scale of the macroworld it will be, nevertheless, thin. 

Let us agree here that some indefiniteness in its position and velocity will be 
very small all the time, but why then does this movement correspond in general to 
our classic interpretations? In his time, this question was answered 
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by P. Ehrenfest. He found that for the average value < X > of the co ordinate X 

may be described by some analogue of the Newton equation, which can be called 
the Newton quantum equation: 

m~<x>=_(OV\~ 
dx 2 OX I 

oV((X)) 
ox 

To derive this equation is not difficult; its derivation is given in the textbooks 
on quantum mechanies and makes use of the micropartic1e model described 
earlier. In case of the macrobodies, < X > will be indistinguishable from x, 
since the dispersion of X will be very small. 
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The Galileo and Lorentz transformations. The invariance of the Newton 
equations and the noninvariance of the Maxwell equations with respect to 
the Galileo transformations. The relation between the events observed in 
various coordinate systems: shortening of distances, a dock slowdown and 
addition of velocities. The four-dimensional space - time. The idea of 
simultaneity and the causality principle. The improvement of the Newton 
equations for the case of very fast velocities dose to the velo city of light. 

In oUf previous chapters, various mathematical models have been discussed. 
Nearly all of them contained spatial variables and time. What they are was not 
explained by us, for their idea seemed self-evident. I. Kant considered the ideas of 
space and time to be inherent. Though, it tumed out so that all of them need 
explanations and deserve some special attention. Now, it is the time to ponder 
over what spatial variables and time were exploited in the great mathematical 
models in mechanics and physics, and, consequently, in all the mathematical 
models that were founded on them. Please just think that the question here is not 
in what space and time generally mean. Here, we are putting a specific question 
about what specific variables are exploited by the mathematical models in natural 
science and engineering. In our case, this question will be even put in a more 
specific way: how are these variables interrelated in various inertial systems, 
travelling at constant velocities respective to each other? 

I. Newton believed that there exists some distinguished absolute reference 
system. In it, coordinates are measured through some assigned scale and time by 
an absolute dock. According to hirn, there exists some absolute space and 
absolute time. 

Yet by Eudid the space surrounding us was subjected to mathematical 
investigation and the result of that was the Euclidean geometry and our Euclidean 
space. Though, it was already K.F. Gauss who doubted our space to be Euclidean 
and wanted to measure the angles of a large triangle formed by mountain tops. If 
the sum of the angles of that triangle had been different from TI: , then this would 
have manifested the non-Euclideanism of our space. The later appearing 
geometries by N.I. Lobatchevsky and G.F. Riemann laid a theoretical foundation 
under these Gaussian doubts, but the measurements of the entire Earth have 
brought no authentie deviations from the Euc1ideanism. 
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Doubts about the nature of geometry of our space were originated 
comparatively long ago. What that time seemed certain was that space is space 
and time is time; they were thought to exist independently and not interrelated. 
That this way of thinking was wrong was revealed in the beginning of the 20-th 
century. We shaB touch this very subject in the below narration. It was made c1ear 
that one should speak not about a three-dimensional space and one-dimensional 
time but rather ab out a unified four-dimensional space-time world. 

The coordinate systems where the Newton laws are true are called inertial. The 
inertial systems are the systems travelling with respect to each other at the 
constant velocity. Ifthe axes Ox and O'x' are directed along this velo city ofthe 

relative movement of the systems Oxyz and O'x'y'z' , then the coordinates and 

the time of the same point in these different reference systems will be interrelated 
through the ratios 

x' = X - u t , y' = y, z' = Z , t' = t (35.1 ) 

called the Galileo transformations. 
The fact of the validity of the Newton equations in all inertial systems and, in 

particular, in the systems Oxyz and O'x'y'z' implies the Newton equations to 

be invariant (i.e. they retain their form) when the variables x, y, z, t are 

replaced by x' , y', z', t' ,according to (35.1). Indeed, the equations 

(35.2) 

upon the variables being replaced in accordance with (35.1), are transferred for 

x' , y', z' and t' to the sirnilar equations. The similarity of the forces Fx ' Fy 

and Fz in both co ordinate systems may be substantiated by the fact that this 

sirnilarity retains valid for interactions dependent upon distances or deformations 
of elastic bodies. Thus, the Newton equations and everything following from 
them, i.e. all equations in mathematical models of mechanical systems, are 
invariant with respect to the Galileo transformations. This invariance is the 
consequence of the validity of the Newton laws for aB inertial coordinate systems 
interconnected through the Galileo transformations. 

Now, we make a jump from mechanics to electrodynamics. Our experience 
and the specially arranged experiments manifest the Maxwell equations to hold in 
inertial systems, i.e. they should be also invariant with respect to the Galileo 
transformations. We shall not touch the entire system of Maxwell equations. 
Instead, we shall take one of its corollaries - the wave equation for the plane 
electromagnetic wave traveBing along the axis Ox and the electrical fie1d 

directed along the axis Oy. This equation, due to (35.3), will be ofthe form 

a2E y 2 a2E y 
--=C --

at 2 ax2 
(35.3) 
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This wave equation written in tenns of the system Oxyz , upon the Galileo 

transfonnations (35.1), should again transfer to a wave equation. What E y should 

transfer to is not known for us and we shall not ponder upon it. It is clear that the 
operator 

should transfer to the operator 

El 2 cl 
---c --
8t 2 8x2 

82 2 82 
---c --
8t,2 8X,2 

(35.4) 

(35.5) 

The first of them is nullified for the function E y (x,t) and the second for the 

unknown function E', ( X ' ,t ' ) . 
y 

We immediately find that 

8 8 8x' 8 8l' 8 -=_._+_._=-
8x 8x' 8x 8t' 8x 8x" 

8 8 8x' 8 8x' 8 8 
-=--+--=-u-+-
8t 8x' 8t 8x' 8t 8x' 8t' 

82 82 8x' 8 2 8t' a2 ax' 8 2 8t' 
-=-U-----u-----+---+ -= 
at 2 ax,2 8t 8x'8t' 8t atax' 8t 8t,28t' 8t 

2 8 2 82 8 2 

=u ---2u--+--
8X,2 ax'at' 8t,2 

therefore, the operator (35.4) will transfer, upon replacing the variables (35.1) (the 
Galileo transfonnations), to the operator 

(35.6) 

being different from the wave operator (35.5). 
On the one hand, this is sudden and implies either the incorrectness of the 

statements on the validity of the Newton and Maxwell equations in the inertial 
systems or the incorrectness of the Galileo transfonnation (then the Newton 
equations are not true) or, at last, the incorrectness of the Maxwell equations. 
Which of these three possibilities should be chosen? 
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On the other hand, that the operator (35.4) under the Galileo transformation 
has not transferred to the similar operator (35.5) is rather evident - since the 
system O'x'y'z' moves at the velocity U with respect to the system Oxyz and, 

therefore, under this transformation the velocity C of the electromagnetic waves 
should change and accordingly a form of the wave should change as weIl. Let us 

get assured in it through finding the harmonie waves ei(wt'-kx') nullifying the 
operator (35.6) 

{~-2U 82 +(u 2 _c2 )~}ei(wt'-kx') 
8t ' 2 ax ' 8t ' 8x ' 2 

= [ _ W 2 _ 2 uwk - (u 2 _ C 2 ) k 2 ] e i ( wt '- kx ') = 0 . 

From which 

( w + uk ) 2 = C 2 k 2 

or 

wlk=-u±c. 

It means that in the system Ox'y'z' a wave, for U < c, will travell into one 

side at the velocity C - U and into the other at the velocity - C - U . 

In order to reveal whether the velo city of light in various inertial systems is 
different and whether it depends upon the movement of the source of light, special 
very accurate and well-founded experiments have been conducted. One of them is 
the famous Mickelson-Murray experiment. It revealed the light velocity in all 
systems to be similar and equal to c;::;; 300000 km/sec. This proves that the 
Galileo transformations are not true and, hence, another transformation is needed 
to retain the type of the wave operator. Such transformations were first suggested 
by H.A. Lorentz and were called his name though he did not expand them to cover 
the general problem of space and time. 

The Lorentz transformations had to replace the Galileo transformations and 
they are able to prompt how the Newton equations are improved. These 
improvements are very small and, therefore, in the mechanical observations and 
experiments with u « c they did not expose themselves. 

The same slight difference is also observed between the Lorentz 
transformations and the Galileo transformations. However, at the velocities close 
to the light velocity - such velocities are obtainable in the contemporary 
accelerators and observable among cosmic microparticles - this slight difference 
may not be already neglected. 

Let us write the famous Lorentz equations 
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u 
t--x 

X' 
x-ut I Z=Z' t ' = 

c 2 
y=y (35.7) 

ß ß 1-- 1--
c 2 c 2 

and then derive them. To derive them is not so difficult. More difficult is to 
comprehend what will follow from them. Weshall consider some simplest 
corollaries, but now only note here that one and the same event occurring at some 
point and at some instant oftime has in different inertial systems not only different 
coordinates but times as well. Two events being simultaneous within one inertial 
system will not be simultaneous in another; their difference in times will be 
dependent both upon their relative velocity V and the distance r between the 
places where these events occur. 

Indeed, let the events occur at one and the same time t in the points X and 

X + r . This happens in one reference system called by us K. Then, in the other 

reference system K ' travelling with respect to K at the velocity u, the events, 
due to (35.7), have occurred at the times 

u u 
t--x t--(x+r) 

t 1 
c 2 

and t 2 
c 2 

ß ß 1-- 1--
c 2 c 2 

differing by the magnitude 

ur 

The Lorentz equations (35.7) will be derived by us from the properties of 
space homogeneity and space isotropy, time homogeneity and wave operator 
invariance (the invariance of the propagating velocities of electromagnetic waves) 
- existent in all inertial systems. As was shown by J. H. Poincare, with respect to 
the Lorentz transformations there will be invariant not only the wave equation 
derived from the Maxwell equations but also the Maxwell equations themselves. 

Weshall assurne that one and the same event in different inertial systems of 
coordinates K and K ' has a general type of relations between the coordinates 
and the time X , t and x' , t ' ; these systems travel respective to each other at the 

constant velocity V: the system K ' with respect to K (its origin) at the velocity 

V; the system K with respect to K ' at the velocity - v. Their mutually 
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respective travel is performed along the coinciding axes Ox and O'X' (Fig. 
35.1). 

y y' 

K K' 

o 0' x' 
x 

Fig. 35.1. The two inertial systems K and K' travelling repectively to each other 

at the constant velocity along the axis Ox coincident with O'X' . 

At the time t = t ' = 0 , the origins, 0 and 0' , of both coordinate systems 

will coincide. We shall assume the coordinates and the time of systems K and 
K' to possess a general type of relations: 

x' = ax+bt 

y'=y 

z'=z (35.8) 

t' =ax+ Pt 
To be more exact, we will try to meet all the above conditions using the above 

transformations and choosing the parameters a, b, a and ß. The Galileo 

transformation corresponds to a = 1, b = - U, a = 0, ß = 1 . As we already 

know, this transformation does not fit. It meets the homogeneity and isotropy 
requirements but does not retain the wave operator. Hence, we shall have to find 
the values of the four parameters, a, b, a and ß. 

We shall start from the requirement of the wave operator preservation. 
Repeating the calculations already known to you we shall obtain 
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Therefore, after a change ofvariables (35.8) the wave operator (35.4) will transfer 
to the operator 

The wave equation transformed to new variables and corresponding to the 
operator (35.4) will now coincide with the wave equation corresponding to the 
operator (35.5), provided that their operators differ in a multiplier, i.e. if they meet 
the conditions 

2(bß-aac2 ) 

o 
which give rise to the below two conditions 

(35.9) 

The other two conditions for the parameters a, b, a and ß follow from the 

fact that the origin 0' travels with respect to the origin 0 at the velocity v; 0 
with the respect to 0' at the velocity - U. In the system K' , the point 0' has 

the co ordinate x' = O. Hence, we have ax + bt = 0 , where x is its coordinate 

in the system Kupon the time t, i.e. the velo city of the point 0' in the system 

K will be U = -b / a . Similarly, the point 0 in the system K' will have, at 

the instant t' = jJt , the coordinate x' = bt . Therefore, its velocity in the system 

K' will be equal to b / ß and this will lead us to one more ratio biß = - U . 

Therefore, the two ratios (35.9) will be added by the other two: 

-bi a = u bIß=-u. (35.10) 
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These four ratios turn out to be interdependent and do not allow to find all four 
parameters. Though, they may be expressed via a single parameter, for example, 
a, as bellow 

b = -au ß=a 
au 

a=--
c 2 

(35.11) 

In accordance with the relations (35.11) the needed transformation (35.8) will 
be written as 

x I = ax - aut , I au 
t =--+at 

c 2 
(35.12) 

While looking at (35.12) one feels tempting to assign u = 0 and find that 

a = 1 . This is right but only in the sense that for U = 0 we get a = 1 . But what 

will happen for other U ::j:. O? 
Let us use the space isotropy and the fact that the K ' -to- K transition should 

be of the same form (35.12) but with U being substituted by - U. According to 
this, let us solve the equations (35.12) with respect to x, t and [md 

x' 
x '+ ut I 

u 2 
a(1--) 

c 2 

U X'_+t ' 
c 2 

t=-----
u 2 

a(1--) 
c 2 

(35.13) 

The transformation (35.12) should coincide with (35.13) if in the last we 

substitute U by - u and x' , t ' by x, t; then again x, t by x' , t ' . The 

similarity gives rise to the conditions 

1 
a=-----

u 2 

a(l--) 
c 2 

which are reduced to a single condition 

Fromhere 

u 
au=----

u2 

a(1--) 
c 2 
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( 2 )-112 
a=± 1-~2 

But it is already known by us that for D = 0 we have a = 1 . Therefore, 

( 21-112 
a=± 1-~2) 

and the transformation (35.8) will have the form of the Lorentz transformations 
(35.7). 

Let us rewrite it and its reverse variant with a use of the abbreviated notation 

then, we obtain 

(35.14) 

and 

(35.15) 

We recall here that u is a velocity of the system K ' with respect to the 

system K and - u is a velocity of K with respect to K ' . 
It must be noted again that from the Lorentz transformations it follows that any 

event occurring in some place and at some time has in different inertial co ordinate 
systems not only different coordinates, that is habitual for us, but different times 
also. Indeed, suppose that in the coordinate system K there has occurred some 
event in the point X at the moment t. Then, due to (35.7), in the system K ' this 

event will occur m the point x' = y(u2 Xx - ut) at the moment 

t ' = y(u2 (t -;) . 
This me ans that there exist neither absolute time nor absolute coordinates .. 

Each inertial system possesses its proper co ordinate system and its proper clock. 
Now, it is not so sudden and is understandable that the events being 

simultaneous in one system will be not simultaneous in the other. The notion of 
simultaneity is not absolute but relative, since each co ordinate system has its own 
dock. Now, how do they relate to each other? They relate in a strange way: the 
dock in the system K I is slow with respect to K, but the K -system dock 
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observable in the system K ' is slow as weIl. This inference being natural from 
the viewpoint of logic (with due account of symmetry of the systems K and K I ) 

will be absolutely unfit from the viewpoint of our habitual interpretation of the 
running of different elocks. 

Let us be watching during the time 7:' from the system K the K ' -system 
elock located in the point x' with a use of the K -system elock, i.e. from the 

moment tl to t2 , where t2 - tl = 7:'. 

Let the readings on the K ' -system elock (located in the point X I ) 

corresponding to the times tl and t2 be the times tl and t2 • Then, due to the 

second ofthe equations (35.15), we shall obtain 

and, consequently, 

(35.16) 

i.e. the K ' -system elock in the system K will run y-I (v2 ) times slower. 

Analogously, the K -system elock in the system K ' will also run slower so 
much. 

A slow down of the travelling elock respective to a fixed elock is directly 
proved by experiments. This fact is supported by the measurements of the short
life fast-travelling rnicropartieles. A fast-travelling micropartiele by the fixed 
elock has a longer life and this life prolongation agrees with the deductions 

derived from the Lorentz transformations, i.e. the partiele lives y(v2 ) times 

longer. Life of a flying rnicroparticle is the time on the elock of the coordinate 
system travelling together with this rnicropartiele. This type of time is called 
proper time of the micropartiele. From the equality of the status of all inertial 
systems it will follow that the proper life time of a micropartiele will not depend 
upon its velocity; in all the inertial systems this time will be similar. 

The above assertion also retains somewhat valid for the elock travelling on a 
man-made satellite; with respect to the Earth-located elock, this travelling elock 
will be slow. 

At the same time, this experimentally proved slow-down of the travelling 
elock gives rise to the paradox of twins that was widely discussed in its time. The 
idea ofthe paradox lies in the following: from the two twins (A and B) born on the 
Earth, one (A) had been left on the Earth and another (B) had been sent travelling 
there and back at the velocity being elose to the velocity of light. The travelling 
twin (B) retumed to the Earth retaining young while his brother (B) by this time 
became already very old. According to physicists, everything in this case should 
be exactly so. Though, the paradox lies in that that the similar consideration can be 
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performed by the travelling twin (B), with respect to whom the twin on the Earth 
(A) will become a traveller. Then, an old man will be the twin Band young will 
remain the twin A. This paradox is solved by the fact that there exists no full 
symrnetry between the twins: a travelling twin was retarding and on his way back 
he was speeding up; here, what was happening with his own (proper) dock cannot 
be yet explained by our theory. As for the twin left on the Earth, he was doing 
nothing of the kind. 

Let us now consider another phenomenon - the contraction of the sizes of a 
moving segment. Let in the system K' along the axis O'x' lie the segment 

[ XI' ,x2' ] of the length l' = x2' - XI' • In the coordinate system K' , it is of the 

length ['. This segment, we call it L' , is moving at the velocity v relatively to 

the system K. We adopt here the following natural procedure for measuring its 
length in the system K . 

Let us locate in the system K the coordinates XI and x2 of the terminals of 

the segment L' at some similar instant t. In the system K, the length of the 

segment will be assumed to be equal to [= x2 - XI' We will find the ratio 

between [ and ['. 
In accordance with the first relation in (35.15) and the second in (35.14), we 

obtain 

From it, we get 

therefore, 

or 
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(35.17) 

This last relation implies that with the K' -system segment of length l' being 

measured in the system K the length of this segment will be reduced as much as 

r-1 (u 2 ) times. 

The previous corollaries from the Lorentz transformations explained us the 
specificities of physical space and time. Certainly, it is simultaneously both space 
and time we are living in, but in order to reveal them we have to deal with the 
velocities similar to the velocily of light or should be able to register the effects 
negligible in size. 

The next sudden, but also for the velocities much less than the light velocity, 
slightly noticeable effect is the incorrectness of the rule of adding the transferable 
and the relative velocities. In our time, we have derived a formula for a missile 
speed-up and found that with the limitless reduction of its mass the missile will 
increase its velocity infinitely. This conelusion followed from the fact that with 
each ejection of mass dm at the velocity c with respect to the missile, the 

missile's velocity is augmented by cdm / m. This increment to the missile 
velocity was in the coordinate system related to the missile. From the Lorentz 
transformations it follows that in the coordinate system related to the Earth from 
which the missile was launched the missile velocity will not be augmented in this 
way; the increment will be less. Hence, due to this reduction the missile velocity 
will not surpass the light velocity though can come elose to it. 

Therefore, let the K' -system be travelling, as earlier, respectively to the K -
system with the velocity u and within the K' -system let some point be 

travelling, respectively to it, at the velocity u' . Then, the velocity u of the same 

point with respect to the K -system will be U + u' . This is so in accordance with 
the c1assic interpretation of space and time. In mechanics, the velocity U is called 

transferable and u relative; the movement of a point in the K -system is called 

absolute; and the movement of the same point in the K' -system relative. In this 
terminology, an absolute velocity is equal to a sum of the transferable and relative 
velocities. Let us now see what will happen if we follow this thinking ab out space 
and time. Let the moving point M in the systems K and K' be in the points X 

and x' at the instants t and t' . Now, t should not necessarily coincide with t' . 
The values of x, t and of x', t' are interconnected by the Lorentz 
transformations (35.14) and (35.15). The first transformation provides a transition 
from the system K to K'; the second, vice versa, from K' to K. The K'
system moves with respect to the K -system at the velocity u; the point M in 

I , dx' K 
the K -system moves with the velocity u = -. In the -system, the 

dt' 
dx 

velocity of the same point M will be equal to U = -. We need to find a 
dt 
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relation between these velocities (u and u' ) knowing that x, t and x' , t' are 
connected by the ratios (35.14) and (35.15). 

Immediately we obtain 

dx' + udt' 

V 
dt'+~2 dx' 

C 

u'+V 
, 

l UV 
+-

c 2 

Thus, the velocities V and u' are not added actually. There takes place a 
more complicated dependence 

V+u' 
u = " 

l uv 
+-

c 2 

(35.18) 

which for v«c and u' «c comes close to a simple addition; though, for 

V = c and u' = c we have U = c, but not U = 2c; here, this difference is 
rather great. 

It may be noted he re that for V < C and u' < c one has u < c; therefore, any 
number of the velocity augmentations being less than the light velocity will never 
let the missile surpass the light velocity . 

A natural consequence of the change in comprehensions conceming space and 
time is their unification, i.e. understanding the necessity to consider them together. 
Earlier, a three-dimensional space and one-dimensional time existed separately; 
nowadays, there exists a four-dimensional space of space - time. The points in this 
four-dimensional space will be events. One and the same event is differently 
described in different reference systems. In the system K, the coordinates will be 
x,y,z,t; in the system K' the coordinates x',y',z',t'. Besides, different may 

be not only X and x' , y and y' , Z and z' but t and t' as weIl. The Lorentz 

transformations constitute some particular case, when the axes of the systems K 
and K' are parallel and moving respective to each other along the axis Ox 
coincident with O'x'. To this particular case, there may be reduced any two 

systems K and K' travelling with respect to each other at a constant velocity, 

since the transition from K to K, as weIl as from K' to K", will be nothing 
but some transitions from one space system to another. Here, the transformation 

from K to K' may be thought as a sequence of transitions from K to K, from 

K to K' and from K' to K' (Fig.35.2). 
When transforming the coordinates from one system to another being fixed 

with respect to the former, the distances 

(35.19) 
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will retain. 

z z' 

Fig. 35.2. The subsequent transformations from one inertial system to any other: the 

systems K, K and K' , K' are stationary respective to each other; K and K' are 
travelling with respect to each other at the constant velocity. 

Analogously, in the four-dimensional space-time the magnitude 

ds 2 = dx 2 + dy 2 + dz 2 _ c 2 dt 2 

will retain. 

(35.20) 

To be sure in this, it is sufficient to show that this takes place for the Lorentz 
transformations (35.15) from the system K to the system K', since for the 

transformations from K to K and from K' to K' it takes place with evidence. 
Using (35.15), we immediately fmd 

dx 2 +dy 2 +dz 2 -c2dt 2 = 
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Therefore, 

(35.21) 

The magnitude ds may be called a distance in the four-dimensiona1 space of 

events. The transformations relating to the transition from one system K to 

another K' will retain this distance and in this sense they are the analogues of the 
movements in the three-dimensional space. This analogy may be done vivid, if the 
time t is replaced by ir / c and V by - ic V, respectively. Here, the quadratic 

form ds 2 will take the form 

and the Lorentz transformation will be of the form 

, x+vr 
X =----::=== 

.J1 + v 2 

r-ux 
r' = 

.J1 + v 2 ' 

(35.22) 

or, assuming (1 + v 2 t 12 = cos f} and respectively v(l + v 2 t / 2 = sin f}, it 

will be of the form 

X' = xcosB+ rsinB 

(35.23) 

r' = -xsinB+rcosB 
representing itself the transformation from the system Ox r to the system Ox' r' 
tumed relative to it by the angle f} (Fig. 35.3). 

Fig. 35.3. The geometrically interpreted Lorentz transformation in the variables x , r. 
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Thus, a transition from one inertial system to another may be represented as a 
usual transformation in the Euclidian space from one orthogonal coordinate 
system to another. 

In connection with the invariance of ds 2 expressed by (35.21) I would like to 
tell you some words ab out causality in a new spatial and temporal world. Let us 

ask ourselves what events S1 (X1 'Y1 ,zptJ and S2 (X2 'Y2' Z2 ,t2) in different 

points XpYpZ1 and X2'Y2,Z2 andatdifferenttimes t1 and t 2 mayberelated 

causatively and what not. According to the idea of the casuality principal itself, 

the event S2 may serve as an effect of the event S1 only in the case t2 ;::: t l . 

With this inequality being reverse, this is impossible. With one inertial system 

being replaced by another, the times t2 and t1 may vary and the inequality 

t2 ;::: t1 may not hold; whereas the magnitude 

will not change. Therefore, if ds 2 < 0, then t 2 - t 1 cannot be nullified and 

,hence, the initial inequality t 2 > t] holds. Therefore, the cause-and-effect 

relations between such events can exist in all reference systems. This case is 
characterized by the fact that the time the light covers the distance 

r = [(X2 -XJ2 +(Y2 - yJ2 +(Z2 -ZJ2 r2 

will be less than t 2 - t]. On the contrary, for ds 2 > 0 this time will exceed 

It2 - t]l. Here, t 2 - t] , when a transition to another coordinate system was made, 

mayaiso change its sign, i.e. such events cannot be connected casually. The 

impossibility of casual relations between the events with ds 2 > 0 also follows 
from the fact that the action assigning this casual relation had to be propagated 
faster than the velocity of light. So, we are arriving here atthe conclusion that the 
following will contradict an application of the casuality principle to all inertial 
systems. The Maxwell equations eliminated the instantaneousness of the Coulomb 
interaction between electrical charges; the same was done by the contemporary 
theory of gravitation and gravitational waves with the Newton interaction between 
masses. Neither this nor that can implement themselves faster than the velocity of 
light. 

Hence, the causality principle holds also in the absence of absolute time. 
The Maxwell equations are invariant with respect to the Lorentz 

transformations and not invariant respectively to the Galileo transformations. As 
for the Newton equations, they are, on the contrary, invariant respectively to the 
Galileo transformations and not invariant with respect to the Lorentz 
transformations. The difference between the Galileo and Lorentz transformations 
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makes up about U 2 / c 2 and is very small for the velocities observable in the time 
of the Newton mechanical systems. Nowadays, this is already not so. The 
observable cosmic micropartieles have the velocities elose to the light velocity c; 
also comparable with the light velocity are the velocities of the micropartieles in 
the contemporary powerful accelerators. The observations of these running 
micropartieles reveal a divergence from the Newton equations. The Newton 
equations need to be corrected in order to retain them true for the large velocities 
U as well. To fmd out what corrections are needed is possible on the basis of the 
invariance principle with respect to the Lorentz transformations. Omitting all 
details, let us show only a fmal result. It ineludes the following. 

The equation 

dp -
-=F 
dt ' 

(35.24) 

with p being a quantity of movement or an impulse, will retain, but the impulse 

itself, earlier equal to m fj , will be now equal to 

(35.25) 

where mo is rest-rnass. The complete energy E ofthe partiele is equal to 

(35.26) 

the rest-energy Eo and the kinetic energy will be respectively equal to 

(35.27) 

Besides, the kinetic energy T 

even for U < < C , will be elose to its elassic value m u2 /2. 
Thus, the changes happened in the Newton equation will be reduced to the 

mass being substituted by the mass 
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(35.28) 

dependent upon the velocity and different from the previous mass by the 

magnitude ofthe order v 2 / c 2 . The Newton mechanics specified to be applied to 
the large velocities ofthe travelling bodies was called the relativistic mechanics. A 
microparticle at the velo city of the order of the light velocity was called 
relativistic. 
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in a cyclotron 

The model of a relativistic particle moving in acyclotron. A quasistationary stable 
resonance speed-up. 

A cyelotron is a device for generating a bunch of charged micropartieles of the 
velocities coming elose to the extreme velocity, light velocity. The idea of the 
cyelotron is very simple. A charged micropartiele in a homogeneous constant 
magnetic field, having the initial velocity perpendicular to the field, moves 
cirelewise with the frequency OJ in the elassic approximation retaining 
independent of its velocity. That the rotating frequency of a microparticle is 
independent of its velocity makes it possible to create its resonance speed-up by 
the altemating electric field of the constant frequency OJ . An actual speed-up of 
the charged micropartiele is exercised not along the entire way, but only during its 
passage through the narrow aperture of the potential deference V sin OJ t (Fig. 
36.1). Passing at some moment t the aperture, the e -charge micropartiele will 

H 

V sin (j)( 

Fig. 36.]. The schematic diagram of a cyclotron. 

receive some complementary energy e V sin OJt . Having covered a half-cirele for 

the time ff / OJ, it will again cross the aperture and will again accept the 

augmentation equal to - e V sin( OJt + .n") = e V sin Cüt. This speed-up for 

e V sin OJt > 0 could proceed until the partiele emission and energy loss during 
its movement become equal to the magnitude of the pumped up energy and the 
constant velocity circulation occurs. Though, this is hampered by the relativistic 
effect of the micropartiele mass increase that will be caused by the growth of the 
velocity and by the angle velocity drop following from it. Here, the resonance 
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conditions will become disturbed and the energy pump-up will fall down sharply; 
as a result, a further speed-up of the microparticle will cease. 

This is a brief story concerning how a micropartiele speed-up in a cyclotron is 
exerted and the difficulties arising in its application if we wish to obtain the 
velocities elose to the light velo city. 

A search for the techniques to overcome these difficulties should be naturally 
accompanied with the construction and the study of mathematical models of the 
cyclotron. Here, our attention has to be focused only upon the mechanism of the 
charged rnicropartiele resonance speed-up, with due ac count of the relativistic 
effect. 

Westart here from exposing a dependence of the rnicropartiele rotation 
frequency upon the charge e, the mass m and upon the magnetic field H. The 
charged partiele travelling at the velo city u perpendicular to the magnetic field is 

euH 
acted upon by the Lorenz force being equal to --. This force perpendicular to 

e 
the magnetic field and to the rnicropartiele velocity does not change its velocity 
and gives rise to the centripetal acceleration corresponding to the travel of the 

micropartiele along the cirele of some radius R with the frequency V. SO, we 
obtain (Fig. 36.2) 

2 euH 
Rv =uv=--

me 

or 

eH 
V=- (36.1) 

mc 

Certainly, the same result may be obtained immediately from the Newton 
equation, with due account ofthe dependence ofthe rnass upon the velocity u 

~(mv) = ':'[u,H] , 
dt e 

2 

= (1_~)-1/2 m mo 2 ' 
e 

(36.2) 

under the assumption that the initial velocity u is orthogonal to the constant 

homogeneous magnetic fie1d H . In the forrnu1ae (36.1) and (36.2), the mass m 
is dependent upon the velocity. Taking into consideration the energy E of the 

microparticle being equal to me 2 , the ratio (36.1) may be written as 

eHe 
V=--E . (36.3) 

This vividly demonstrates a dependence of the frequency V upon the velocity u. 
In the elassica1 case, with the mass m being constant, this dependence will be not 
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available. Thus, if we want the equality OJ = V to be retained with the variations 

of the microparticle velocity V , then the frequency OJ or the magnetic field H 
must be changed accordingly. To implement these dependences artificially is not 
an easy thing. Though, it turns out so that the nonlinear effects of the resonance 
speed-up create a possibility to automatically implement a needed relation 
between OJ and H . This possibility is created by the mathematical model to be 
constructed by uso 

Let E and E be values of the energy of one and the same microparticle upon 
its subsequent passes through the aperture; then we shall obtain 

E =E- I(E)+eVsinOJt , (36.4) 

where t is an instant of the microparticle passing through the aperture (upon this 

passage the energy of the microparticle becomes equal to E ); I ( E) are the 

energy losses of the microparticle during its travel through the aperture; OJ 

(assumed constant) is a frequency of the potential changes in the aperture of the 
negligibly small width. Let us further write the ratio between the time t and the 

time t of the next passage through the aperture 

- E 
t =t+ff-

eHe 
(36.5) 

If in the interval from the instant t to the instant t the energy of the particle had 

remained constant, then in the formula (36.5) the magnitude E would have 

coincided with E . During its travel from one aperture to another the particle 

will lose its energy by I ( E ), as was already assumed in (36.4). Thus, it is 

natural to approximately take that 

::::. - 1 -
E =E --/(E) 

2 

When the particle passes through the aperture at the instants t and t, the 

values of energy pump-up will, respectively, be e V sin OJt and 

- e V sin OJt = e V sin( OJt + ff). In order to exert a resonance speed up, one 

should have for some integer n > 0 the following : 

OJt = OJt+ (2n -l)ff (36.6) 

In the simplest case, n = 1 will take place. Here, we shall restrain ourselves by 

it. The ratio (36.6) indicates that the phases (jJ = OJt and r.p = OJt + ff of the 

harmonically oscillating voltage in the aperture at the instant of passing it by the 
particles will coincide or differ by the integer 2 ff . 
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From this requirement (36.6) for n = 1, due to (36.5) and the assumed 

magnitude E , we shall have the following 
- 1 - 1 
E -- feE) =-eHc . 

2 CO 
(36.7) 

The condition (36.7) defmes the energy of the partic1e E * as a root in the 

equation (36.7). Further, from (36.4) for E = E we shall arrive at the ratio 

f(E*) < eVsincot, (36.8) 

which can be fulfilled only for 

f( E*) <eV (36.9) 

With the conditions (36.9) being met, the equation (36.8) will have two 

solutions, 0 < t l * < ff /2 and ff /2 < t 2 * = ff - t l * < ff. To the found 

values of E *, t l * and E *, t 2 * there will correspond the stationary 

movements of the charged partic1e at which the consequent values of the partic1e 

energy E and E and, accordingly, the phases ffJ and ffJ will coincide and be 

equal to E * and ffJ I * or ffJ 2 * (the phases will coincide if they are different 

by the integer 2 ff). In these stationary states, the charged partic1e will move 
periodically at the frequency V = CO , i.e. a resonance will occur. 

According to the equation (36.7) describing the energy E * of the 
microparticle in the stationary movement, the energy will increase with the 
increase of the magnetic fie1d H, but only until the existence condition of the 
stationary regime is obeyed (36.9). It will occur so because the energetic losses for 
the micropartic1e movement cannot in the stationary regime surpass the maximally 
possible energy pump-up from the side of the aperture e1ectrical field. 

In order to establish this stationary regime and have this dependence of E * 
upon H, this stationary regime must be stable. This condition is not only 
necessary but also sufficient when Hundergoes slow quasistationary changes. 
We have, thus, arrived at the necessity of studying the stability of the revealed 
stationary motions. 

For this, let dE and dt be small disturbances of the stationary values of E * 
and ffJ * , and dE and dl be the corresponding changes of E and 1 during a 

next passage through the aperture by the micropartic1e. In accordance with (36.4) 
and (36.5), we fmd that 
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dE =dE- I'(E*)dE+eVOJcosOJt*dt 
(36.10) 

- ff - 1 -
dt = dt + - ( dE - - f' ( E *) dE ) . 

eHe 2 

Assuming dE = zdE and dl = zdt we arrive at the characteristic equation 

or 

1- I'(E*)-z 

q= [1-~ I'(E*)]~Z 
2 eHe 

eV OJ COSOJt1 = 0 

1-z 

Z2+ -2+1'-(1--I')--COSOJt* z+l-I'=O [ 1 llVOJ ] 
2 He 

deterrnining the possible values of Z . 

(36.11) 

The stability conditions imply that both roots of the equation (36.11) should be 
in module less than unity. For this, the coefficients in the characteristic equation 
(36.11) , and V at the flrst and zero powers of z should meet the inequalities 

v<l, l-,+v>O, l+,+v>O 

The corresponding substitution will yield the inequality 

1- f' (E*) < 1 

1 ffVOJ 
1 + 2 - f' + (1--1')--cosOJt*+l- I' > 0 

2 He 
(36.12) 

1- 2 + I' - (1- ~ 1') ffV OJ COS OJt* + 1- I' > 0 
2 He 

The flrst and second inequalities are fulfllled due to the positiveness of f' and 

ffOJV 
the smallness of -- . The last inequality leads to the condition 

He 

COSOJt* < 0 , (36.13) 

which determines what of the two stationary regimes will be stable. This stable 
stationary regime will group the particles and will allow, via slowly increasing 
H, to increase their energy. With E * coming elose to the extreme lirniting 
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va1ue assigned by the equation f (E eXI) = e V , there will occur a disturbance of 

the stability and a disruption ofthe quasistationary speed-up. 
The idea of the above described technique for speeding up the re1ativistic 

charged particles was initially suggested by V.1. Vecks1er in 1944; its theoretica1 
investigation presented above was performed by A.A. Andronov and G.S. Gorelik 
(1945). The basic result of their investigation was represented by them in the form 
of a resonance curve with a s1ant and with the phenomena of a breakdown and a 
hysteresis being specific for the nonlinear resonance. 
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system and models 

Mathematics as a speciallanguage including an operating system and mod
els. Isomorphism and a commutativity diagram as a basis of mathematical 
modelling. 

Below is the subject touched in the introduction. Here we shall speak about 
mathematics and its structure and why its role is so great and decisive in exact 
natural science and in exact sciences. However, this subject is suggested here only 
upon YOUf having got already acquainted with various mathematical models and 
upon YOUf having realized how the surrounding world can be recognized through 
these models, sometimes through very simple models and simple methods of 
their study. 

So, what is mathematics? Or, more precisely, what does mathematics exist for? 
What is its role and meaning? An answer to these questions has been already 
given in the Introduction: rnathematics is a language, in its assignment and role, 
i.e. from the point of view of its functions, it is very similar to such natural lan
guages as Russian, English, German, French and others. Yet G. Galileo said: 
"The great book ofnature has been written by mathematical symbols". From this 
it follows that only one who knows and possesses this symbolic language can 
hope to read this book ofnature and understand his surrounding world, i.e. nature, 
engineering and society. Later on, the same idea was very laconically expressed 
by the great physicist W. Gibbs in his remark "mathematics is a language too". 
Therefore, its weight in studying the surrounding world is as great as that of usual 
languages in our ordinary life. We cannot help agreeing with it. In general, it is so. 
Though, the mathematicallanguage is specific to some extent and this specificity 
will be discussed by us below. 

A usual language includes a vocabulary, sound and graphical techniques for 
coding words, a grammar, all possible phrases and their combinations in the form 
of descriptions, statements, orders, narrations, instructions, stories, novels and so 
on. Something similar exists in the mathematical language. In it, as analogues to 
words and the grammar assigning the mIes for word combinations, there may be 
regarded numbers, vectors, matrices, functions and operations over them: addition, 
subtraction, division, differentiation, integration, etc; as an analogue to word de
scriptions there can serve mathematical models. The analogy of word descriptions 
with mathematical models is sufficiently direct and apparent; however, as for the 
analogy between a word combination and mathematical operations and mIes, it is 
not so clear. Here, the specificity of the mathematical language declares about 
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itself, since its "grarnmar" incorporates not only mIes of element combinations, 
i.e. combining of words, but also the mIes for transforming the words into other 
words. 

The fIrst part of mathematics, i.e. elements and operations over them, can be 
naturally called an operational system and the second one, mathernatical models. 

To understand the assignment and general principles for constructing the op
erational system is possible, if one follows the history of how this operational 
system was established and developing. We emphasize here that one should real
ize the resulting logic of its establishment, and not the actual specifIc history 
being very knotty sometirnes and inconsequent. 

The development of the operational system started from positive integers. How 
they had come into being was lost in the far past. However, Roman and Arabic 
numerals were already well-known that time. Practical needs of those old tirnes 
brought out the inventions of operations over integers: addition, subtraction, mul
tiplication and division. They appeared in order to replace prolonged and labour
consuming recalculations for quantities of stuffs, goods, money, incoming from 
different places in different tirnes and into different places. These numerical op
erations were not always executable; to eliminate this there were invented nega
tive and fractional numbers loaded with some defmite sense. For example, if a 
positive number stands for a cash, then a negative number implies a debt. As for 
irrational numbers there was a long delay with them: the Greek did not assign a 
number to the length of a hypotenuse in an isosceles rectangular triangle with unit 
legs; this length was not measured by a number. This lack of numerical measure 
was proved by the Greek in a very original way: they stated that a hypotenuse and 
legs possess no general measure, i.e. they have no segment that could be packed 
within each of them integer number of times. This obstac1e being insurmountable 
for the Greek's thinking was later ignored for a long time, and only in the 19th 

century it was surmounted by G. Cantor, K. Weierstrass and R. Dedekind. In es
sence, rational numbers were augmented with real numbers, through the operation 
of passing to a limit, as a completeness requirement for this operation. 

Complex numbers were invented on the same reasons, viz. in order to eliminate 
unsolvability of square equations, which existed because of the need to extract a 
root from a negative number. 

William R. Hamilton found a generalization of complex numbers and invented 
quatemions. For quaternions there remained true all the mIes for operations over 
real and complex numbers, except the property of cornmutativity. Then, it was 
proved that the generalization of such a kind is unique, although in future there 
have been invented a lot of hypercomplex numbers being similar to quatemions. 

A quaternion is a hypercomplex number of the form 

a+ai+PJ+yk, (37.1) 

where a, a, p, y are usual real numbers, and i, J, kare unit numbers of a 

new nature, i.e. some symbols or unit elements for which the following multipli
cation table is valid: 
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1 i j k 

1 1 i j k 

i i -1 k -j 

j j -k -1 i 

k k j -i -1 

For quaternions, the operations of addition, subtraction and multiplication by a 
real number are the same as for complex numbers, but multiplication for quater
nions is governed by the above table. From this table it is apparent that the qua
ternions, for which ß= Y = 0 or a = ß= 0 or a = Y = 0, are usual com

plex numbers and that multiplication for them is not commutative. Dividing the 
quaternions is possible due to the fact that a product ofthe quaternion (37.1) by 
the quaternion a - ai - ßj - yk makes up areal number; therefore, the opera-

tion ofdividing the number (37.1) by the number aj + a\i + Ai + yjk ,after 

multiplying the numerator and the denominator by the conjugate quaternion 

a l - a l i - A i - YI k, is reduced to dividing this quaternion by areal number, 

and this is reduced to dividing by it the numbers a, a,ß and Y . 
The quaternions were used by James C. Maxwell for writing the equations sug

gested by him for an electrornagnetic field. The so farniliar vector form for writ
ing the Maxwell equations was suggested only when a notion of vector and vec
tor calculus had been generated by the quaternion calculus. It took place ap
proximately as follows. Similar to a complex number consisting of areal and an 
imaginary parts, the quaternion a + ai + ßi + yk was decomposed into the real 

part a and the vector part ai + ßj + yk ; then, the product of two vectors 

i k 

( ai + ßj + yk )( a l i + ßI i + YI k )= - a a; - ß f1. - YX + a ß Y 

a\ f1. Y\ 

was decomposed into a real part with minus and a vector part; these parts were 
called the scalar and vector products, respectively. This very fact has given birth 
to the vector calculus with operations of addition, subtraction, inner and vector 
products, and, of course, multiplication and division by areal number. Further, a 
notion of a vector has given birth to linear algebra, linear transformations, matri
ces and matrix calculus. 

It is worth recalling here that quaternions are no uniquely invented hyper
complex numbers; but they are unique in their own way, i.e. such numbers in 
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which, as compared against real and complex numbers, only commutativity of a 
product is violated and associativity and distributivity retain. 

A need in describing the evolutionary processes brought out an invention of 
functions and operations over them, inc1uding differentiation, integration and 
operator transformations, i.e. led to a birth of mathematical and functional analy
ses, at first, for functions of a real variable only, then for many variables and a 
complex variable. Operators and transformations started to be interpreted, in their 
turn, as elements over which various operations are possible. 

This was not a halt in the expansion of the mathematical operational system. 
This process is still proceeding and proceeding, but the above said is enough to 
formulate a basic stimulus for the deve10pment of the system and the requirements 
assigned to it. The developing stimulus is a trial to entirely describe everything 
that is needed and possible; the requirements imply a completeness of operations 
and their fundamental feasibility. A completeness makes up an essential specific
ity of the very mathernaticallanguage. 

These principles of constructing an operational system - the possibility of a 
wider description through natural numbers and operations over thern and the 
completeness requirement for newly invented operations - provide, to some ex
tent, an answer to the perplexing question by A. Einstein: "How can it be that 
mathematics, being, after all, a product of people's thinking, independent of expe
rience, is so nicely adapted to the objects of reality?" 

The above said does not cover an entire concept of the mathematical opera
tional system; there also exist sets, operations and relations between them. Op
erations include unification, intersection and complementation. Relations inc1ude 
belonging and non-belonging, inc1usion and non-inc1usion. The relations "Iarger" 
and "srnaller" take place for real numbers and modules ofnumbers, functions and 
operators. Of course, for all ofthem there are relations of equality and identity. 

Sets and operations over them can be attached to the earlier described opera
tional system, though they may be thought to be another mathematical operational 
system. There exists, nevertheless, some distinction between them, and this allows 
to distinguish a specificity in each of them. The like specificities and essential 
distinctions are available even among isomorphic operational systems being in
distinguishable from the point ofview oftheir preceding descriptions. 

Two operational systems A and B are isomorphic, ifbetween their elements 
and operations it is possible to establish the one-to-one mappings T and D, 
respective1y, such that for any element x E A and any admissible operation 

f E A there takes place the be10w commutativity diagram 
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x f ) y 

t 1n 1T 

q g ) 17 

where y = Jx, 1J= gq, Tx = q, Ty = 17, Df = g. 
Due to this commutativity diagram, the isomorphic systems differ from each 

other, as it were, by their notations only. However, in reality this is not so, because 
the preceding narration did not describe the execution of operations. And this 
turns out to be of great importance. The operations can be assigned by some ab
stract agreement, in the form of multiplication table, but this is actually possible 
only for the fmite numbers of elements, whereas their number is infmite. Hence, 
there must exist some other procedure, simple as much as possible, for imple
menting this abstract relation laid in the table. 

Here, we will make it clearer by means of the example with Roman and Ara
bic notations for the similar integers. The numbers 156 and 267 in Roman nota
tion are CLVI and CCLXVII ,respectively. To multiply 156 by 267 is not 

a difficult task for any junior class pupil, while to multiply the numbers CL VI 
and CCLXVII in the Roman notation is very difficult, and in case of four
digit numbers practically impossible. The Greek were usually trained in this for 
many years. 

The above said touches not only multiplication of two numbers; more vividly 
it is seen on the operations of differentiation and integration. Even integrating the 
elementary functions is not always possible. But these operations can be very 
much simplified and always easily executed in the operational system created by 
Oliver Heaviside. In this system, it is very simple to differentiate or integrate the 
function J(t) , and the results will be, respectively, pF(p) - J(O) and 

F(p) / p, where F(p) is a notation of the function J(t) in the Heaviside 

system, and pis a complex number. 

The Heaviside operational system is isomorphic to our usual system and this 
isomorphism is established by the well-known Laplace transformation. Though in 
this system things are not good with multiplication - it is performed in a very 
complicated way, while in our usual system very simply. 

One more thing left to be added, it is that the operational systems similar to 
Heaviside's are rather numerous. There exists another, absolutely different, iso
morphic operational system, where almost all operations are performed easily and 
fast, although only approximately. This system is the operating system in a con
temporary computer having powerful software, memory and high speed. 
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Why do we then need other isomorphie operational systems different from the 
customary mathernatical one? An answer can be formulated as follows: in a num
ber of cases it becomes impossible to solve some problem within a habitual 
mathematical operational system, but, if the problem is transferred to another op
erational system being isomorphie to the initial one, the solution may be then 
found easily. Having solved the problem in the isomorphie system, we may return 
to the initial system and obtain there a wanted solution. This opportunity is pro
vided by the cornmutativity diagram. Indeed, let the operation lover the ele-

ment X be unrealizable in the operational system A but possible in the opera

tional system B . According to the cornmutativity diagram, to the operation I in 

the isomorphie system there corresponds the operation g and, as it is apparent 

irnmediately from this diagram, we have 

y = Ix = T-1,,= T-1gq = T-1gTx, 

where all the operations T, g and T-1 are feasible, with the operation T cor

responding to a transfer from the initial system A to the system Band the op

eration T-1 corresponding to areturn to the initial system A. 
Here, we stop our brief description of mathematical operational systems and 

pass to the analogues existing in the mathematicallanguage - to phrases, descrip
tions, figures, etc of a naturallanguage. As mentioned above, these analogues are 
rnathematical models, i.e. isomorphie mappings of some real or irnaginary objects 
obtained with the help of a rnathematical operational system. To make the pieture 
clearer, let us here give an abstract and formal defmition of a mathematical model. 
Let the model be some set of elements and connections between them. Under ele
ments and connections here we mean the elements of a mathernatical operational 
system and the connections being established by its operations and relations. In 

accordance with this defmition, the equation x 2 + px + q = 0 will be a model, 

the relation y = ax + b will be a model as weIl, and X will be a model too. 

dx / dt = z + X will be also a model and X < Y too. However, the notion of a 
model carries also some portion of informal sense. In order to distinguish what 
this sense is, we note here that the notion of isomorphism for operational sys
tems retains valid for models as weIl. 

Any two models are isomorphie ifbetween their elements, operations and rela
tions between them there may be established an one-to-one rnapping for which the 
cornmutativity diagram is valid. Here, we speak about models belonging to simi
lar or different operational systems. 

Now, it remains to tell you the most important things (unfortunately not yet 
formalizable) conceming a mathernatical model and a mathematical modelling. 
Our nature as the world surrounding us is also nothing but some kind of an op
erational system, since we manage to represent it, with this or that completeness, 
in the form of various elements and connections between them and current time. 
They are called natural laws and principles of nature organization. From this 
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point of view, natural objects are models of nature and these models can be iso
morphie to mathematical models. More precisely, the humanity has created the 
mathematicallanguage in such a way as to have it true. And as soon as we man
age to construct a mathematical model being isomorphie to a natural object, we 
obtain a possibility to comprehend - via studying this model- this natural object 
itself. In the above description, an informal thing is revealing the elements in the 
natural objects, sometimes imaginable and invented, and the connections be
tween the elements and the current time, i.e. the informal thing here is how we 
comprehend an organization of the world and the operational system of nature and 
how we comprehend the mathematical operational system, being isomorphie to it, 
the models of which can be studied, investigated and understood. Hence, the sci
ence as a whole and the mathematical modelling as its part is not only an exact 
science but also an unformalizable art. In the history of science and separate in
vestigations, formalizable and unformolizable, the exact science and the art be
come closely interrelated and difficult to be separated from each other. However, 
this separation, for example, became very vivid and clear-cut, when M. Faraday 
revealed electromagnetic phenomena and suggested an idea of a magnetic and an 
electric fields and 1. C. Maxwell constructed a corresponding mathematical 
model, i.e. the famous Maxwell equations. In mechanics, there were devised 
forces and the material points possessing mass, being located in some places and 
having motion velocity. For their motions I. Newton suggested a mathematical 
model, the Newton equations; then 1. L. Lagrange derived the Lagrange equa
tions for systems of material points with holonomic ideal connections between 
them, but without necessity to know the forces being caused by these connections. 

Our conscious as weIl as unconscious comprehension of the world by our sen
sitive organs and brain are evidently resting upon constructing the isomorphie 
models. How these models are organized, constructed and comprehended remains 
one ofthe most important and so far unexposed mysteries ofnature. With the help 
of this intuitive thinking, a human is consciously inventing much more powerful 
and consciously substantiated mathematical models and the associated opera
tional system necessary for their construction and study. 
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Isomorphism and a commutatlvlty diagram as a basis of geometrical, 
physical, analogous and imitative types of modelling. Similarity criteria 
and mies for modelling. 

All kinds of modelling listed in the title are based on isomorphisms. Geometrical 
and physical types of modelling are based on a geometrical and, respectively, a 
physical similarities caused by scale length changes, and, accordingly, by changes 
in scales of such magnitudes as, for example, length, time and mass. An analogous 
modelling is possible due to identity of some kinds of regularities for magnitudes 
of different physical nature, such as mechanical and electrical magnitudes, proc
esses of thermal conductivity, diffusion and formation of an electric field. Earlier, 
we were already discussing the isomorphism of real objects and mathematical 
models. A need in imitative modelling appears, because the unknown magnitude 
to be determined turns out to be coincident with the statistical expectation of a 
specially-arranged random process. 

A geometrical modelling is used from ancient times: the laws of geometrical 
similarity were already familiar to ancient Greeks. A physical modelling came 
into being more than a century aga because of large catastrophes with sea ships; 
then, it was also stimulated by a progress in aviation. As for the analogous mod
elling, more precisely, the lying in its basis identity of naturallaws for objects of 
different physical nature, this modelling was already clear to 1. Rayleigh, and, in 
particular, in the form of analogies between the Thomson electric oscillatory 
contour and the mechanical harmonic oscillator. These very analogies and some 
other lesser analogies gave birth to the theory of oscillations as a science of gen
eral regularities in various evolutionary processes of mechanics, physics, chemis
try, biology and the society science. Contemporary mathematical modelling has 
become advanced and widely applied, and, to a considerable extent, not only due 
to its theoretical success but also due to appearance of universal high-speed com
puters. 

Some classes of problems successfully exploit the imitative modelling being 
also called the Monte Carlo method or the statistical modelling. 

All these kinds of modelling are widely described in a numerous literature. 
Here, they are listed in order to emphasize the idea that all of them hold a 
common basis, an isomorphism. This is the isomorphism between different real 
objects, processes, on the one hand, and imaginable objects, processes expressed 
and represented on paper or some other information carrier, on the other hand. 
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Now, upon some general words, we will describe you in more details the physical 
and imitative types of modelling, and thereupon, separately, the mathematical 
modelling as a science and art. 

38.1 
Physical modelling 

Physical modelling does not imply an actual availability of the mathematical 
model; instead, it is sufficient to rely only upon some small information and un
derstanding of the object under study; namely, it should be only known what 
physical magnitudes completely determine a behaviour of the object in question, 
all necessary magnitudes should be present and no one superfluous. However, this 
kind of modelling is based on the fact that there exists some mathematical model 
and the physical magnitudes involved have some dimension; and this model is 
such that changing all basic sc ales in the physical magnitudes retains this model 
invariant - the scales are contracted. This is equivalent to the natural observable 
independence of natural laws from the acceptable scales for measuring physical 
magnitudes. However, in principle, this might be not so, since the non-Euclidean 
geometry holds no usuallaws of geometrical similarity. 

Now, let the determinative magnitudes be 11"'" Im and the physical dimen-

sion ofthe magnitude J; be La, ,Sft., Mr" where L,S and Mare scales for 

length, time and mass. Let this data be written in the tabular form: 

L S M 
fi a l A rl 

12 a2 A r2 

Im am ßm rm 

Changing the scales of L,S and M, respectively, KL,Ks andKM times 

will convert each determinative magnitude li into the below magnitude 
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;; = K~' K{- K{A;;, i = 1,m (38.1 ) 

The new physical detemrinative magnitudes 11"'" Im in fact will correspond 

to the same object and will be assigned by the same mathematical model. From 

this, it follows that the object characterized by the magnitudes 11"'" Im is 

similar to the object characterized by the magnitudes 11"'" Im ' if and only if 

the relation (38.1) holds for some K L' K sand KM' The same formulae (38.1) 

also make it possible to recalculate determinative magnitudes of one object into 
another object represented by the same determinative magnitudes and the same 
mathematical models, which are not obligatory to be known. In addition to the 

determinative magnitudes 11"'" Im ' the object can be also described by other 
magnitudes which must be determined by the above magnitudes, and, hence, 
must be again converted according to (38.1). 

Let us now find the conditions for physical similarity, i.e. reveal when there 
exist such K L , K s and KM for which the formulae (38.1) will hold. 

Finding the logarithm of (38.1), one can write these formulae as follows 

(38.2) 

The system of linear equations (38.2) in the unknowns In K L' In K s and 

In KM has a solution, if the rank of the matrix 

(38.3) 

is equal to the rank of the extended matrix 

Yl In h 
h 

(38.4 ) 

Ym In Im 
Im 

This will be the case, if from the linear dependence for the rows of the matrix 
(38.3) 
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XI a l + ... +Xmam = 0 

XIA + ... +Xmßm = 0 (38.5) 

XIYI + ... +XmYm = 0, 

2 2 2 0 where XI + X2 + .. . +Xm::j:. ,it will follow that 

or 

... 7 XIIl 

J m ' 
(38.6) 

where all magnitudes of this equality are of the zero dimension. A fulfillment of 
these equalities for any solution xp ... , xm of the system (38.5) will be, thus, a 

necessary and sufficient condition for a physical similarity. It is c1ear here that 
obeying these conditions for independent solutions X I , ... , X m of the system 

(38.5) will be sufficient to obtain this similarity. To each independent solution 
X I , ... , X m there corresponds its condition of similarity; they are so many as the 

number ofthe independent solutions ofthe system (38.5). Such are the similarity 
conditions. Ifthey are satisfied, the conversion formulae are derived from solving 
the linear equations (38.2) in the unknowns K L , K s and KM . These formulae 

are ambiguous to within the similarity conditions being similar for an object and 
its model. 

Let us pass on to examples. 
Example 1. Let a statically determinated core structure to be manufactured be 

composed of rods of the lengths ZI' Z2 , ... , Zn joined in the nodal points where it 

is loaded with some forces F;, ... , Fn ; and we want to estimate the 

loads Gp ... , G n upon all rods, to check their sufficient strength. We want to 

solve this problem by creating some reduced model and through estimating loads 
in rods experimentally. First of all, it is evident that the structure to be constructed 
and its model must be geometrically similar, since, otherwise, the ratios I[ / IJ ' 

i ::j:. j for them would be different. For the same reason, proportionality for the 

loads applied to the structure must be obeyed. When these conditions fulfilled, it 
is thought sufficiently proved that in this case the determinative magnitudes will 
be a distinctive size and an applied load, for example, I1 and F; . For this case, 

the table will then be as follows: 
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L S M ,] 1 0 0 

F; 1 -2 1 

For this table, the equations (38.5) will be ofthe form 

-2x2 = 0, 

and will have a zero solution only. Therefore, physically similar will be any de
scribed structures with proportional extemal loads; the loads G], ... , G n will be 

estimated through the analogous loads G], ... , G n in the model by the formula 

F; -
G, = -_-G" s = l,m. (38.7) 

F; 

Example 2. Let in the same structure, not being necessarily statically de

scribed, the rods be elastic and with the elasticity coefficients k], ... , k f" The 

above considerations imply that the structure should be geometrically similar to 
the model, and the relations between externailoads and, respectively, between the 
elasticity coefficients should be similar as well. Now, the basic things will be the 
distinctive size , , the extemal load Fand the elasticity coefficient k; for ex-

ample, 1], F] , k] . As before, let us form a table 

L S M 
I 1 0 0 
F 1 -2 1 
k 0 -2 1 

and write the equations for searching for similarity criteria 

Now the equations have a nonzero solution x] = 1, x 2 = 1, x3=1; and to it 

there corresponds the similarity criterion lF-] k . For similarity purposes, these 
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magnitudes in the structure under design and in the model must be identical, and 
the loads upon the rods will be again, as before, govemed by the formulae (38.7). 

Example 3. As a next example we take a pendulum. A pendulum is a me
chanical system described by its length 1 , mass m and the gravitational accel
eration g . This system is presented by the below table 

L S M 
I 1 0 0 
m 0 0 1 
g 1 -2 0 

and by the equations 

XI + x 3 = 0, -2x3 = 0, 

having no nonzero solution; therefore, all pendulums are similar between them
selves. This conclusion immediately follows from their mathematical model 

J;P + Img . sin rp = 0, 

since after a change of the time scale, t ~ ~ Img / J T, this equation is reduced 

to the form 

It means that all pendulums are physically similar. 
Further, suppose that we want to find the oscillation period T by using this 

physical similarity. To do it immediately is impossible, since the period T de
pends not only upon the magnitudes I, m and g but also upon the amplitude 

a of pendulum oscillations; therefore, it should be added into the above table. 
After this addition, there will appear one more variable X 4 ; and the correspond

ing equations will then be as 

-2x3 = 0, 

Now, we have already obtained a nonzero solution: XI = 1, x 2 = 0, 

x 3 = 1, and to it there corresponds the physical similarity criterion a / I. If it is 

satisfied, the ratio between the oscillating periods T and Twill be determined 
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by the quotient of magnitude, l~g ",d ~ I ~ g benig ,Unit",ty dilnen

sional to these periods, i.e. we obtain 

or 

T = (lmg 1 J)l/2 . f(a /1), 

because T ·(lmg 1 J) -1/2 has no dimension and depends upon the quotient 

all = all only. As known, for all « 1, we have f(a 11) = 2ff. 
Example 4. In this final example let us find a sirnilarity criterion for some sta

tionary flow of viscous fluid in a gravitational field, when the flow of fluid is 
represented by the distinctive size I, the distinctive velocity V, the density p , 
the viscosity V and the gravitational acceleration g. Under these assumptions, 

the appropriate table and the equations, describing the physical similarity crite
rion, will be of the form 

L S M 
I 1 0 0 

V 1 -1 0 

P -3 0 1 

V 2 -1 0 

g 1 -2 0 

The equations for Xl' ... ' X s have two independent solutions - Xl = 1, x2 = 1, 
x4 = -1 and Xl = -1, x2 = 2, X s = -1, to which there correspond the fa

mous numbers ofReynolds and Froude 

Re= Iv 
V 

V 2 

Fr=-. 
Ig 

As an example of comparatively recent sensational application of modelling 
with use of the dimensions of physical magnitudes and general simplified repre
sentations of the phenomenon under simulation, there may be taken a determina
tion of the security-restricted energy of the first nuclear explosion through ana-
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lysing the film demonstrated in public. The explosion was assumed point-wise 
and an arising shock wave spherical. In these simplified representations, the ra
dius R of the shock wave is a time function depending upon the energy E of the 
explosion and the initial density p of the surrounding air. The corresponding 

table for dimensions of the energy E , the density p , the time and the radius 

R of the shock wave is of the form 

L 

M 

T 

E 

2 

1 

-2 

p 

-3 

1 

0 

R 

0 1 

0 0 

1 0 

A search for a dimensionless combination of the determinative magnitudes 
E, P and t results in the following system of equations 

2x - 3 Y = 0, x + y = 0, - 2x + z = 0 , 

having only a zero solution X = Y = z = 0 ; hence, all the point-wise explosions 

with a spherical shock wave will be sirnilar to each other. Thus, according to the 
above table, we find that the radius R is expressed through the determinative 
physical magnitudes E, P and t by the forrnula 

where C is some constant able to be deterrnined by a single specific experiment 

or by a theoretical analysis having shown that C = 1 . Now, the derived forrnula 

allows us to deterrnine the energy E of the nuclear explosion, provided that the 
radius R of the shock wave at some t is known. However, E may be estimated 
in a more reliable way, with a help of aseries oftime values t and the associated 

values of R. By finding an logarithm of the forrnula for the dependence of R 
upon E, p, t and taking into account that C = 1 , we find that 

5 1 E 
-lnR=-ln-+lnt. 
2 2 P 
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5 
Accordingly, the graph of dependence of -ln R upon In t is depicted by the 

2 
1 E 

straight line cutting off the segment of the length -ln - on the ordinate axis. 
2 p 

Onto this very line there should be laid the data from the film on the nuclear ex
plosion; on this basis the energy ofthe nuclear explosion can be found. 

38.2 
Imitative modelling 

Here we are beginning a short narration about imitative modelling. This narration 
starts with a historica1 examp1e of searching for the number ff by means of ran
domly tossing a needle onto a sheet of paper divided into identical stripes. In the 
past, even well-known scientists were fond of this fun by tossing a needle thou
sand times - the more times you will toss, the more exactly you will deterrnine 
the number ff. 

Under a random tossing it was understood that a needle, upon reaching a sheet 
and stopping, shows its position regarding the parallel lines drawn on the sheet in 
such a way as to show that the nearest distance X of needle's centre and the angle 
rp with respect to these lines will be independent random variables of constant 

prob ability densities I/I ,where 21 is a width of stripes, and 1/ ff, respec

tively. The needle of the length 21 will intersect with one of the lines, if 

I COSrp~x. (38.1 ) 

Fig. 38.1. The needle intersecting with one of the lines. 
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In accordance with the notations adopted, the prob ability that the needle will 
intersect one of the lines is equal to 

(38.2) 

ff ff 
where D is a domain described by the inequalities 0:::; X :::; I , - - < rp < -2- -2 
and (38.1). The integral (38.2) is taken easily and equal to 2/ ff . 

Now, let the needle have been tossed N times and have intersected one of the 
lines n times. In accordance with the law of large numbers, the frequency of 

intersections n / N approaches the found probability 2/ ff , so that we approxi
mately obtain 

2N 
ff~-- ; 

n 

here, the more the tossing number N is, the more exact the probability will be. 
The well-known Tchebyshev inequality makes it possible to estimate the prob
ability of the error not exceeding some small li . According to this inequality, we 
shall have 

(38.3) 

where Mn / N and Dn / N are the expectation and the dispersion, respectively, 

for the intersecting frequency n / N . The frequency will be 

(38.4) 

where r;i = 1 , if in the i -th toss the ne edle has intersected one of the lines, 

and if not, then r;i = o. The random variables r;i are independent; for each of 

them the prob ability to be unity will be equal to p = 2/ ff . Further, according to 

(38.3) and (38.4), we determine immediately that 

(38.5) 
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i.e. the prob ability that the frequency n / N will deviate from the value p more 

p(1- p) 
than by e will not exceed 2 and will converge to zero as N ~ 00 . 

Ne 
Thus, by randomly tossing a needle, ff can be determined approximately and 

with whatever wanted arbitrary large accuracy. However, the number of these 
tosses should be large enough. For instance, to fInd three exact digits of ff, i.e. 

for e< 10-3 , with the probability 0.99 , one will need to toss a needle about 

108 times. Of course, to-day to calculate the number ff in such a way is unrea
sonable, at least. However, there are examples where this is not only possible, but, 
perhaps, uniquely acceptable. For example, this is the case in calculating multidi
mensional defInite integrals offunctions ofmany (say, ten) variables ofthe form 

ff(xl'oo.,XJ' dXl '" dXn (38.6) 
D 

over some restricted domain D determined by some inequalities, which allow to 

reveal whether the point (Xl ,00" X n ) belongs to this domain or not. 

Let al::S; XI ::s; bl'".,an ::s; xn ::s; bn and A::S; !(xl'".,xn)::S; B. The 

first n inequalities and the inequality A::S; z ::s; B determine the (n + 1) -

dimensional parallelepiped TI in the (n + 1) -dimensional space R n+l of the 

variables Xl '00" x n and z. The value of the integral is nothing else than a 

(n + 1) -dimensional volume ofthe domain 

(38.7) 

in the space Rn+l . Denote it by D . The domain D lies inside the parallele

piped rr . Let the volumes of the domains D and TI be denoted through V
and V . Then, V will be a needed value ofthe integral (38.6) and V will be 

equal to (B - A) TI (b. - a . ) . The ratio V I V is nothing but the probability 
1 1 

ofthe random point M(xl'oo"xn,z) falling within the domain D, provided 

that this point has the constant prob ability density [( B - A) rr (b. - a . )]-1 
1 1 

inside this parallelepiped TI. It means that the magnitude V I V can be deter

mined via independent random "tosses " of the point M in an absolutely sirnilar 
way as it was done with a needle for estimating the number ff . Of course, here 
a lot of "tosses" will be needed. However, the most remarkable thing here is that 
the necessary number of "tosses" does not depend upon the dimension n of the 
integral. Random tosses may be performed by random number generators. Upon 
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each "toss", it is immediately found - in accordance with the inequalities (38.7) 
deterrnining the domain - whether the "tossed" point has fallen into the do-

main or not. 
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Basic stages in constructing a mathematical model. 

Mathematical modelling involves a solution of two problems - constructing a 
mathematical model and its investigation . These problems are very different and 
require various knowledge, habits and intuition, but in spite of this they are 
closely interconnected, since when constructing a model one should take into 
account difficulties and possibilities of its study; an investigation of this model 
can reveal a necessity of correcting the model constructed. Besides, when 
investigating and making conclusions flowing from the investigation, one should 
understand what should be accounted in the model and what not, i.e. to what 
questions the model should be able to give answers and to what not. 

The mathematical models considered in this book can be called simple. They 
are simple in writing and for investigating, though they are not always simple 
from the point of view of the results obtained. The results of investigating the 
object in question may be unexpected and may need some explanation. The 
models are simple at the expense of simulating only some sides of the object and 
not approaching an all-round and complete adequacy with its real object; 
therefore, they, naturally, can explain only what has been put and taken into 
account; sometimes these explanations are only qualitative and their quantitative 
explanations are very approximate. In spite of this, and may be due to this, the 
role of simple models in science is very high, for they are simple and bring to 
understanding an essence of the existent processes. This understanding is very 
important both for a scientist, an engineer, a designer and an inventor. However, 
this necessary understanding is not always sufficient and in many cases more 
exact quantitative data is needed. This, in its turn, demands additional 
improvements and complications in the model that brings about a need in 
numerical research being, as a rule, more difficult. In spite of its importance, this 
numerical side of the mathematical modelling has not been actually touched in this 
book. The book sooner touches a problem of how to escape from these 
computations, if possible and admissible. 

Constructing a model and investigating it can require from you not only 
sufficient knowledge, but also some art. This art, in some sense, lies beyond the 
science, since it is a result of some individual experience and that of training by 
means of showing examples. Art can be leamed as weIl. Indeed, man is trained to 
write poems, music, to draw and to play violin, and to dance. It has to be admitted 
here that a contemporary traditional training in mathematics, theoretical and 
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partly applied, does not promote this art; s a result, only some personalities gifted 
by nature are able to timely overcome a barrier of the mathematical formalism. 
More successfully they overcome this obstacle in scientific schools thanks to 
picturesque examples, intercourse, talks, discussions and demonstrations. Y ou 
have possibly already guessed and reca11ed that the immediate aim of this book is 
to make it easier for areader to penetrate through the barrier between the 
theoretical mathematics and the applied mathematical modelling. 

Thus, suppose we have to construct and investigate a mathematical model, i.e. 
you are facing a problem of mathematical modelling. What should you at first start 
with? First of all, do not save your effort for thinking it over, improving and 
specifying it, and try to look at your problem from different points of view. As 
precisely and completely as possible you will need to answer the following 
questions: What do I want to fmd out? What questions should I answer? What 
object should be taken for this purpose? What things in the object should be 
obligatorily taken into consideration? And what things in it must or may be 
neglected? This most important stage of mathematical modelling can be called 
"an initial statement of the problem and adetermination of the object to be 
investigated". Y ou should not think that in future you will not deal with this stage. 
Conversely, it is highly possible that you will have to deal with this stage again, 
and may be even at the time when you will think that your problem has been 
already solved. After this stage, you can begin with the second one that covers a 
verbal or a conceivable description of the object and that of natural laws 
goveming this object. Upon it, again you have to think it over whether it is 
possible for you to neglect something or, vice versa, to take into account 
something additionally. As a result ofthese steps, you will fmish the conceivable 
or verbal description of the object in question and the clarification of the natural 
laws goveming the object's behaviour and properties. Further, this verbal and 
conceivable description should be isomorphica11y mapped into a mathematical 
model. This mapping should be better done in the most simple and convenient 
way, for subsequent investigation. At this step, do not neglect any possible 
opportunities for simplifications or decompositions leading to splitting the 
problem of your research into sequential stages. All these actions will lead you to 
an initial mathematical model. Further, you will have to think about how to study 
and investigate this model. Perhaps, upon this thinking you will somehow modify 
your model, thus increasing its simplicity, convenience and efficiency of its 
investigation. Then, you should study the model and make conclusions about the 
properties of the object, its behaviour and possible phenomena in it; then, a11 this 
data should be matched against your knowledge of the object. If something does 
not coincide and doubts raise or something does not suit you completely, you 
should return to one of the preceding stages, or even to the initial problem 
statement. If everything suits you, then you may pass to formulating conclusions 
and recommendations. Of course, the above said should be thought to be a general 
scheme only, and you are not invited to fo11ow it litera11y. 

Now, fmishing this short and general description of the complicated and 
many-sided mathematical modelling, illustrated many times above and to be also 
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illustrated below, let us make a list of its main stages and then recommend some 
general considerations useful for modelling: 

1) stating a problem and determining the object under study; 

2) performing idealization and simplification of the object; 

3) creating a conceivable and verbal description of the object and describing 
the naturallaws defining object's behaviour and properties; 

4) simplifying further the object's model or, on the contrary, taking into 
account something new; 

5) constructing an initial mathematical model; 

6) correcting the mathematical model; 

7) choosing and implementing the investigating 
mathematical model; 

techniques for the 

8) comparing the results of the model investigation against your knowledge of 
the object; 

9) making conclusions and recommendations. 

Note here that returns from each stage to any previous one are possible. And now 
below there are some useful general considerations: 

1) the simpler a model, the less possibilities for erroneous conclusions; 

2) a model must be simple, but not simpler than possible; 

3) you may neglect anything you like, but only know how this will influence 
on your solution. 

4) a model must be robust, and small and admissible improvements for it 
should not change its behaviour cardinally and essentially; 

5) a model and a calculation should not be more exact than the initial data. 
Conclusions should not be essentially changed within the bounds of initial data 
errors and calculation errors. If this cannot be managed at the expense of model 
modifications, more exact initial data is then needed; 

6) while analysing the results of the model study, it is important to know not 
only specific numerical results, but to understand also why and how everything 
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happens and how all this depends upon the parameters. At least, you need to strive 
to it, although sometimes success will come far not immediately. 
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40 Models of vibratory tongue driving 

Vibratory pile driving and its modelling. 

Once I saw myself how a vibratory 18- metre thin metallic tongue was being 
driven into a frozen ground, and the creator ofthis wonder, engineer D.D. Barkan, 
having striken with a pencil across the tongue, showed me how the tongue was 
vibrating and sinking (Fig. 40.1). 

Fig. 40.1. The oscillogram of vibratory tongue driving, obtained by tracing with a pencil 
across the tongue. 

According to Barkan's thinking, the reason of tongue sinking lied in the phe
nomenon experimentally observed by hirn, and namely, in fluidifying the ground 
under influence of vibrations. The problem he was constantly fighting with was 
that the vibrators usually got disabled very fast and a huge heap of them, broken 
and useless, was lying not far from the site. It happened at the construction site of 
the dam for the Gorky hydroelectric power station in winter of 1961. I was sent 
there by the Gorky Research Institute for Physics and Engineering (GIFT!) of the 
Gorky State University after N.!. Lobatchevsky for assisting them to fight these 
troubles. Naturally, I could not ass ist them directly and immediately, but so on 
found out the reason responsible for such a wonderful sinking of the tongue into a 
frozen ground, as if it was water. The secret there was in averaging the resisting 
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forces under the influence of high-frequency vibrations (50Hz). This idea was 
used as a basis for constructing the below models and for determining the depen
dences of the driving velocity upon their parameters. These results were also used 
to create still more efficient designs of silent pile drivers, where, in particular, 
vibrators did not break down so fast. 

Now, I would like to narrate in brief how this unusual phenomenon was 
thought over and how its adrnissible mathematical model was constructed. The 
results of investigating this model were then exploited as a basis for an engineer
ing design. 

At first, I got acquainted with the publications of D.D. Barkan on fluidifying 
the ground by vibrations and on applying this phenomenon to vibratory pile 
driving. The author also wrote ab out experimental sinking of a heavy small-size 
ball into the vibrating ground, but this news was not consistent with the theoreti
cal considerations and with the experimental data about areal vibratory driving 
of piles and tongues. Moreover, it seemed apparent for me that this fluidifying 
cannot take place in the frozen ground, while the tongue was penetrating through 
it rather successfully. The first idea was that the tongue is sinking into the ground 
like a snake, at the expense of longitudinal waves running along it. However, this 
idea had been then rejected, because a very high velocity of wave propagation 
along a small-sized tongue could drive it as a whole. Then the following very 
natural model was accepted by me - the tongue from its sides is subjected to the 
Coulomb friction and by its butt-end is tamping down the ground and pulling it 
aside. Schematically, this model is represented in figure 40.2; its relevant mathe
matical model is of the below form 

mx=P+F-cüsOJt-F -Ff , 
S 

(40.1 ) 

where F CüS OJt is a vibrator harmonie force acting upon the tongue; P is a 

tongue weight, together with the vibrator; Fs and Ff are the side forces and 

frontal resistances; x is a tongue replacement being counted down. The ground 
from the sides of the tongue is assumed to be motionless; therefore, 

Fs = Q sgn(x). (40.2) 

The level of the ground under the butt-end of the tongue has the coordinate y, 

and an increase of the coordinate will require some effort R. If x is a coordi
nate of the lower butt-end of the tongue and y is a level of the ground punched 

by the tongue, then we shall obtain 

Ff = { 
R, für x = y and x > 0 

0, für x < y ür x = y and x ~ 0 
(40.3) 

and 
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. { X, für x = y and x > 0 
y= 

0, für X< Y ür x = y and X:=; O. 
(40.4) 

P+F cosrd 

Fig. 40.2. The simplified model of the vibrator-carrying tongue being driven into the 
ground, with its side (40.2) and frontal (40.3) resistances only accounted. 

The contemporary solution of the equations (40.1 )-(40.4) by computers is not 
very difficult; but at that time this was a complicated and time-consuming cal
culating problem. However, it became possible to find its approximate solution 
analytically , by supposing , according to the tongue motion oscillogram shown 
to me by Barkan, that 

x = a cüs aJ t + vt, (40.5) 
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where a is an amplitude of tongue oscillations, OJ is a frequency, and V a 
sinking velocity. By this supposition, integrating the equation (40. 1) along the 
period and considering that the relation (40.5) takes place, we immediately deter
mine that 

2:r ! {}} 2 2:r ! {}} 

f mxdt = p~- f Fsdt - fFf = 
o OJ 0 0 

2Jr ( 2Jr) ( 2Jr ) --p+ t -t +t -t -- Q+ t +--t R=O - 1010 0 3 • 
OJ OJ OJ 

2:r ! {}} 

(40.6) 

The values of the time instants t 0 , t1 ,t 3 are indicated on the oscillogram of the 

tongue movement (40.5) presented in figure 40.3. 

t o+2Jr/(j) 

Fig. 40.3. The experimentally obtained graph of the tongue oscillations with indication of 
specific time instants t 0 , t 1 ,t J and t 0 + 2 Jr / OJ . 

They are computed from the obvious equations and then the equation (40.6) 
will be approximately as follows 

2Jr 2v 2v 
-P--Q--R=O 

OJ aOJ 2 aOJ 2 , 

from which 

v=JraOJ p . 
Q+R 

(40.7) 
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This "surprising" result may be interpreted as the fact of averaging the fore es 

Fs and Ff under influence of vibrations and that these forces turn out to be 

. I h· f·· . h h ffi· Q + R Th· ff·· eqmva ent to t e VlSCOUS nctlOn Wlt t e coe lClent ---. IS coe lClent 
Jl(1Ol 

of viscous friction decreases as the amplitude a and the frequency Ol in-

F 
creases. Roughly estimating F» Q + Rand a = ---2 ' we obtain the vis

MOl 
cous friction coefficient equal to 

h = Q+R = (Q+R)MOl 
JraOl JrF 

(40.8) 

Thus, while the vibratory pile is being driven, the resistant forces of the 
ground are, indeed, similar to the viscous friction, but this happens so not due to 
the ground fluidification; and here no fluidifying is needed. 

This model is very simple and explains fully the essence of the driving phe
nomen on, but it does not bring good coincidence with experiments. The matter is 
that the ground possesses also some elasticity, both from the sides of the tongue 
and in the area of its butt-end. This elasticity shows itself in the form of some 
clearly or unclearly expressed resonance phenomena: the tongue in the ground has 
some proper frequency and it is similar to an oscillator. A more complete model 
embracing also the ground elasticity is depicted in figure 40.4. 

This model is already described by three variables, x, y and Z . Here, x is a 

position of the tongue, y is areplacement of the side ground, and z is a re

placement of the bottom of a dimpie in the ground. As earlier, a slipping motion 
of the tongue and forcing through the ground take place under the forces Q and 

R , respectively, but now the side and the bottom ofthe ground have elasticity k s 

and k b ' respectively. Then, the mathematical model will consist, as above, of the 

equation (40.1) for x, the equations for y and Z , and the following fonnulae 

assigning the forces Fs and Ff : 

for kb(x-z)=R andi;:::ü 

für kb (x - z) < R 
(40.9) 
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F, = k,y, Fr = { 
kb(x-z), forx>z 

0, for x:::; z. 

P+F costiX 

Fig. 40.4. The improved model, described by (40.9), for vibratory tongue driving with a 
simplified account of elasto-plastic properties of the ground under the side and frontal 
resistances; the mass of the ground is not taken into account. 

To-day, to approximately study the model (40.l), (40.9) by the same very 
simple method is hardly useful, since the formulae will be cumbersome and not 
always acceptable. Instead, computer calculations may be done easily and fast. 

The essentially new here is a substantially different dependence of the tongue 
oscillating amplitude upon the frequency and the arising opportunity for it to 
grow essentially, if the frequency is arriving at the resonance frequency of 
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tongue's oscillations. In this advanced model, the effect of the transfer of resis
tance forces (during vibrations) to viscous friction remains the same, whereas 
with the growth of amplitude, the "viscous friction", as before, will decrease, and, 
hence, to work in the resonance regime becomes profitable. This is, probably, all. 
Perhaps, it is worth noticing here that a further perfection of this vibratory driv
ing method has brought a jump from the centrifugal vibrators (the generators of 
the force F COS OJt) to the vibroimpact mechanisms, which, to some extent, 
have turned out more preferable. The simplest model of a vibroimpactor was 
studied by the point mapping method in [1,2] and the above narration was pub
lished in [3,4]. A more complete mathematical study of the models for vibra
tory driving by the point mapping method was done in [5,6]. 
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41 Fundamental mathematical model of the 
contemporary science and the theory of oscillations 

An all-embracing role of the oscillations theory and a model of dynamical 
system. Auto-oscillations, regular and chaotic motions, homoclinic struc
tures. A.A. Andronovas a founder ofthe theory of oscillations. 

In its essense, this chapter is a modified version of my reports at the interna
tional conferences dedicated to the memory of Va. Z. Tsypkin (Moscow, 1998) 
and ofhis and my teacher A.A. Andronov (Nizhny Novgorod, 2001), the person
alities being known worldwide. Both reports ofmine are interrelated thematically 
and lie within the scope of this book, viz. in the basis of the oscillations theory 
there lies the mathematical model "dynamical system", which is the very funda
mental model of the contemporary science and a basic model in this book. Alex
andr Alexandrovitch Andronov, being a pupil of L.I. Mandel'schtam, is a world
wide distinguished founder of the new science, theory of nonlinear oscillations. 
That is why it is natural to connect the presentation of the matter, role and place of 
the theory of oscillations in science with a talk about hirn . 

41.1 
A dynamical system as a basic mathematical model of the 
contemporary science 

A scientific comprehension of the world came to humanity from heaven. It is im
possible to imagine any other object but the Sun, Moon and planets against the 
background of a majestic starry night or daily sky simultaneously attracting oUf 
attention so much and being so significant, mysterious and meanwhile possessing 
simple and bright regularities. This object is not weather coming down to us also 
from heaven, because its caprices are difficult to catch but the Sun, the Moon, 
planets and stars. What is predictable is closely connected with the Sun and stars, 
revealing an invariable causal connection. Ptolemey, Copernicus, Galileo, Newton 
are the habitual landmarks in the history of studying the sky; and , at last, Laplace 
who carried the causal conditionality of the celestial phenomena to the earthly 
phenomena and proclaimed the causal conditionality and predictability for all 
phenomena of the world and its changes, i.e. for everything happening in the 
world. This was done by that very Laplace who was developing the probability 
theory and introduced into this science the most-known random variable with the 
distribution named after hirn. 
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The Laplace determinism was based on the tremendously impressing successes 
in the astronomy and in the mechanistic interpretation of the world. The daily 
observable randomness did not confuse hirn . It was only later on that the entire 
world phenomena were c1assified as predictable and unpredictable (random), be
ing sharply opposed to each other. However, to-day the determinism principle 
carries a universal sense. In its extended interpretation, it retains also valid for 
the markovian stochastic processes, statistical physics and quantum mechanics. 
This principle lies in the basis of our understanding of the world and is embodied 
in the dynamical system model involving the state Ca description) and the single
valued operator to predict the state. The state may be not immediately observable 
and measurable, but it is somehow related to observable and measurable magni
tudes. 

Another historicallandmark is lH. Poincare. The future follows the present and 
is defmed by it. This principle of determinism is implemented in the descriptions 
of natural phenomena through differential equations. Prior to Poincare, the efforts 
of researchers were directed to obtaining their solutions - analytical, approximate 
and numerical. Poincare started to investigate an entire totality of solutions, 
through their geometrical interpretation in a phase space. This created a new 
topological representation for a whole totality of all solutions as a decomposition 
of the phase space into phase trajectories. As a result, this approach gave birth to 
the qualitative theory of differential equations and the theory of dynamical sys
tems. A phase portrait and a bifurcation portrait of the dynamical system made it 
possible to construct a full qualitative representation of dynamics, properties and 
phenomena in the object under study, which may occur with time and with change 
of parameters. 

Constructing the mathematical models for evolutionary processes in the form of 
dynarnical systems is a search , a devising, an inventing of some self-sufficient 
description - state - and an operator of its change in time. In its search for this 
self-sufficient description, the humanity has demonstrated a great deal of inven
tiveness. In mechanics, under astate there are implied the positions and velocities 
of all material points; in electrodynamics, Faraday's fantastic electric and mag
netic fields; in quantum physics, the famous function lj/; the state of stochastic 

markovian processes and of physical phenomena described by them is a probabil
ity density. Astate is constructed by man as a self-sufficient description on the 
basis of which it becomes possible to predict this description. Biological and so
cial studies will, probably, reveal absolutely new and unexpected constructions 
of the state. 

As far as control systems are concemed, astate for them is not only a se1f
sufficient description for prediction but also a complete information for organiz
ing a control. The notions of controllability and observability are based upon a 
state, its controllability and observability. 

A dynarnical system as a mathematical model is studied for more than a hun
dred years already. On the one hand, results of this study are enormous and very 
much has been leamt, but, on the other hand, a contemporary sufficiently full 
study of the specific multidimensional system still remains often a very difficult 
and unsolvable problem. A regular success here has been attained only for the 
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dimension n :-::; 2; for n = 3 , to obtain a result is difficult and possible only with 

use of new computers; for n 2 4, it is very difficult and often impossible. 
Until recently, there existed a gap between well-known specific systems, hav

ing mainly a simple-structured phase portrait and simple motions, and complicated 
structures and Poisson-stable motions, exposed theoretically by 1.H. Poincare and 
G. D. Birkhoff. Poisson-stable motions are those which to-day are called chaotic, 
stochastic and strange attractors. The new that was brought by 60s-80s is not in 
revealing new types of motions and strange attractors, but rather in the apprehen
sion and vivid demonstration of how these complicated motions arise in the dy
namical systems described by ?structurally simple differential equations and how 
and why these motions turn out unpredictable and randorn, despite a validity of the 
uniqueness theorem for the solution of differential equations. 

To my mind, the first strike on habituallimited representations of a behaviour 
of dynamical systems that served as a trigger was made by the works of mathe
matician S. Smale in the beginning of 60s. Before him, the ideas about dissipative 
dynarnical systems were mainly restricted by what was observed in two
dimensional structurally stable dynamical systems [1,2,3]. Smale showed that in 
the multi-dimensional case, n > 2 , there exist structurally stable dynamical sys
tems of very complicated motions; the structurally stable systems may admit an 
infinite number of periodic motions; within aspace of dynamical systems there 
may exist domains of structurally unstable systems; and that a structural instabil
ity is not thus an uncommonness [4,5,6]. 

These surprising facts shortly created a boom that in 70s - 80s was widely 
spreading among new people, mainly physicists and mechanicians knowing nei
ther the classical theory of dynamical systems by Poincare and Birkhoff nor in
vestigations of geodesic lines (the trajectories of a material freely travelling point) 
on surfaces ofnegative crookedness, initiated yet by 1. S. Hadamard nor symbolic 
dynamics nor later works on the theory of nonlinear oscillations and specific sys
tems. To such people, these facts seemed to be happening for the first time. And 
for them, this was really so. 

When speaking about arbitrary dynamical systems, one should know that 
among them there are undoubtedly very many (and, possibly, the overwhelming 
majority) such that we can never study. Though, most likely, this study is not so 
necessary. What from the formally mathematical point of view of aspace of dy
namical systems is general and specific does not always coincide with what is 
interesting and what occurs in real systems. It seems to me that as a good example 
of this difference, there may serve the problem of commonness and frequency of 
occurrence of stable equilibriums . Once A.A. Andronov told me (that time I was 
dealing with aspace of polynomial coefficients) that from the viewpoint of this 
large dimension space stability is a very rare thing. I agreed with it but did not 
respond anyway to the suggestion to attack this problem. Later on, this subject 
attracted the attention of other researchers who showed that this is actually so [7]. 
At the same time, to my mind, this problem has no relation to the frequency of 
occurrence of stable equilibriums in nature, and, especially, in engineering. The 
matter here is how a parameter space has been chosen in which astability domain 
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is found, what parameters are chosen by nature and what are constructed by a hu
man. The influence of variable parameters upon a system is defined by its physi
cal structure. In his time, there have been performed very interesting and partly 
forgotten studies by 1.1. Gal'perin concerning the structural schemes of linear 
control systems being stable for any values of parameters, i.e. stable due to their 
structure [8]. In the contemporary world, engineers are persistently looking for 
control systems which are less sensitive with respect to variations of their pa
rameters, i.e. structurally stable systems by Andronov-Pontryagin terminology or 
robust systems. It seems to me that in this problem, to find out the systems being 
robust in their structure is of great importance. 

Apparently, a behaviour of our world is essentially different from the dynami
cal systems possessing a compact phase space. The property of recurrence of 
steady motions in dynarnical systems is not inherent to our world. Most likely, 
everything in our world happens for the first time. Ekleziast was not right saying 
that all what was in the past will be in the future. It was Democritus who was 
right. Though, within the limited time intervals and within the restricted scales 
the simplifying idealization adopted by the theory of dynarnical systems is quite 
adrnissible. 

The simplest effective and practically significant classification for motions of 
dynamical systems is apparently splitting them into stable and unstable, Lyapu
nov-stable and Lyapunov-unstable, and orbitally stable and unstable. The differ
ence between the Lyapunov-stability and the orbital stability is extremely large. 
The Lyapunov-stability implies a closeness of state changing laws for undisturbed 
and disturbed motions. The orbital stability is an unbounded staying of a dis
turbed motion within a small neighbourhood of an undisturbed motion. In this 
case, the state changing laws for a disturbed and an undisturbed motions can differ 
significantly. From the said it follows that the Lyapunov-stability always implies 
the orbital stability, but the inverse implication does not hold. 

Simple steady-state motions in dynamical systems are stable equilibrium states 
and periodic motions. Complicated motions are Poisson-stable motions and differ
ent from simple. They possess a weakened property of periodicity; this property 
implies that any of the previous states is repeated in time with any degree of accu
racy; such motions are orbitally stable, but generally Lyapunov-unstable. 

In a general case and from the point of view of Lyapunov exponent values, the 
Lyapunov stability and instability are an exponential stability and an instability. 
Supposing this commonness, complicated motions are orbitally stable motions 
which are exponentially Lyapunov-unstable, i.e. those from which almost any 
disturbed motion is locally exponentially moved off, but all the time is walking 
within some domain, an attractor. However, a Poisson-stable and exponentially 
stable or asymptotically stable motion is necessarily simply periodical. 

Almost all the rest motions asymptotically converge to simple or complicated 
steady-state motions, equilibrium states, periodic motions and Poisson-stable mo
tions. 

In addition to the above said, I would like to touch briefly the point concerning 
predictability and unpredictability for dynamical system motions and how un
usual, complicated, unpredictable and random motions are born. We have already 
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dealt with these motions before narrating a stochastic oscillator, i.e. the "contrary 
clock". Below is about the same but in a more general fashion. 

If no unknown disturbances and no miscalculations, then all motions will be 
predictable. An actual unpredictability arises from, on the one hand, unavoidable 
random or unknown disturbances and, on the other hand, from the inevitable cal
culating errors as weIl. The difference between these two factors is in the fact 
that the first is repeated, while the second is not, if identical digital computers are 
used. However, the resulting action of these unavoidable factors can be substan
tially different. 

It is possible that with the decrease of the unavoidable inaccuracies ,the attain-
able prediction accuracy will also grow unrestrictedly for all t > 0 . In this case, 
we are inclined to admit the presence of predictability. However, here an abso
lutely different case is possible, i.e. for infinitely small unavoidable inaccuracies a 
prediction error may be not less than some fmite magnitude that can essentially 
exceed an admissible one. In this case we have to admit the presence of unpre
dictability . It is the very situation that takes place for complicated motions, due to 
their exponential Lyapunov-instability. 

A dynamical system can be also considered from the viewpoint familiar to re
searchers in the control theory, and namely, as a link with some input and output. 
However, here one should assurne that in this link there occur autonomous dy
namical process disturbed by some input random perturbation. According to this 
approach, the link may be a trans former, an amplifier or a generator of stochastic
ity [9]. A transformer of stochasticity is well familiar to you and was studied 
hard by you. An amplifier and generator of stochasticity are the things absolutely 
surprising to you and earlier not accounted in any way. 

A dispersion of a stochasticity amplifier output can significantly exceed the 
dispersion of the input perturbation; it takes place so even with the local amplifi
cation coefficient tending to infmity, as a random input decreases. Here, similar to 
the case of the stochasticity trans former, the stochastic properties of the output 
will be defined by the vanishingly small random input. For the stochasticity gen
erator, for an infinitely small random input the output dispersion will remain 
larger than some finite magnitude and a statistical description of the output will 
not depend upon the input. It will be completely defined by the unperturbed sys
tem itself, by its deterministic description. 

Finally, conceming the generation of complicated, Poisson-stable motions of 
amplifiers and generators of stochasticity. In his time, a birth of the theory of auto
oscillations was inseparably linked with Andronov's discovery of the relations 
existent between auto-oscillations and Poincare limiting cycles. This was repeated, 
to some extent, with complicated motions as well; however, this time not due to 
the limiting cycles introduced and studied by Poincare, but due to his homoclinic 
and heteroclinic curves [10]. These curves were revealed by him in connection 
with the restricted three-body problem he was hopelessly studying for a long 
time. Homoclinic and heteroclinic curves or motions of a dynarnical system are 
its doubly asymptotic motions to one and the same or different unstable saddle 
periodic motions as t ~ 00 and t ~ -00, respectively. These very homoclinic 
and heteroclinic curves (motions), arising naturally and generally, being asymp-
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totic to seemingly nonexistent unstable saddle periodic motions, have turned out to 
be able to generate complicated, orbitally stable and Lyapunov-unstable motions 
[9,11-14]. 

Complexity of these motions was yet emphasized by Poincare, though he 
seemingly did not suspect their ability to generate complicated steady-state mo
tions. It tumed out that the complicated motions can generate the motions being 
doubly asymptotic not only to periodic motions but also to equilibrium states or to 
both ofthem (we shall call them homoelinic and heteroelinic as weIl). 

A stable periodic motion is widely known to be able to be born from an equilib
rium state losing its stability (the Andronov bifurcation). Analogously, a compli
cated motion being orbitally stable and Lyapunov-unstable can be born from 
elosed contours consisting of homoelinic and heteroclinic curves [15]. 

Above we were talking about description and behaviour of an isolated system 
not subjected to any external disturbances; such a system is usually called 
autonomous. It is only in this case, that astate of a system and changes of astate 
are determined by the system itself. In a non-isolated system subjected to distur
bances external with respect to this system, this is not the case any longer, since a 
change of astate depends not only upon the state itself but also upon external dis
turbances. The dynarnical externally disturbed system is also called an automa
ton. With this notion we usually encounter in describing games, rational behav
iour and recognition (a perceptron). An automaton is usually supposed to be 
equipped with an output deterrnined either by automaton's state or an external 
disturbance. These features bring the notion of an automaton elose to the notion 
of an input-output link, and, if it is linear, with the gain and the gain-phase fre
quency characteristics. If no information about the internal structure of the link 
and only its input and output may be registered, then such a link is called a black 
box. A non-isolated non-autonomous system is undoubtedly more general tharr an 
isolated and autonomous one, but despite it, this very isolated autonomous system 
remains to be a basic model, because, first, it describes fundamental naturallaws 
and, second, via expanding the object in question it becomes possible, as we 
think, to describe this object through the isolated and autonomous system. From 
this point ofview, a non-autonomy may be thought to be a result of distinguishing 
some portion within an isolated autonomous system. 

41.2 
Andronov and the oscillations theory as the seien ce ab out evolu
tionary processes and phenomena 

Alexandr Alexandrovitch Andronov has created a new science, the theory of non
linear oscillations and a world-wide known scientific school. He has trained his 
pupils who are proceeding his research. The theory of oscillations of to-day is a 
wide universal science dealing with evolutionary processes in nature, engineering 
and society, mechanics, physics, astronomy, chemistry, biology and in everything 
we are surrounded with and also inside us ourselves. Literally and in perceptions 
of many people the name "oscillations theory" is not adequate to what I have said. 
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However, historically it happened so that this term has originated from pendulum 
oscillations, mechanical and electrical oscillators. As weIl, it was also the very 
history that also confirmed the power and significance of the oscillations theory as 
an all-embracing science implementing in itself a great idea of isomorphism and a 
unity of nature and world. 

Quite recently - and also at present - the theoretic and applied mechanics in
volves the oscillations theory , stability theory and partly the control theory even. 
In any case, these sections were inc1uded in the tetra-volume book "Mechanics in 
USSR for 50 years" and in scientific programs of traditional congresses on me
chanics. What is more, the founder of the modem stability theory, A.M. Lyapu
nov, was an academecian of the mechanics division of the Russian Academy of 
Sciences. J. L. Lagrange , a creator of the theory of small oscillations used me
chanics as a basis. The famous treatise by J. W. Strutt and J. W. S. Rayleigh, 
from which the science on oscillations is supposed to have been originated, was 
called "Theory of sound", i.e. it related to mechanics. The well-known book "A 
treatise on the analytical dynamics ofpartic1es and rigid bodies" by E.T. Whittaker 
involves not only the oscillations theory and stability theory but the theory of dy
namical systems as weIl. The famous work by Poincare having laid a foundation 
for the theory of dynamical systems was called "New methods of celestial me
chanics". The widely known engineering books of Den Gartog and Timoshenko 
deal with oscillations in mechanical systems. If we stop our talk here , then there 
may appear an impression of the oscillation theory being related to mechanics 
entirely. However, the said only touches the significant role of mechanics in the 
birth and development of the oscillations theory . As early as in the lectures of 
L.I. Mandel'schtam in 1930-1931 and 1931-1932 at the physics faculty of the 
Moscow university ( published in 1955), the oscillations theory appeared as an 
independent science. In these lectures, you can find much ab out oscillations not 
only in mechanics but in many other sections of physics. Due to the successful 
research by Mandel'shtam's scientific school, the first All-Russian conference on 
the theory of oscillations was held in 1931. It was at this conference that A.A. 
Andronov rendered a wide and detailed report concerning mathematical problems 
of the oscillations theory. The next decisive landmark in developing the oscilla
tions theory as an independent science is the book "Theory of oscillations" by 
A.A. Andronov, A.A. Vitt and S.E. Khaykin, published in 1937. It is also worth 
noticing the remarkable book by G.S. Gorelic "Oscillations and waves" dated 
1950th. The former book had laid a foundation for the oscillations theory, while 
the last one expanded a range of physical phenomena embraced by the oscilla
tions theory. 

A considerable contribution to the development of the oscillations theory as 
an independent science has also brought the Krylov-Bogolubov-Mitropol'sky 
school. It was this scientific school that initiated and arranged a long series of in
ternational conferences and symposiums devoted to the following section of the 
non-linear oscillations theory - "analytic and qualitative research methods and 
their applications". Later, since 1972, when nobody already doubted the independ
ence of the oscillations theory, scientific conferences were organized in Gorky 
(Nizhny Novgorod), in the Research Institute for Applied Physics and Research 
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Institute for Applied Mathematics and Cybernetics of the Nizhny Novgorod State 
University after N.!. Lobatchevsky. The boom having taken place at these confer
ences and caused by the "discovery" of chaotic and stochastic oscillations swept 
then across the entire country. The oscillations theory began to be associated 
with the non-linear physics, non-linear dynarnics and synergetics. The oscillations 
theory has become a science of general regularities in evolutionary processes in 
mechanics, physics, radio engineering, radio physics, hydrodynarnies, control the
ory, chernistry, biology, society science, etc. Simultaneously, this theory found a 
strong mathematical basis in the qualitative theory of differential equations and 
the theory of dynamical systems, not only exploiting them but also defming es
sentially their problems and scientific directions. 

From above it is seen how various are the links of the oscillations theory with 
other sciences and that other sciences are not only an object for applications of its 
methods but also an inexhaustible productive source of new questions, tasks and 
problems. A core of the oscillations theory is mathematical models for the laws of 
nature and the processes occurring in it, inc1uding engineering and society. The 
notions of astate and an operator of its changes lie in the basis of these models. A 
state is invented, whereas an operator is revealed. M. Faraday has invented elec
trical and magnetical fields, i.e. the state, whereas J. K. Maxwell has derived the 
equations deterrnining the operator. 

In the birth and in the development of any science the facts (exposed in this or 
that way), research methods and also a general understanding play a fundamental 
role. In the oscillations theory , the facts imply both some accumulated knowledge 
of mathematical models and the knowledge about the specificity of the simulated 
processes and phenomena accompanying these processes ; the methods are the 
techniques of studying these mathematical models represented by ordinary differ
ential equations or equations in partial derivatives or by dynamical systems of 
this or that form. As for the general understanding it implies, first of all, a vivid 
comprehension by people of possible evolutionary pro ces ses and their regularities 
and the phenomena accompanying these regularities; in particular, understanding 
the ideas of a phase space, an equilibrium state, a periodic motion, an auto
oscillation, chaos, a strange attractor, a wave, wave and mode interactions, a dis
persion, external and parametric disturbances, aresonance, a synchronization, 
bifurcations and a bifurcation portrait, local and global stabilities, an attracting 
domain, a soft and a hard excitations, a hysteresis, a superposition principle, slid
ing motions and discontinuities, etc. 

In a rough and general fashion, main types of the evolutionary processes may 
be listed as follows: 

1) order, synchronization, predictability on the basis of the Lyapunov asymp
totic stability; 

2) chaos, unpredictability, stochasticity on the basis of the exponential instabil
ity under the orbital and global stability; 

3) homeostasis, implementation of an objective or a program, self-organization 
on the basis of directed feedbacks and controls. 
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This short list holds centuries-old fallacies surmounted in the 20 th century, 
new vast knowledge, a new scientific world outlook and an understanding of the 
evolutionary processes in nature, engineering and society. Here lies not only the 
yesterday and the to-day of the oscillations theory but its predictable tomorrow 
tool. One of the most important differences between the yesterday and the to-day 
of this science is that this science of yesterday mainly studied and mastered the 
simplest steady-state motions, i.e. equilibrium states and periodic motions, al
though the non-vivid complicated chaotic motions happened to implicitly expose 
themselves in the statistic thermodynamics and physics, the turbulence of fluids, 
gases and plasma; but to-day it has become possible for this theory to consider all 
these phenomena from some unified positions, as a manifestation of the same dy
namical system. The difference here lies not only in this. To-day, this science 
started to study the processes based on the directed connections and controls -
this is the approach already lying beyond the the frames of the rapidly developing 
theory of automatic control. This way of study is essential not only for under
standing any living organizm but also for constructing intelligent machines and 
comprehending how a human and a human society will evolve. 

A lot of very important scientific discoveries are usually performed twice: at 
first, in an abstract theoretical way, by individuals; these theoretical discoveries 
are not usually brought to public attention, nobody gets excited and touched by 
them and nobody notices them; at second, these discoveries are performed 
practically, in this case they attract public attention, astonish many people 
opening for them something previously unveiled , sudden and very important. In 
the oscillations theory , this happened so with the discoveries of auto-oscillations 
, chaotic and stochastic oscillations. Great discoveries may also have a third 
phase in their development - an earlier amazing discovery becomes commonly 
known and then, as it were, it "is vanishing". The same happened with such a 
great idea as that the Earth is a sphere and nothing supports it, that the Earth 
revolves round the Sun, that two masses or two charges are pulling each other, in 
spite of emptiness between them. The same happened with auto-oscillations. At 
present, the same is taking place with chaotic and stochastic motions. A similar 
thing took place even with the special theory of relativity - nowadays, it surprises 
no one any more and is accepted by students as a due and habitual thing. 

For the first time, stable limit cyeles were discovered by J.H. Poincare. Poin
care, a great geometrician, depicted the solutions of differential equations 
through curves in the space of their variables. This way made it possible for hirn 
to easily reveal limit cyeles. They were natural, since in some common situa
tions to elose a curve was inevitable; this inevitability - at least, on a plane -
was made by hirn vivid, through introducing a section segment and a consecutive 
function on it (Fig. 41.1). He made evident not only the inevitability of elosing a 
curve, i.e. a periodicity of the solution of the differential equation, but also a pos
sibility for its stability. This very naturalness and simplicity, down to primitivity, 
promoted the situation that no one paid special attention to this idea; it came to 
no head that this idea is interesting, very important and brings a discovery to 
humanity. 
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For the second time, upon a considerable period of time, stable limit cycles in 
the form of auto-oscillations were discovered by A.A. Andronov [16]. He discov
ered them not as abstract limit cycles but as practically vitally important phenom
ena in mechanics, electricity, astronomy, chernistry and biology. They were ex
posed by him as phenomena in nature and engineering: in distant Cepheids, in 
the radio-transmisson world-wide, in the sounds of musical instruments, in the 
shimmy of a car and in air-plane wing flutter capable of destroying them, in the 
undesired vibrations of tools in a mechanical processing, and in other numerous 
fields . 
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Fig. 41.1. A seetion segment, a consecutive function and a Lamerey diagram; U is a fixed 
point corresponding to a stable limit cycle. 
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This second discovery brought a revolution in the thinking of engineers and 
scientists. Sometimes it was accepted with distrust and difficulties, quite often it 
was even vigorously rejected, as this happened, for example, in chemistry with the 
well-known Belousov's chemical re action, even despite its demonstration in a 
transparent bottle with the chemical solution changing its colour periodically. 
Even in mechanics, where everything might seem sufficiently simple, there ex
isted a long aversion for this discovery; for example, a car shimmy was interpreted 
as a resonance caused by road surface irregularities, and vibrations in whetting 
were treated as the same resonance born by separations of chips, etc. Auto
oscillations were accepted quietly only in incipient radio engineering, since there 
was no way out, because everything in this field was resting on auto-oscillations. 

A.A. Andronov showed not only the identity of the Poincare's limit cycles with 
auto-oscillations in real objects and systems [17] but found and studied their be
haviour in numerous real and specific systems; he revealed and investigated the 
phenomena of catching and tightening (to-day, synchronization) under a periodic 
action onto a self-oscillating system and in the interaction of its modes. In this, he 
employed, at first, the Poincare perturbation theory and then, in the very nonlin
ear systems, the method of point mappings [18]. He also studied how auto
oscillations arise and vanish as parameters change (Fig. 41.2a,b,c,d) - now, this 
phenomenon is widely known as a bifurcation of generating auto-oscillations (a 
limit cycle) from a stability-losing equilibrium and other (from a closed separatrix 
of the saddle-type equilibrium when stable and unstable equilibrium states merge 
and vanish) [1,17,19,20]. These discoveries were made applicable to smooth 
second-order systems. Their extension to a multi dimensional case and more gen
eral systems (piecewise-smooth and singular perturbed) as weil as a use of new 
opportunities of computers was done by subsequent generations (Fig. 41.3a,b,c). 

All these discoveries resulted in the fact that, instead of mythical mechanisms 
of oscillation birth, humanity had leamt to unveil real causes of oscillations and to 
eliminate them where they are harrnful and dangerous and also to produce them 
where they are necessary and useful. In the contemporary engineering, such cases 
are very numerous. Thus, a baITier of aversion to auto-oscillations, arising, as it 
were, from nothing, was penetrated . Earlier, there existed an understanding of 
the damping and undamping (in idealization) oscillations of a pendulum, a weight 
attached to aspring and an elastic medium, etc. Also understandable were the 
forced oscillations caused by a variable force or voltage, a surprising phenome
non of resonance, but how oscillations can arise from "nothing" , without any ex
citing action, was absolutely mysterious and unacceptable. This psychological 
barrier was got over and auto-oscillations of to-day are usual and understandable 
for everybody. 

Such is a comparatively simple and clear-cut history of discovering auto
oscillations and the associated notions of stability, a phase portrait, a bifurcation, a 
bifurcation portrait, synchronization, structural stability and other notions. Some
thing similar, but on a large scale because of the increase in the number of peo
pie involved in science and because of the difficult nature of the problem, also 
happened with the discovery of the complicated steady-state motions - chaotic 
and stochastic. But now, the number of the immediate participants is enorrnous 
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and everything is twisted and knotty, and the reason for aversion is ambiguous. 
To describe this case here completely is impossible. The history of this discovery 
seems contradictory: on the one hand, the chaotic unpredictable motions seemed 
to be rejected, and, on the other hand, they were exploited as a basis for statistical 
thermodynamies and physics, with turbulence not denied either. So, in the end of 
all ends, the point here lies, most likely, not in a lack of common admission but 
sooner in the incomprehension of how the determinism is able to give birth to un
predictability and randomness. However, in this place of our narration the pieture 
remains still uncompleted. A general explanation of all these things was given by 
Poincare, Krylov and others. Probably, the most essential thing here is that there 
was no clear and acceptable explanation of how this phenomenon occurs and how 
often it must occur. From this point of view, Poincare was again the first to ex
plain it [10] and again his idea was not noticed by anybody and no respective 
conclusions were drawn from it. 

ii 

u* 

stable 
equilibrium 

~ 

u 

" unstable equilibrium 

Fig. 41.2a. The bifurcation of generating an auto-oscillation (soft excitation) with the 
change of the parameter JI ; the Lamerey diagram and bifurcation diagram. 
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u* 

auto-oscillation 

Fig. 41.2b. The hard excitation of oscillations. 

Fig. 4I.2c. A birth ofan oscillation from a separatrix ofthe saddle. 
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Fig. 41 .2d. A birth of an oscillation with a saddle and anode being merged. 

Fig. 41.3a. New bifurcations of an auto-oscillation in a muItidimensional case (doubling a 
period, a birth of a tore). 

The discovery of Poincare is the homoclinic and heteroclinic curves and rela
tive surprisingly complicated and intricate behaviour of neighbouring curves, 
which Poincare did not even try to depict. These curves were revealed by hirn 
when he was stubbomly and hopelessly solving the restricted three-body problem. 
It is in this incomprehensible complexity that Poincare has noticed a stumbling 
block lying on the way to the solution. However, he ceased his study. Why he did 
so is difficult to say; probably, he was attracted by other problems and the time to 
solve this problem has not yet come. 
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Fig. 41.3b. New possible equilibriums 0 in discontinuous piecewise-smooth systems (the 
right-hand sides ofthe equations in the equilibrium point are not reduced to zero). 

Fig. 41.3c. Discontinuous auto-oscillations in a limit singularly perturbed system. 
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Homoclinic and heteroclinic curves are not already so simple as limit cycles, a 
section segment and a consecutive function are. Instead of a seetion segment, 
Poincare resorted to a transversal plane and the point mapping T generated on it. 

Figure 41.4a shows the saddle periodic motion rand the appropriate homo
clinic curve r. Figure 4b shows their cutting by a two-dimensional plane, on 

which 0 is a saddle fixed point of the intersection of r with the cutting plane, 

and the points M -I ,M 0' MI are consecutive points of intersecting the cutting 

plane with the homoclinic curve rand simultaneously the intersection points of 

the invariant curves S - and S + of the saddle point 0 . The complexity Poincare 

was speaking about is a behaviour of the curves S - and S + : no one of them 
intersects itself, but they intersect each other in the infinite number of points and 
prolong unboundedly. Poincare did not begin to describe how they do it. 

Fig. 41.4a. The saddle motion r and the Poincare homoclinic curve r. 
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One may notice in figure 41.4b that the domains ... ,0"_1'0"0'0"1"" and the 

domains ... V_I , vo, VI '00' will consecutively trans form into each other according 

to the point mapping T and, thus, will form one flow of the points incoming the 
domain D and another flow of the points leaving it. In order to understand the 
entire complexity of what is happening with them inside the domain D, we note 

here that in the domain G composed of a neighbourhood of the saddle elosed 
curve rand a neighbourhood of the homoelinic curve y (Fig. 41.4c), there 

exists an infinite set of different saddle curves, so that to any infinite-in-both

directions sequence of integers of the form ... , j -2' j _1' j 0' jl' j 2 , ... 

(j s > N) there will correspond a single saddle curve that will consecutively 

turn round the curve r ... ,j-2,j-l'jO,jl'j2"" times, and, between them, it 

will return to r by passing along the homoelinic curve y within its neighbour

hood [11,12]. From this it follows that except the homoelinic curve y there will 

exist an infinite set of other homoelinic curves and near each of them there will 
exist, in their turn, similar curves and so on. 

Now, as if looking through a magic crystal, a general mechanism of forming 
complicated motions can be represented in the form of phase trajectories running 
in a successive parallel way elose to the homoelinic and heteroclinic curves [13]. 
Here, their separation occurs in a complicated and thin way, which is similar to 

how it happens with the incoming flow of the domains ... ,0"_1,0"0,0"1 , .... If the 

domain O"i is intersected with 0"_ j , then the phase point is thrown out (out of the 

domain D) as a point of the domains V_ j +1 , ... , Vo, VI' v2 , ... and this flow of 

ejected points will come back again and again. There are very many variants here, 
but the mechanism of generating a chaotization is similar to what is happening 
with the peas within the Halton board when the peas are picked up below the fun
nel and loaded into the upper funnel again and again. 

The challenge of complicated motions was also faced by J. S. Hadamard when 
he was studying geodesic lines on a surface of negative curvature in the dynamical 
interpretation of a free motion of a material point on it [21]. This discovery was 
accepted by mathematicians and led to the symbolic dynamics and its statistical 
description [22]. Here, we would like to emphasize that in that time no relations to 
motions in a homoelinic structure were yet revealed. 

Complicated motions were also present in the G. D. Birkhoffs theory of cen
tral motions [23]. However, this is rather "what" can be and not "how" it can be. 

All the said pertains to the first stage of the discovery of the complicated mo
tions. The second stage in the numerous general studies of complicated chaotic 
and stochastic motions in deterministic dynamical systems was caused by , proba
bly, not theoretical discoveries ofthis first stage but, rather, by real possibilities to 
obtain and observe them in many specific systems with the help of computers. A 
computer has become a decisive factor for their existence and reality; this has 
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brought about a specific computer understanding and interpretation for their origin 
and classification. Now, I would like to describe A.A. Andronov's viewpoint on 
the complicated motions. 

Fig. 41.4b. The homoclinic structure on the intersecting surface. 

A.A. Andronov was aware of Birkhoffs complicated central motions and he 
was speaking about them in his report made at the first AII-Russia conference on 
oscillations in 1931 [17]. He was speaking about a general classification of mo
tions in dynamical systems, Birkhoffs central motions including the recurrent and 
Poisson-stable motions - to-day called chaotic and stochastic - and about a mod
est place taken among them by auto-oscillations. But, having raised a number of 
vital problems for the oscillations theory, he did not declare a need to essen
tially extend the range of the motions under question. It was proved by history 
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that this would have been untimely, since this extension needed more powerful 
approaches and facilities than those the mathematics and science of that time had 
available. These investigations were expanded much later, in 60-80s. In his report 
he was touching only the time when the main mastered tool for researchers was a 
combination of the Poincare perturbed method and the Lyapunov stability theory. 
To reveal complicated motions, their capabilities were not sufficient. Besides, 
there were also some other arguments that forced A.A. Andronov not to touch this 
point. 

Fig. 41.4c. Neighbourhoods ofthe homoclinic structure. 

He was attracted by a new general branch of science, dynamics of machines; he 
thought that the oscillation theory should bring to it and would allow to create it. 
He left after hirnself some sketches conceming a content of this intended book, but 
he was not fated to write it. His thinking was that a machine, for its functioning, 
must possess a property of robustness and its working motion must be asymptoti
cally Lyapunov-stable [24]. From this point of view, the single steady-state mo
tions to be subjected for study should be only asymptotic stable equilibrium states 
and periodic motions. Perhaps, thanks to this very fact, he have written the fol
lowing in the footnote of the introduction to his well-known book "Theory of 
oscillations" [1] : "However, the requirement of robustness for a system seerningly 
forbids all other recurrent motions except equilibrium states and periodic mo
tions". Note that the talk here was not about the Poisson-stable periodic motions 
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but about the recurrent motions only, since the Poisson-stable motions were con
sidered by him to be not appropriate and not needed for machines. Whereas the 
notion of robustness (this was prior to his collaboration with Pontryagin [20]) was 
understood very wide and had some aspects - physical implementation, mathe
matical correctness of a model, approximate computability and even commonness. 

These things refer to 30s. Later on, in the second half of 40s, A. Andronov 
showed some interest to complicated motions in specific systems. His post
graduate students, N.A. Fufaev and A.C. Alekseev, discovered and studied them 
in a magnetic relay timer and in a temperature regulator with outstripping. Further, 
these investigations were continued by his pupils and pupils of his pupils [9). 
However, this is already beyond the subject ofthis book. I note here only that they 
have made a valuable and essential contribution both to the first stage and also to 
the second stage of general studies of complicated chaotic and stochastic motions. 
To-day, these motions are revealed everywhere and known by everybody. Per
haps, it should be also noted here that the most considerable results in the general 
theory of dynamical systems were obtained in 60s by S. Smale, as he wrote him
self, under influence of the A . . Andronov's papers. 

l<k<v.f k<l 

Fig. 41.5. A small jumping ball with k > 1 and k < 1. 
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In conelusion, let me give you a joke example concerning the two most out
standing discoveries of the 20th century that helps you to understand the dynam
ics of evolutionary processes. Imagine that our life is in the form of a small ball 
jumping at first upstairs and then downstairs. Upstars, because it is young and its 
recoil coefficient is more than unity; downstairs, because it has got older and its 
recoil coefficient is already less than unity. The Lamerey diagrams for the succes
sive values ofrecoil velocities are given in figure 41.5. Ascending here is stochas
tic, while descending is regular. 
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The D-partition 

A role of a mathematical model in research. The development of applied 
problem of stability (the D-partition). 

As far as this book concerns mathernatical models, it is natural to notice and pay 
attention to all aspects of their usage. These aspects are actually wide and 
irreplaceable, since only through a model one can fmd an answer to many 
questions, provided that these questions can be formulated in the mathernatical 
language. This answer can be derived only on the basis of the known information; 
this knowledge stated in the mathematical language constitutes the very 
mathematical model. Therefore, all the internal rnathematical investigations as 
well as investigating all the rnathernatically-stated problems from the natural 
science, engineering and other fields are nothing but a mathematical modelling as 
well. For example, the theory of integer positive numbers is nothing but 

investigating the mathematical model consisting of the elements ao, a p a2 ,,,. 

connected by the relations 

Among very effective internal mathematical models constructed comparatively 
long ago and widely applied, the following models are worth mentioning: models 
of geometries and topologies, models of various groups, models of linear and 
non-linear equations, differential equations and many other models. This list of 
models, of course, also includes the basic mathematical model from this book, i.e. 
a dynamical system that may be also interpreted both as a semi-group and, if its 
operator is one-to-one, as a one-dimensional Lie group. Earlier, when narrating the 
models for pattern recognition and perceptron, we already showed how simple 
mathematical models make it possible to solve very complicated and seemingly 
inaccessible problems. In the field of recognition, such simple models were the 
models of an object, a pattern and a pattern recognition, presented, respectively, 
by a point in a multidimensional space, by a set of points within this space and by 
a distinguishing process of whether a new object belongs to this set or not. Now, 
we will describe another example touching the stability of movement. This 
description will hold two parts. The first will describe how this simple model has 
been created in response to urgent demands of various applications; the second 
part will involve new scientific results of its application. 
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The theory of control as a science was born in the 20-th century, but initially it 
originated yet as far back as in second half of the 19-th century, in the works of 
genius physicist 1. C. Maxwell (1868) and outstanding engineer l.A. 
Vyschnegradsky (1877). These works were brought to existence by crucial 
practical demands, viz. to provide stability in the rotating velocity of steam
engines, which in the then starting industrial revolution were becoming abasie 
source ofmechanical energy. It was the time when James Watt created his steam
engine equipped with a centrifugal regulator for rotative velocity. However, it 
happened so that all these regulators started to demonstrate their unruly manners 
- the seemingly better they were designed and the more the people wanted to get 
from them, the worse they were working; sometime their poor functioning led to 
emergencies. This arising engineering problem became widely spread out - in 
the then England alone there were exploited about hundred thousand steam
engines and this amount was later increased by steam turbines as weIl. An unruly 
behaviour of regulators, i.e. their instability, gave birth to the mathematical theory 
of stability. This theory was first discussed in the works of Maxwell and 
Vyschnegradsky; then, it borrowed the ideas and techniques of great J. H. 
Poincare and A.M. Lyapunov, and later on, it has become deeper and wider, due 
to the intensive promotion from numerous outstanding researchers in different 
countries of the world. 

The his tory of the theory of automatie control may be thought as a history of 
eliminating the conflict arising between stability and control quality. This very 
conflict yet arose in the Watt's centrifugal regulators; this very conflict also led to 
the development of an isodromic regulator, relay systems, adaptive and robust 
controls. Choosing a control strategy is restricted by the requirement for the 
dynamics of the system implementing this strategy; in many cases, this entails a 
necessity of preliminary theoretical research where to determine stability 
conditions is the most essential component. For linear systems, the stability 
problem, at least from the formal point ofview, is completely solved by the well
known Routh-Hurwitz criteria, originated soon under the influence of the works 
by Maxwell and Vyschnegradsky. 

In the beginning, these Routh-Hurwitz algebraic stability criteria seemed 
exhaustive. Then, they turned out not liable to generalization for non-algebraic 
equations and not good to entirely meet applicational needs, especially the needs 
in the design of new control systems, machines and devices. Engineers needed a 
method to study stability. This method should be able to help to understand within 
what bounds they could choose and modify parameters of the system under 
construction, without disturbing its stability and what freedom they could have to 
fulfil the remaining requirements. It is this very reason that in the first half of the 
20-th century gave birth to the new stability criteria, among which the graphical 
criteria by Mikhailov and Nyquist won a wide recognition. Note here that 
Vyschnegradsky, having by that time derived the stability criterion in the form of 
an algebraic inequality, then represented this criterion as astability domain on a 
plane of two parameters - an irregularity and a specially introduced viscous 
friction. The diagram shows that the geometrically interpreted conflict between 
stability and stabilizing quality for stream-engine rotation velocity hold the idea 
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that their determinative magnitudes must fall into some domain D, whose shape 
must be such that a decrease of one parameter demands an increase of another. 
From the said it follows that there was needed a new statement of the 
mathematical problem being more general and adequate to applications than the 
Routh-Hurwitz problem. This was apprehended by mathematicians and implied a 
search for necessary and sufficient conditions for all polynornial roots to be in 
the left half-plane, i.e. Re z v < 0 for all v. Besides an astonishing mystery 

hidden in the not quite proved, but valid, Nyquist criterion, the central question in 
this new approach was the question about how it may be that the polynornial 
roots are impossible to be derived, whereas the conditions of their presence in the 
left half-plane or inside a unitary circle can be derived. 

This natural question was not replied by the criteria by Routh, Hurwitz, 
Nyquist, Mikhailov and others being well-known in the rniddle of 40s. Though, 
the answer to this question is simple and rewards you at once [1-3]. The matter is 
that, though the roots cannot actually be found, it is easy to find when they 
escape from the left half-plane or any other assigned domain G in a comp1ex 
plane. In order to distinguish the instant when this escape occurs, it is sufficient to 
have a parametrie equation for the boundary of the domain Ginthe form 
z = f (m), m E Q . It is implied here that z is running along the boundary of 

the domain G , while the real variable m is running across the set Q. Then, the 
root of the characteristic equation z( z) = 0 will intersect the boundary of the 

domain G, if and only if for some m E Q we have 

z(f(m)) = o. (42.1) 

Suppose now that the system, whose equilibrium state stability with respect to 
parameters U is subject to study, has the below characteristic equation 

z(z,u) = 0 ; (42.2) 

the stability here implies all the roots of this equation to lie within the domain 
G of the complex plane Z. Further, let the point Z belong to the boundary of 
the domain G , if and on1y if for some m E Q one has 

z = f(m) . (42.3) 

From this, it follows that the stability domain boundary holds the points for which 

x(f(m)),u) = 0, mEQ. (42.4) 

The set N co ofthe points satisfying the condition (42.4) involves all the boundary 

points of the stability domain, but can also involve other points. In general, this 
set N OJ defines completely apartition of the parameter space into the domains 

D(j) with different numbers j of roots of the equation (42.2) in the domain 

G . Let us call this partitioning technique the D - partition. We are interested in 
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the stability domain DCO) only, but it turns out so that to find the domain 

DCO) it is useful to consider the entire D -partition. Here lies the new idea 

suggested for studying stability. In the basis of this idea, there lies the model 
defined by the condition (42.4). As for the stability model, it will be whether the 
point belongs to the domain DCO) . The model described does not suppose the 

characteristic equation (42.2) to be polynomial in Z . This can be any function. 
The domain G can be not only a left half-plane and the system in question can be 
described not only by ordinary differential equations. The possibilities of this 
approach are much wider. 

Now, let us sequentially use this mathematical model of stability for the 
following problems: 

I) constructing astability domain with respect to the complex parameter 
w; 
2) revealing the fact that the stability domain for the polynomial 

n n-I n-2 Z + alz + a2z + ... +an with respect to the parameters al , a2, 

... , anis a simply connected domain and is a convex domain in each of 

them; 
3) proving and generalizing the well-known Nyquist criterion; 

4) constructing the stability domain with respect to the two real 
parameters for a supercentrifuge; 

5) estimating a measure ofrobust stability. 

The above list does not cover all useful applications of the stability model 
described. What is more, a notion of stability can be replaced by another one 
carrying similar general properties. 

1. Let, for simplicity, the complex parameter W be involved in the 
characteristic equation linearly so that it can be written as follows 

f(z)+wg(z)=O. (42.5) 

The boundary N (0 of the stability domain D( 0) is a mapping of the boundary of 

the domain Re z ~ 0 , i.e. the imaginary axis of the plane Z , for whose points 
we have Z = i m, - 00 < m< 00 ; therefore, in the plane W, we obtain the 
following equation 

fCim) 
w=----

g(im) , 
-oo<m<oo (42.6) 
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here, a left-hand side of the imaginary axis is mapped into a left-hand side of the 
curve NO), described by the equation (42.6). Let us shade this left side in the 

assumption that the curve N {U is running in the direction of the increase of the 

parameter (j). Then, when passing on the complex plane W from the shaded 

side of the curve NO) to the unshaded side, one root of the equation (42.5) will 

become purely imaginary and will pass from the left half-plane Re z v < 0 

onto the right one. The curve NO) will partition the plane W into some domains 

among which there may be some stability domains as weil. If the number S of the 

roots located to the right from the imaginary axis is known at some point w', 
then in all the points of the domain, which this point belongs to, the number S of 

the roots will be the same. Moreover, if from the point w' we are running along 

the curve r to any other point w' , then the number S in this point will increase 

by the number of the interseetions of the curve NO) from the shaded side and 

will decrease by the number of the intersections against the shaded side. To the 
stability domain D(O) there corresponds S = O. Let the remaining domains 

with s> 0 be denoted through D(s) . Through this notation the above said is 

illustrated in figure 42.1, where the arrow on the curve NO) indicates a direction 

we should follow, according to (42.4), with growth of (j) ; the intersecting arrow 
shows a passage from one domain D( s) to another D( S + 1) . In the course of 

such a passage, the number S increases by unity; during an inverse passage, s 
decreases by unity. The conc1usion drawn from this situation is that, to search for 
the stability domain D(O) with the respect to the complex parameter w, it is 

sufficient to depict the curve NO) and shade its left side, and, additionally, we 

should be aware of the number of roots to the right from the imaginary axis for 

the equation (42.5) at some value W = w· . 

D(s+l) 

Fig. 42.1. The shading rule ofthe curve N O). 
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2. As an example and in order to apply the above said, let us now construct a 
stability domain with respect to the parameter W for the characteristic equation 
ofthe form 

n n-I m 0 
Z +alz + ... +an -wz = , O~m<n, (42.7) 

where a l , ... , an are the given real numbers for which the equation (42.7) at 

W = 0 has all its roots lying to the left from an imaginary axis, i.e. the point 
W = 0 belongs to the stability domain D(O) . The curve N (tJ is described by the 

following equation 

1 (n n-I ) 
W = (i (]}) m Z + al Z + ... + a n z~i(tJ = 

(42.8) 

1 
= (i{]})m (i{]}-zl)'''(i{]}-zn), 

where ZI' ... , zn are the roots ofthe equation (42.7) for W = O. They alllie to 

the left from the imaginary axis. From (42.8), it is immediately seen that with OJ 

varying from - 00 to 00, arg W will increase by the magnitude ff n; Iwi will 

be all the time different from zero, and at {]} = 0 it will reduce to infinity. At 

this, the left side and, hence, the shading of the curve N (tJ , will always face the 

point W = 0 and any beam emerging from the point W = 0 will intersect the 

curve N (tJ from the shading side only. Therefore, the stability domain with 

respect to the real parameter Re w or am + Re w will be the single section 

holding the point W = O. From this it follows that the stability domain D(O) 

with respect to the parameters a l , a2 , ... , an in the space of these parameters will 

be convex with respect to each of these parameters, i.e. this domain will either 
intersect any axis Das of this space along some unique segment or it will not 

intersect it at all. 

3. The famous Nyquist criterion states that, if an open-Ioop linear link with the 
input x and the output y is stable( i.e. if from some moment we have x = 0 

and then y ---* 0 as t ---* 00), then the closed-loop system obtained from the 

open-loop one (when the output y is also supplied to the input x, i.e. with 

x = y) will be also stable, if the point W = 1 of the complex plane W lies 

beyond the curve 
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w = K(im) , (42.9) 

representing a gain-phase frequency characteristic of the open-loop link. This 
criterion turned out to be very convenient and applicable to many cases but also 
somewhat mysterious, since it had not been proved convincingly and fully. In 
view of the above stated positions, the Nyquist criterion and its generalizations 
immediately follow from the consideration of the stability domain with respect to 
the complex parameter w in the closed-loop system characteristic equation, 
which can be written in the form 

P(z) - wQ(z) = 0, (42.10) 

where P( z) and Q( z) are some entire functions having no common zeros, 

such that 

K(z)= P(z) . 
Q(z) 

The equation (42.10) at w = 1 is a characteristic one for a closed-Ioop system 

and at W = OC) for an open-Ioop system. The stability domain boundary N OJ for 

(42.10) is defined by the equation (42.9) and the point w = OC) belongs to a 

stability domain; therefore, if the point w = 1 is not separated from the point 

w = OC) of the curve N OJ ' then the closed-Ioop system is stable. This is the very 

Nyquist criterion. From the above brief description, it follows that the Nyquist 
criterion can be immediately generalized for the cases when the point w = 1 is 
not embraced by the curve N OJ given in (42.9) or embraced by this curve but in 

such a way that, escaping from it and moving to the point w = OC) ,the numbers 
of intersections from a shaded or an unshaded sides will be equal. Here, it seems 
also evident to derive a generalization for the case when an open-Ioop link has a 
known number of instability degrees, i.e. the number S of the roots to the right 
from the imaginary axis y ofthe equation (42.10) at W = OC) is known. 

4. An ultracentrifuge is a very fast-rotating body which cannot be fixed hard, 
because the slightest disbalance results in enormous inertial forces. So, a 
fastening must be soft and be self-centred, but then it will not provide a stable 
rotation of the centrifuge. This stability can be provided by introducing special 
mechanisms for damping possible oscillations. As asolid body, the centrifuge has 
four freedom degrees, two of them are progressive and two rotational; besides, its 
damper is of two degrees of freedom, i.e. the differential equations for its motion 
are of the twelfth order. The same is the degree of the characteristic equation 
whose roots govern the stability. Instability should be eliminated by choosing the 
two parameters k and h for the damper. The twelfth order of the real 
characteristic equation can be reduced (thanks to a circle symmetry) to the six 
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order, but here the characteristic polynomial will be already complex. This 
complex characteristic equation is written in the form 

X( z) = (k + V z 2 + & + hz)( P4 (z ) - iP3 (z )) = 0 , 

where ~ (z) and P4 (z) are real 3-degree and 4-degree polynomials. The 

boundary of the stability domain D(O) on the plane of the parameters k and h 
is described , as before, by the parametric equations 

(k - a/ + & + ihz)(P4 (im) - i~ (im)) = 0 , 

which can be solved with respect to k and hand written as 

k = !(m), h = g(m), -oo<m<oo . (42.11) 

This makes it possible to quickly construct the curve N tlI at a computer, put 

shading on it and distinguish the stability domain D(O) . One of the possible 

pictures of the boundary curve N tlI defined by the equations (42.11) is given in 

figure 42.2. 

h 

k 

Fig. 42.2. The D -partition and the stability domain for the ultracentrifuge. 
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From this picture it follows that the stability domain D(O) is restricted by the 

two parts of this curve N (J) : the upper stands for a high-frequency disturbance of 

stability and the lower a low-frequency disturbance, i.e. they correspond to large 
and small values of the frequency OJ, respectively. From the same figure it is seen 
that choosing and providing the needed values of parameters is a rather delicate 
operation; without this picture it is hardly possible. You know that every 
unsuccessful choice implies an emergency and a damage ofthe centrifuge. 

5. Now comes our last item, viz. a robust stability and a robust stability 
measure. The problems of robust stability were discussed in a stormy way and 
studied for a long time. A robust stability implies the stability retaining under 
sufficiently large changes of parameters. As it follows from the above, this 
problem is fully solved, if there exist a single complex parameter or two real 

parameters; in this case, to construct the stability domain D(O) is not very 

difficult. However, the situation becomes absolutely different when the parameters 
are many and to visually represent astability domain becomes very difficult or 
even absolutely impossible. In this case, there arises a natural question as when a 
domain of a simple form lies within astability domain. Simple domains are a 
sphere, an ellipsoid, a parallelepiped and others. Furthermore, how can this 
domain be chosen as large as possible? These questions led to the following . 
general mathematical problem: find the minimum p = p for which all the 

functions of the complex variable in the form 

(42.12) 

where 

(42.13) 

have their roots belonging only to the given domain G in the complex plane 

Z . Here, 91 (z), ... , 9 n (z) are the given functions of Z; a l , ..• , an are some 

nominal values of the real parameters a l , .•. , an' for which all the roots of the 

function(42.12)lie inthedomain G ; kl' ... ,kn arearbitrarypositivenumbers; 

and m :2: 1. Notice that for m = 2 and m = 00 the inequality (42.13) will 
define simple domains, i.e. an ellipsoid and a parallelepiped. 

According to the above accepted model of stability, to find the measure p' 
for a robust stability is comparatively simple - it will be equal to a minimum of 

the magnitude p determined by (42.13) over all the parameters al' ... ,an lying 

on the stability domain boundary, i.e. satisfying for any OJ E n the condition 
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where Z(aJ) is any point of the G domain boundary for the suitable aJ E n . 
Here, we are not going to solve this problem of conditional optimisation, for it is 
beyond the basic subject of this book. Note here only that its solution is possible 
and not very difficult [4-6]. For example, for the polynomial or the quasi
polynomial written in the form 

X(z) = I (a j2S ZS sh(z-jz) + a j2szSch(z-jz»), 

when the domain G is a left-hand half-plane, and for the polynomial ofthe form 

X(z) = Ia2S (zn-s +z-n+s )+a2S+,(zn-s _z-n+s), 

when the domain G is a unitary circ1e, it turns out that 

where <l> k are vectors with the components (k /P kj ) 'h. , r = % - 1 ' 

_oxkl 
fJJkj - loaj · 
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A role of idealization in constructing an adequate model for an object and 
mathematical correctness of the model in the examples of a centrifugal 
frictional regulator of rotating velocity and the well-known Panleve's 
problem. 

This subject or problem is immensely wide and diverse. It is faced with by any
body constructing and investigating a new or a partly new model that has no 
tested analogues or prototypes. Our below narration will be restricted by two spe
cific examples: a centrifugal frictional regulator of rotating velo city and the well
known Panleve's paradox. What unifies them is that, in either cases, we speak 
ab out idealizing real elastic bodies and compliant connections as ideally abso
lutely solid and rigid. 

43.1 
Frictional regulator of rotating velocity 

Figure 43.1 schematically shows a very simple frictional regulator of rotating ve
locity. This unit is designed to stabilize a rotating velocity, since a growth of the 
rotating velocity yields an increase of friction force against a restriction ring and 
a decrease of the velocity brings a fall of the friction. The centrifugal force press-

ing a ball elose to a ring is equal to (n (iJ) 2 rand, therefore, 

(43.1) 

where the notations introduced are elear from the figure. From (43.1) it immedi
ate1y follows that the rotating velocity has the below stable equilibrium value 

• _ ( M ) 1/2 
OJ - 2 3 

kr n 
(43.2) 

From (43.2) it follows that the differential irregularity of the equilibrium rotation 

velocity OJ' with respect to the moment M is equal to 
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do/ 1 
(43.3) 

and it decreases with an increase of the transmission gear coefficient n. The 
regulator described was used, in particular, for astronomie al observations, to com
pensate the rotation of the Earth; in these observations, the magnitude M of the 
moment depended also upon the moment needed to rotate astronomie devices 
(refractors, reflectors, etc.). As it is seen from (43.3), a needed rotational precision 
could be provided by a choice ofthe sufficiently large n . Though, it was revealed 
that the centrifugal regulator may be unstable and fails in its operation. Nowadays, 
the reason for regulator instability would be naturally found in a falling charac
teristic of the friction, i.e. in the fact that the friction coefficient is dependent upon 

, dk 
the rotating velocity and that for the velocity m = m we obtain dm < O. This 

instability mechanism was considered earlier. Of course, this situation is possible, 

dk 
but the instability may be also born by the case -- ~ O. In order to understand 

dm 
its origin and eliminate it, one should account areal compliance of the ring, i.e. a 
change of r with a change of the regulator ball pressure against a restricting 
ring. This is very surprising and is not feit intuitively: a compliance of the ring 
here seemingly plays no role, because the ring may be assumed absolutely solid. 
However, this is not so and this is discovered only upon its account. 

Let us take into account the fact that the restrietion imposed by the ring upon 
the centrifugal regulator ball motion is not absolutely rigid. As generalized coor
dinates there will be taken the turning angle rp of the vertical rod of the centrifu-

gal regulator and the angle .9 of the ball deviation from the rod. The Lagrange 
function, if friction forces and ring pressure upon the ball are not accounted, but 
the gravitational force is accounted, is written as follows 

(43.4) 

and the additional generalized forces are equal to 

Q9 = M(rp)- N(.9 )K(rp), Q,9 = -N(.9 ), 

where N (.9 ) is a moment of the ring normal pressure upon the ball. The rest of 

the notation is evident. 
Now, we immediately write the Lagrange nonlinear equations of motion in the 

form 
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OJ 

) 

Fig. 43.1. The frictional regulator ofrotating velocity. 

From them, the uniform rotation iJ = OJ', ,9 = ,9' we are interested in is 

found from the equations 

M(OJ *) - K(OJ *) N(,9*) = 0 

N(,9*) _~n2 J 1' (,9*) OJ *2 + V'(,9* ) = O. 
2 

(43.6) 

Let its solution OJ *, ,9 * be known for uso Notice that from (43.6) one may de
termine the differential irregularity for regulation 
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* dOJ 

dM 

n2 " * 2 
N'---J OJ +V" 2 j 

As N' ~ 00 , this irregularity decreases infinitely with a growth of n. There 
is nothing new in it. However, investigating the stability for the uniform rotation 

now brings us to the linearized equations ( OJ = OJ * +;, .9 = .9 • + lJ ) 

. , 
(Jo +n 2 J\); +nJ\ OJ*lJ=-kN'lJ -Nk';-M';, 

B n-nJ\'OJ*;: 1 2 .2 
'I '=' --n OJ lJ-V"lJ=-N'lJ 

2 
and to completely new and unexpected conditions of stability 

N k'+M'>O, 

n2 " * 2: ' * (N k'+M') N'+V"-TJj OJ +n J j N'OJ , (43.7) 

2 ' *2 
(N k'+M') n J j OJ -k N'>O. 

From these conditions it is seen (see the last inequality) that, as N' ~ 00 , in
stability is born inevitably. Thus, on the one hand, an account of even negligibly 
small elasticity with respect to .9 in a ring restriction will result in an instability, 
and, on the other hand, the inequalities (43.7) show that, if a not very large rigid
ity is artificially introduced into the ball-ring contact, then the centrifugal regu
lator may obtain stability. 

The mathematical incorrectness of the model (43.1) lies in that that the infi
nite1y small compliance of the ring brings a sharp qualitative change in model 
behaviour. This incorrectness is not revealed so immediately as it was before, far 
example, in the Volterra-Lotck "predator-prey" model. Now, the incorrectness is 
attributed to a non-obvious increase ofthe model dimension and to a transfer from 
the first-order differential equations to the third-order ones. In the "predator-prey" 
model, this incorrectness was exposed within the frames of the initial model, for 
small changes of the right-hand parts in the second-arder differential equations. 
Alongside with it, what actually happens with the frictional regulator in the un
stable state because of too large rigidity of the contact with the restrictive ring 
produces some prompt to what else should be taken into account. Violation of 
stability brings a jumping of the ball along the ring; during these jumps the ball 
becomes separated from the ring and this fact prompts to account one more degree 
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of its freedom with respect to the angle .9. This very thing has been taken into 
account. 

43.2 
Panleve paradox and auto-oscillations under the Coulomb 
friction 

At the very end ofthe 19-th century French mathematician P. Panleve, delivering 
a course in friction for Parisian students and trying to develop a general theory, 
found out that for some simple mechanical systems with a friction, the motion 
equations, derived with use of general mIes of mechanics, are unsolvable. He 
published the book on friction, where those surprising examples were given. Ten 
years later these examples caused a stormy discussion, with participation of such 
prominent scientists of that time as R. Misec, L. Prandtle, Ph. Klain, G. Gamel, L. 
Lekomu and others, and, of course, of P. Panleve himself. The extraordinary oc
currence discovered by P. Panleve was called the Panleve paradox. As of to-day, 
this paradox still has no solution which could afford us to predict with confidence 
the behaviour of very simple mechanical systems with the Coulomb friction. This 
impossibility of a precise prediction is accounted for the fact that the systems 
with the Panleve paradox demonstrate an essential dependence of their behaviour 
upon small and not easily determinable parameters and regularities, being very 
unusual in such problems. 

Below, I would like you to get acquainted with the essence of the Panleve 
paradox and to emphasize here that it gives rise to an unexpected and earlier un
known possibility for creating instability and auto-oscillations, though the friction 
characteristic has no falling part. In terms of a natural limit description these 
arising oscillations are discontinuous, or, in accordance with the contemporary 
mathematical terminology, they make up contrasting structures with skipping 
and splashes, which from the physical point of view can be called "internaI" im
pacts. Discontinuous oscillations in the form of periodic contrasting structures are 
born, because the mathematical model of the Panleve paradox systems is a sin
gularly perturbed system of differential equations [1,2]. 

Figure 43.2 shows some well-known examples ofmechanical systems with the 
Panleve paradox: 

the Panleve-Klain system describing a motion of a rod between parallel 
guiding lines LI and L2 , one of which ( LI) is smooth while another ( L2 ) is 

rough, under action ofthe constant force Fa (Fig.43.2a); 

a brake block being pressed by the force Fa to a wheel rotatable by the 

moment M (Fig. 43.2b); 
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a circle (cylinder), rotatable by the moment M and being pressed into 
the angle by the force Fo ( Fig. 43 .2c), one side of the angle being rough 

and another smooth. 

Fig. 43.2a. A model-Iike representation for the Panleve-Klain dry friction system with the 
Panleve paradox available. 

o 

a 
N 

b 

Fig. 43.2b. A model-like representation for a brake block. 
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N 

Fig. 43.2c. A model-like representation for the torsion shaft pressed into a constriction. 

The equations of motions in these three cases are reduced to the similar form: 

v = 1-F, F = !N! sgn v, X N -A+F = 0, (43.1 ) 

where V is a linear or an angular velocity; Fand N are friction and normal 

pressure forces; X and A are parameters (X > 0, - 1 ~ A ~ 1 ). 

As a dynamical system, the equations (43.1) involve the single phase variable 
v. To obtain the solutions v(t), F(t), N(t) for the given initial condition 

V = va' it is necessary to find F from the last two equations (43.1). However, 

for X < 1 this very operation is impossible: there may be no or two solutions. 

More precisely, in the case X < 1, the equations 

F = !N! sgn V, X N - A + F = ° (43.2) 

for sgn V = sgn A have two solutions; otherwise, there exist no solutions. This 

is imrnediately seen, if on the plane of the variables N and F one depicts a 
graph ofthe functions corresponding to the equations (43.2) (Fig. 43 .3). 

Here, the broken lines 1 and l' stand for the first of the equations (43.2) for 
V > ° and V < ° , respectively; the straight !ine 2 corresponds to the second 

equations in (43.2) and it is supposed that ° < X< 1, A> 0. According to 
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figure 43 .2, in this case for V > 0 there will exist two solutions, and for V < 0 
there will be no solutions. For 0< X < 1 and A < 0, the situation will be 

similar. In this impossibility to find a necessary unique solution for the system 
(43.2) there lies the Panleve paradox. It points out the fact that the classic descrip
tion (43.1) for 0< X< 1 is imperfect. 

1 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/1 ' 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

F 

, , , , , , , , 

1 

l' " 

N 

Fig. 43. 3. The Panleve paradox explained graphically; the desired value of the velocity 
V is found as points of intersection of the hnes 1 and 2 ( V > 0), l' and 2 (V < 0 ) . 

During the discussion mentioned above it was advised to take into account a 
real elasticity of solid bodies. In the Panleve-Klain problems, various ways of 
accounting elasticity were used; this really helped to eliminate the paradox, but, 
nevertheless, brought different results. To somewhat extent, these ways were done 
blindly, i.e. without understanding the deep essence of the Panleve paradox, 
though this or that way of accounting the elasticity helped to eliminate the para
dox. However, areal reason remained existent; to clarify it, there were needed a 
new understanding of interactions between forces in the case of dry friction, a 
more full treatment of the Newton law about action and counteraction, and also 
there was needed a disclosure of the directedness for the action. There was 
needed an understanding of the fact that in the Coulomb law, the nonnal force 
N , causing the friction force F, is directed from N to Fand is effected not 
at the expense of the force N, but at the expense of some extemal source of en
ergy. Understanding this fact gave a new treatment of the equations (43.2) as a 
closed-Ioop cycle of the directed forces from N to F (the first relation in 
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(43.2)) and from F to N (the second relation in (43.2)). This directed cyc1e of 
interactions is depicted in figure 43.4. 

a) F= IN Isign v 

b)zN-A+F=O 

Fig. 43.4. The closed directed cycle of the instantaneous actions by the force generating 
the Panleve paradox. As a directed action in the cycle there serves the pressure N gener
ating the friction force F . 

The case X < 1 brings about the Panleve paradox, since in this cyc1e the interac

tions are instantaneous and its amplification factor, equal to 1/ X, for X < 1 
will be larger than unity. However, in a real system for all X> 0 there will be no 

paradoxicality, since the connections from N to Fand from F to N are not 
instant, thanks to an actual elastico-viscous compliance of solid bodies and con
nections between them. 

Such interpretation of the Panleve paradox makes it possible to suggest the 
simplest way for the account of elastico-viscous inertia compliances of real solid 
bodies and the connections between them in the form of time relaxation delays, by 
writing the equations (43.1) as follows [3] 

v=l-F, ,] P +F = INlsgnv, '2 N + N = x-I (A - F), (43.3) 

where ,] > 0 and '2 > 0 are small time delays. 

Introduction of these delays and writing the singular equations (43.1) in the 
form of singularly perturbed differential equations (43.3) eliminates the Panleve 
paradox; but now instead of the first-order system (43.1) there appears a third
order system, and its studying is far from simple. This study may be simplified by 
presupposing ,] and '2 to tend to zero (for they are actually small), but under 

this presupposition the result turns out to depend upon the ratio ,]1 '2 ' and, 

when it is not fixed, the system (43.3) will have no limiting behaviour at all. 
Certainly, the model (43.3) is not accurate; it is phenomenological. In some 

cases, a real nature of delays may be more complicated, but, nevertheless, this 
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model, though roughly, but specifies the paradoxical equations (43.1) and creates, 
at least, a possibility to understand what may happen in the Panleve paradox sys
tem. Notice here that similar equations and results may be obtained by some par
ticular model-based techniques for accounting the elastico-viscous properties of 
solid bodies. However, against these particular techniques for specifying the 
equations (43.1) the equations (43.3) have some certain advantages, viz. the 
equations (43.3) are more general and involve two essentially small parameters, 
Z"l and '2' while the model-based constructions take into ac count only one of 

them. This explains, in particular, why defmite specifications yield different re-
sults. 

Let us now study the singularly perturbed equations (43.3) and, more pre
cisely, describe some fragments of this study, allowing to represent possible 
motions and phenomena generated by these equations. We shall start with the ex-
treme particular cases of the equations (43.3): '1 = 0 and '2 = o. Here, the 

order of the equations (43.3) will be decreased. Exc1uding the variable F, we 
shall rewrite them, for the purpose of comparison, in terms of the similar phase 
variables V and N: 

v=I-A +XN 

,N = -N[I+ X-I sgn(v- N)]+ X-lA 
( 43.4) 

or, respectively, 

v = l-INI sgn V 

,N = -N [1+ X-I sgn(vN)]+ X-lA. 
(43.5) 

As ,~o, both models, (43.4) and (43.5), will be reduced to the paradoxical 
model (43.1) representing an absolute rigidity of solid bodies. These two models 
contain not only sirnilar phase variables, V and N, but also depend upon the 
same two parameters X and A, and, as it turns out, undergo bifurcations on one 

and the same lines. Due to this, they will have identical partitions of the parame
ter plane into domains with different phase portraits, which are not always identi
ca!. The parameter plane is divided into six domains, A, B, C, D, E and G 
(Fig. 43.5). 

The first three domains relate to paradoxicality (X< 1) and the rest are not 

paradoxical. The phase portraits of the models (43.4) and (43.5) in the domain A 
are represented in figures 43.6a and 43.6b. In both cases we come to the uni-

formly accelerated speed-up r + . In the first case, as ,~o, a fmal motion can 

be preceded by one or two impacts followed by an infmite value of the force N 
and by a finite jump of the velocity v. Here, the coefficient of the velocity jump 

is equal to Jl = (X-l)(X+ 1)-1 . In the second case, instantaneous halts, i.e. 

the impacts with the coefficient Jl = 0 , are possible. The impacts may be visually 
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represented by depicting the limit phase portraits for T ~ 0 (Figs. 43.7a and 
43.7b), corresponding to figures 43.6a and 43.6b. 

In figure 43.7a the point M passes instantly into the point M' , and the point 

M' into M" , .... , and, finally, into M , whereupon there arises a uniformly 
accelerated speed-up. Analogously, in figure 43.7b the point M passes into 

M' , M' into M, the point K into K ' , K' into K = M . From the 

post-impact point M = K there starts a uniformly accelerated speed-up with 
the initial zero velocity. 

A 

B 

-1 1 

Fig. 43.5. Partitioning the parameter plane ,1, X into domains of different dynamical 
behaviours in the systems described by the equations (43.4) and (43.5). 

Within the domain B , phase portraits for the models (43.4) and (43.5) are 
given in figures 43.8a and 43.8b, respectively. 

Each of them includes two steady limit motions - the stable equilibrium state 

o and the uniformly accelerated speed-up r + . Between the stable equilibrium 

states 0 there exists some essential difference - in the first case, as T ~ 0 , 
the attracting domain (shaded in figure 43.7) infinitely decreases and vanishes ; 
in the second case (Fig. 43 . 8), it retains. As before, for T ~ 0, there may occur 
the impacts producing the earlier given velocity jump coefficients and yielding an 
infinite value of N . Impacts and limiting motions in the form of a stable equilib

rium are possible in the paradoxical domain C as weIl. In the non-paradoxical 
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domains D, E and G, as T ~ 0, no impacts will arise, and the limiting 

steady motions will be identical and unique. We emphasize here that the para
doxical case B produces a non-uniqueness of the limit motion, and as T ~ ° , 
this motion might be different in different models (43.3) and (43.4). 

Such are the specificities in the behaviour of the simplified models with the 
Panleve paradox. Specifying the model with due account of both time delays 
makes it possible to expose a greater variety of possible motions and a sudden 
possibility of auto-oscillations, which as T ~ ° , may assurne a form of the so
called contrast structures or infinitely increase their frequency, with the oscillation 
amplitudes of the forces N and F being retained finite. Without going into 
details concerning a rather complicated and, to a great extent, numerical compu
tation, we will shortly describe now the basic facts. They will touchonly the 
model (43.3), where the viscous friction is also taken into account, i.e. the model 
will be of the form 

v = I-F, Tl P +F = INlsgn v+ hv, (43.6) 

T2 N +N = X-l(A-F). 

Dry friction in mechanical systems is weIl known to yield instability and auto
oscillations, but this occurs, if the friction characteristic has a falling component. 
The latter turns out to be not obligatory, if the mechanical system with dry fric
tion is Panleve-paradoxical. In a paradoxical system, instability and auto
oscillations are possible due to a cycle of directed forces with an energy pump-up 
available in it; this role of the cycle cannot even be violated by a supplement of 
the viscous friction; on the contrary, it, in some sense, will strengthen this role. 

Below we would like to present a new result. For small, but finite delays '1 
and '2' there occur instability and a birth of auto-oscillations, according to the 

Andronov bifurcation. For '1 and '2 approaching zero, the auto-oscillations 

take a form of contrasting structures, i.e. they are accomponied with discontinuous 
jumps ofthe velocity V ("internai" impacts), at which the forces Fand N turn 

to infinity. 

The equilibriums ofthe system (43.6) are described by the equations 

A-F=O, XN-A+F=O, F=INlsgnv+hv. (43.7) 

From them it follows, in view of A ~ 1 , that an equilibrium is available only 

for h > 0, X > 1 - A, V > 0; for this we must have 

(43.8) 
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N 

A 

N 

Fig. 43.6. The phase portraits for the systems described by the equations a (43.4) and b 

(43.4) in the domain A offigure 43.5. 
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Fig. 43.7. The limiting phase portraits (as r ~ 0) ofthe systems a (43.4) and b (43.5); 
in the case a, the coefficient of the intemal impact changes the velocity 

Ji = (X- 1)(X+ 1)-1 times; and in the case b, it reduces the velocity to zero 

(Ji= 0). 
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N 

v 

Fig. 43.8. The phase portraits for the systems a (43.4) and b (43.5) in the domain B of the 

parameters /l, X; in contrast to those in the domain A , the steady state motions of the 

systems (43.4) and (43.5) are now different. 
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According to (43.6), the characteristic equation is ofthe form 

Z"i T2Z 3 + (Tl + T2 )Z2 + (1 + 0' Z -1 + h T2 )Z + h = 0, 

where 0' = sgn N* < 0 , and the unique condition for stability implies a ful

fillrnent of the inequality 

(Tl + T2 )(1 + 0' Z -1 + h T2 ) - Tl T2h > 0, 

which for vanishingly small positive Tl and T2 is reduced to the unique require

ment Z > 1. Thus, the unique equilibrium (43.8) exists for Z > 1- /L; it is 

stable for Z > 1 and unstable for Z < 1; it loses its stability through a focus 

point. 
Computer simulations show that with stability being lost there is born a stable 

periodic motion, i.e. auto-oscillations appear. With a decrease of Tl and T2 , this 

limiting cycle is stretching, moving off, partly, to infmity; it assurnes a form of a 
contrast structure with skips and splashes (Figs. 43.9 a ,b,c). The described phe
nomenon occurs within the parameter domain 1 > Z > 1 - /L, /L > 0, h > O. 

In another parameter domain, where Z < 1 - /L, /L > 0, h > 0, for Tl and 

T2 approaching zero, there will also arise auto-oscillations in the form of the 

periodic contrast structures in figure 43.9c. The mechanism of their birth is dif
ferent from the above described and consists in availability in the singularly per
turbed system (43.6) such a structure of the phase space that provides the fol
lowing: 

1) there exist at least two manifolds of slow motions and only one of them is 
stable; 
2) there exists a domain of initial values at which a phase trajectory, as Tl ~ 0, 
T2 ~ 0; can escape to infinity; 

3) there exists such a peculiarity of the structure that provides areturn of the 
phase trajectories from infinity; 
4) there exists a mechanism for the move-off of the phase point from the stable 
manifold. 

In a simpler case, T2 = 0, when the system (43.6) becomes two-dimensional, 

the auto-oscillations of the contrast structure type arise as a result of satisfying the 
conditions 1- 4; an example ofthis is given in figure 43.10. Here, r+ and r_ 
are the stable and unstable manifolds of the slow motions, defmed by the singular 
equations (43.6) (Tl = T2 =0) for Z <1-/L, /L >0, h>O; KC is a 

periodic motion of the contrast structure type with splashes, as Tl ~ O. 
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v v 
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Fig. 43.9. The oscillograms of the periodic contrast structures (discontinuous auto
oscillations) for the system (43.6). 

t 

For h = 0, the periodic contrast structures, as Tl and T2 approach zero, do 

not appear, but for finite Tl and T2 there arise the auto-oscillations which, with 

Tl and T2 approaching zero, unrestrictedly increase their frequency. Here, the 

amplitude of the oscillating velocity v tends to zero while the amplitudes of the 
oscillating forces Fand N remain finite . 

Thus, the dry Coulomb friction in itself or in a combination with the viscous 
friction (h > 0) can, if the Panleve paradox available, yield auto-oscillations, 
which, in the case h > 0, with the rigidity of the so lids involved in the system 
and with the connections between them being increased, will pass to various peri
odic contrast structures, discontinuous periodic auto-oscillations. Their existence 
is caused by the c1osed-loop cyc1e of the directed connections with an external 
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energy source. This is similar to what takes place in relay automatie control sys
tems where the relay has the same characteristic as the Coulomb friction. We em
phasize here that the average velocity of auto-oscillations retains always positive, 
and the external force Fo and the moment M perform a certain work in each 

period. Specificity of these auto-oscillations lies in that that they may be elose to 
discontinuous oscillations and may take the form of various contrast structures 
with skips and splashes. A peculiarity of the systems with the Panleve paradox lies 
also in their behaviour being essentially dependent upon small parameters and 
relations between them. In the models (43.3) and (43 .6) under question , the small 
parameters are the parameters Tl and T2 ; the relation between them is expressed 

by the ratio Tl / T2 . 

N 

v 

Fig. 43.10. The periodic contrast structures (discontinuous auto-oscillations) ofthe two

dimensional system (43 .6) for T2 = O. 
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44 Dynamical interpretation of the least-square 
method and global search optimization with use of 
an adaptive model 

The least-square method and the global optimization algorithm as an il
lustration of applying the dynamical system model. 

As a basis in describing evolutionary processes and phenomena in nature and 
engineering and in the construction and study of their mathematical models 
there is used a dynamical system. All the models in this book are dynamical 
systems. 

The below narration pursues a purpose to attract your attention to opportu
nity, naturalness and purposefulness of the dynamical treatment of some com
putational, searching and algorithmic procedures. This is done with a use of ex
amples of the well-known and widely-used least-square (LS) method and the 
global search optimization with the adaptive stochastic model of the optirnizable 
function. The first example demonstrates an increase of possibilities and effi
ciency of LS method applications as a result of its dynamical representation; the 
second example exhibits a width of the notion of the dynamical system and a 
width ofthe possibilities of description through a dynamical system. 

44.1 
A universal recurrent form of the LS method 

The LS method is a method of estimating unknown parameters of theoretical 
models through indirect measurements. Its authors are considered to be K. F. 
Gauss and A. Legendre. The classical "method of equating" by Gauss was de
veloped in 1795 and successfully used by hirn in 1801 for calculating a trajectory 
of the asteroid Ceres. However, firstly the elements of this method and its name 
"least-square method" were presented by Legendre in 1806 in his work devoted 
to calculations of comet orbits. Though, a probabilistic proof of the method in 
1809-1810 and a profound development of calculating problems belong to 
Gauss. Further development of this method was given in the works of many well
known mathematicians - Laplace, Chebyshev, Neiman, Rao and others. An espe
cially large contribution was brought to by A.A. Markov and A .N. Kolmogorov, 
who gave a rigorous proof of the LS method and suggested the boundaries of its 
substantive applicability. 
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Main advantages of performing estimations by this method include apriori 
solvability of the problem and such remarkable properties of the obtained esti
mates as their non-bias, efficiency and consistency. Thanks to these features, the 
LS method has become one of the most known and widely applied mathematical 
techniques for processing observations and experimental data. On the basis of 
acceptable hypotheses and mathematical models it allows to determine the un
known parameters and regularities not only in direct data processing but also in 
filtering, identification, pattern recognition, description compression (encoding), 
autocorrelated analysis and in other problems. However, there exist two difficul
ties in the application of the classical LS method. The first pertains to the inver
sion of a matrix (sometimes, of a large dimension), without any assurance in its 
correctness. The second difficulty comes from the fact that the data analysis, 
where the "initial data" is transformed to a "result", usually needs to change both 
the data sampies and the hypotheses assumed with respect to processes and phe
nomena under study. The LS method in its classic form demands a fuH repetition 
of the entire calculations if any changes take place in the data used, in the models 
adopted and in the hypothesis assumed. That is why, it was as early as in 1821 
that Gauss suggested a recurrent version of the procedure for the case of scalar 
observations. This version aHowed to correct an earlier calculated estimate with 
due account ofthe results of new additional observations; in this case, any neces
sity in repeating the preceding calculations was eliminated. In 1950, this idea was 
generalized by Placett for the case of vectorial magnitudes. The recurrent version 
of the LS method has found a very wide application , especially in identification 
theory, adaptive control and filtration theory. Further expansion of the LS recur
rent version to fmd a unique solution of a minimal norm through a matrix pseu
doinversion was carried out by A. Albert. The universal recurrent form for the 
LS method was derived in [1-3]. In this version, the method is recurrent not only 
with respect to additional and eliminated data but also to the models used - basis 
functions, parameters to be searched, and linear restrictions on them. 

The basis of the LS method constitutes a minirnization of the quadratic func
tional 

subjected to the linear restrictions 
m 

Lk = '~>kiai - d k = 0 (k = 1,2, ... ,/) , 
i;1 

(44.1) 

(44.2) 

over the needed values of the parameters a1' a2 , ... , a m . In (44.1), 

Xl , bl ; X 2 , b2 ; ••• ; X N , b N is the data to be used. The hypothesis lying in the ba

sis of the LS application says that for the needed values of the parameters 

al' a2 , ... , a m and for the error-free data there will take place the depen-
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dences that will zero the functional J and convert all L k to zero. These as

sumptions, which may be a precise or an admitted approximation, are defmed by 

the chosen basic functions tJ'1 (x), tJ'2 (x), ... , tJ'm (x) and by the linear restric

tions (44.2) and all together will constitute the model assumed to be a basis for the 
specific application of the LS method. 

Through the techniques of the linear algebra and optimization (the Lagrange 
multiplier method for conditional optimization), one can express analytically the 
parameter values minimizing the functional (44.1) under the conditions (44.2). 
This is the LS method in its original classic non-recurrent form. The difficulties 
and inconveniences of its direct application were described above. 

The LS-based transformation of input data and the researcher's controlling 
commands to the output results can be represented schematically in the way 
shown in figure 44.1. Here, a rectangle stands for a LS calculating procedure; 
A , B and C are inputs for the data necessary for calculations CA is the initial data, 
B the basic functions, and C linear restrictions); D is the output supplying the 
values of the needed parameters. The classical form of the LS method, described 
above, presupposes all input data to be frrstly entered, then calculations are 
carried out and the required output data is delivered. 

__ A __ ~~~I~ __ ~_L_S __ ~~r-__ ~D~~ 
t t 
B C 

Fig.44.1. Data processing by the LS method. 

The universal recurrent form of the LS method implies that new data is con
stantly delivered to the inputs, A , B and C, or outdated data is eliminated; ac
cordingly, the output D will generate the associated values of the needed pa
rameters. This process is exercised not through multiplex repetition of the LS 

calculating procedure but recurrently, on the basis of the state e introduced as 
a collection of five matrices containing, in particular, the values of the parameters 

a sand of the functional J. So, we obtain 

(44.3) 
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where ek and e k +l are the states in the k -th and the following k+l -th cal

culating steps; a k+l is a vector of the unknown values of the parameters in the 

k+ 1 -th step; U k+l is a vector of the input data and the researcher's controlling 

commands arriving after the k -th step. The vector U k+l represents one of the 
following six possible input commands: 

- introducing the new input data xi , bi or elirninating the outdated data; 

- introducing the new function 91i(X) or eliminating any previous one, with re-

spectively introducing the new parameter ai or elirninating a previous one; 

- imposing a new linear constraint or elirninating an outdated one . 
The operator for the controlled dynamical system (44.3) is implemented with

out matrix inversion; instead, only their addition and multiplication of matrices 

are needed. Though, adescription of the operator T ( u) is rather cumbersome 

and so here it is ornitted. 
The universal recurrent form described and its representation in the shape of a 

controllable dynarnical system bring to the LS method new wider applications and 
provide necessary adaptability for the problems to be solved by this method. In 
particular, no matrix inversion is needed; the problem of weak conditionality for 
the information matrix is also removed; an error of the initial approximation, 
being inevitable under the previous partial recurrency, is now elirninated easily; a 
search for an appropriate model and elimination of errors in the incorrect or ran
dornly strongly deviated data become much more effective. Thus, there appears a 
good possibility to construct a suitable basis, to compress a description and a 
coding, and to provide a current data processing, etc. 

44.2 
Global search optimization with a use of the adaptive model 

The algorithm of the search for aglobaI optimization, the minimization of the 
function Q(x) over the set X, is presented by the rules for assigning the fol-

lowing point 

(44.4) 

and by the search interruption 

(44.5) 

After interruption, as a "minimum" of the function Q( x) over X there is ac

cepted the value 
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Qmin = min {Q! , ... , Qn} = QS , (44.6) 

being taken at the point x min = X S 
• Here, the function Q(x) is supposed to be 

given in the sense that for any X E X it is possible to find the value Q( x). The 

. n+l f h . 1 2 n b h d next pomt X , a ter t e pomts X ,X , ... , X ,may e c osen un er vanous 
assumptions. Below, we shall assume most probable the fact that in the new cho-

sen point x n+1 , the probability of satisfying the inequality 

(44.7) 

will be maximal. In order to have this choice in reality, the stochastic model of 
the function Q( x) is assumed to be constructed on the basis of the already 

known values of the function Q( x) at the points Xl, X 2 , ••• ,X n [4]. According 

to this model, the probability of obtaining Q( x) < Q is equal to 

(44.8) 

In this model, the functions rp ( q), C, (x) and Ys (x) are chosen from the 

available general representations for the functions Q( x) . In accordance with 

them, rp ( q) is a nondecreasing function of q, varying from ° to 1 with q 
being changed from - 00 to + CX); C, (x) are such functions of X that 

C, (X) ~ 0 as the distance p,. between the points X and X s increases; 

C,.(x k ) = 6'k (the Kronecker symbol); Ys(x) is the increasing functions ofthe 

distance p,., for example, being equal to DsPs' where Ds is the coefficient 

estimating the rate of changes of the function Q( x) from the point X to the 

point X s . As specific forms of the functions rp (q) and C.,. (x) there may be 

taken, for example, the following 

( ß\ { li e<;" for q ~ 0, 
rp ~J= (44.9) 

1- li e -<;" für q 2 O. 

We emphasize here that the stochastic model (44.7) of the function Q( x) cov

ers not only apriori representations of the function Q( x) but also the informa

tion obtained about this function upon n search steps. With each current step, this 
model is being improved. That is why it was called the adaptive stochastic model 
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of the optimizable function. The following point x n+I is searched as a point of 
maximum for the probability ofthe inequality (44.7), being found as a maximum 

(44.8) for Q = Qmin - TJ. Therefore, the optimizing technique described above 
may be practically exploited only in the case, ifthe function (44.8) is optimized 
much simpler than the maximization of the function Q( x) . This is the case when 

the arising difficulties become significant or the computation of the function 
Q( x) needs a lot of effort, whereas this computational effort should be reduced 

if possible . 
At each search step, to choose a current search point requires to have the mag

nitude TJ> 0 already assigned in the inequality (44.7). This magnitude TJ may 
be considered as a controlling parameter of the search. It is intuitively c1ear that at 
the beginning of the search we should try as fast as possible to improve the 
model and only upon it, a search of the minimum itse1f is performed. These steps 
are advised to be combined during the search. In the beginning of the search, one 
may hope for a significant decrease of the values of Q, while in the end of it this 

decrease is less probable. From this it follows that, at first, one should choose 
large values of TJ and then decrease them. For large TJ it may be presupposed 

that the model will be improved and it will be confmned by experiments; while 
for small TJno large decreases of the minimum will occur. However, all these 

things are not more than general heuristic assumptions to be proved experimen
tally. A more proved choice of TJ in each step can be done if there is available 

an approximate graph of the dependence 

upon the number of TJ. This probability does not increase with TJ and, in gen

eral, decreases with TJ; this decrease may be slow or fast. For a slow decrease, it 

is natural to increase TJ till a reasonable limit; for a very fast decrease, the mag

nitude TJ must be chosen smaller, because a small, but reachable, result is more 
preferable to a greater, but very improbable. I think that here we encounter the 
very case when human intuition and human experience playa decisive role; and it 
is hardly possible that any attempts to improve the theory might be useful, at 
least, within the frames ofthe accepted model and within the searching technique. 

However, here we will not deviate from our main subject. Now, we need to 
bring the above described search for the minimum to a controllable dynarnical 
system, i.e. we should defme astate, astate space and astate changing operator 
dependent upon the controlling variable TJ. For determining the following 

search point x n+! we have to know all previous sequences of values 

XIQI; x 2Q2; ... ,xnQn andalsoweshould fmd themaximumover X of the 
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function (44.8) at the given Q = Qmin - lJ. We recall here that X min is a value 

of X s, for which QS is a maximum among all known values Q! ,Q2 , ... ,Qn. 
From the said it follows that as astate there should be taken the entire sequence 

of values x! Q! ; ... , X n Qn . As astate space there will be taken a set of such all 

possible sequences for all n;;:: 1 with Xi EX and Qi = Q(x i ) . An operator 

will be defmed by the fact that x n+! is a maximum of the function (44.8) for 

Q = Qmin - lJ, where lJ > 0 is a controlling variable being assigned at each 

searching step. 
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Basic functioning, structural and management principles of the human so
ciety. An ideal public game in the society. The problem of authority in the 
society. 

Mathematical models we have considered up to now are though sometimes very 
simplified but the models for the existing or certainly feasible objects and proc
esses. When we were speaking ab out modelling, it was supposed by us to be the 
modelling of real objects. However, mathematical models mayaiso describe the 
non-existent, imaginary, hypothetical and even fantastic objects. In one case, a 
feasibility of such models does not give rise to any doubts, and in another cases it 
does. When simulating a flight to the Moon, we are able to realize whether this 
flight is feasible and what is needed for it. But there may be the models whose 
implementation is hardly possible, though possible in principle. The similar 
situation takes place in modelling a structure of the future human society or possi
ble future attempts to simulate new genetic structures for living organisms and 
man. This kind of modelling, let us call it fantastic, has also the right to live, and, 
what is more, is interesting and may happen to be useful. 

These introductory words precede my final narration on a fantastic theoretical 
game model of the human society [1-4]. Perhaps, this model is not only fantastic 
but also very unusual, since constructing it relies, if necessary, not only upon 
exact knowledge and exact sciences but upon general humanitarian and natural 
science considerations and arguments; however, the conclusions drawn from them 
are sudden and interesting and agree with some determinative tendencies observed 
in the contemporary human society. Even in studying the human society mathe
matically, the humanitarian considerations are inevitable, and the designation of 
mathematics here lies not in escaping from them (that is impossible) but only in 
assisting to make them more clear-cut and to neatly split what is accepted from 
what will be inferred from it; and then to deduce what is needed and interesting. 

What follows below represents itself an attempt to comprehend a structure 
and a functioning of the contemporary society (its tendencies and evolutionary 
perspectives) in terms of such exact sciences as mathematical modelling, control 
theory and oscillations theory. 

Mathematical modelling is needed for constructing the mathematical model, 
which could serve as a basis for our further conclusions. The contemporary soci
ety and its activity are supposed to be very complicated; to understand them we 
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use different opinions. Here, the exact sciences, and mathematics in particular, 
seem of no help for uso 

But actually this is not so. Not so, because such a phenomenon as simple 
mathernatical models can provide a general description of the object under study, 
by reflecting only its most essential specificities and features needed by uso 

The control theory is here also needed, because any society is functioning on 
the basis of some purposeful synchronization of human actions; this synchroniza
tion is performed and maintained through management as weIl. 

The theory of oscillations is also needed here, for this is an all-embracing sci
ence about evolutionary processes; and the functioning of the human society is 
some kind of the evolutionary process. 

In their organization and functioning, the society and its constituents, people, 
look similar to a living cellular organism. Life to the entire organism is provided 
by an association of cells; a living activity of cells is provided through a homeo
stasis of the environment of cells in the organism. Something similar is available 
in a human society too. Life of the society needs some appropriate environment 
to be provided. Let this environment be called here a basic level of the society. 
Alongside with the perfection of the multi-cellliving organism, there appeared, in 
addition to the environmental homeostasis, humoral and nervous controls, as a 
necessary condition for life. In the contemporary human society, they are analo
gous to the activities exerted by governmental and public organizations. In a 
living organism, everything happens as if on its own, under naturallaws, in ac
cordance with the tendencies of nature self-organization. These laws and tenden
cies are still insufficiently understood by uso Instead, in the human society, in 
contrast to wild nature, many things are arranged conscientiously and with a 
purposeful interference of people into their life. 

The above analogy of a living organism with a human society is evident, 
though the differences between them are also astonishing, not to say more. With 
respect to the living organism, the society lies on the higher evolutionary level, 
when a cell becomes intelligent and gets an opportunity to directly influence 
upon society's organization and activity. The cells of the cellular organism lack 
such an effective, direct and fast influence upon it. . This fundamental difference 
creates a gigantic acceleration for the life evolution, perfection and development 
ofthe human society, in contrast to a living cellular organism. 

Man started to think about the functioning of the human society long ago. But 
only at present, to my rnind, there has appeared a necessary scientific basis and 
this problem has reached its critical point. Up to some time, the social and eco
nornical structures of the society were formed and changed, mainly, in the way 
sirnilar to the development of all the living on the Earth, i.e. they evolved bio
logically, not without trials, rnistakes, dead ends and aselection. Alongside with 
it, this process was influenced by traditions, religious beliefs, general comprehen
sions and natural-science views. From the times of ancient Greece, there were 
outlined the two approaches in the study of the society. They can be denoted as 
"from the man" and "from the State". The State approach had triumphed both 
in describing historical events and the current life of the society. Under this ap-
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proach, the State and its authorities, their interests and objectives were put into 
the foundation of all happening events and all fates of the society . Only recently 
there has appeared a sudden change in this approach; the interests of all people in 
the society as a whole received a partial account. All this is rather natural, since 
the State and the authorities executed the defending function , necessary for the 
entire society, against the extemal aggression, enslavement and annihilation. The 
development of material and productive basis of the society has stepped over 
these limits and assumed the form of general scientific, technical and informa
tional revolutions. These revolutions , nowadays, largely determine the structure 
of the contemporary society. I guess that to-day something similar is also possible 
in social, economical and public spheres. If you like, time has come and, I think 
you will agree with me, at present there is no more important and urgent object 
for the scientific study than the human society. This study must cover not only 
the local problems of economical efficiency, profitability, revenues and the 
efficiency of enterprises, productions, agriculture, circulation of goods and 
money (that in itself is also very important) but, rather, the functioning mecha
nisms of the society, its general organizational principles and management. 

There exists a great need in aglobai mathematical model and the theory of 
functioning, organizing and managing the society, the theory resting on this 
model. They could help the humanity in surmounting the imminent social, eco
logical, economical crises and catastrophes and could promote the social revolu
tion similar to the industrial and informational. Though, as it seems to me, these 
changes will not occur by themselves, as this took place and takes place in the 
engineering and informational revolutions. There are at least the two reasons for 
this: the first is an absence of immediate personal incentive among those whom 
it depends upon, and the second reason is an insufficient competence of those 
whom it depends upon. In order to succeed in the sphere of material production, 
greatly needed are the both things, personal incentive and competence, whereas 
these things are not obligatory for the authorities. The incentive, if any, has a very 
vague foundation not arising from the fundamental interests of the authorities; as 
for their competence, it is of no necessity at all; more exactly, for a social revolu
tion, no competence is needed. Though, to become a shoemaker one should 
leam, the personne1 for the shoe-making industry should be trained in special 
colleges and institutions. In order to become a builder, you should leam as weil. 
To become a doctor, you need to take a five-year course of special training and 
then have a clinical practice; upon this, you will also have to study and study 
continuously. Further, to become, say, a senior researcher you should not finish 
only an institute or a university but also have a PhD degree. Only upon all these 
things, you may become capable of winning a competition that will demand your 
personal incentive and purposefulness. 

And now, what should you study, what skills should you develop and what 
should be obligatorily known by you in order to become a member of the Duma 
(the Russian parliament), a member of the govemment or a member of the city 
administration? No severe requirements for this. No requirements, since the 
authority is an owner of itself and no lows are prescribed for it. No requirements 
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are needed either, because the person willing to join the authority lines is usually 
demanded to possess, first of all, absolutely other distinguishing features. These 
features are quite different from the features thanks to which the people have 
performed the scientific and technical revolution, are performing the contempo
rary informational revolution and could have done the scientific and social eco
nomical revolution. 

In order to have the scientific social and economical revolution really executed 
on the basis of knowledge and intelligence, it is absolutely necessary to have the 
authoritative activities absolutely open, an availability of the most severe criteria 
for estimating the authoritative actions, the mechanism to cut off incompetent 
actions, lies and trickery. As well, greatly needed is a constant inflow of energetic 
and talented people to the authoritative lines. 

What can make these demands implemented? My thinking is that they may be 
implemented only through understanding the inevitability of the deepest and hard
est crisis, understanding the coming catastrophe that is threatening everybody's 
existence inc1uding the authority's. Also, through understanding our own interests 
and profits both in the nearest and distant future, understanding the integrity of all 
the people as a species and their fate; and fmally, through understanding what 
should be done and what man should strive to, in order to escape from the catas
trophe. 

The greatest temptation of any authority is gaining a forced supremacy over the 
society and the world. However, to perform management of a super-complicated 
and, above all, active object (and such is the contemporary human society) by 
forceful and even all-crushing methods is impossible without destroying it, with
out depriving it of its absolutely necessary self-organizational abilities bringing to 
the society efficiency and prosperity. The forced management will, in the fmal 
end, lead to an actual destruction of the human society. The authoritative man
agement should not be dictatorial but promotional to the active nature of the peo
pIe and to the most efficient employment of them. The management of the human 
society cannot be completely centralized. This management should rest upon its 
ability for self-organization; this self-organization should be promoted and sup
ported by the authority. The collective intelligence and human activities cannot be 
replaced by any centralized authority - this intelligence constitutes a basis for life 
and evolution ofthe society. 

Much of the above said conceming oUf desire to construct and discuss a global 
mathematical model for the human society basic level (the model helps to under
stand the functional, organizational and management principles of the society) 
was given here without proof and expresses the author's point of view. This 
viewpoint is expressed here not to make you obligatorily agree with it. Not all 
disc10sed things will be even used. This, if you wish, is some kind of invitation to 
you for a discussion, to make you ponder on them. 

Alongside with these things, any mathematical description presupposes the ac
ceptance of some initial statements. Usually, these are the generally accepted 
representations of exact sciences. They are, so to say, hidden in the background: 
they lie beyond the discussion and are obeyed when a further theory is con
structed. Nowadays, one cannot behave in such a way, since formulating the 
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initial foundations for the society implies their discussion and reasoning, since 
these foundations are not simple and not evident. In the given case, these initial 
foundations will be as follows: a game-like perception of life, human aspirations 
and what is wanted by humans from the human society. Only upon discussing and 
accepting all these things, one can pass to the conclusions that may be called the 
organizational and management principles ofthe society. 

An initial proposition will be the idea that the society is created and exists for a 
human being, for all humans; hence, the society should correspond to the nature 
of a human and to his aspirations and wishes, which are compatible and accept
able for all people. Naturally, this initial proposition cannot be proved, it can be 
only reasoned and not more, since always there may happen a person who may 
say: "No, the society has been created only for me or for us, and the State is me" 
or "The world and all people ex ist for my people only and everybody must obey 
and serve to them". Similar viewpoints also hold powerful hidden reasons de
termined by human's nature and by the life being until now improved through a 
severe struggle for existence. This cannot be disputed, since that was so in reality. 
Though, in the contemporary stage of the life evolution this is already not so. 
This evolutionary mechanism has become outdated, it must be replaced, because it 
is ceasing to properly serve to the life progress on the Earth. The struggle for 
existence with its extreme manifestations in the form of armed conflicts and 
wars, terrorism, competitive, political and ideological murders, must assume other 
shapes. At present, in this way think most of the people, but not everybody. Nev
ertheless, to look into these fundamentals is much easier than into the human 
society. Right here, of possible help may be the exact sciences, since they are able 
to reduce complicated and very complicated questions to less complicated and 
even simple. 

For us, the below idea that the society exists for all people equally will be an 
axiom. The struggle for existence as an evolutionary mechanism and the life 
improvement should be softened and replaced by something other. The necessity 
of this replacement is caused by the fact that the period of purely physiological 
and physical perfection of a human has been supplemented, if not replaced, with 
the period of his intellectual perfection. The intellectual perfection uncovers vast 
possibilities and ways for evolution and progress of life, which are faster and 
more effective. In a highly intelligent society, the struggle for existence brings the 
undesirable consequences, which cannot promote life perfection and successful 
activity of people. The struggle for existence has become not only unacceptable 
but - and this is the most essential - there appears an actual possibility to elimi
nate and replace it. This possibility was born by the success in science and engi
neering and by the technological innovations based upon it. Nowadays, a principal 
opportunity appears to provide worthy life for all people and to cease the exces
sive reproduction that feeds the struggle for existence. 

There is no logic in formulating the initial postulates, but there are arguments 
and considerations. In order to protect humans against undesired consequences of 
the struggle for existence, the living nature has created restrictive instincts. 
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A human is capable of restricting hirnself and must do it consciously. Initially he 
did it on the basis ofhis religious ideas and beliefs, which were coming down as if 
from heavens, they were highly respected and awesome. To-day, this should be 
done on the basis of intelligence, natural and exact sciences. 

The necessary correction of the struggle for existence implies a transference of 
this struggle to a competition, on the basis of the aspiration to achieve the preset 
objective and within the rigidly obeyed rules. This transformation of the struggle 
for existence may be called agame. The game where all participants are equal in 
their possibilities, nobody violates the rules and the winners appreciate the losers, 
because without the losers there would have been neither victory nor joy from it, 
and no game itse1f. Without the losers, agame mechanism of the competitive 
perfection of the humanity will not work. 

Thus, we have agame, instead of the struggle for existence, for equal rights 
and equal opportunities for all people; finally, all this is for the sake of people. 
Such is the result of preliminary considerations concerning the postulates to be 
laid into the foundation of further, already logical, conc1usions. 

I foresee here and have already heard weighty objections:" all this is so, but 
people, due to their nature, instincts and egoism, will never obey this, even though 
they will accept it". Unfortunately, this is true. Almost true, since I see, neverthe
less, the two objections: the first objection is that nature has, nevertheless, gifted 
man with morals, ethical ideas and standards, and with soul; the second objection 
is that humans are still able to realize that straightforward egoism and their 
yearning to catch a momentary profit will inevitably bring them to a crisis and 
catastrophe and that changes and admission of behavioural constraints by them 
will be, in the final end, more profitable and beneficial for them. 

The description of the really existing threatening situation and possible ways to 
overcome it can help people to improve their behaviour. It is just here that the 
exact sciences, the convincingness of their conc1usions and logic may be of great 
help. Of course, different nations and different peoples are at different stages of 
their capabilities to comprehend, think over and improve their behaviour. This 
will happen not instantaneously, but this must happen, since it is hardly possible 
that the gigantic self-organization of nature will make a failure. What is more, the 
appropriate tendencies in civilized countries are undoubtedly available. 

45.1 
Game-like perception of life and a theoretical game model of the 
society 

You undoubtedly enjoy playing with somebody and something. A human life is 
also a game; more exact1y, one may apprehend and describe it as agame, some
times, comic, tragical, interesting, boring, fascinating , odious, ... , but almost al
ways, desirable. Probably, you all remember the words from the aria "What is our 
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life? .. Agame ... ". This phrase opens the popular Russian TV game "What? 
Where? When?" in the elite club of fans, where everybody can earn a good penny 
by his intelligence. 

The well-known Russian writer M. Prischvin has once written: "The desired 
life is agame, and all who can are playing, but who cannot are working with the 
hope to play some other time". 

Nature has endowed a human many features that promote his active and 
sometimes even selfless participation in agame: self-Iove, ambition, desire to be 
aleader and to gain the wanted. 

A win in agame can cause emotions being unforgettable in pleasure and at
traction. People are able to torture themselves for long years with training for the 
sake of a unique instant of feeling delight and triumph of their victory in 
Olympic games or other competitions. 

In addition, I will cite here the words of A. Einstein: "Success is a tireless la
bour plus an ability to treat life as agame ... ". 

Thus, agame is not only desirable and loved, but it is efficient and prornotes 
to win success in life. Agame is an acceptable, desired and efficient form and an 
image of human life. 

Y ou have already got accustomed that in the play someone wins and someone 
loses. All cannot win simultaneously. This seems indisputable; but this is not so. 
To be more exact, there exist many games for which this does not hold. First of 
all, this is not so for the "man - nature" games; this is not so in social games 
either, i.e. in the games of people in the society. 

Moreover, you have got used that when playing you should hide your playing 
"cards" and conceal the moves you are going to do. But sometimes this also turns 
out to be not so. It may be absolutely vice versa; sometimes it becomes even 
profitable to open your "cards" and even to arrange an agreement with your 
partners concerning the future joint actions. 

ladmit here that you may be surprised at this and even do not trust me. I will 
try to explain why the above said may occur and may be natural for numerous 
games. The matter is that games in mathematics are understood in a far wider way 
than those in which we play between ourselves for the sake of pleasure. Mathe
matics describes agame, and more precisely, a simplest single-move game as the 
situation, where every player makes his move and obtains his win depending upon 
his move and the moves of the remaining players. The above said can be visually 

represented as a table, where the first line holds all the players 11,12'" .,In; and 

the second all the possible moves by them. Here, every player 15 chooses any 

move X s from his set Q 5 of the allowed moves. In the last line are given the 

wins obtained by all the players upon their moves: the player 15 upon his move 

XS EQ5 will get the winfs(xpx2"",Xn)' This is a simplest single-move 

game of n players, but this game is already sufficient to demonstrate the above 
said. For this purpose, let us use the example of Yu. B. Germeyer discussed 
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above. In the game invented by hirn every player I s chooses any number 

x s (s = 1,2, ... n), n ~ 3, between 0 and 1 and obtains the win 

(45.1) 

Let every player know only his payoff function (45.1). Looking at it, he sees 
that in order to maximally contribute to his win, he should choose x s = 1 . All 

players behave also in this way, i.e. they choose XI = x 2 = ... = x n = 1, and as 

a result, according to (45.1), every player will receive a unity win. If all players 
expose their payoff functions and every player sees these functions, then upon 
pondering a little they will realize that they will win much more, if they all agree 
to choose X s = 0 (s = 1,2, ... n) , though "to their detriment". After that, eve

rybody will win n - 1, which is more than the former win equal to 1 (n ~ 3) . 
At the same time, every player has a temptation not to follow the treaty by 
choosing unity instead of zero and thus to win unity more, i.e. n instead of 
n - 1 . Here, all the remaining players will receive unity less, and most likely 
this will break down the agreement and all, as a result, will be at a loss having 
obtained unity instead of n - 1. 

It is not difficult to outguess why everything in this game does not look like in 
our habitual games. In this game, a sum of all wins is positive while in usual 
games it is equal to zero and a payoff of some players is obtained at the expense 
of losses of others only. For a two-player game with the zero payoff sum, the 
game will be antagonistic, with all its consequences so habitual to us. Whereas in 
the game against nature, the sum of all the wins of all players can be positive, at 
the expense of nature, its resources and gifts. 

Now, we are able to formulate the game we play living in the society and par
ticipating in generallabouring or other activities. 

Each man I s ' by his will or according to these or those circumstances and 

ideas, chooses a desired game from the set 0 of possible games. Having chosen 
the game Os' he simultaneously chooses the set Q s of his possible moves and 

the payoff function fs (x I , ... , X n ) . The game implies every player to succes

sively choose the set Q s' the move X sand receive the corresponding win 

fs (XI"'" xn) dependent both upon his move X sand the moves of remaining 

players. During his life, every player performs many moves and may change 
games, but the latter usually happens rather rarely. 

It is worth noticing here that the moves to be chosen by the player I s from the 

set Q s are defined not only by the set Q s but also by actual opportunities of 

the player. This circumstance could be described in the following way: the move 
to be chosen must belong to some set (j) s being inherent to the given player and 
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being determined by his entire prehistory, in particular, by his preceding game 
and his results. In principle, the payoff function can also vary with time. 

45.2 
Organizational and management principles of the society 

We shall try to formulate what every man, living in the society, is willing to get 
and wants and what people want from the society. This seems very difficult to do 
and even impossible: the people are so many and they are all so different. But we 
will not go into details and restrict ourselves by what is general for all or almost 
for all. What we want to do is to take only a simple model as a basis and discuss 
it; we shall not deal with the model sufficiently and adequately describing the 
society in all its manifestations. The things general for all people will be the fol
lowing: 

1) an aspiration to satisfy their needs as much as possible; 
2) adesire, in spite of natural competition, to unite with others in the a society, for 
more efficient production and greater satisfaction oftheir needs. 

The question about what people want from the society, besides the things indi
cated in the item 2, can be stated, in accordance with the preceding discussion, as 
follows: 
3) aspirations of individuals to maxirnally satisfy their needs must bring, in the 
final end, to a possibly greater satisfaction of the needs for all members of the 
society; and, as a result, an individual success will be simultaneously a general 
success. 

Let us discuss the conditions of practicability for the postulates 1-3 (the aspira
tions of people and their desires ) within the frames of the theoretical game model 
of the society; to be more exact, the necessary conditions for their implementa
tion. Let us call them the organizational and management principles of the society. 

First of all, we notice here that equality of rights and opportunities for all peo
pIe of the society were laid into the foundation of the very theoretical game 
model. Nevertheless, there retains some kind of inequality because of a disparity 
of the sets OJ s ; but this inequality is as inevitable as a difference in features is 

inherited by a human from nature, and also it is determined by what he was born 
and how he has shown his worth. Perhaps, this natural inequality should be 
somehow compensated by the society; this is observed, indeed. 

Further, according to the points 1-3 it is absolutely necessary to observe the 
mIes of the game; and in particular, only in case of their observance the equality 
of rights and opportunities will take place. Only with these mIes being obeyed, 
the game becomes attractive, desirable and efficient. From the contemporary 
point of view, the observance of the playing mIes can be treated as an observance 
of human rights, and more exactly, the rights and responsibilities of each person-
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ality. For observance of these rules and success of the game, which requires, 
possibly, more information ab out it, there should be open both the functioning of 
the society and the decision-making processes in this society. Upon them, there 
will depend the payoff functions of each player. We shall not specify what and 
how much must be known or how one should be able to forecast. What is im
portant for us now is the thing that the society should be open for this. Thus, the 
openness of the society is one of the necessary guarantees for observing the hu
man rights and for providing a successful game for all people of the society. 
Perhaps, this many-sided and essential role of the society's openness was highly 
estimated by George Soros and was chosen by him to be a basic characteristic 
for the desired society, he is striving to create. Also, one more necessary condi
tion arises from the fact that the wider is the set of admissible moves, the wider 
will be the opportunities for optimizing the wins. This requirement of maximally 
admissible size of the sets Q s for the admissible moves may be interpreted as a 

principle of minimal compulsion, or a rninimality of constraints for human moves 
. So, we have come to the three organizational and management principles of the 
society: observance of human rights, openness of the society and minimality of 
compulsion. 

Now we will discuss how to approach the objective introduced and stated by 
the item 3. Earlier, consumption and products could be treated very widely. Be
low, they imply only money, thernselves or their equivalent. Let us denote the 

monetary part of the win fs by fs and introduce additionally the actual 

monetary win rp s for every player. It is clear that the general win F of the entire 

society will be equal to F = L f = L rp . A win of everybody will promote 
s S 

to the win of all remaining players and to the general win, if we assurne that 

fs = asF (as > 0, La = 1). However, in this way all players are de-
s 

prived of the possibility to estimate the actual effect of their moves and, moreo
ver, they lose interest in the game, because a win of the player will not actually 
depend upon his moves. This can be avoided through the assumption 

fs = Ps rps (Ps > 0" L P rp = L fjJ ); then, the condition that an individ-s s s 
ual win should promote the general win of all players will be violated. 

Both requirements can be observed, if we assurne that 

(45.2) 

Here the coefficients Ps should not be very small and the coefficients a s too 

large. This is necessary for the changes of the payoff function (through which a 
player could estimate the efficiency of his moves) to be deterrnined mainly by 
the function rp s or, more exactly, to allow to understand how rp s varies. 
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The objective 3 of the society also presupposes a maximization of the general 
win F via maximizing all individual wins rp s ' i.e. the maximum of the function 

F or the magnitude F elose to it should be obtained through optimizing each 
of the functions rp s over the variable X s. It may be noticed here that if each of 

the functions rps depends upon X s only, then from the optimization of all rps 
over X s there will follow the optimization of the general win F as functions of 

all variables Xl 'Xz , ••• ,Xn . We may hope that something similar will take place 

also in the case when the function rp s has X s as a leading and very essential vari

able. It is interesting to note here that the games with such a condition fulfilled 
will be most attractive. 

Let us summarize what we have leamt about the functioning, organizational 
and management principles of the contemporary society. The functioning princi
pIe ofthe society is the game; the organizational principles are as follows: 

1) Openness, an open access to the information regarding functioning, processes 
and events happening in the society; 
2) The principle ofminimal compulsion, minimality of constraints for the moves 
of the society members; 
3) The principle of the human rights, i.e. the rules of life-like games being 
obligatory and equal for all members ofthe society. 

The management of the society should assign the playing rules ,i.e. the win

ning magnitudes f s and the sets Q s of the admissible moves. This assignment 

should be exercised in such a way as 

1) to make each player personally interested in the game and in the win, and to 
provide for hirn sufficient information and opportunities to optimize the game; 

2) to make the total win F promoting all individual wins f s ; 

3) to make the optimization of the individual wins to simultaneously and ade
quately be the optimization of the general win F . 

Besides, the management of the society should re provide an observance of 
playing rules and promote their improvement. The aspirations of people to per
feet their needs may be implemented not only through more expedient moves 
in their games but also, in a wider aspect, through creating new games and new 
playing moves. New games and new admissible moves constitute new labouring 
tools, types and ways of production, extraction and processing, new technologies, 
industrial, agricultural and other processes, new living and working conditions 
facilitating a more complete satisfaction of human needs. Games are improved on 
the basis of the cognitive activity of people, due to their inquisitiveness and intel
lect, the desire to understand, investigate and improve. The game should properly 
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embrace these kinds of human activities as weH and this leads us to a greater 
attractiveness of the joint playing life and promotes the general progress. 

The core of these innovations is a cognitive, research and searching activity 
of people on the basis of a succession of knowledge and skills being provided 
through upbringing and education. These kinds of human activities are promoted 
by instincts and human nature, though not at aH times they enjoyed a widespread 
support from the society and were inc1uded in the monetary win. The society in 
this question evidently demonstrated insufficient attention to its profit; and this 
lack of attention used to be only partiaHy compensated by the tsar's favour, 
patron's and philanthropie activities. This underestimation has a powerful rea
son, viz. an absence of any monetary estimate for such actions, a distant nature 
of their effect and a distant material incentive for the society, as a whole but not 
for specific people. This has led to the situation that scientific and engineering 
research was highly stimulated mainly by the armed oppositions and conflicts. 
Unacceptability of this situation is evident but to correct it is not very simple. 
Aggressiveness and the aspiration to predomination lie in the human nature too 
and not yet recently were, as it seems, the main mechanisms of life evolution on 
the Earth. Armed conflicts are games as weH, they are great from the historical 
point of view, but hardly acceptable at present and in the future. From the view
point of the theoretical-game model of the society these conflicts contradict the 
society's objective, but the introduction of games with cognitive actions (sci
ence, engineering, culture, education, etc.) is natural for the model, since these 
actions extend an appeal of the games, meet the inbom aspirations and disposi
tions of many people. Such games extend essentiaHy, if not decisively, the effec
tiveness of the games of aH people and the society as a whole. 

45.3 
An ideal public game 

Proceeding from the theoretical game model for the public life of people, from 
their aspirations formulated in the section 45.2 (items 1 and 2), and from the ob
jective 3 ofthe society, introduced in the item 3, we have come now to a necessity 
to observe a number of general principles. One cannot say that they are unex
pected and new . Somehow or other, they have been expressed and even partiaHy 
implemented in civilized countries. But alongside with them, absolutely other 
principles were dec1ared and materialized as weH. As for the win (45.2), one may 
say that it takes place in any society. The society, where as = 1 / n and fls = 0 , 

may be caHed an ideal communism, and the society with as = 0 and fls = 1 a 

wild capitalism. 
In a civilized society, the term flsfjJs in the formula (45.2) indicates an imme-

diate eaming and the term asF indicates, partly or completely, what a member 
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of the society possesses in the form of educational, medical, cultural, social, ju
ridical supports and insurances and other duty-free services. 

The new things we have now farniliarized with are what principles must be 
obeyed if we accept the initial postulates and on what basis the coefficients as 

and ßs will be deterrnined. Here, we eIear out what functions are provided by 

each of these principles and what idea is held in each ofthese principles. In gen
eral, they are assigned to promote attractiveness and efficiency of games and, 
through this, the observation of playing mIes. 

In particular, there have been formulated the requirements for a universal 
game, ineIuding an econornic game .. In their fuH size, these requirements can be 
hardly fulfilled, and this is not even demanded from them; instead, only some 
approximate observance of them will be sufficient. At the same time, a study of 
the games satisfying these ideal requirements is of a eertain interest and allows to 
formulate the principles to be exploited as a basis for an approximate organization 
and self-organization of the games. 

We remind here that agame implies that each of the players I s ' S = 1, n 

chooses the value ofhis variable Xs and then obtains the win fs(xp ... ,xn ). A 

natural strategy of each player is maxirnizing his win over the variable Xs 

available for hirn. Let us call a game an ideal one, if this personal wins maximiz
ing the strategy bring a maximization of the general win of all the players. This 
requirement ean be written as the fact that 

max!s(xp ... ,xn ), s=l,n (45.3) 
Xs 

• • 
is aehieved at the same point O(x, , ... ,xn ) that 

max F(x" ... ,xn ), (45.4) 
X1""'Xn 

Weshall consider each of the players to be able to inerease his payoff funetion 

over his variable X s by varying it in accordance with the equations 

Xs = 8 s(t) ais, es(t) > 0, s = l,n axs 

or the analogous ones with small delays. 

(45.5) 
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45.3.1 
Conditions to obtain successful individual searches for the largest wins 

The point being solved by us below touches the situation when the strategy 
(45.5) brings a player to a successful fulfillment of the condition (45.3) and 
when the point 0 is unique. 

Let us take the function V of the form 

V = .!. L Cs (t)( Bis )2 
2 s Bxs 

(45.6) 

and find its time derivative along a trajectory ofthe equation (45.5) 

(45.7) 

Bf -
where ~ = cj(t)-' , i = 1,n. 

BXj 

The search strategy (45.5) can bring us to the fulfillment of (45.3) only if the 
function V converges to zero. The laUer will occur when 

t 

!im feS(t)dt = -00, 
t-"«> 

(45.8) 
o 

where eS = VV- l . This is a necessary and sufficient condition. 
From (45.6) and (45.7) it is evident that for the fulfillment of (45.8) it is natu

ral to assume that the quadratic form 

is negative definite, so that 

Further, from (45.6), (45.7) and (45.10) we immediately determine that 

eS(t) 5, A - B , 

where 

A < " i(t) , L..J B 5, -2xmincs(t), 
c(t) s 

(45.9) 

(45.10) 
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and, therefore, for 0< f ~ &s(t) ~ "& ~ 00 the condition (45.8) is satisfied, 

since 

~ nmaX{IIn ~I, In Ei} - 2%& t. 
& & -

From the last estimate, it follows that 

V(t) < V(O)ea - bt , a,b > 0. (45.11) 

According to (45.11), a transition from any point of the domain for which 

V(xp ... ,xJ < c < 00 to the domain V(xp ... ,xJ ~ d , where d > 0, is per-

formed for the time not more than some T < 00 . From this it follows that all 

points ofthe domain V(xp ... ,xn ) < C < 00 during some finite time will have 

passed to the points of the one and the same domain V (xp ..• , xn ) ~ d and all 

points of this domain, for sufficiently small d > 0, will have passed to the 
* * unique point O(x\ , ... ,xn ) for which 

81; = 8j; = ... = 81n =0, 
8x1 8x2 8xn 

(45.12) 

and the domain V(xp ... ,xn ) < C < 00 will hold no other similar points. 

Since C is any finite positive nurnber, then there will be no sirnilar points 

anywhere at all. The point O(x\* , ... ,xn*) is unique and for it, according to 

(45.9), one has 

821; < 0, S = 1,n, 
8xs 

(45.13) 

and hence the maximum of each of the functions f. over the variable Xs is at

tained in this point. 

Thus, the equations (45.12) have a unique solution, the point O(xl * , ... ,xn*) , 
and this point is also a globally stable equilibrium state of the searching strategy 
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described by the equation system (45.5). This point is also the point of the maxi

mum of all wins fs (Xl' , ... , X n ') over the appropriate variable X s . 

45.3.2 
Admissibility of small time delays 

Let the strategy (45.5) be implemented with some time delays, so that 

(45.14) 

where, for the sake of simplicity, Cs is assumed to be restricted by the large 

constant f> O. For the proof of the statement stated in the heading , it is suffi

cient to take, as the earlier used function V, another function ofthe form 

{ ( J2 ( J2} 1 afs afs 
V =- l:cs -- +A XS -Cs - , 

2 s axs axs 

where A > 0 will be then chosen properly. 

45.3.3 
When does the individual wins maximizing strategy bring to the global 
maximum of the general win? 

(45.15) 

An answer to the question in the heading is reduced to establishing the condi

tions under which the point O(x}* , ... ,xn *), being a unique globally stable equi

librium ofthe system (45.5) and, simultaneously, a unique point ofthe maximal

ity of all wins (fs over the variable xs )' could be also a unique global maximum 

of the payoff function for the general win F = 1; + ... + In . 
The uniqueness of the maximum, and , therefore, its global character for the 

function F , will take place if the quadratic form 

is negative definite and an estimate ofthe form (45.10) is satisfied. It can be ob
served here that 
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The first quadratic form of this sum of two items is negative definite by virtue of 
(45.10); its main quadratic terms are 

a2F ß2 
2 '='s ' axs 

and it is natural to presuppose that they are very essential, i.e. of larger magni

tudes, since the variable ~s is, most likely, the most essential in the win fs. The 

analogous term of the second quadratic form in (45.16) 

looks considerably more imposing, but it does not exceed the total result com
posed of rigidities of the playing effects of 

1s - player's moves upon the wins of all remaining players, which are not so 

many and may be averaged. The said is not more than an argument for accept

ing the condition of negative definiteness for the quadratic form cD j and for the 

estimate of 

which provides the fact that the maximum of the general win F will be unique 

and global; its coincidence with the point O( x j * , ... , xn *) will take place for 

aF alp -
-=L-=O, s=l,n. 
axs p*s axs 

(45.17) 

If alp is considered as a rigidity of the effect of the player 1s upon the 
axs 

player 1 p , then the sum (45.17) will be a sum of all rigidities of the pressure by 

the player 1s upon all remaining players 1 p' (p ;t. s) . Against what should 

this sum of rigidities be small in order to expect the closeness of the maximum 

for the general win to the general win in the point O(x j * , ... ,xn *)? This question 

will be studied in the following section. 
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45.3.4 
The basic principle of the joint ideal game 
in the society 

An optimal general win is determined from the equations 

(45.18) 

8 2J, 8f 
i.e. the larger is --2-s ,as compared against I _P_, the less essential will be 

8xs P~S 8xs 
the additional term in the equation (45.18). This follows from the first approxima

tion for variations dx s with respect to x s • , i.e. we obtain 

8 2 )"s 8)"p --
--2 dxs + I-=O, s=l,n 
8xs p~s 8xs 

(45.19) 

A final conclusion on how close is the point of the global maximum of the 

general win F to the point O(xl*, ... ,xn*)ofthe maximum ofthe individual 

wins can be formulated as a requirement of smallness for the sum of rigidities of 
effects of each player's moves upon the general win of all remaining players. 
This can be provided either through the smallness of each individual effect 
taken separately or through the smallness of the total effect produced; taking into 
account the possibility to compensate them. The said can be formulated as some 
behavioural principle in the general ideal economical public game: on the one 
hand, each player must strive to his personal win by optimizing it steadily, and on 
the other hand, he should not, as much as possible, bring harm in general and 
should not help others to win. It turns out that both the contributions and im
pediments to the wins of others will decrease the possible common win. Indeed, 
the first approximation of the general win over the sum of the individual maxi
mized wins, according to (45.19), is equal to 

dF = I 8F dx = I 8F _ I 8)"p 82 )"s = r (J-I] 
s 8xs s s 8xs p~s 8xs 8xs2 

= -I I OJ"p 8 2 )"s > ° ( J2( J-I 
s p~s 8xs 8xs 2 
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and is always positive; it will be the greater in size, the greater will be the squares 
of the sums of the effecting rigidities. It can be noted here that this excess, in any 
case for the ftrst approximation, will be the smaller, the more "sharpening" will 

be the individual wins (i.e. the larger the second derivatives offs over Xs ). 

45.3.5 
On expedient organization and self-organization of economic games in the 
society 

Under an expedient organization there is understood a eloseness to the ideal 
game. As one may judge from the preceding, the optimal econornic functioning 
in the ideal game demands from its participants to be only skillful and successful 
in optirnizing their personal wins. But the optimal game will be hardly possible; 
besides, who should arrange and defme it. A more real thing will be some ap
proximation far the game obtained by using an expedient strategy of the eco
nomic games thernselves and that of economic policy. The basic principle of this 
self-organization bringing the econornic game elose to the optimal game will 
imply the fact that each player should maximally strive .to his individual win and 
simultaneously arrange the game in such a way as to make the total effects upon 
other players as less as possible. When following this strategy, he, while choos
ing his move, will maximally tend to escape from the effects of the remaining 
players. Such a self-organization naturally presupposes the players to be given 
sufftciently wide opportunities for choosing their moves; and this , in particular, 
implies them to be sufftciently informed and to have a full understanding of the 
consequences oftheir moves. 

A trivial case of the ideal game is the case when each of the payoff functions 

fs depends upon Xs only. This case may be reached through uniting the play

ers with strong dependences into a "single" player, or through organizing the 
mutual relations between players, provided that these relations are not mutually 
strongly influential. 

It is worth noticing here one more peculiarity of the ideal game: the success of 
optirnizing the wins will entirely depend upon individual moves of each player, 
i.e. ifhis predictions are simpler and more reliable and he obtains a possibility to 
entirely concentrate himself only upon the efftciency of his moves and upon the 
facilities and technologies used by him. It may seem for somebody that the ideal 
game in its completely implemented form will exelude any competition entirely; 
but this is not so, because the competition will take place ,though not on the 
basic-level moves but on the level of comparing the playing results. And this is 

another important subject to deal with. 
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45.4 
A problem of involving managers and authorities into a 
general playing interaction 

Above we have defmed a functional structure of the basic level of the society 
(as a playing society) and its main organizational and management principles 
following from the requirements of the game to be efficient and acceptable. 
Further, there naturally arises the question: by whom and how is this basic level 
constructed and provided, and by whom and how are the games arranged and 
the observance of their mIes provided? In a living organism, this OCCUfS , as it 
were, by itself, due to what may be called a self-organization. In the contemporary 
society, this should take place consciously and be provided by the activity of 
some personalities granted with special authoritative powers and by the authorita
tive structures, which can be divided into managers defining the games and the 
authoritative power itself, i.e. powerful and administrative authorities being 
responsible for the observance of playing mIes and for the administrative serv
icing of the games. Alongside with this, there also arises the question of how 
these special powers can be made compatible with the demand that all the players 
should enjoy equal rights and play one and the same common game. 

The existence of the problem of managers was emphasized in OUf earlier 
mathematical model "producers - products - managers" , since in this model the 
managers arise not because of the need in them and their usefulness, but be
cause they can be kept by the society .. In this sense, they look tragically similar 
to parasitical elements of the society - robbers, thieves, swindlers, .... From the 
viewpoint of the society's playing model, the problem consists in involving man
agers and both kinds of authorities into the equal - right universal playing inter
action, i.e. into the game general for everybody. The social status itself held by 
the managers and authorities ,so to say, hampers for them to enjoy equal 
rights. Though, it is the demand of the playing model that this equality of rights 
be observed. In my opinion, this is the very point where a central problem of the 
contemporary human society, i.e. the problem ofpower, is lying. 

The description of the authoritative functions and the functioning of the 
aJlthorities lies beyond the framework of our playing model and requires its ex
pansion and improvement; nevertheless, the problem of authorities, more 
exactly, the problem of inserting the authorities into a general playing interac
tion - this problem is already arising inside this model. From the positions of 
this model, there may be formulated the core of the problem and show the 
ways of its solution, i.e. , more exactly, to show what should be done for its 
solution . Things should be done so that no one of managers or of authorities, in 
executing his functions, i.e. playing one of the assigned games, could have no 
possibility to use his power for changing or violating the mIes ofhis game. 

For this, there should be established a purposeful and complete division of 
powers among separate executors and management and authoritative structures. 
This division should exclude not only an immediate use of their power for 
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their personal and corporative purposes but their collusion as weIl. Organizing the 
authorities , i.e. the games relevant to them, under the above listed requirements 
will automatically bring the so much needed high professionalism, competence 
and efficiency of managers and authorities, because only through these features 
they will be able to successfully play and win the competition laid in the playing 
mIes. To some extent, it is in these very directions that changes in the contempo
rary civilized societies are occurring; namely, aseparation of power, transpar
ency of intentions and actions, appointrnent through election and replacement. 

45.5 
Conclusion 

No doubts, the theoretical game model considered above is primitively simple as 
compared against the real life of the human society on the Earth, with its various 
incomprehensible and complicated relationships between people, groups of peo
pIe, countries and nations. All this cannot be embraced and adequately reflected 
by a mathematical model. We do not mean such a powerful model at all. Instead, 
we are discussing only the model for the basic level of the society, the founda
tion upon which the society is resting and the environment within which it is 
functioning. Our narration concems only the environment which will allow and 
promote an active and efficient activity of humans, the activity desired, con
venient and acceptable for almost everybody. All the rest, i.e. above the basic 
level and its maintenance, is created, as if by itself, by active deeds of people 
and their capability for self-organization. All the rest is created by people during 
their general game, including also the mathematical simulation that helps them 
in describing all possible sides of their activities and life. 

lt is not necessary and impossible to demand from the basic-level model to be 
complete and adequate to a real human society. This demand is impossible, 
since any total model is so complicated that it will hardly make it possible to 
draw some general conclusions. We should and can demand from the constructed 
basic level the abilities to provide a deserving life for the people on the Earth, 
with its conditions, surrounding nature and human properties. This basic level 
must serve as some foundation for the efficient functioning of the society fully 
satisfying the needs of inhabitants. 

The organizational , functional and management principles stated above are 
nothing but only the necessary conditions (they were obtained as necessary) and 
they will be sufficient, if this foundation, the basic level, is stable and self
sufficient. 

The stability of this basic level demands that this basic level be acceptable and 
desirable by the overwhelming majority ofthe people. Also, this stability implies 
that this level can be implemented and maintained; and there should exist no ac
tual possibilities to disorganize and destroy it . 
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The self-sufficiency of this basic level implies that the basic level is suffi
cient to support and maintain itself, i.e. when the stability factors are incorporated 
into the basic level itself. 

I am far from thinking that the basic level should be and can be implemented 
and organized forcefully . Conversely, the above basic level, I think, will be 
constructed on its own, thanks to natural activities of people; a beginning of 
the construction of this level is already vividly seen. Though, to accelerate and 
make this evolutionary process easier and to escape from erroneous actions and 
dead ends, it would not be superfluous to have a clear idea of its essential pur
poses and perspectives. From the viewpoint of the above basic postulate concem
ing desirability and most efficiency of the game-like apprehension of life, 
stability and self-sufficiency of the basic level must take place. Here, the most 
difficult problem of humanity is to successfully involve all kinds of authorities 
into the general game and is also a presence of countries and nations falling 
largely behind in their development. 

Of course, it rnay happen so that everything will be absolutely not so and what 
was said above is only a hypothesis unlucky in its implementation. That is why in 
the very beginning this playing model was called fantastic. Nevertheless, it is 
worthy here to say some more words about one specificity of the society self
organization. 

For this, let us return to the above analogy between a living multi-cell organism 
and a human society. As an analogue for the basic level in cell organisms there 
serves the homeostasis of the biotope. However, except the homeostasis, as a 
necessary condition for life there appear humoral and nervous control systems that 
sustain the homeostasis and are not reduced to this function only. In a human 
society, as an analogue to humoral and nervous controls there exist deliberate 
authoritative structures being more or less centralized in the form of aState and its 
structures and institutions. This management, both in the organism and in the 
society, arises in the process of their self-organization. In the human society, 
authoritative structures are needed not only for sustaining the basic level; their 
power is considerably wider and this circumstance brings supplementary man
agement structures and the necessity to involve them into a general playing inter
action. Here, there arises the question about where and how runs the boundary 
between the authoritative management and the so-called spontaneous and natural 
self-organization demanding only a support of the basic level. Omitting our re
sponse to this not so easy question conceming this boundary, we note here that the 
problem of this supplementary management rnay be solved through properly di
viding the power, through making the intentions and actions of the authorities 
more open and transparent for people, more predictable within possible limits, 
more liable to efficient public exarnination - all these requirements , as a whole, 
will rnake the authorities involved into the general game of the society. 
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